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Finland At A Glance

Area: 338,127 km2

Language:
Finnish and Swedish (official languages)

Sámi (recognised language)
Religion: Evangelical Lutheran, Finnish Orthodox
Time Zone: GMT +2
Population: 5,326,000 (2012)
Capital City: Helsinki
Primary Port: Helsinki
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Primary Airport: Helsinki-Vantaa
Currency: Euro

Overall

In March, Finland's centre-right ruling coalition resigned after failing to pass long-pursued health
care and regional administration reform. The cabinet will govern in a caretaker capacity until the
scheduled parliamentary election on 14 April. The proposed changes, which sought the entry of
private health care providers to the market and the transfer of social and health care services to new
regional authorities, is unlikely to be passed in the two-year outlook.

The budget deficit, currently below 1% of GDP, is expected to remain modest, and the government
debt/GDP ratio has eased below 60% of GDP. Structural challenges, such as unfavourable demo
graphics, present fiscal challenges in the next three to five years. Although unemployment has been
easing (from 8.6% in 2017 to 7.5% in 2018), further improvement is constrained by labour
shortages and the difficulty of dismissing employees.

Economic growth is projected at 1.7% in 2019 and 1.2% in 2020. The outlook for external demand
is weakening in the EU and Russia. The construction investment boom is slowing, while modest
wage growth will dampen household demand. Finnish industrial productivity remains structurally
uncompetitive.

The risk of industrial action and peaceful protests relating to disputes between trade unions and
employers is high. Trade unions have the potential to initiate large strikes, causing disruption for
days. Centralised wage negotiations between the employers' organisations, trade unions, and the
government will remain a key feature in the Finnish consensus-seeking labor market policy model.

Finland is unlikely to join NATO in the two-year outlook. Any moves towards NATO membership
would be subject to a referendum and conducted jointly with Sweden. Closer military co-operation
with Sweden and NATO probably will continue, increasing the risk of Finnish involvement in the
unlikely event of a direct Russia-NATO confrontation. Airspace and naval border incursions by
Russian military aircraft are likely to persist.

Political

Finnish politics are characterised by continuity and consensus, with broad coalitions and policy
compromises being the norm. This ensures overall stability but can hamper effective policy-
making. The exclusion of the more extreme wing of the anti-EU, anti-immigrant Finns party from
the three-party, centre-right coalition government in June 2017, made government co-operation
easier, but disputes between the two main parties KESK and KOK still pose instability risks.
Further structural reforms aimed at improving economic performance, which have decreased the
government's popularity, will likely remain contentious ahead of the parliamentary election in April
2019.

External Relations
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Finland has been among the EU countries most affected by the sanctions and counter-sanctions
between the EU and Russia over the conflict in Ukraine that started in 2014. Russia's food import
ban has particularly affected Finland's exports, especially dairy products, and diplomatic relations
have suffered from numerous Russian airspace incursions. Finland has stepped up military co-
operation with NATO, but is unlikely to join the alliance in the two-year outlook. Any moves
towards NATO membership will likely be subject to a referendum and conducted jointly with
Sweden.

Military Conflict

The fallout between the EU and Russia over the conflict in eastern Ukraine has led to closer
military co-operation with Sweden and NATO, increasing the risk of Finnish involvement in the
unlikely event of a direct Russia-NATO confrontation. Airspace and naval border incursions by
Russian military aircraft are likely to continue. Finland is likely to abide by its plans to increase its
defence spending over the next several years. Any moves towards NATO membership will likely
be subject to a referendum and conducted jointly with Sweden. Finland is unlikely to join the
alliance in the three-year outlook.

Terrorism

Low-capability jihadist terrorist attacks with knives are as likely as shooting or vehicle attacks, as
indicated by the August 2017 knife assault in central Turku conducted by a Moroccan citizen.
According to the Finnish Security Intelligence Service, there is a homegrown radical Islamists
network in Finland and approximately 370 people are potentially connected to terrorist activities,
whereas the country features more prominently in radical Islamist propaganda. Coincidentally, the
likelihood of far-right extremist attacks targeting government or religious assets and refugee
shelters has therefore increased. Animal-rights activists are likely to use aggressive tactics against
fur businesses or animal-processing industries.

Social Unrest

Far-right protests are more likely after the August 2017 Turku knife attack and December 2018
investigations of sexual abuse by asylum seekers, and against foreigners especially of Arab origin,
risking low-level violence between demonstrators and anti-racism protesters, specifically in larger
cities including Helsinki, Tampere, and Turku. Far-right movements are especially active during
national commemoration days, such as the Independence Day. With the majority of employees
unionised, protests and labour strikes occur frequently in reaction to potential job losses or
disagreements over working conditions and wages. Workers' protests and sectorial labour strikes
remain likely.

Operational

Private investment is welcomed. Partial privatisation of several state-owned companies is likely to
depend on the next government after the March-April 2019 parliamentary election. Certain key
companies and sectors are considered strategic and therefore sensitive in terms of foreign
investment, in particular the energy sector, and investment from Russia. The workforce is well
educated, infrastructure is well developed, and corruption risks are low. A June 2016 agreement
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reached between trade unions and employers' organisations reduced companies' labour costs and
increased competitiveness. Privatisations will increase the risk of sectoral strikes. Industrial action
can result in cargo disruption or disruption to normal business activities. The corruption risk is low.

Crime

Crime rates in Finland are low compared to other European countries. Organised, financial, violent,
or petty crime is unlikely to have a substantial impact on business operations. Around 80 organised
crime groups are active, primarily motorcycle gangs and Russian and Estonian groups engaged in
drug smuggling and security provision. Gang violence is usually limited to feuds and does not
typically affect the public. In the past, there were reports on the involvement of Russian gangs in
setting up protection rackets. However, such activities are unlikely to spread beyond the Russian
business community.

Risks to Individuals

There is a heightened risk of attacks by far-right groups and individuals against Muslims, ethnic
minorities, or those perceived to be foreign in the aftermath of the August 2017 knife attack in
Turku. A Moroccan asylum seeker received a life sentence for the attack. Probable targets include
mosques, refugee registration centres, shelters, and vehicles, as well as pro-immigration NGOs and
newspapers. Risks to individuals stemming from lone gunmen or organised crime are low, but exist
given the availability of firearms. No non-state armed group operates in the country, but the Turku
attack indicates increased risk of lone-wolf terrorist attacks with low capability.
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Major Threats

Conflict snapshot

The fallout between the EU and Russia over the conflict in eastern Ukraine has led to closer
military co-operation with Sweden and NATO, increasing the risk of Finnish involvement in the
unlikely event of a direct Russia-NATO confrontation. Airspace and naval border incursions by
Russian military aircraft are likely to continue. Finland is likely to abide by its plans to increase its
defence spending over the next several years. Any moves towards NATO membership will likely
be subject to a referendum and conducted jointly with Sweden. Finland is unlikely to join the
alliance in the three-year outlook.

Terrorism snapshot
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Low-capability jihadist terrorist attacks with knives are as likely as shooting or vehicle attacks, as
indicated by the August 2017 knife assault in central Turku conducted by a Moroccan citizen.
According to the Finnish Security Intelligence Service, there is a homegrown radical Islamists
network in Finland and approximately 370 people are potentially connected to terrorist activities,
whereas the country features more prominently in radical Islamist propaganda. Coincidentally, the
likelihood of far-right extremist attacks targeting government or religious assets and refugee
shelters has therefore increased. Animal-rights activists are likely to use aggressive tactics against
fur businesses or animal-processing industries.

Social stability and unrest snapshot

Far-right protests are more likely after the August 2017 Turku knife attack and December 2018
investigations of sexual abuse by asylum seekers, and against foreigners especially of Arab origin,
risking low-level violence between demonstrators and anti-racism protesters, specifically in larger
cities including Helsinki, Tampere, and Turku. Far-right movements are especially active during
national commemoration days, such as the Independence Day. With the majority of employees
unionised, protests and labour strikes occur frequently in reaction to potential job losses or
disagreements over working conditions and wages. Workers' protests and sectorial labour strikes
remain likely.

Protests and riots

Far-right activists pose moderate risk of violence against refugee centres; environmentalists
likely to protest against nuclear and mining projects

Civil unrest and violent incidents have spread from Lapland to the south of the country, including
Helsinki, Salo, Lahti, and Kouvola. There is a moderate risk of xenophobic attacks against Arab
individuals, mosques, refugee registration centres, shelters, and vehicles following the Turku attack
in August 2017 and highly publicised investigations into sexual abuse by asylum seekers and
migrants in late 2018 and early 2019 . Offices and assets of pro-immigration NGOs and newspapers
are also at risk. Hate speech in social media has become more prevalent, such as against individuals
publicly supportive of refugees. A high risk of property damage is also posed by anarchist
demonstrations in the larger cities and towns in southern Finland, including Helsinki, Tampere, and
Turku. Far-right movements have become particularly active during national commemoration days,
such as Finland's Independence Day on 6 December. Although the police have so far managed to
keep rallies peaceful, violent incidents against individuals and property are likely to be difficult to
contain. The government and the police are increasingly concerned about the organisation of far-
right movements. In December 2016, a public demonstration participated by several far-right
groups resulted in damage to public property, including war veterans' tombs, an act that angered
politicians of the right-wing Finns Party. In September 2016, a Finnish citizen was assaulted during
a Neo-Nazi demonstration near the Helsinki train station and later died from his wounds. The
Finnish neo-Nazi groups have close links to Nordic counterparts. Although counter-demonstrations
against racism are also more frequent, clashes with far-right groups will probably be avoided.

There is a high awareness of environmental issues in Finland and several well-organised civil
society and activist groups are active, including Greenpeace, the Finnish Association for Nature
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Conservation, Friends of the Earth, the Finnish Nature League, and the Finnish Society for Nature
and Environment. Sectors that have been subject to protests include pharmaceutical companies,
animal farmers, and especially nuclear power plant projects and mining operations. Protests have
also occurred against revelations of poisonous chemical emissions in wastewaters from mining
operations in eastern and central Finland. The proposed future development of several more mines
in the northern Lapland region is likely to generate more protests by national and international
groups as well as sections of the local community. Overall, environmentalist protests are designed
largely to generate publicity and cause disruption, and violence against property or personnel is
rare.

Risks to individuals snapshot

There is a heightened risk of attacks by far-right groups and individuals against Muslims, ethnic
minorities, or those perceived to be foreign in the aftermath of the August 2017 knife attack by a
Moroccan asylum seeker in Turku and highly-publicised investigations into sexual abuse by
foreign-born nationals from late 2018. Probable targets include mosques, refugee registration
centres, shelters, and vehicles, as well as pro-immigration NGOs and newspapers. Risks to
individuals stemming from lone gunmen or organised crime are low, but exist given the availability
of firearms. No non-state armed group operates in the country, but the Turku attack indicates
increased risk of lone-wolf terrorist attacks with low capability.

Crime Overview

Crime rates in Finland are low compared to other European countries. Organised, financial, violent,
or petty crime is unlikely to have a substantial impact on business operations. Around 80 organised
crime groups are active, primarily motorcycle gangs and international groups engaged in drug
trafficking. Gang violence is usually limited to feuds and does not typically affect the public. In the
past, there were reports on the involvement of Russian gangs in setting up protection rackets.
However, such activities are unlikely to spread beyond the Russian business community.

Organised Crime

There are an estimated 80 organised criminal groups in Finland, with a total membership of up to
1,000 people. The criminal groups' primary activity is the trafficking of drugs , but they are also
involved in human smuggling, construction, cleaning and maintenance, the restaurant sector, and in
the counterfeiting of documents and currency along with other forms of financial crime. Trafficking
has declined in recent years thanks to tightened border control and strengthened cross-authority
joint crime intelligence and analysis units. Payment card frauds and cyber-crimes are likely to
increase in coming years because of digitalisation. In 2014, two large banks had their systems
hacked. Connections are maintained primarily to Estonia and Russia but also to central Europe and
Spain. They maintain strict internal discipline and are ready to use violence to protect their
interests. The financial resources at their disposal are considerable, and they employ bribery,
intimidation, and infiltration to influence the public authorities and decision-makers. They also
threaten parties concerned with, and witnesses involved in, criminal proceedings.

The drug trade and its associated problems are a relatively new but rapidly increasing phenomena
in Finland. In recent years, the illegal drugs trade and related crime have caused increasing
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problems in Finland. Until the mid-1990s, these were largely non-existent issues. However, year-
on-year the Finnish police and customs service have seized increasing volumes of smuggled drugs.
Most of this trade is now organised by Finnish organisations with links to foreign organisations.
Amphetamines tend to enter Finland from Estonia, where they are produced. Millions of dollars
worth of drugs have been seized by law enforcement agencies each month, and this is estimated to
be only 10% of the total amount entering the country, raising fears that Finland is increasingly
becoming a transit route for drugs being trafficked from Asia, through Russia, and into Europe.

Organised crime groups in Russia, in particular those located in St Petersburg, are a major
influence in the problems of trafficking and its associated crime in Finland. These problems are
compounded by the sheer length of the 1,313 km border and the Russian security services' inability
to crack down on the problem or to co-operate with their Finnish counterparts.

Trafficking

Human

Human trafficking, primarily of young women from across the border with Russia and from China
and West Africa, has been a growing problem in Finland. However, law-enforcement agencies
reported increased success in combating human trafficking in 2016. One of the most immediate
problems facing Finland is organised crime and economic migrants emanating from the St
Petersburg region in Russia, which is just across the border from Finland. Internationally, gangs are
turning to migrant smuggling as a highly lucrative operation. Young women have been smuggled
into Finland and Sweden from Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia and more recently from West Africa to
work in the sex industry. A major example of this was highlighted by the dismantling of a
prostitution ring in October 2007, which involved approximately 150 women, most of them
Russian, working illegally in 20 Finnish cities. More recently, there have been individual media
reports of human trafficking and illegal labour cases in the restaurant sector. These are issues on
which all the states in the region are increasingly co-operating. In 2005 the National Plan of Action
against Trafficking in Human Beings was published, implementing the directive enabling the
issuance of residence permits. An updated and revised plan was adopted in 2008. Trafficking has
declined in recent years thanks to tightened border control and increased cross-border co-operation
with neighbouring countries.

Financial Crime

The 2008 Act on Preventing and Clearing Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing, transposed
the third European Union Money-Laundering Directive into Finnish law. Finland's financial
intelligence unit - the Money Laundering Clearing House - is to a great extent competent and
effective. According to the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), Finland is largely compliant with
the FATF recommendations. The FATF also notes that Finland applies sufficient preventative
measures to its financial institutions, and the country has a competent framework for national and
international co-operation. Some weak points, however, concern the weak sanctions regime and the
sometimes inadequate supervision of designated non-financial businesses and professions.
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Leadership

Title Name Appointed
Sauli NIINISTO President 1 Mar 2012
Juha SIPILÄ Prime Minister 29 May 2015
Petteri ORPO Minister of Finance 22 Jun 2016
Timo SOINI Deputy Prime Minister; Foreign Affairs 29 May 2015
Jussi NIINISTÖ Minister of Defence 29 May 2015
Mika LINTILÄ Minister of Economic Affairs 29 Dec 2016
Antti HÄKKÄNEN Minister of Justice 27 Apr 2017
Jari LINDSTRÖM Minister of Employment 27 Apr 2017
Kai MYKKÄNEN Minister of the Interior 6 Feb 2018
Anne BERNER Minister of Transport and Communications 29 May 2015
Anne-Mari VIROLAINEN Minister of Foreign Trade and Development 6 Feb 2018
Sanni GRAHN-LAASONEN Minister of Education 27 Apr 2017
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Jari LEPPÄ Minister of Agriculture and Forestry 27 Apr 2017
Pirkko MATTILA Minister of Social Affairs and Health 22 Aug 2016
Kimmo TIILIKAINEN Minister of Housing, Energy and the Environment 27 Apr 2017
Anu VEHVILÄINEN Minister of Local Government and Reform 29 May 2015
Annika SAARIKKO Minister of Family Affairs and Social Services 10 Jul 2017
Sampo TERHO Minister of Culture, Sport and European Affairs 27 Apr 2017
Source: IHS and CIRCA People in Power

Political Profiles

President Sauli Niinistö

Sauli Väinämö Niinistö, born on 24 August 1948 in Salo, ran as an independent in the January
2018 presidential election, which he won in the first round with about 63% of the vote. With this
Niinistö secured his second term in office; in the 2015 election, when he was the candidate of the
National Coalition Party (Kansallinen Kokoomuspuolue: KOK), he took 62.6% of the vote in the
second round. Niinistö was nonetheless supported by KOK when he sought re-election in 2018. A
lawyer, he was the minister of justice in Paavo Lipponen's first cabinet (1995-96) and later
followed Iiro Viinanen as a minister of finance (1996-99). He continued in this position in
Lipponen's second cabinet from 1999 to 2003 and moved on to become the deputy director of the
European Investment Bank (EIB). Niinistö was a member of parliament between 1987 and 2003
and from 2007 to 2011. He was the KOK leader between 1994 and 2001 and subsequently
parliamentary speaker. Niinistö was the runner-up in the 2006 presidential elections, losing to the
incumbent, Tarja Halonen, by a small margin. Having held various positions in international
economic and banking bodies, Niinistö has a strong reputation as an economist. He was the first
politician to openly support NATO membership in his presidential campaign. However, his
position changed with time, with him saying that the issue of NATO membership would not be
raised during his first term. In his campaign for the 2018 election, Niinistö has not supported
Finland's NATO accession. In October 2017, he expressed the view that NATO membership should
be decided by a referendum. Niinistö positions himself as a centrist on most policy issues, but is an
enthusiast for European integration.

Prime Minister Juha Sipilä

A former millionaire businessman, Juha Sipilä entered the political scene when he was first elected
to the parliament in 2011. He became the chairman of the Centre Party (Keskusta: KESK) in June
2012 and led the party to victory in the April 2015 elections. In 2015, Sipilä formed the current
government coalition and was appointed the prime minister, replacing Alexander Stubb. He
supports engagement with civil society and NGOs, promotes renewable energy, and aims to reduce
bureaucracy. His business background has been raised numerous times as an issue by his critics. He
is from the northern Oulu region and was born in 1961. Sipilä holds a Master of Science degree in
technology.

Minister of Finance Petteri Orpo
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Petteri Orpo replaced Alexander Stubb as minister of finance and chairman of KOK in June 2016.
Previously, he served as minister of the interior in 2015-16 under Juha Sipilä and minister of
agriculture and forestry in 2014-15 under Alexander Stubb. He is a member of parliament since
2007 for Finland Proper. He was born in 1969 and is an economist and a career politician in the
KOK party. Viewed as more calm and composed than his predecessor, Orpo received wide
recognition for his work as minister of the interior during the European migrant crisis of 2015. He
is positive about Finnish NATO membership, but is not actively pursuing it.

Minister of Foreign Affairs, Deputy Prime Minister Timo Soini

Timo Soini is a co-founder and former leader of the Finns Party, which rocketed to unprecedented
support in the 2011 parliamentary election. Soini entered politics in the early 1990s and was first
elected to parliament in 2003. From 2009 to 2011 he was a member of the European Parliament. As
an outspoken social conservative and the leader and co-founder of the Eurosceptic Finns party,
Soini is known for taking a firm stance against the Eurozone bailouts. He also opposes imposing
environmental taxes and in 2011, called on Finland to quit international climate change agreements.
He led the Finns Party to join the coalition government in 2015. After joining government, his
rhetoric has mellowed considerably. In June 2017, Soini stepped down from the chairperson
position of the Finns Party.

Chairman Antti Rinne, Social Democratic Party of Finland

Antti Rinne is the chairman of the current main opposition party, the Social Democratic Party of
Finland (Suomen Sosialidemokraatttinen Puolue: SDP). He was minister of finance under
Alexander Stubb in 2014-15, replacing his predecessor, Jutta Urpilainen, as SDP leader after a
successful leadership challenge. He was re-elected as SDP leader in February 2017. Member of
parliament from the southern Uusimaa district since 2015, Rinne made a career as a union leader
before entering politics. He was born in 1962 and is a lawyer by training.
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Political summary

Presidential elections Next contest: January 2024; Last contest: 28 January 2018.
Legislative elections Next contest: April 2019; Last contest: 19 April 2015.
Head of State Sauli Niinisto (since 1 March 2012)
Prime Minister Juha Sipilä (since 29 May 2015)
Finance Petteri Orpo (since 22 June 2016)
Foreign Affairs Timo Soini (since 29 May 2015)
Defence/Security Jussi Niinistö (since 29 May 2015)
Economy Mika Lintilä (since 29 December 2016)
Justice/Attorney General Antti Häkkänen (since 27 April 2017)
Labour Jari Lindström (since 27 April 2017)
Source: IHS and CIRCA People in Power

Political Outlook

Finland is usually governed by a coalition and in the past 30 years coalitions have comprised at
least three parties. Finnish politics are characterised by continuity and consensus, with broad
coalitions and policy compromises being the norm. This ensures overall stability but can hamper
effective policy-making. In March, the centre-right government resigned following its failure to
obtain parliamentary support for its plans for healthcare and regional administration reform during
the current government term. A caretaker cabinet will govern until the scheduled parliamentary
election on 14 April.

Government Stability

Government instability risks will probably persist ahead of parliamentary election in April-
May 2019

The centre-right coalition government, headed by Prime Minister Juha Sipilä, consists of the Centre
Party (Suomen Keskusta: KESK), the centre-right National Coalition Party (Kansallinen
Kokoomus: KOK), and Blue Reform (Sininen Tulevaisuus: SIN) - a group splitting from the anti-
EU Finns Party (Perussuomalaiset: PS). Sipilä's government, including the whole of the Finns
Party, was formed after the April 2015 parliamentary election and enjoyed a solid majority. In June
2017, Sipilä announced that the coalition would end, with KESK and KOK no longer co-operating
with the PS. They cited differences in values and political views after the election of Jussi Halla-
aho, a hardliner eurosceptic, as PS chairperson. Sipilä's potential resignation was prevented when
the PS split in two, with a moderate wing of MPs resigning from the party and forming a new
parliamentary group called New Alternative and later Blue Reform. The coalition relies on a small
majority of 104 seats in the 200-seat parliament, with SIN having 18 MPs. The exclusion of the
PS's more extreme wing from the ruling coalition made co-operation with SIN easier, as the group
is more united than the prior PS grouping, but lacks broad popular support (with an approval level
of 1.1-2.3%, according to opinion polls since December 2017).
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The relationship between KESK and KOK has suffered from long-standing disagreements over the
planned healthcare and administration reform. In March 2018, Sipilä stated that an election would
be called if the reform was not passed. Subsequently, parliament failed to pass the package by June
2018 as planned. However, despite previous threats, Sipilä did not dissolve the government: KESK
appears unwilling to call an early election as the popularity of the party continues to erode. Another
postponement of the reform's parliamentary adoption, now planned before the parliamentary
election in April 2019, will substantially increase the risk of government collapse before the vote.
That being said, in October 2018, a majority of 101 MPs backed Sipilä's cabinet in a government-
initiated confidence vote over its employment policy. This indicates the main parties' determination
to wait for the scheduled election and have the objective to pass the healthcare and administration
reform. Controversial austerity measures, an employment policy highly criticised by the opposition
and unions, and the late 2016 accusations of conflict of interest against Sipilä have contributed to
the plunge in the support for KESK. Sipilä has also been under pressure, facing criticism over
constitutional flaws in the government's law-making and suppressing the freedom of press.
According to the September 2018 poll by Yle/Taloustutkimus, approval of the party is 17.6%,
making it the third-most-popular party after KOK (18.9%) and the Social Democratic Party
(Suomen Sosialidemokraattinen Puolue: SDP, 22.6%), the largest opposition party. KESK had
most of the votes in the 2015 election, attracting 21.1% of the voters' support.

Party Data

Parliament Summary

Party abbr. Party name Seats
Parliament    
KESK Centre Party of Finland 49
PS True Finns 38
KOK National Coalition Party 37
SDP Social Democratic Party of Finland 34
G Green League 15
VL Left Alliance 12
SFP Swedish People's Party in Finland 9
KD Christian Democrats in Finland 5
Res Reserved for Åland Islands 1
Data reflects seat distribution following last election Source: IHS and CIRCA People in Power

Opposition Prospects and Programme

Social Democrats likely to continue strengthening their support base

The Social Democratic Party (Suomen Sosialidemokraattinen Puolue: SDP) emerged from the
April 2015 election as the largest parliamentary opposition, but with its lowest level of support ever
in a national election (16.5%). This was largely due to unpopular reforms it had to implement in the
previous government. The party's popularity surged once again from mid-2016 onwards, amid
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popular discontent with the current government's austerity and employment measures. In the 2017
local election, SDP emerged as the second-largest party after the ruling KOK, winning 19.3% of
the votes, but falling short of its 2012 result, when it polled at 19.6%. According to the
Yle/Taloustutkimus September 2018 poll, SDP has support of 22.6%, making it the most popular
party. SDP is likely to continue presenting a more uncompromising, classical centre-left profile,
criticising the centre-right coalition government's spending cuts and market-oriented reforms.

The Green League (Vihreä liitto: Vihr), the third largest parliamentary opposition group, provides a
well-established environmentalist opposition, opposing nuclear power as a key issue. The party is
one of the most vocal critics of the incumbent government, a stance that led to an increasing
support base. In the April 2017 local election, the Greens surged their share of the vote by 4.2% to
12.4%, compared with their previous election performance. However, since mid-2018, the Greens'
voter support has been dropping; in September, the party polled at 11.6%. In October 2018, Touko
Aalto, a first-term MP who was elected chairperson in June, stepped down.

In June 2017, the nationalist, anti-immigration Finns Party (Perussuomalaiset: PS) split in two, with
a moderate wing staying in the coalition government and the rest of the PS MPs (17) going into
opposition. The PS, under its new leader Jussi Halla-aho, a hardliner eurosceptic, is likely to
advocate a referendum on Finland's EU membership. The Left Alliance (Vasemmistoliitto)
outflanks the SDP on the left, strongly opposing public-sector spending cuts and backing the
introduction of a statutory minimum wage. In the last local election, it polled at 8.8%. The Swedish
People's Party (Svenska Folkpartiet: SFP) represents the Swedish-speaking minority but is
otherwise a liberal, centrist party with a long track record as a junior government partner. In the
2017 local election, the SFP attracted 4.9% of the voters' support.

Opposition profile

Main opposition forces Centre-left social democrats, left-wing socialists, centrist greens,
liberals, Christian democrats, and anti-EU nationalists.

Opposition strength Experienced and capable opposition
Prospects in
forthcoming election

Moderate to good. All parties are likely to benefit from a term in
opposition, improving their chances in 2019 election.

Extent of policy
differentiation

Relatively small, despite classic right/left differences over taxing and
spending. Political consensus-seeking is valued highly.

Political Parties

Ruling parties

Centre Party (Suomen Keskusta: KESK): Founded in 1906 to represent the rural population,
KESK to a large degree still relies on its agrarian roots and support base. In recent years the party
has shifted to the right and has toned down its anti-EU stance, but it continues to favour equality
and decentralisation. Traditionally KESK supports non-alignment and small and medium
enterprises. It has been ruling the country or taken part in governing coalitions many times since
the country's independence in 1917. The party has significant influence in smaller towns and
municipalities, enjoying a majority in municipal councils in many of them. Its leader,current prime
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minister Juha Sipilä, replaced the former, Mari Kiviniemi, in 2012. Until then in opposition, in the
April 2015 elections KESK came first, winning 49 seats out of 200. In May 2015, the party formed
a coalition with the nationalist Finns Party and the National Coalition Party (KOK), despite
differences in many areas. The party supports strong defence and military non-alignment,
decentralisation, free and fair trade, and small and medium enterprises. Potential future leaders
would be Annika Saarikko, Kimmo Tiilikainen, Katri Kulmuni, Antti Kurvinen, Tuomo Puumala,
and Antti Kaikkonen.

National Coalition Party (Kansallinen Kokoomus: KOK): The party was founded in 1918 to
represent moderate conservatives. It is centre-right, supporting moderate conservatism, market
liberalism, and pro-European integration, and officially advocates for NATO membership. The
KOK relies mostly on the support of the economic upper class and the academic right and is also
popular among certain public sectors such as lawyers and military officers, and attracts mostly
urban voters. KOK is strongest in the larger cities in southern Finland, including Helsinki. The
party turned into one of the largest Finnish parties after the 2007 election. However, after a very
successful decade of growing popularity, KOK lost its position as the largest party in the 2015
elections, finishing third with 37 seats. In 2016, Alexander Stubb, a strongly pro-EU and pro-
NATO politician, was replaced as KOK's chairman by Petteri Orpo. The party is viewed to have
been quite successful in promoting its goals in the current government coalition. The party
generally supports nuclear power, Finland's admission to NATO, work-based immigration, and
Finland's participation in EU bailouts. Potential future leaders are Pauliina Risikko, Jan
Vapaavuori, Antti Häkkänen, Sanni Grahn-Laasonen, Elina Lepomäki, Susanna Koski, and Wille
Rydman.

Finns Party (Perussuomalaiset: PS): The Finns Party was founded in 1995, following the
dissolution of the Finnish Rural Party. The party is nationalist, right-wing populist, social
conservative, and eurosceptic. Currently, it states its aim is to reform the EU rather to dissolve it.
The party's first and long-standing leader, Timo Soini, has largely built PS with his personal
charisma and skill as a politician. From only five seats in 2007, the party's popularity grew rapidly,
partly thanks to its anti-immigration stance, biting into the popularity of mainstream Finnish
parties. In 2011, it became the third largest party with 19% of the popular vote. In April 2015
elections, the party came in second, winning 38 seats in the parliament and joined the government
coalition of PM Sipilä. The party wants to cut social welfare for immigrants, limit the refugee
quota, and prevent Finland from participating in EU bailout mechanisms. The party has failed to act
on any of these promises since it joined the ruling coalition, however, which saw its support drop
significantly to below 10% in 2016-7. Various members, including parliamentary members, have
been involved in hate speech scandals and trials. In June 2016, Jussi Halla-aho, a hardliner
eurosceptic, was elected as the PS chairperson after Soini stepped down. This was followed by the
PS splitting in two, with a moderate wing of members of parliament resigning from the party and
forming a new parliamentary group called New Alternative and later Blue Reform. Potential future
leaders of PS are Sampo Terho, Jussi Niinistö, and Jari Lindström.

Opposition parties

Social Democratic Party (Suomen Sosialidemokraattinen Puolue: SDP): The SDP, the fourth-
largest party in the current parliament, with 34 seats and an all-time lowest rating of 16.51%, has a
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moderately socialist programme and retains strong links to the Central Organisation of Finnish
Trade Unions (SAK). SDP is a centre-left, pro-European party, whose support comes mostly from
urban and blue-collar voters. The 21st century has so far been very difficult for SDP, which has
been a major movement in Finland since 1899. This has led to some internal conflicts between the
far-left and centrist members. In the 2007 election the party performed poorly, which prompted
intra-party discussions on whether the adopted approach was too liberal, eroding support in the
traditional working classes. The calls for reform have also questioned the link with the SAK,
perceived by some as outdated in the modern service industry of temporary employment. In May
2014, the party's leader, Jutta Urpilainen, lost a leadership contest against the former trade union
boss Antti Rinne. The SDP has seen an upswing in popularity under Rinne, opposing the unpopular
labour market reforms of the current government. Potential future leaders would be Timo Harakka,
Sanna Marin, Tytti Tuppurainen, Ville Skinnari, and Antti Lindtman.

Green League (Vihreät: VIHR): The party has its roots in the tradition of direct action of the late
1970s, which centred on a growing awareness of environmental deterioration. VIHR supports
social liberalism, is pro-European, and currently does not see NATO membership as necessary.
Finnish Greens took part in elections for the first time in 1983 but only registered as a political
party in 1988. The VIHR was the first Green party in Europe to serve in government. The party has
been somewhat successful in removing the single-issue party label and establish itself as a
mainstream party. In government, VIHR has proven to be very moderate even on environmental
issues, except for nuclear power. It vocally supports the universal basic income. The current party
chairman is Touko Aalto, who replaced Ville Niinistö (nephew of Finnish president Sauli Niinistö)
in June 2017. Niinistö served three consecutive two-year terms, before stepping down as per the
party's rules. Niinistö served as minister of the environment, before the party resigned from the
coalition government after the approval of the Fennovoima nuclear power plant application. The
party draws much of its support from young urban voters and is regarded as one of the most
important of the smaller parties that dominate the Finnish political landscape. Despite growing
popularity, the party seems unlikely to overthrow the traditional ruling parties, and it is more likely
to remain a member of future coalitions. In government the Greens have proven relatively moderate
on issues such as forestry, taxation, and the welfare state. Potential future leaders are Emma Kari,
Hanna Halmeenpää, Antero Vartia, and Outi Alanko-Kahiluoto.

Historical Context

Date Event
1809 War between Sweden and Russia. Finland was separated from Sweden after some

700 years of Swedish rule and received autonomy under Russian rule.
1917 The Senate of Finland declared independence, which was recognised by Vladimir

Ilyich Lenin.
1939-1940 Winter War against the Soviet Union. Soviet Union attempted to conquer Finland in

the process of occupying Eastern Europe according to the Molotov-Rippentrop
Treaty. Scandinavian countries aided Finland in the struggle.

1941-1944 Continuation War against the Soviet Union. Germans fought alongside Finnish
forces. Truce signed.

1944-1945 Lapland War to expel German Army from Northern Finland.
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1947 Paris Peace Treaty signed.
1955 Finland joined Nordic Council and UN.

Withdrawal of Soviet forces from Porkkala naval base, west of Helsinki.
1961 Finland became associate member of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA).
1973 Special Relations Agreement (SRA) signed with EEC regarding free trade.
1986 Nuclear disaster at Chernobyl power plant (26 April). Finland badly affected.

Reassessment of nuclear power. Widespread disillusionment with communism.
1989-1992 Collapse of the Soviet Union.

FCMA treaty and military clauses of Paris Treaty revoked.
1991-1993 Economic recession accompanied by banking collapse.
1994 Referendum showed 56.9% in favour of joining EU (16 October).
1995 Finland, Sweden, and Austria joined EU (1 January).
2002 Finland was one of the first countries to introduce the euro (1 January).

Major Pressure Groups

Trade unions

Trade unions in Finland are among the most influential and effective in the world, according to the
International Labour Organisation, in line with the Nordic welfare state system. About 80% of the
total population is unionised. The trade unions and the Trade Union Congress have identified
themselves primarily with the Social Democrat Party (Suomen Sosialidemokraattinen Puolue: SDP)
and its economic policy. They run their own unemployment funds, providing benefits higher than
those provided by the social services. A high level of industrial democracy is practised in the form
of collective bargaining among industrial partners. There is a strong consensus between the state
and civil society, meaning that civil society remains calm, and the unions are mostly non-militant.

Finland has three main umbrella confederations comprising the various unions. The Central
Organisation of Finnish Trade Unions (SAK), the largest of the three, organises the numerous blue-
collar unions and members include people employed in industry, manufacturing, transport, and
private services sectors. The Finnish Confederation of Professionals (STTK) gathers public officers
and private industries. The largest white-collar union is the Confederation of Unions for
Professional and Managerial Staff in Finland (AKAVA), which involves professionals, self-
employed people, and students.

Constitution

Finland is a parliamentary democracy that, having been ruled by Russia for more than 100 years,
declared independence on 6 December 1917 and adopted a republican constitution on 17 July 1919
. The constitution guarantees individual and political freedoms and establishes a unicameral
parliament, with a president and government sharing executive powers on issues of defence and
foreign policy. In March 2000 amendments to the constitution reduced the president's powers,
moved Finland towards a purer form of parliamentarism, and included some of Finland's
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international obligations and responsibilities.

Executive

Head of state: The president is the head of state in Finland. He or she is elected by popular vote for
a maximum of two six-year terms. The president handles Finland's foreign affairs in co-operation
with the government, but international agreements, including war, must be approved by the
Eduskunta (parliament). The president is commander-in-chief of the armed forces. He or she has
certain appointive powers, including appointment of the prime minister selected by the Eduskunta.
The president also appoints the cabinet (Council of State), as proposed by the prime minister.

Government: The Finnish cabinet consists of the prime minister, ministers for the various
departments of the central government, and an ex officio member, the chancellor of justice. After
the parliament hearing, the president nominates a prime ministerial candidate for the parliament to
approve in a vote. The prime minister then chooses the rest of the cabinet, which is formally
appointed by the president. As head of the cabinet, the prime minister takes responsibility for
domestic and EU affairs and leading Finnish politics in general. Ministers are not obliged to be
parliament members and need not be formally affiliated with any political party. The cabinet's
programme must be approved by the Eduskunta.

Legislature

The single-chamber Eduskunta (parliament) has 200 members directly elected for four-year terms
through universal adult suffrage in 13 multi-seat constituencies by the d'Hondt system of
proportional representation. Although no single party can govern in its own right, the party with the
most seats in parliament has the de facto right to form a government, nominate a prime minister,
and build a coalition drawn from the various parliamentary represented parties. As the supreme
authority in Finland, the Eduskunta may alter the constitution, bring about the resignation of the
Council of State, and override presidential vetoes. Its acts are not subject to judicial review.
Administratively, Finland is divided into six provinces. The Åland Islands enjoy self-rule through
the Act on Åland Self-Government of 1951. A 30-member provincial council elected directly by
Åland's population governs the islands.

Judiciary

The Finnish court system consists of District Courts, Regional Administrative Courts, Courts of
Appeal, the Supreme Court of Justice, and the Supreme Administrative Court. In addition, there are
special courts that include the Insurance Court, which deals with social insurance and pension
matters, the Market Court for market and competition law, public procurement and civil intellectual
property cases, and a Labour Court. There are no separate courts for civil and penal matters. Under
the constitution, the Supreme Administrative Court, which has jurisdiction to decide on appeals
against decisions of administrative bodies, is equivalent to the Supreme Court of Justice. The eight
Regional Administrative Courts function as general courts in administrative matters, hear appeals
mainly concerning taxation, legal disputes between central and local government bodies or private
persons and the government, and also hear cases concerning civil liberties. The constitution
provides for judges to be appointed for life by the president, although some associate members of
the supreme courts and the courts of appeal are appointed on only a temporary basis.
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Regional and Local Institutions

The system of six regional state administrative agencies was created in 2010, replacing the previous
system of provinces. Each agency is responsible for one region (alue), with the island of Åland
designated a seventh region. These larger regions comprise 19 smaller regions (maakunta). Their
main tasks are regional planning and the development of healthcare, education, and enterprise.
Municipalities enjoy autonomy while being obliged to deliver certain services by law, and are
governed by elected municipality councils. There are 311 municipalities in Finland. Located
between Sweden and Finland, Åland enjoys local autonomy implemented most recently by the
1951 Act on Åland Self-Government. The island is almost entirely Swedish-speaking. One
Eduskunta seat is reserved for the Åland representative. There has been an intense debate recently
about overhauling the administrative system. A regional reform is expected to be implemented by
2020. The purpose is to co-ordinate and simplify the regional state administration with the new
county-level administration. The majority of the mandatory tasks of municipalities could be
transferred to regional authorities governed by new elected bodies.
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Outlook

Finland has been among the EU countries most affected by the sanctions and counter-sanctions
between the EU and Russia over the conflict in Ukraine that started in 2014. Russia's food import
ban has particularly affected Finland's exports, especially dairy products, and diplomatic relations
have suffered from numerous Russian airspace incursions. Finland has stepped up military co-
operation with NATO, but is unlikely to join the alliance in the two-year outlook. Any moves
towards NATO membership will likely be subject to a referendum and conducted jointly with
Sweden.

Overview
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Since the end of the Cold War, Finland has shifted from neutrality to non-alignment and it has
remained outside NATO, primarily because of Helsinki's desire to maintain cordial relations with
its neighbour, Russia. Indeed, relations with Moscow are highly significant, and often difficult, for
Finland. Helsinki has sought to engage with Russia on a number of issues, including environmental
support, and on occasion attempts to act as a bridge between Russia and Europe. However, tensions
have also emerged, in particular due to numerous violations of Finnish airspace by Russian combat
aircraft and the deterioration in relations between the EU and Russia over the latter's annexation of
Ukraine's Crimea region in 2014.

Finland places great emphasis on creating a positive profile for itself on the world stage as a
mediator and facilitator of peace. Such an image is believed to carry a national security dividend,
but has also become a central aspect of Finnish identity. In particular, multilateral linkages are seen
as a key method to promote stability and security. Finland has a long history of participation in
peacekeeping operations. It is part of NATO's Partnership for Peace (PfP) programme and in the
past supplied troops to the Nordic Battalion of Task Force Able Sentry (TFAS), which was located
on the Former Yugoslav Republic (FYR) Macedonia's border with Serbia. Finnish troops also
served in NATO's International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) mission in Afghanistan, albeit in
a non-combat role. Finland is a member of the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council (EAPC), and
Finnish troops and police participate in UN-authorised peacekeeping operations around the world.

Although the EU is the main framework for the country, Finland also prioritises its participation in
the Nordic Council - an interparliamentary group also including Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and
Iceland. The Nordic Council has proposed that Nordic EU members should co-operate more
closely, arriving at shared policy positions before those policies are then discussed in Brussels in
order to increase Nordic influence in the EU. Despite such ambitions, little co-operation has been
achieved in the forum, as Finland, Sweden, and Denmark have different goals towards the EU.
Finland is also an enthusiastic member of the OSCE.

Bilateral

Europe and CIS

Relations with the Russian Federation

Finland's relationship with Russia has traditionally been very delicate, with violent conflict between
the two having been a regular feature of their shared history. Today, relations with Russia again
dominate Finland's security considerations. The relationship is difficult diplomatically, with
Helsinki's need to maintain good relations with its dominant neighbour and trading partner
counterbalanced by concerns of dependence on Russia. Russian violations of Finnish airspace in
recent years have caused periodic bouts of tension between the two states.

Russia has vocally criticised the prospects of Finland joining NATO, threatening military
retaliation. However, Russia already considers Finland a de-facto member of NATO, given its
enhanced co-operation with the Alliance. Therefore, Moscow would perceive official membership
as a reputational blow rather than a strategic change in the state of play. The Kremlin is likely to
employ a combination of flexing military muscles and economic sabotage, in an attempt to appease
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domestic criticism. Economically, Russia would likely target the Finnish economy through
regulatory measures such as import embargos or border blockades. Affected industries would
probably be timber, paper production, and consumer goods, for which Russia is an important export
market. Finland imports 100% of its natural gas supplies and 84% of its crude oil from Russia.
Finland joined the economic sanctions against Russia following the annexation of the Crimean
peninsula in 2014. Although the sanctions and ensuing counter-sanctions have put a considerable
strain on the Finnish economy, political will has been unwavering on the matter. Perhaps the
hardest hit was on the Finnish food industry, which normally exports a big share of total production
to the Russian market.

Another topic under regular discussion is Karelia, an eastern Finnish territory occupied by Soviet
forces in the Second World War. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, old Karelian refugees, who
made up 20% of the Finnish population, raised hopes for the return of Karelia to Finland but were
met by passive Finnish leadership and strong opposition by Moscow. During Putin's 2001 visit to
Finland, he advocated more cross-border cooperation in the region. However, progress on this has
been minimal and special restrictions have been placed on Finns preventing them from owning or
purchasing any land in Karelia.

Relations with Sweden

Helsinki and Stockholm enjoy close relations that have strengthened in recent years. Both countries
share similar value systems and interests domestically and in international relations. Both are
military non-aligned, successful welfare states that rely on high-technology markets. Trade ties are
strong and Swedish commercial law applies in Finland. Stockholm's territorial claim to the
Swedish-populated, Finnish-controlled Åland Islands has been defused by giving the islanders
independent membership of the Nordic Council. On 1 April 2000, Finnish was finally accorded
official minority language status in Sweden. In Finland, Swedish has always been an official
language. Relationships at high political level are regular and ties between the respective civil
societies are strong too. Finland considers Sweden its closest friend and ally.

Stockholm and Helsinki largely share common aims in the Baltic and in the EU, and co-operation
between the two takes place on multiple levels, including security and defence. The two countries'
foreign and security policies are similar, and they are likely to stick together with regards to deeper
co-operation and potential membership to NATO. Sweden and Finland continue to work together to
influence and shape the EU's Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) and Common Security
and Defence Policy (ESDP). They are especially concerned that the EU develops capabilities to
prevent, rather than to fight, conflicts through peacekeeping, development aid, and diplomacy.

Following increased tensions in the Baltic Sea region that have resulted from Russian activities in
Ukraine, increased co-operation between Finland and Sweden in defence has gained momentum.
Procurement co-operation within NORDEFCO has increased. There has been talk in Stockholm
and Helsinki about a military alliance between the two countries, since it seems that it is hard to
deepen co-operation further and gain the full synergy benefits available without it.

Relations with Estonia
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Estonia's relations with Finland have historically been good, but have been subject to political
vicissitudes in the Cold War era as Estonia has chosen to confront Russia relying on its
membership in NATO, while Finland relies on strengthening its own military deterrent and a
pragmatic foreign policy. The two countries share close cultural and linguistic ties, and, since the
restoration of Estonia's independence, their economic ties have strengthened markedly. Estonians
are among the largest immigrant groups in Finland and an estimated 50-60,000 Estonians officially
work in Finland. The relatively short distance between Tallinn and Helsinki (80 km) and the ease of
movement between the two capitals have promoted tourism and joint ventures. Travel between the
two countries is served by air, various high-speed ferries and hydrofoils. Initial discussions have
taken place regarding the construction of an undersea rail link between the two capitals. Many
Estonians understand and speak some Finnish. Finland has also been actively investing in Estonia.

Finnish capital has been a major presence in various key sectors such as telecommunications, meat
processing and electronics. In shipping, Tallink, now one of Estonia's most powerful companies,
quickly came to dominate passenger and cargo traffic in the northern Baltic Sea partly because it
kept its expenses and salaries low compared with its competitors. Tallink bought its Finnish rival
Silja Line in 2006, but Finnish unions have ensured that Estonian employees have not replaced
Finns in large numbers. Energy co-operation also underpins the strong economic ties. In 2014, the
two countries reached an agreement of the construction of two linked regional liquefied natural gas
(LNG) terminals by 2019, but subsequently Finland pulled out of the agreement. Recently, the
Estonian and Finnish governments have issued a number of joint statements expressing support for
the construction of an undersea tunnel between Helsinki and Tallinn. Finland is also interested in
the completion of the Rail Baltica project intended to connect Tallinn by a high-speed rail link with
Poland and Germany. Cross-border problems have strained the relationship at times. Finland has
accused Estonia of not doing enough to stem the growing problem of drug trafficking. However,
combined efforts are leading to increasing numbers of arrests of people involved in drug trafficking
rings. Politically, some Finnish leaders have seen Estonian attitudes against Russia as too
aggressive and provocative. During the European refugee crisis in 2015-16, some Finnish leaders
accused Estonia and other Baltic states of freeriding, since so few refugees arrived or were allowed
there.

Multilateral

Regional Organisations

Relations with NATO

Finland is not a member of NATO but supports Washington's subsidiary Partnership for Peace
(PfP) programme, which it joined in 1994. The rapid change in stance from non-alignment to
participation in peacekeeping operations led by NATO reflects Finland's desire to maintain a high
international profile as a contributor to world and regional peace. Finnish military procurement
policy now caters for the demands of NATO membership, and feasibility studies concerning NATO
membership continue to be undertaken. While there are no immediate plans to join NATO, Finland
is making efforts to ensure any future membership decision is as straightforward as possible. In
2014, Finland signed the NATO Host Nation Support Agreement together with Sweden.
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A shift in support among the main parties has been observed only recently. Prime Minister Juha
Sipilä (Centre Party) - traditionally opposed to accession - said in May 2015 that Finland could
choose to join the alliance at any time over the next five years. One of the two junior coalition
partners, the National Coalition Party (Kansallinen Kokoomus), has been an open advocate of
NATO membership. The Social Democratic Party reconfirmed its opposition to immediate
membership in February 2017. In October 2017, president Sauli Niinistö expressed the statement
that Finland's NATO accession should be decided through a referendum. Meanwhile, about 20-35%
of the public supports immediate membership, as opposition still holds the majority according to
2017 opinion polls. Although polls indicate that the share of people seeing Russia as a threat has
doubled since Crimea's annexation, this has not translated reciprocally into support for NATO.
Finland's role in NATO is closely related to that of Sweden. Neither of the countries would proceed
with a membership alone, therefore conditions should be favourable in both countries. Currently,
both prioritise alternative defence arrangements, such as conscription, large reserves, fostering the
role of the EU and NORDEFCO.

Historical Context

Finland after the Second World War

On 13 March 1940, the Treaty of Moscow was signed, ending the Winter War. Finland ceded 12%
of its territory in three areas: Petsamo (Pechenga), an ice-free port 130 km northwest of Murmansk
and the surrounding area that separated the Soviet Union from Norway; a strip south of Mount
Sorsatunturi that provided some natural defences; and Vyborg-Sortavala, the Karelian isthmus
between Lake Ladoga and the Finnish lakes. This was a highly developed region, and Finland,
already devastated by the war, took in 420,000 refugees (20% of the Finnish population at the
time).

Following the 1941-44 Continuation War, the 1947 Paris Peace Treaty with the Soviet Union
confirmed the 1940 cession of territory and imposed reparations on Finland (USD570 million at
completion in 1952). The following year, the two countries signed the Treaty of Friendship,
Cooperation and Mutual Assistance (YYA Treaty), which would be subject to review every 20
years. The YYA Treaty codified Finland's foreign policy as one of remaining outside of conflicts
between the great powers.

In 1955 the Soviet Union reviewed the YYA Treaty early, giving back Porkkala naval base and
also permitting Finland to join the Nordic Council, of which Finland has been an enthusiastic
member ever since.

International role and crisis management

During 2003 Finland withdrew its troops from the Stabilization Force in Bosnia and Herzegovina
(SFOR) peacekeeping operation. At the same time, Finnish forces took command of the NATO-led
Kosovo Force (KFOR) operation. The fact that Finnish forces were put in charge of a NATO-led
operation was seen as acknowledging the capability of Finnish forces and the growing ties between
Finland and NATO. The Finns and Swedes have been keen to encourage the EU to develop and
extend the resources available for the civilian side of crisis management operations. They fear that
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without proper support on the civilian side, the successes of EU/UN military interventions will be
jeopardised.
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Data

Geography: Finland

Location Northern Europe
  Bordering the Baltic Sea
  Gulf of Bothnia
  And Gulf of Finland
  Between Sweden and Russia
Total area (sq km) 338,145

Land area (sq
km)

303,815

Water area (sq
km)

34,330

Land boundaries
(km)

2,563

Coastline (km) 1,250
Total renewable
water resources
(cu km)

NA

Water supply and
sanitation access
(% of population)

92

Border countries and border length (km)
Norway 709
Sweden 545
Russia 1,309

Highest point
Location Halti (alternatively Haltia, Haltitunturi, Haltiatunturi)
Height (m) 1,328

Land use - agricultural
Arable land 7.4%
Permanent crops 0.0%
Permanent 0.1%
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pasture
Terrain Mostly low, flat to rolling plains interspersed with lakes and low hills.
Natural resources Timber, iron ore, copper, lead, zinc, chromite, nickel, gold, silver,

limestone.
Climate Cold temperate; potentially subarctic but comparatively mild because of

moderating influence of the North Atlantic Current, Baltic Sea, and more
than 60,000 lakes.

Natural disasters Severe winters in the north.
Environmental
issues

Limited air pollution in urban centers; some water pollution from industrial
wastes, agricultural chemicals; habitat loss threatens wildlife populations.

Environment -
international
agreements

Party to: Air Pollution, Air Pollution-Nitrogen Oxides, Air Pollution-
Persistent Organic Pollutants, Air Pollution-Sulfur 85, Air Pollution-Sulfur
94, Air Pollution-Volatile Organic Compounds, Antarctic-Environmental
Protocol, Antarctic-Marine Living Resources, Antarctic Treaty,
Biodiversity, Climate Change, Climate Change-Kyoto Protocol,
Desertification, Endangered Species, Environmental Modification,
Hazardous Wastes, Law of the Sea, Marine Dumping, Marine Life
Conservation, Ozone Layer Protection, Ship Pollution, Tropical Timber 83,
Tropical Timber 94, Wetlands, Whaling.Signed, but not ratified: none of
the selected agreements.

Source: IHS Markit, CIA World Factbook, World Bank
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Overview

Oil

Natural Gas

Pipelines

Mineral Deposits

Forestry

Wind Power

Biomass

Overview

Oil

Finland has no proven oil reserves. Petroleum has to be imported.

Natural Gas

Finland has no proven natural gas reserves.

Pipelines

A pipeline transferring natural gas from Russian fields in the Barents Sea to Germany was
completed in 2012. This pipeline passes through the Finnish Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) in
the Baltic Sea, but none of the Baltic Sea states are connected to the pipeline, apart from Russia and
Germany. Finland currently receives all its gas supplies from Russia. The new pipeline would offer
the possibility that in a crisis situation, Finland could also receive gas from the North Sea.
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Mineral Deposits

The main metallic deposits are copper, nickel, zinc, and chromium ore. Small quantities of gold,
silver, mercury, and selenium are also mined, as is coal. In 1994 an Australian company discovered
two fields of diamond-bearing ore. Overall, the mining industry is doing well, and interest in
exploration is increasing. Finland and Sweden supply about 80% of global underground mining
equipment.

Forestry

Finland's forestry industry, including paper and pulp production, continues to play a major role in
the economy. Forestry products amount to more than 30% of exports and more than 30% of
manufacturing output. The transport and machinery sectors, which serve the forestry industry, also
play a major role in the economy. Finland's share of world forestry industry exports is almost 10%
and amounts to around 30% in the printing and writing materials sector.

Wind Power

The total installed wind farm capacity in Finland at the end of 2012 was 288 MW, with
approximately 163 turbines. A further 125 MW is planned for installation in 2013. A feed-in tariff
system introduced in 2011 is boosting investment interest. The target is to reach 2,500 MW of
power output produced by wind power by 2020. This figure would equate to 6% of national energy
consumption.

Biomass

Biomass is used intensively in the paper industry, and the share of biomass-produced energy is
about 11% in Finland.
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Non-State Armed Groups
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Group Profiles

Finland has no major organised non-state armed groups.
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DEFENCE BUDGET OVERVIEW

SUMMARY - DEFENCE BUDGET AND MANPOWER

Total
Defence
Budget

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Constant
2019 USD
billion 

3.355 3.259 3.263 3.561 3.431 4.868 4.790 4.840

Constant
2019 local
billion 

3.013 2.927 2.930 3.198 3.081 4.372 4.302 4.346

Total
Regular
Forces 

29,700 29,700 29,700 29,700 29,700 29,700 29,700 29,700

Budget
per
manpowe
r
(Constant
2019
USD) 

112,95
3

109,73
0

109,84
9

119,91
1

115,51
6

163,92
0

161,29
4

162,96
4

% GDP  1.336% 1.262% 1.235% 1.323% 1.260% 1.760% 1.704% 1.690%

DEFENCE BUDGET TRENDS

Between 2005 and 2008, the Finnish defence budget was stable at around EUR2.3 bn annually
(EUR2.7bn in real terms), accounting for 1.2-1.3% of GDP. In 2009, the government implemented
an 11% increase to defence despite an 8% contraction in the economy in the wake of the financial
crisis. The increase brought the defence budget up to EUR2.8 billion (EUR3.2 billion in real terms)
and was in line with official goals to modernise and restructure the defence force.

Accordingly, in September 2010, then Finnish Defence Minister Jyri Häkämies announced
Finland's strategic plan for 2011 to 2015 which proposed increasing the defence budget by 2%
annually during the course of the next government term. Häkämies said the increase would fund a
"controlled structural change", arguing that this was necessary as a significant proportion of the
equipment of the Finnish Navy would be obsolete by 2015. Extra money was also required for the
procurement of armoured vehicles, a new air-defence system and helicopters to replace the Border
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Guard's twin-engine fleet.

2012-2015 Cuts

In contrast to previous plans, the then Permanent Secretary to the Ministry of Defence Arto Räty
stated in January 2011, that Finland's budget deficit of EUR7.8 billion could see the country's
annual military spending reduced by around EUR219 million in the period 2012-13. Räty said that
the aim was to restructure the Finnish Defence Forces by 2016, reducing both peacetime and
wartime manpower. Indeed in its Budget Review 2013, the Ministry of Finance proposed that the
appropriations of the administrative branch of the Ministry of Defence be reduced by EUR69
million while procurement funding should be reduced by EUR134 million. This was partly in line
with savings specified in the Government Programme and partly because payments were to be
deferred to future years.

The Defence Forces Reform outlined severe cuts from 2012 to 2015 to bring spending in line with
government requirements. Real cuts of 3%, 1.6% and 5.9% were made in 2012, 2013 and 2014
respectively, bringing spending down to EUR2.8 billion in real terms. As a share of GDP, defence
spending fell to just 1.34% from a peak of 1.54% in 2009. Defence spending also steadily fell as a
percentage of government spending from 6% in 2009 to 5% in 2014. The huge cut in 2014
primarily affected the procurement budget which fell by almost a third to EUR470 million. The
Finnish Ministry of Defence explained that the drop in procurement spending was due to the need
to make expenditure savings, the transfer of payments to subsequent years, and the fact that the
2013 figures included some operating expenses.

Finland's Ministry of Defence (Puolustusministerio) published its draft 2015 budget in August
2014, indicating that defence spending would drop by around 2% to EUR2.696 billion in 2015 with
cuts imposed across the budget. According to the Finnish PM, the approved 2015 defence budget
was actually EUR2.66 billion with funding for procurement and payroll lower than previously
expected while operational spending was boosted. 2015 was therefore the fourth consecutive year
of cuts to the Finnish defence budget, with spending falling by 5.2% in real terms down to 1.27%
of GDP.

2015 Election

The centre-right coalition government formed after the April 2015 parliamentary election consisted
of the Centre Party, the centre-right National Coalition Party, and the nationalist, anti-EU Finns
Party. Both the Centre and Finns are pro-military, opposed to NATO membership and supportive of
increases to defence spending. Opinion polls taken by the Defence Information Planning
Commission (MTS) at the time indicated that almost 60% of all Finnish people support an increase
in defence. Accordingly, the 2016 budget, released August 2015, outlined a strong 9% nominal
increase (8% in real terms) for defence. The Puolustusministerio's budget reached EUR2.89 billion
in 2016, up from EUR2.66 billion in 2015.

While increasing the defence budget for 2016, the new coalition government implemented wider
austerity measures which cut funding for other ministries in order to reduce overall government
spending down to EUR54.1 billion from EUR54.4 billion in 2015. Specifically, the budget for the
Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Employment and the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health
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were cut.

The 2017 draft budget, released September 2016, fell slightly short of the spending plan with
EUR2.8 billion allocated to defence, 2% lower than the 2016 level. A month before the draft
budget was released, Finland's defence minister, Jussi Niinistö, announced that Finland would cut
200 personnel while increasing spending on defence equipment by EUR30 million. Niinistö also
said that the additional funds for acquisition will go towards training, while the ministry will look
for major naval acquisitions as well as aircraft acquisitions in the coming years.

2018 Budget and Outlook

The 2018 draft budget was in line with previous spending plans, with an allocation of EUR2.9
billion to defence representing a 2% increase over the 2017 budget which effectively reversed the
one-year drop implemented in 2017. The 2018-2021 Government Fiscal Plan outlined a strong 6%
increase for the defence budget in 2019, a flat defence budget in 2020 and then - due to the
inclusion of a EUR1 billion initial appropriation for Finland's HX fighter replacement programme -
a huge 40% jump in 2021 budget up to EUR4.3 billion.

The 2019 budget is actually set to increase by 10% to USD3.2 billion (USD3.7 billion), reaching
1.4% of GDP. The 2019 boost benefits investment spending and is likely to include some advance
funding for the EUR1.2 billion Navy Squadron 2020 vessel programme. The 2019-2022
Government Fiscal Plan projects that spending will fall slightly in 2020, surge by 41% in 2021 and
then hold at this new higher level in 2022. The 41% surge is, as in previous plans, due to the initial
EUR1bn annual payment for the HX fighter replacement which will then be maintained in 2022.

The JDB outlook is therefore skewed by the inclusion of the huge EUR6-10 billion fighter
replacement programme. JDB expects funding to remain at this higher level until 2030 although the
budget will start to reduce from 2025 as other major programmes come to a close and fighter
programme payments reduce. At this point, JDB expects that the procurement proportion of the
Finnish budget will begin to reduce while O&M will see strong increases.
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Executive summary

  Total
strength

Army Air
force

Navy Marines2

Active
personnel
1

30,650 23,350 3,300 2,000 2,000

Reserves3 228,200 160,000 38,000 26,700 3,500
1. Includes professional soldiers and two annual rotations of conscripts (sum 23,700), who

serve six months to one year and are counted here in terms of full-time equivalent personnel.
2. Part of the navy.
3. The theoretical trained reserve is 900,000 strong. The number here refers to the strength of

the war time forces when fully mobilised according to current plans. It includes the Border
Guard, which falls under the Ministry of Interior in peacetime and would be transferred to the
defence forces in wartime. In total, this includes 11,600 persons. These forces are composed
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primarily of (elite) light infantry and offshore patrol vessels, but also include a small air
component and lighter surface boats.

 The Finnish Defence Forces (FDF) are relatively small and rely on a mix of professional
soldiers and conscripts. This conscript base allows the military to draw on reserves and
expand significantly in the event of war. The Finnish Army for example has about 4,000
professional soldiers and an additional 12,000 conscripts at any given time. In times of crisis
or war, the mobilisation of reserve forces would create a 160,000-strong army of operational,
regional, and local forces dispersed throughout the country. The regional and local forces
comprise largely infantry. Meanwhile, the operational forces are more mobile, protected, and
heavily armed. This mobility is vital to enable a defence in depth that draws an invader into
the rough Finnish terrain where attacks by small units, including local forces, can wear down
the adversary. Also of note, Finland has one of the largest artillery inventories in Europe.

 Finland's navy also focuses on using the country's geography as a force multiplier for an
otherwise small fleet. The majority of Finland's naval vessels are small and intended only for
coastal operations where they can carry out hit-and-run attacks and lay mine barrages to deny
any opposing naval force freedom of movement.

 The Finnish Air Force too is focused on defence, and until recently the fighters (F/A-18
Hornets) were only equipped for air-to-air combat missions. However, the air force has now
expanded its ground-attack capabilities so that it can carry out deep air strikes in support of
ground operations.

 Although the FDF is focused on defence of Finnish territory, its mission statement also
includes preparing to participate in the peacekeeping activities of the UN, EU, and
Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe. In addition, Finland contributes to the
NATO and US-led missions in Afghanistan and Iraq. A maximum of 2,000 Finnish soldiers
can be deployed to different parts of the world at the same time.

 Looking ahead, the Finnish Army is procuring 100 used Leopard 2A6 tanks from the
Netherlands to replace its Leopard 2A4s. The Leopard 2A6's gun provides an increased range
and improved armour penetration capability. Finland is also procuring 48 K9 Thunder 155
mm self-propelled howitzers. For its part, the Finnish Navy is planning to procure four
multipurpose offshore patrol vessels (OPVs) to replace its four Rauma-class FACs and two
Hämeenmaa-class minelayers. These OPVs will have full combat capability for anti-air, anti-
surface, anti-submarine, and minelaying operations. To complement the new OPVs, the
Finnish Navy will introduce into service Saab's New Lightweight Torpedo. Lastly, Finland's
F/A-18s are due to begin leaving service in 2025 and a replacement programme was
launched in October 2015. The replacement aircraft will be assessed based on the ability to
carry out counter-air; counter-land; counter-sea; intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance (ISR); and long-range strike missions.

Threat environment

Although Finland is not a member of any military alliance, the rising tensions between NATO and
Russia have a direct effect on Finnish security. Due to its geographic placement on the flank of the
Baltic Republics, Finland faces a threat of invasion from Russia to block NATO reinforcements to
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Baltic allies, reach NATO countries through Finnish territory, and/or pre-emptively ensure Finland
does not join any war on the side of NATO. Finland is also concerned with more general threats to
European security and global stability, although territorial defence remains the primary focus.

Doctrine and strategy

Finnish defence doctrine is based on defence in depth given that it would be impractical to repulse
an attack along its extensive and depopulated border. The Finnish aim of territorial defence is thus
to retain control of strategically important areas and to exploit the depth of the countryside by
wearing down an invader through attrition and counter-strikes.

Finland's security policy is based on the concept of 'total defence', which means securing the
country's independence and territorial integrity as well as the way of life of its population, with
military and civilian means. Total defence comprises the employment of military defence;
economic security; internal security including rescue services, border control, and public law and
order enforcement; functioning technical systems in society, and social and health services; and
defence information. In this scheme, national defence is supported by an extensive network of
voluntary organisations.

Military capability assessment

Finland capability assessment.
Finland capability assessment. (IHS Markit)

1736413

 Although Finland has a relatively small standing army, it would be able to raise a force of
160,000 soldiers through the mobilisation of its reserves. This force can draw upon a large
fleet of armoured vehicles, including about 180 Leopard tanks (although older tanks are
being replaced with newer and the steady state force is expected to be about 100) and just
more than 200 infantry fighting vehicles. The mobility provided by these and other vehicles
is vital to enable defence in depth, which would allow an invader to advance into the rough
Finnish countryside where small units can wear down the adversary. These small infantry
units are well equipped to undertake such attacks, having good anti-armour weapons and
other force multipliers. In addition, Finland has one of the largest artillery inventories in
Europe, allowing long-range strikes on enemy positions. The army also has a fleet of 20
NH90 helicopters.

 In the air, the entirety of the Finnish Air Force's combat capability is provided by a fleet of
62 F/A-18 Hornets. These aircraft are equipped with some of the most advanced armament
available, including beyond-visual-range air-to-air missiles and the Air Intercept Missile
(AIM)-9X Sidewinder. The Finnish Air Force is thus well poised to undertake air-to-air
combat, and it is primarily orientated towards this air defence mission. That said, the Finnish
Air Force has expanded its ground-attack capability and can now employ stand-off air-to-
ground precision weapons for long-range strikes. However, the F/A-18s are still not capable
of close air support and area attack tasks. Of note, all of Finnish airspace falls within the
range of Russia's modern long-range surface-to-air missiles. This places the F/A-18 fleet at
risk of being eliminated in the early stages of any conflict.
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 For the maritime domain, Finland has a small navy in terms of hull numbers and average ship
displacement, but it is well suited for defence of the country's archipelagic coast. This
geography has compelled the Finnish Navy to focus on littoral and mine warfare operations.
As such, its surface fleet comprises 15 mine warfare vessels and 8 fast attack craft (FAC).
The mine warfare fleet specifically comprises layers, hunters, and sweepers. The FACs,
meanwhile, have considerable firepower for their size, being equipped with anti-ship missiles
and anti-submarine weapons, and one class also having anti-air missiles. This fleet is
complemented by coastal defence forces with shore-based missile systems and marines
trained in coastal operations. These forces together could undertake sea denial operations and
deny freedom of movement in Finnish waters to even a much larger navy. In the event of
war, it would not carry out conventional force-on-force operations, but concentrate on the
laying of mine barrages and the carrying out of hit-and-run attacks with FAC and coastal
defence forces.

Joint forces interoperability

Tri-service interoperability

The Finnish Army, Finnish Air Force, Finnish Navy, and Border Guard are equipped and trained to
operate as a joint force. The FDF has invested in a range of ISR sensors and C3 systems that put
together and distribute a common operational picture across all domains and units. Doctrine clearly
states that enemy forces are most effectively neturalised using the joint capabilities across the
services. The FDF also has a joint Defence Command headquarters that is responsible for
operations and guidance on military requirements.

Multinational interoperability

Although Finland is not part of any formal alliances, the FDF is equipped and trained to operate as
part of a multinational task force.

Finland continues to develop its partnership and interoperability with NATO. The country is an
active member of the NATO Partnership for Peace programme, routinely participates in NATO
exercises (including 'Trident Juncture 2018'), and contributes on occasion to the NATO Response
Force. In addition, it has a host nation support agreement with NATO. Finland has stated that
further reforms to the FDF and procurement will be conducted in a way that adheres to NATO
standards. For example, Finland's F/A-18s have received Link 16 network management systems,
which enables information sharing with NATO forces.

Finland also emphasises military interoperability with other Scandinavian countries and with
Sweden in particular. Finnish ground combat units have participated in exercise scenarios
defending Swedish territory alongside Swedish forces, and Swedish Gripen fighters have operated
alongside Finnish aircraft in exercise scenarios defending Finnish air space.

The FDF has also supported EU battlegroups and missions. It usually contributes to the Germany-
led Battlegroup or the Nordic Battlegroup, although it has also supported the UK-led Battlegroup.

Defence structure
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The Finnish Army is structured around eight brigade-level units, including the Army Academy
(two of these brigade-level units are technically designated as regiments). Each of these has a cadre
of professional soldiers and participates in the training of conscripts and reserves.

The Finnish Navy is organised around four units: the Coastal Fleet, the Coastal Brigade, the Nyland
(Uusimaa) Brigade, and the Naval Academy.

The Finnish Air Force is divided into three commands, two of which are assigned fighter squadrons
while the third operates support aircraft. There is also an Air Force Academy.

In addition, Finland has a Border Guard, which in peacetime is under the management of the
Ministry of the Interior, but would become part of the FDF in times of war. It consists of four
border guard districts, two coastguard districts, and an air patrol squadron.

Other organisations within the Finnish Defence Forces are the Finnish Defense Forces Research
Institute, Finnish Defense Intelligence Agency, Finnish Defense Forces Shared Service Center,
Finnish Defense Forces C5 Agency, Military Medical Centre, and Finnish Defence Forces
Logistics Command.

Command and control

President/Commander-in-Chief: Sauli Niinistö
Minister of Defence: Jussi Niinistö
Commander of the Defence Forces: General Jarmo Lindberg
Chief of Defence Command Finland: Lieutenant General Timo Kivinen
Commander-in-Chief of the Army: Major General Petri Hulkko
Commander-in-Chief of the Air Force: Major General Sampo Eskelinen
Commander-in-Chief of the Navy: Vice Admiral Veijo Taipalus

The Finnish president is the commander-in-chief of the FDF, although executive power is shared
with the prime minister and council of state. The minister of defence is primarily responsible for
national defence policy and administration of the military forces.

The FDF is headed by the Commander of the Defence Forces, who is directly subordinate to the
president in matters related to the military. Subordinate to the CHOD is the Defence Command, a
joint headquarters responsible for operations and guidance on military requirements.
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Unmanned aerial vehicles

Equipment in service

Small arms and light weapons

Man-portable air defence systems

Infantry support weapons

Small arms

Army aviation

Summary

Strength
Regular: 23,350 (3,550 full-time military personnel and about 19,800 full-time equivalent
conscripts)
Reserves: 160,000
Primary combat units
2 mechanised infantry battalions
5 infantry battalions (with organic reconnaissance companies)
1 armoured battalion
4 artillery regiments (battalion equivalent)
3 air defence battalions
1 helicopter battalion
1 special operations battalion
Armoured vehicles
Leopard 2A4/A6 MBTs (delivery in progress)
CV9030 IFVs
BMP-2 IFVs
Armoured personnel carriers (AMV, XA series, MT-LBV/LBU)
Artillery
2S1 Gvozdika (M1974) (122 PSH 74) 122 mm SPHs
K9 Thunder 155 mm SPHs (not yet operational) (delivery in progress)
Towed howitzers/guns (122-152 mm)
RM-70 122 mm MRLs
M270 227 mm MRL systems
Ground-based air defence systems
Crotale NG self-propelled SAM launchers
ASRAD-R self-propelled SAM launchers
RBS 70 and Stinger man-portable SAM launchers
NASAMS II SAM launchers
Rotary-wing transport aircraft
NH90 tactical transport helicopter
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Executive summary

 Finland has a relatively small standing army, with about 25% of the force comprising
professional soldiers while the remaining are temporary conscripts. In time of crisis or war, it
relies on the mobilisation of reserves to fill out its units, which creates a 160,000-strong army
of operational, regional, and local defence units. This structure is well suited to Finland's
national security requirements, as it focuses on territorial defence. In terms of equipment, the
army has a sizable fleet of armoured vehicles, including about 180 Leopard tanks - although
the steady state force is expected to be about 100 - and 212 IFVs. Finland also pays
significant attention to small infantry unit operations. These units are well equipped with
modern anti-armour assets and other force multipliers. In addition, Finland has one of the
largest artillery inventories in Europe, although this is largely made up of older pieces. All of
this provides Finland with a significant defensive capability that Jane's believes could bog
down larger and more powerful adversaries.

 The role of the Finnish Army is to defend national territory. In wartime, the standing army
would serve as a mobile field army that would be backed up by local defence units. There is
no intention of attempting to hold an aggressor on the border. Instead Finland would use a
defence in-depth strategy that draws an invader into the rough Finnish terrain where attacks
by small units could wear down the adversary.

 The mission statement of the armed forces includes preparing to participate in the
peacekeeping activities of the UN, EU, and Organisation for Security and Co-operation in
Europe. In addition, Finland contributes to the NATO and US-led missions in Afghanistan
and Iraq.

 The Finnish Army is procuring 100 used Leopard 2A6 tanks from the Netherlands to replace
its Leopard 2A4s. The Leopard 2A6's gun provides an increased range and improved armour
penetration capability. Delivery of the new tanks started in 2015 and is expected to conclude
in 2019. Finland is also procuring 48 K9 Thunder 155 mm SPHs. Deliveries have started and
will run through 2024. Procurement of the K9 will enable some of the country's old Soviet-
designed artillery systems to be retired. Furthermore, Finland plans to acquire counter-battery
radar by 2020, a capability the defence forces have lacked.

 The Finnish Army has experienced some significant cuts in recent years in terms of
personnel numbers and equipment. Most significantly, the number of available troops in the
event of war has been reduced, although in 2017 the country began to once again increase its
wartime strength (although not to previous levels). Funding cuts have also negatively
affected procurement, and a considerable amount of older matériel has been
decommissioned, leaving the country with a smaller weapons inventory than previously. This
trend is set to continue as the retirement of ageing artillery systems in the 2020s will
effectively halve the number of rocket launchers and cut the number of towed heavy artillery
pieces by 45%. How this lost capability will be compensated for is not clear.

Deployments and operations

Force distribution
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The majority of Finnish Army units are located in the more populated southern part of the country,
although two battalions are located in the Arctic (above 66° North). Southern-based units are
located in the east (nearer to Russia) and the west (a considerable distance from the border). Given
that the military strategy in the event of invasion calls for a dispersion of forces and elastic defence,
this distribution of forces makes sense. However, it should be noted that the peacetime organisation
is focused on the training needs of the defence forces. Thus, the garrisons should not be seen as
staging grounds for military operations or as indicative of where certain units would be deployed in
case of war.

Recent and current operations

As per the Finnish Defence Forces' (FDF) mandate, a maximum of 2,000 Finnish peacekeepers can
be deployed to different parts of the world at the same time.

The FDF were involved in the following UN missions as of early 2019:

 UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL): 200 persons

 UN Truce Supervision Organisation (UNTSO) (Middle East): 18 experts on mission

 UN Multidimensional Integrated Stabilisation Mission in Mali (MINUSMA): three staff
officers at mission headquarters

In addition, 10 Finnish police are deployed to support UN missions.

Finland also participates in the following missions:

 NATO's Resolute Support mission (Afghanistan): 33 personnel

 Operation 'Inherent Resolve' (Iraq): 80 personnel (plus five with EU Advisory Mission)

 NATO's Kosovo Force (KFOR): 20 personnel

 EU Training Mission in Somalia (EUTM Somalia): five personnel

 EU Training Mission in Mali (EUTM Mali): two personnel

Afghanistan

Finland contributed to the ISAF in Afghanistan from 2002 to 2014 and now contributes to the
follow-on 'Resolute Support' training mission. There are 30 FDF personnel deployed. About 20 are
based in Kabul and 10 in Mazar-e-Sharif. However, Finland is shifting its focus to Mazar-e-Sharif
from 2019 onwards and thus this force distribution may change.

During the ISAF mission, the Finnish contribution ranged from 100 to 200 personnel, the majority
of which were in northern Afghanistan, near Mazar-e-Sharif.

Iraq
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In response to the growth of the Islamic State, Finland in 2015 deployed about 50 soldiers to Iraq as
part of Operation 'Inherent Resolve'. These personnel do not take part in combat missions, but
instead provide training to Kurdish Peshmerga forces at the Kurdistan Training Co-ordination
Centre in Erbil. Beginning in September 2016, the total number of Finnish soldiers deployed was
raised to about 100 with the introduction of about 50 advisers (distinct from the trainers).

In December 2017 Finland expanded its mission to include training and advising other Iraqi
security forces beyond the Kurdish Peshmerga and outside of northern Iraq. To this end, Finland
deployed a mobile training team as part of a multinational group that can support local forces in the
field. A force protection element was also deployed to support this team. However, the overall
Finnish contribution to the international effort remained at about 100 personnel since some
personnel were withdrawn from Erbil in August 2017. That said, the contribution has been reduced
slightly to 80 personnel as of the start of 2019.

Lebanon

The FDF has contributed the UNIFIL mission intermittently to varying degrees for four decades
(starting in 1982).

As of mid-2018, it has just under 300 personnel deployed. The majority of these were with the
Finnish-Irish battalion (FINIRISHBATT) based at At Tiri while smaller numbers are at UNIFIL
headquarters. In the past, Finland has served as the lead nation in southern Lebanon.

Finland in April 2017 increased its participation in UNIFIL by providing a company to cover a
French unit being withdrawn. This unit is part of the French battalion serving as the UNIFIL Force
Commander Reserve element. This has become the focus of the Finnish contribution in 2019.
Meanwhile, Finland concluded its participation in the FINIRISHBATT in November 2018. This
has brought the overall number of Finnish troops in Lebanon down to about 200.

Organisation

Beneath Army Command there are eight brigade-level units, although some of these are designated
as regiments. Of these eight units, seven are combat arms with organic combat support elements
while one is the Army Academy.

Order of battle
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Name Latitude Longitude Notes
Utti 60.895278 26.943889
Rovaniemi 66.557778 25.8
Kajaani 64.198056 27.711944
Parolannummi Warehouse 61.017802 24.306171
Riihimaki 60.756003 24.792766
Sodankyla 67.435556 26.551111
Vekaranjarvi 61.115833 26.98
Parolannummi 61.033611 24.368333
Santahamina 60.146116 25.040836
Niinisalo 61.833056 22.467778 Includes large training area.
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Huovinrinne 61.041732 22.429705 Includes large training area.
Karkialampi 61.709657 27.210592

Personnel

 Finland has universal male conscription. The period of liability for compulsory military
service starts the year a man reaches 18 years of age. Military service for women is on a
voluntary basis.

 Military service lasts 165, 255, or 347 days. The period for an officer, NCO, or a conscript in
a specially demanding post is 347 days. The service period for conscripts trained for work
requiring special skills is 255 days and for the other rank and file 165 days. Reserve service
then continues until the age of 50 (60 for officers).

 The FDF as a whole has a shortage of officers. In the short term this is being handled by
increasing the number of NCOs, while in the medium term the number of officers being
trained at the National Defence University has been increased and the retirement age raised.

Training

 Each year, approximately 20,000 conscripts undergo army training. The tempo of training is
high and the time used efficiently, meaning that fully trained conscripts are proficient at
necessary skills. Of note, Finnish conscripts have proven able to pass the NATO evaluations
needed to form part of the NATO Response Force pool.

 In addition to training new conscripts, about 18,000 reservists go through refresher training
each year.

 Based on Jane's observations, training is focused on territorial defence in a conventional war.

 Despite Finland not being part of any formal alliances, the Finnish Army does train to
operate as part of a multinational task force.

 Simulators are an integral part of the training. This includes both simpler setups (desktop
computers) and more advanced systems. Both infantry- and vehicle-based crew tasks are
practiced. For field exercises, the Finnish Army uses the Saab Dynamics KASI Two-sided
Combat Simulator and Virtual Training Environment system.

Army schools

Name Latitude Longitude Notes
Army School 61.05870300 28.17520500  
Engineer School 61.05870300 28.17520500  
Infantry School 61.05870300 28.17520500  
Reserve Officer School 60.56944400 27.20277800  
Armoured School 61.033611 24.368333  
Artillery Schhol 61.833056 22.467778  
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Communication School 60.756003 24.792766  

Training areas

Name Latitude Longitude Notes
Lohtaja 64.060556 23.385833  
Hatila 61.03333300 24.58888900  
Vuosanka 64.39327700 28.96731900  
Rovajarvi 66.68333300 26.58611100  
Pahkajarvi 61.13888900 26.98055600  
Niinisalo 61.833056 22.467778  
Huovinrinne 61.041732 22.429705  

The Finnish Army since 2016 has made regular use of the Swedish Army's Combat Training Centre
for Military Operations on Urban Terrain in Kvarn, Sweden.

Military exercises

The army takes part in and hosts international exercises with NATO countries and bilaterally with
Sweden and the United States in particular. This is in addition to national army exercises and
training with the other Finnish service.

Specifically, the Finnish Defense Forces 2018 International Training and Training Action Plan
scheduled 81 international training events and exercises in Finland and abroad. This is about the
same number of events as in other recent years.

'Trident Juncture 2018': 'Trident Juncture 2018' ran from 25 October to 7 November 2018 and
was the largest NATO exercise held in recent years. It involved 50,000 personnel, 250 aircraft, 65
ships, and 10,000 vehicles. The Finnish Army took part in 'Trident Juncture 2018' with a motorised
infantry company from the Pori Brigade equipped with XA-203 wheeled APCs. The unit was
attached to the Swedish Army's 71 Motorised Battalion. In total the number of Finnish Army
personnel involved was about 250, of a total Finnish contribution of 2,400 personnel. The exercise
also saw the Orbiter 2 used as an integrated part of the Finnish company.

'Arrow 2018': The Finnish Army's primary mechanised exercise in 2018 was 'Arrow 2018', which
was held in Pohjankangas, Niinisalo, from 7 to 18 May 2018. The Finnish Army contribution
included 3,200 personnel, 150 armoured vehicles, and 300 other vehicles. In addition, a squadron
from the US Army's 2nd Cavalry Regiment's, a combat team from the US Marine Corps, and an
intelligence platoon from the Norwegian Armed Forces took part in the exercise.

Core assets and procurement initiatives

Armour

Finland's territorial defence doctrine emphasises defence in depth. One of the key requirements of
such a strategy is mobility, as this enables forces to redeploy quickly as the enemy advances. To
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provide this mobility, Finland maintains a relatively large inventory of armoured vehicles. About
half of these are tracked, this being vital given the country's terrain and the scarcity of east-west
roads, thus the requirement for cross-country manoeuvre. The tracked vehicle fleet includes tanks
(Leopard 2s), IFVs (CV90 and BMP-2), transport tanks (MT-LBU/LBV), and all-terrain vehicles
(BV206/NA-120) (although these last vehicles are not armoured). Meanwhile, the wheeled fleet
comprises largely of Sisu and Patria (XA series) armoured vehicles.

Leopard 2 tank

The Finnish Army has 100 Leopard 2A4 and 80 Leopard 2A6 tanks in service. The primary
mission of the tanks is to stop enemy armour, as the forested nature of the Finnish countryside is
poorly suited to long-range anti-tank missiles, leading to short and narrow fields of fire.

The Leopard 2A4s, originally built in the 1980s, were delivered to Finland in 2003 and 2004.
Additional Leopard 2A4s were also procured as a source for spares.

The Finnish Army had at one point intended to send the 2A4s through an upgrade programme but
instead decided to procure 100 used Leopard 2A6 tanks from the Netherlands. This purchase was
judged to be less expensive than upgrading the legacy tanks and the new tanks already have the
desired improvements on protection and fire control. In addition, the Leopard 2A6's gun provides
increased range and improved armour penetration capability. Delivery of the new tanks started in
2015 and is expected to conclude in 2019.

The addition of the Leopard 2A6 has freed up a number of 2A4 hulls to be converted for other
roles, such as engineering and air defence. A number of 2A4s have also been transferred to units
other than the Armoured Brigade, where they replaced T-55s in the training role. They will allow
mechanised infantry and anti-tank units to undertake more training with and against modern tanks.

BMP-2 infantry fighting vehicle

The Finnish Army has 110 BMP-2 IFVs in service (the army also previously operated the BMP-1).
The BMP-2 has been retained in part because it is tracked, thus offering good mobility for the
infantry. In addition, it has a relatively large main gun compared with most armoured vehicles (30
mm). Another driving rationale for keeping the BMP-2 in service is their low operating cost.

Finland is upgrading its entire BMP-2 inventory. The standard of the upgrade was decided in 2015,
after comparative trials between two competing designs, and will include new night-vision scopes
for the driver and gunner and thermal camouflage to reduce the vehicle's infrared signature. In
addition, new guns are being procured from Slovakian supplier ZTS Special AS. The work will
enable the vehicles to remain in service until about 2030.

CV9030 infantry fighting vehicle

There are 102 CV9030 Mk II IFVs in service with the Finnish Army. These vehicles were procured
in two batches, the first for 57 vehicles, which were delivered between 2002 and 2005, and the
second for 45, which were delivered in 2006 and 2007. The CV90 family of vehicles is particularly
well suited for the conditions and terrain of Finland, having been developed in neighbouring
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Sweden. The vehicle's agility and speed together with day and night fire-control capabilities make
it good for the covered Finnish terrain. The Finnish variant of the CV90 has an ATK Armament
Systems 30 mm MK 44 Bushmaster cannon and features the digital vehicle information system.

Artillery

Finland places a high priority on indirect fire capabilities as part of its territorial defence, as this
allows for enemy forces to be slowed and degraded without being directly confronted. It also serves
as a substitute for air power when control of the skies cannot be assured for the duration of a
conflict. It thus maintains one of the largest artillery inventories in Europe, with about 754 artillery
pieces and 698 120 mm mortars, in addition to lower-calibre mortars (some vehicle mounted). This
large inventory allows the weapons to be widely dispersed and thus harder for any adversary to
locate.

Finland uses the LU 111 high-explosive (HE) projectile and the Bonus Mk II 155 mm top attack
projectile as well as smoke, illumination, and other specialised projectiles. The Finnish Army is
also the launch customer for the recently developed Nammo HE extended range artillery projectile,
which, due to its streamlined shape and tighter manufacturing tolerances, is more accurate than
other HE ammunition and has a greater fragmentation effect. The first of these rounds was
delivered in December 2017.

With the retirement of the Soviet-built 2S5 Giatsint-S (152 TELAK 91), the only self-propelled
artillery in the Finnish inventory is the old 2S1 Gvozdika (122 PsH 74) howitzer. Given the desire
to retain the capability provided by this system, Finland is procuring the K9 Thunder from South
Korea. Once this system achieves FOC around 2025 the 2S1 will be phased out of service.

In addition, the 130 mm M-46 artillery pieces will be phased out before 2020 (this appears to be on
track as Finland's Annual Exchange of Military Information indicates a drop in the inventory from
76 to 18 M-46s between 2018 and 2019). Meanwhile, the 152 mm 2A36 guns are also being
withdrawn in the near term. Further ahead, the 122 mm D-30s will leave service around 2030.

This all means that in the upcoming years the Finnish artillery will see significant changes. The
withdrawal of the 2A36 guns and M-46 will leave a gap in the counter-battery and brigade artillery
units. Overall, the retirements will cut the number of towed heavy artillery pieces by 45%.
Meanwhile the retirement of the D-30 will leave a gap in battalion fires as it is the main artillery
piece used at this echelon and there is no similar light gun in use by the Finnish Army. It remains to
be seen how the FDF will adjust to the challenge, although Jane's expects procurement of new
artillery systems by about 2030.

At the same time, there is a requirement for more self-propelled artillery systems as the bulk of
Finland's artillery forces are still equipped with towed systems that are more vulnerable to
counterbattery fire (although some can move short distances using auxiliary power units). In the
interim, Finland is undertaking a number of measures to improve the effectiveness and survivability
of its towed artillery and mortars. This includes procuring new equipment such as wireless
communication and ballistic protection for the gun crews, as well as updating its concept of
operations and technology so that gun batteries are distributed over a wider area.
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K9 Thunder 155 mm self-propelled howitzer

Finland in February 2017 confirmed it will purchase 48 K9 Thunder 155 mm SPHs, with an option
for additional systems. Deliveries of the howitzers began in 2017 to allow for the start of staff
training. At least three systems are in service for this purpose. Finnish conscripts are due to begin
training on the K9 in 2019, while deliveries of all 48 systems are due to be completed by 2024.
This timeline accords with previously released Finnish plans to declare IOC with the new howitzer
in 2020 and FOC in 2025.

The K9 is compatible with Finland's existing 155 mm ammunition types. These munitions have a
maximum range of 40 km when fired from the K9.

Multiple launch rocket systems

Finland has 34 relatively old 122 mm RM-70 (Rak H 89) MRLs and 41 newer 227 mm M270
Multiple Launch Rocket Systems (MLRS) (298 RsRakH 06). The systems fit well within Finnish
defence doctrine as their range allows the army to target an adversary in depth and enables fire to
be brought to bear over wide areas.

The M270 was procured specifically because of the greater range it offered in comparison with
legacy Finnish rocket launchers. The first of these systems was delivered in 2007 and all were in
service by 2009. These platforms have allowed the phasing out of the anti-personnel mines on
which the country relied to guard its eastern border with Russia.

Lockheed Martin Missiles and Fire Control had been awarded a contract to upgrade the Finnish
Army M270 MLRS to M270D1 standard. The M270D1 Guided MLRS (GMLRS) can fire GPS-
guided munitions and Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS) missiles. Finland is procuring 40
GMLRS missile pods. Of these, 15 will be armed with the M31A1 Unitary Missile (90 missiles in
total) and 25 with the M30A1 Alternative Warhead Missile (150 in total). Both have a range of
about 45 miles. The M30A1 was test fired by Finnish units on 1 December 2018 although it will
likely be some time before FOC.

Meanwhile, the 122 mm RM-70 rocket launching system is to be removed from service in the
2020s

Advanced mortar systems

The Finnish Army operates 18 Patria Hägglunds self-propelled advanced mortar systems (AMOS).
Four AMOS were handed over in 2006 for trials, although it was 2013 before the system entered
service. All 18 systems had been delivered by the end of 2014. There is a long-term requirement for
additional systems, and the original order covered 24 units before being scaled back. That said,
Finland could require up to four AMOS per infantry battalion within the wartime readiness
brigades. This would amount to 36 systems. However, there are no official discussions on getting
more units and it is possible a lighter cheaper option, such as Patria's NEMO, would be chosen over
additional AMOS.
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The AMOS comprises twin 120 mm mortars mounted on a Patria armoured modular vehicle
(AMV) and has significant advantages over conventional towed mortar systems. First, the AMOS
can be brought quickly into action while towed mortars take time to set up and down, making them
vulnerable to counter battery fire. In addition, the AMOS crew is protected from small-arms fire
and shell splinters while traditional mortar crews have no protection. Unlike
towed mortars, AMOS also has a direct fire capability, which could prove valuable in an urban
environment. Lastly, Patria Hägglunds claims that AMOS is the only mortar system on the market
that enables multiple-round simultaneous impact target engagements to take place, with up to
10 mortar projectiles hitting a target at the same time.

Counter-battery radar

Finland is ordering ELM-2311 Compact Multi-Mission Radars (C-MMRs) from Israel Aerospace
Industries' Elta Systems division. The acquisition will reduce the time taken for hostile artillery to
be located and enable Finnish artillery units to return fire before the adversary can redeploy to a
new firing position. Deliveries are scheduled for 2021. The number of C-MMRs to be procured was
not announced and there is an option for additional systems.

Anti-tank systems

The Finnish Army's mid-range (2.5-4 km) anti-tank capability has long been covered with TOW 2
and Spike missile systems. All Finnish systems are man-portable, owing to the terrain making it
hard to find proper firing positions for vehicle-mounted systems.

Meanwhile, Finland recently bolstered its short-range anti-tank capabilities with the purchase of
Swedish Next-Generation Light Anti-tank Weapons (NLAWs). The NLAW is a disposable
infantry-carried, fire-and-forget ATGW, effective at ranges of up to 600 m. It features two
operational modes: direct attack, for use against soft targets; and overfly top attack, for use against
armoured targets. The weapons were delivered in 2008-09, although Finland ordered additional
NLAWs in June 2015 and again in October 2017.

Finland also still uses other light anti-tank weapons (LAW) - the M72A5 and APILAS - for the
infantry's short-range anti-tank protection. The replacement and/or updating of these systems is
ongoing, with the APILAS being replaced by the aforementioned NLAW and the M72A5 by the
M72 Enhanced Capacity (EC) LAW.

The old 95 S 58-61 recoilless rifle is also in limited use, although it has largely been replaced and
no new recruits are trained on the system.

Ground-based air defence systems

Finland has a multilayered air defence system comprising vehicle mounted and man-portable
systems. This emphasis on mobile systems is intended to help ensure the dispersion and
survivability of the anti-air capability in the event of attack. The vehicle-mounted systems include
the Crotale (ITO90M), Advanced Short-Range Air Defence (ASRAD) (ITO05), and National
(Norwegian) Advanced Surface-to-Air Missile System II (NASAMS II) (ITO12). The operational
man-portable air defence systems (MANPADS) are the RBS 70 Mk 2 (ITO05M) and FIM-92C
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RMP Stinger, the latter of which was introduced into service in 2015. Some anti-aircraft artillery
systems are also in use.

National (Norwegian) advanced surface-to-air missile system II

Finland in late April 2009 selected an upgraded version of the NASAMS to fulfil its medium-range
air defence missile system requirement, replacing the country's Russian-built Buk-M1 (SA-11
'Gadfly') SAM systems. The NASAMS II entered service in 2012 and all deliveries were completed
in 2014. The deal is understood to have included a total of 24 firing units, which can be networked
to provide a varying number of batteries.

The NASAMS II has high mobility and quick reaction times. A NASAMS battery or fire unit can
be packed up and moved within 3 minutes and redeployed and firing again in 10-15 minutes. In
addition, NASAMS launchers do not need to be co-located with the fire distribution centre or radar,
but can be placed up to 25 km away. This allows a battery to cover a larger area and makes it more
difficult for the enemy to neutralise the system. However, the system has also been met with
criticism as it is shorter ranged than the Buk-M1 it replaced. In addition, it means that the primary
air-to-air missile of the air force is the same as the army's primary ground-based missile, which is
less than optimal from an EW point of view.

Looking ahead, Finland plans to procure another air defence missile to complement the NASAMS
AMRAAM. The RFI was sent out in early 2018, with the stated aim being to enable ground-based
air defence up to an altitude of 8-15 km (compared with about 10 km for the AMRAAM). An anti-
ballistic missile capability is not to be included.

FIM-92C RMP

Finland is procuring as many as 600 FIM-92C RMP Stinger SAMs. The missiles are being bought
from ex-US Army stocks and refurbished to match the latest Block 1 variant. The system became
operational in 2015, and deliveries were expected to take about two years to complete, although the
conclusion has not been confirmed. The Stinger missiles are replacing the FDF's ageing stock of
Soviet-era MANPADS, which have now been withdrawn from service. The Stinger offers a marked
improvement compared with the retired Igla, allowing an operator to get a better lock on the target
from all aspects and being harder to fool with countermeasures. It is also somewhat faster and
carries a heavier warhead.

Infantry

The main personal weapons of the army are the 7.62 RK 62 and the 7.62 RK 95 TP, both being
local variants of the Soviet AK-47/AKM assault rifle. Of these two, the RK 62 is a rather
straightforward weapon, similar to the baseline AKM in many aspects. Meanwhile, the 7.62 RK 95
TP is a modernised weapon used by certain units and features a folded stock, new iron sights, and
the ability to mount different accessories. The 7.62 RK 95 TP can also fire rifle grenades.

There were plans to introduce a new rifle into service, with the Beretta ARX160 being the main
candidate. However, these plans have now been shelved, and instead a number of RK 62 will be
modernised into the RK 62M standard, with a new telescopic stock, a tactical strap, and picatinny
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rails for optical sights and other accessories. The modifications will increase the speed at which
soldiers can bring the rifle into action and the accuracy of fire. The first examples of the 200 rifle
pre-production series were handed over to conscripts during 2016 for field testing, and this was
followed by an order for an undisclosed number of series production rifles in late December 2016.
Delivery is under way.

Certain units are also equipped with the Heckler & Koch MP-5 sub-MG, which due to its short
length offers certain benefits when fighting in urban terrain. In addition, 9 mm pistols are issued to
certain units and individuals.

In wartime, second-line units would be armed with a large number of Chinese- and DDR-
manufactured AKM clones, which are held in long-term storage during peacetime.

Sniper rifles employed include bolt-action rifles in calibres 7.62×53R and .338LM. A limited
number of older semi-automatic 7.62 mm rifles are also used in the designated marksman role.

For added long-range firepower, the squads can be equipped with a single light MG, either the
domestic 7.62 KVKK 62 or the more modern 7.62 PKM. The squads can also be equipped with a
Heckler & Koch-built 40 mm grenade pistol, locally designated as 40 KRPIST 2002, but this has
largely been replaced by under-barrel grenade launchers.

Fire support is also provided by the Heckler & Koch grenade MG and the NSV heavy MG, the later
also offering a measure of protection against helicopters.

As a light anti-vehicle weapon, different versions of the LAW are used. In addition, as mentioned
in the anti-tank section, the heavier APILAS or NLAW are carried to provide an infantry-operated
anti-tank capability.

Transport helicopters

Finland's helicopter fleet has been operated solely by the army since 1997 (when it was transferred
from the air force). Assets include 20 NH90 and a few older MD500, the latter being employed
mainly for training and general utility. The Finnish NH90s are the tactical transport helicopter
(TTH) variants and are designed for transport, airmobile operations, and search-and-rescue (SAR)
tasks.

Finland ordered its 20 NH90 TTHs in 2001 and deliveries were to start in 2005. However, the
programme encountered long delays, and it was 2008 before the first helicopter was handed over.
Despite slow deliveries, initial operational readiness was achieved in 2010, with helicopters being
assigned SAR duties and participating in exercises. The final helicopter was delivered in July 2015.

Of the 20 NH90s in service, 5 were delivered in IOC standard, 10 were IOC+ variants, and 5 were
handed over at FOC standard. The IOC and IOC+ aircraft are now being retrofitted to FOC
standard, with 14 already redelivered. The last helicopter was expected to be redelivered by the end
of 2018 but this has yet to be confirmed as of January 2019.

The NH90s have replaced very old Russian-built Mil Mi-8 'Hip' utility helicopters, which had
limited ability to operate in poor weather and at night. The NH90 also features significant
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improvements to the cockpit ergonomics, has higher top and cruising speeds, and a longer
operational range. All in all, it provides a significantly more usable capability.

Unmanned aerial vehicles

The Finnish Army uses 12 Ranger UAVs (2 systems of 6 UAVs each) for tactical air surveillance.
However, the UAVs weigh almost 300 kg and cannot be easily transported by small infantry units.
The army is thus procuring Orbiter 2 mini-UAVs that weigh 10 kg each and can be carried on an
infantryman's back. The system is used at battalion level to support fire control and to locate and
identify targets. Although Finland has not announced the exact number to be procured, initial plans
called for 120 with options for up to 80 more.

Orbiter 2 deliveries started in 2014, a year late owing to unspecified technical difficulties, and
conscripts started training on the system in the second half of 2015. The system saw use during
numerous exercises in 2016 and an official roll-out ceremony/demonstration was held in late 2016.
The Orbiter 2 mini-UAVs can transmit live video and IR camera pictures to a base station up to 25
km away. Such a decentralised tactical surveillance will empower local units in the event of a war,
in which Finland may not have command of the air.
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Small arms and light weapons

Man-portable air defence systems

Type Role
RBS 70 Mk 2 Man-portable surface-to-air missile
Stinger RMP Block 1 (ITO15) Man-portable surface-to-air missile

Infantry support weapons

Type Role
Spike 2.5/4.0 Anti-tank guided weapon
BGM-71/TOW-2 Anti-tank guided weapon
Next-Generation Light Anti-tank Weapon (NLAW) Short-range anti-tank missile
66 mm M72A5/KES (66 KES 88 ORAK) Light anti-tank weapon
112 mm APILAS (112 RSKES APILAS OKR) Light anti-tank weapon
95 mm S 58-61 Anti-tank recoilless rifle
120 mm KRH Mortar (some vehicle mounted)
81 mm KRH 71 RT Mortar (some vehicle mounted)

Small arms

Type Role
7.62 mm M62 (RK 62) Assault rifle
7.62 mm M95 (RK 95 TP) Assault rifle
7.62 mm KVKK Light machine gun
7.62 mm KK PKM Medium machine gun
7.62 mm MG3 Light machine gun (vehicle mounted)
12.7 mm DShKM, NSV (ITKK 96) Heavy machine gun
12.7 mm (Browning M2HB) Heavy machine gun
7.62 mm M134 Minigun Rotary machine gun (vehicle mounted)
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Core assets and procurement initiatives

Combat aircraft

F/A-18 Hornet

F/A-18 replacement

Logistics aircraft

C295M

Strategic transport

Rotary-wing transport

C4ISR aircraft

C295M SIGINT aircraft

C4ISR systems

Radar systems

Ground-based air defence

Equipment in service

Finland - Air Force
Finland - Air Force

1031913

Summary

Strength
Regular: 3,300 (2,000 full-time military personnel and 1,300 full-time conscripts)
Reserves: 38,000
Fixed-wing multirole combat aircraft
F/A-18C/D Hornet
Fixed-wing transport aircraft
C295M
Fixed-wing signals intelligence aircraft
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C295M

Executive summary

 Finland possesses a compact but well-equipped air force that is focused on air defence,
although it expanded its ground-attack capabilities from 2013 to 2018. The Finnish Air
Force's combat capability is provided by 62 F/A-18 Hornets. These aircraft are equipped with
some of the most advanced armament available, including beyond-visual-range Air Intercept
Missile (AIM)-120C-7 advanced medium-range air-to-air missiles (AMRAAMs) and the
AIM-9X Sidewinder. The Finnish Air Force is thus well poised to undertake defensive air-to-
air combat. In addition, a mid-life upgrade (MLU) has fitted the F/A-18s with stand-off air-
to-ground precision weapons for long-range strike operations. However, the F/A-18s are not
capable of area attack and have relatively limited close air support (CAS) capability. Overall,
although the Finnish Air Force is far smaller than that of its largest neighbour, Russia, it is
sufficient to inflict high costs on any invader and thus serves a vital deterrence function.

 The Finnish Air Force is tasked with ensuring security of national territory. In peacetime, this
means monitoring national airspace and responding to approaches by Russian aircraft. In
wartime, the air force would focus on defensive counter-air operations to deny an adversary
air superiority. Additional missions would include ground attack/air interdiction in support of
national defence, including the possibility of stand-off attacks on enemy territory. The
Finnish Air Force also provides tactical airlift to support operations by all armed services and
has modest intelligence-gathering capabilities.

 The F/A-18 MLU made the aircraft fully compatible with NATO requirements. This allows
the Finnish Air Force to deploy fighter aircraft as part of a multinational force. Finland has
indicated it is willing to deploy up to six fighter aircraft to international operations although
it has yet to do so.

 Finland's F/A-18s are due to begin leaving service in 2025 and a replacement programme
was launched in October 2015. The replacement aircraft will be assessed based on the ability
to carry out counter-air; counter-land; counter-sea; intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance; and long-range strike missions. Initial operational capability (IOC) is
planned for early 2025 with full operational capability (FOC) to follow around 2030. Finnish
Ministry of Defence (MoD) officials have stated that the F/A-18 will be replaced on a one-
for-one basis, as this is deemed the minimum number needed to defend the country.

 All Finnish airspace falls within the range of Russia's modern long-range surface-to-air
missiles (SAMs). This places the F/A-18 fleet at risk of being eliminated in the early stages
of any conflict. The procurement of stand-off ground-attack weapons is a partial solution to
this problem but does not eliminate the threat. Jane's believes that the potential for Finland to
be denied its own airspace argues in favour of a stealth platform to replace the F/A-18. That
said, the only stealth aircraft available will be the F-35 Lightning II, which is not optimised
for air defence. Thus, it is unclear what path the Finnish Air Force will take to be able to
effectively operate in the future threat environment.

Deployments and operations
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Force distribution

The majority of Finland's combat aircraft are based at Kuopio and Rovaniemi, in the centre and
north-centre of the country. This allows a rapid reaction time across national airspace. There are
also always about two to four fighters based at Tampere-Pirkkala with the Air Combat Centre. In
addition, detachments are on occasion temporarily stationed elsewhere, such as in the summer of
2014 when Hornets deployed to Helsinki-Vantaa International Airport and other southern airfields
following a string of Russian incursions into Finnish airspace.

During a time of threat, combat aircraft would be dispersed from the major peacetime airbases to
operate from secondary airfields and highway strips. Furthermore, Sweden has drawn up a concept
of 'strategic depth' that would enable Finland to use its bases if required.

Recent and current operations

The Finnish Air Force does not make regular contributions to multinational operations. Contrary to
earlier years, no Russian violations of Finnish airspace have been reported during 2018.

National air policing

Finland has accused Russian military aircraft of violating national airspace over the Gulf of Finland
on numerous occasions over the past few years, although no such violations were reported in 2018.
When required, Finnish fighters deploy from Kuopio-Rissala and Tampere-Pirkkala to intercept
and identify Russian aircraft.

Organisation

At the head of the Finnish Air Force is the Air Force Command, which includes the Air Operations
Centre (AOC). The AOC directs Finland's air defence and, among its other tasks, is responsible for
monitoring and securing the integrity of the nation's airspace.

Three operational commands form the backbone of the Finnish Air Force, two of which are
assigned fighter squadrons equipped with the F/A-18 Hornet. The third is concerned with support
duties. Meanwhile, training is contracted out to Patria Aviation, which manages the Air Force
Academy at Tikkakoski.

Order of battle
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Name Latitude Longitude Number of Runways Notes
Tampere-Pirkkala 61.415148 23.60895 1
Kuopio 63.007134 27.797743 1
Tikkakoski Air Force Headquarters 62.40001 25.598639 0
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Tikkakoski 62.400929 25.674627 1
Rovaniemi 66.562982 25.827626 1

In addition to the major bases, operations are also conducted from auxiliary airfields and highway
strips.

Personnel

 Finland has universal male conscription. The period of liability for compulsory military
service starts the year a man reaches 18 years of age. Military service for women is on a
voluntary basis.

 Military service lasts 165, 255, or 347 days. The period for an officer, non-commissioned
officer (NCO), or a conscript in a specially demanding post is 347 days. The service period
for conscripts trained for work requiring special skills is 255 days and for the other rank and
file 165 days. Reserve service then continues until the age of 50 (60 for officers).

 Conscripts in the air force usually serve either in base protection or supporting roles, the
latter including tasks such as mechanics, refuelling/rearming, signals, intelligence, and
radar/ground control personnel. Pilots are professional personnel.

Training

 According to the State Budget, Finnish Hornets record about 8,800 flight hours a year. This
equates to roughly 170 hours per pilot, which is adequate to maintain proficiency although
slightly lower than the NATO 180-hour standard. Additional training is conducted on
simulators, in particular the F-18 Weapons Tactics and Situational Awareness Training
System.

 Based on Jane's observations, training is focused on defence of national airspace but is also
well rounded to include air-to-ground tasks as part of a joint operation. Scenarios are largely
based on high intensity conventional operations.

 Despite Finland not being part of any formal alliances, the Finnish Air Force routinely trains
to operate as part of a multinational task force with a particular focus on Nordic cross-border
training.

Air schools

Name Latitude Longitude Notes
Air Force Academy 62.400929 25.674627  

Training areas

Name Latitude Longitude Notes
Lohtaja 64.060556 23.385833  

Military exercises
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'Arctic Challenge': Finland has participated in every biennial 'Arctic Challenge' Exercise since the
first in 2013. The 2017 iteration took place in from 22 May to 2 June of that year and involved
about 100 aircraft from 11 countries. The vast majority of aircraft operated from Bodø in Norway,
Luleå in Sweden, and Rovaniemi in Finland. The Finnish Air Force contribution included 12
F/A-18s, 1 C-295M, and 1 PC-12. At the same time, the Finnish Army hosted exercises 'Army
North 17' at Rovajärvi as well as the smaller 'Air Defence Exercise 1/17' in Lohtaja, and some
sorties were flown in conjunction with these events.

'Red Flag 19-1': Finland sent a detachment of six F/A-18 Hornets to take part in 'Red Flag 19-1' in
Alaska from 4 to 19 October 2018. This was the first time the Finnish Air Force participated in the
'Red Flag' event. Training included air-to-air, air-to-ground, and electronic warfare operations in a
joint environment. While deployed, the Finnish aircraft also participated in 'Distant Frontier' 1 and
2. The training replaced the annual 'Ruska' Exercise. The long transfer of aircraft to Alaska also
provided a new logistical training experience for the Finnish Air Force.

'Ramstein Alloy': The Finnish Air Force has participated in the 'Ramstein Alloy' training events
and the previous Baltic Region Training Event (BRTE) since 2008. The contribution to 'Ramstein
Alloy 2018-3' was two F/A-18 Hornets.

'Trident Juncture 2018': The Finnish Air Force deployed nine F/A-18 Hornets to Norway to
participate in NATO's 'Trident Juncture 2018' high-visibility exercise. The exercise ran from 25
October to 7 November 2018. One of the goals of the event was to test the Host Nation Support
arrangements.

Core assets and procurement initiatives

Combat aircraft

F/A-18 Hornet

The Finnish Air Force fighter fleet consists of 55 F/A-18C aircraft, along with 7 F/A-18D variants
that are capable of operations but used primarily for training. The F/A-18s are assigned to two
fighter squadrons (numbered 11 and 31), with a third having disbanded in mid-2014. The squadrons
and the majority of aircraft are based at Kuopio and Rovaniemi, although several are present at
Tampere-Pirkkala at any given time. In addition, detachments can be deployed to Helsinki-Vantaa
International Airport and other locations if the need arises (dispersed basing from highway strips
would also be employed in the event of war).

Finland originally procured 57 F/A-18Cs and 7 F/A-18Ds (two C variants crashed although one had
been converted to a D variant before being destroyed). The first two-seat variant was delivered in
1995 and the first single-seat fighter in 1996. Deliveries concluded by 2000. The F/A-18s replaced
a mixed fleet of MiG-21bis and Saab 35 Draken fighter aircraft, which were retired from service in
1998 and 2000, respectively.

When Finland first procured the Hornets, they were configured only for air-to-air operations (using
AIM-9 Sidewinder AAM and AIM-120 AMRAAM). This capability limitation was in line with
Finland's national security doctrine, which is based on non-alignment and territorial defence.
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Although air policing and defensive air-to-air combat remain the primary roles, in 2004 the Finnish
Air Force announced a series of upgrades to give its Hornets an air-to-ground attack capability.
More specifically, the weapons provide a stand-off air interdiction/deep air support capability.
Although these weapons provide an offensive capability, according to Jane's analysis, this
capability would have utility in national defence as it allows the targeting of an attacker's rear
echelons and support base.

To perform ground-attack missions, Finland acquired a range of air-to-surface weaponry, including
the Joint Direct Attack Munition (GBU-31, GBU-32, and GBU-38), AGM-154C Joint Standoff
Weapon, and AGM-158 Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff Missile (JASSM). The first Finnish F/A-18s
with the new attack capabilities became operational in early 2013 and all 62 Hornets were upgraded
by the end of 2016, although FOC was not achieved until 2018 with the live firings of the
AGM-158 JASSM at Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake in the United States.

Other significant elements of the upgrade included integration of the AIM-9X Sidewinder, Joint
Helmet-Mounted Cueing System (JHMCS), AN/AAQ-28 Litening advanced targeting pod, and
Link 16 network management system, which increases interoperability with NATO aircraft.

Post MLU, the Finnish F/A-18s are capable of conducting a much broader spectrum of operations
than was the case in the past. However, the Finnish F/A-18s are still not capable of many CAS and
other ground-attack tasks, as they lack area attack, anti-vehicle, and anti-radiation weapons.

Finland's F/A-18 aircraft are due to leave service between 2025 and 2030.

F/A-18 replacement

With Finland's F/A-18C/D aircraft due to begin leaving service in 2025, replacement options are
under consideration and the HX fighter replacement programme was launched in October 2015.

Prior to this, in early October 2014, Finland's MoD had already launched an exploratory working
group to examine maintenance and performance capabilities of potential candidates. Options for
modernising the current fleet to enable operations beyond 2030 were also examined. The working
group's report was delivered in mid-2015 and recommended procurement of a new multirole
fighter, which will be supported by ground-based air defence and possibly unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs).

Replacements being considered are the Eurofighter Typhoon, the F/A-18E/F Super Hornet, the
Rafale, the F-35 Lightning II, and the Gripen E. The aircraft will be assessed based on the ability to
meet five military scenarios: counter-air; counter-land; counter-sea; intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance; and long-range strike. The ability to adapt to the air force's operations at various
locations (Arctic operations and flying from public roads) will also be considered.

Another key point in the discussion has been the value of stealth in the future. The fighter
replacement working group recommended a project with the aim of predicting the influence of
stealth technology on future air wars and the potential of anti-stealth measures. This was
subsequently undertaken as a joint effort by the defence forces and civilian researchers. Although
the majority of the report is secret, the non-classified part noted that the several different ways of
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defeating stealth are maturing and that there are certain limitations to the nature of stealth on fighter
aircraft.

The final decision will also take into account industrial co-operation in Finland.

A contract for the replacement fighter is planned in 2021, with an IOC expected in early 2025 and
FOC to follow around 2030. Finnish MoD officials have stated that the F/A-18 will be replaced on
a one-for-one basis, as this is deemed the minimum number needed to defend the country.

Logistics aircraft

C295M

The Finnish Air Force operates two Airbus Military C295M medium tactical airlifters in the
transport role (another serves in an intelligence role). The first of these were delivered in 2007. The
aircraft are based at Tikkakoski.

The C295Ms replaced two F27 transport aircraft that had been acquired in the early 1980s. The
C295M represents an upgrade over the F27, being able to carry more passengers and a heavier
payload in addition to having a greater endurance.

The C295Ms primarily perform domestic air mobility missions, although they have also supported
Finland's international operations. The aircraft are also used for paratrooper training and Finland
has medical evacuation kits that can be installed if required. They have a short take-off capability
and can operate from austere locations.

Of note, an additional C295 was ordered in May 2010 and delivered in mid-2011, although the first
aircraft to be received has since been converted into a signals intelligence (SIGINT) platform so the
size of the transport fleet remained unchanged. Finland still has an option for four additional
aircraft, although there is no indication that this will be exercised.

Strategic transport

Finland joined the NATO Partnership for Peace in 2008 and has access to the European Strategic
Airlift Capability Heavy Airlift Wing pool of three Boeing C-17 Globemaster III strategic airlifters
operated from Pápa Air Base in Hungary.

Rotary-wing transport

All helicopters in the Finnish Armed Forces are operated by the army. The rotary-wing asset that
carries out transport tasks is the NH90 tactical transport helicopter (TTH). For details on this asset,
see the transport helicopters section of the Finland entry in Jane's World Armies.

C4ISR aircraft

C295M SIGINT aircraft
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The Finnish Air Force operates a C295M-based SIGINT aircraft, which replaced an ageing Fokker
F27-100 Friendship that had been in service since 1982. The greater endurance of the C295M is a
significant benefit in carrying out such missions.

To convert the C295M to the SIGINT role, Lockheed Martin produced a roll-on/roll-off package
called Dragon Shield. This was completed in March 2011 and installed on the C295M. Although
the new SIGINT aircraft was expected to enter service in 2013, an extensive series of trials and
training prevented this target from being met. The C295M finally entered limited service in late
2017, with FOC achieved in early February 2018.

C4ISR systems

Radar systems

Finland monitors its airspace with three different types of radar systems: one type being fixed and
two mobile.

The fixed system is the Thomson-CSF TRS 2215D/TRS 22XX (KAVA), five of which are in
service. These radar were ordered in 1988, although it was 1995 before all were delivered, and
1998 before FOC was achieved. The radars were upgraded by ThalesRaytheon Systems with new
receivers as well as signal and data processor elements so as to remain effective until 2025.

Next, Finland operates 12 or 13 Ground Master 403 (GM 403) (local designation KEVA 2010)
radar. The first radar was handed over in January 2013 and the final system was expected to be
delivered in early 2016. Although delivery has not been directly confirmed, comments by Finnish
defence staff indicate the system is in place and operational. The GM 403 represents a significant
upgrade over the legacy KEVA radar (now removed from service). First, they are mobile and thus
can be rapidly redeployed if required. That said, the radar will normally be deployed at unmanned
sites in radomes. The GM 403 also offers improvements in range, capability, and robustness to
countermeasures. This allows fewer GM 403 radar to provide equal or better coverage than was
achieved with a larger number of KEVA radar.

The last mobile radar is the Giraffe-100 (LÄVA) short-range radar, which was procured between
1993 and 1995. These truck-mounted systems allow the rapid and flexible supplementation of
coverage when and where required. It is not clear how many of these systems are in service
although the first procurement was for four radar.

Ground-based air defence

Ground-based air defence systems are operated by the Finnish Army. Systems include the ASRAD
(ITO05), Crotale (ITO90M), and NASAMS-II (ITO12). The man-portable air defence systems
(MANPADS) in service are the RBS 70 Mk 2 (ITO05M) and FIM-92C RMP Stinger (ITO15).
Some anti-aircraft artillery systems are also in use. For complete details, see the air defence section
of the Finland entry in Jane's World Armies.

Equipment in service
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AIM-9L/X Sidewinder Raytheon Air-to-air
AIM-120B/C AMRAAM Raytheon Air-to-air
AGM-154C Joint Standoff Weapon Raytheon Air-to-surface
GBU-31 Joint Direct Attack Munition Boeing Air-to-surface
AGM-158 Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff Missile Lockheed Martin Air-to-surface
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Personnel

Training

Military exercises

Core assets and procurement initiatives
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Summary

Strength
Regular: 2,000 (900 full-time personnel and 1,100 full-time equivalent conscripts)
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Marines: 2,000 (500 full-time personnel and 1,500 full-time equivalent conscripts)
Reserves: 26,700
Marine reserves: 3,500
Fast attack craft - missile
Rauma class
Hamina class
Mine-warfare vessels
Katanpää-class minehunters
Hämeenmaa-class minelayers
Pansio-class minelayers
Kuha- and Kiiski-class inshore minesweepers
Marines
Combat battalion (two companies)
Reconnaissance battalion
Coastal defence regiment (battalion equivalent) (includes coastal missile and marine units)

Executive summary

 Finland has a small navy in terms of hull numbers and average ship displacement, but it is
well suited for defending the country's archipelagic coast. This geography has compelled the
Finnish Navy to focus on littoral and mine-warfare operations. As such, its surface fleet
comprises 15 mine-warfare vessels and 8 fast attack craft (FAC). The mine-warfare fleet
specifically comprises layers, hunters, and sweepers. Most of these ships have a limited self-
defence capability and are also able to carry out a range of secondary roles. The FACs,
meanwhile, have considerable firepower for their size, being equipped with anti-ship missiles
and anti-submarine or air defence weapons depending on class. They also have limited
minelaying capability. The naval fleet is complemented by coastal defence forces equipped
with shore-based missiles and marines trained in coastal defence operations.

 Finnish naval forces are optimised to undertake sea denial operations to hinder an adversary's
freedom of movement in Finnish waters. In the event of war, the Finnish Navy would not
carry out conventional force-on-force operations but concentrate on laying mine barrages and
carrying out of hit-and-run attacks with FAC and coastal defence forces.

 In contrast to its defensive capability, the Finnish Navy has limited expeditionary capability.
Only a few of its vessels have the range, seakeeping, and capabilities to sustain long
missions. It thus rarely conducts international operations.

 The Finnish Navy is planning to procure four multipurpose offshore patrol vessels (OPVs) to
replace its four Rauma-class FACs and two Hämeenmaa-class minelayers, which are due to
leave service by the mid-2020s. These OPVs will essentially be corvettes with full combat
capability (for anti-air, anti-surface, anti-submarine, and minelaying operations). To
complement the new OPVs, the Finnish Navy plans to introduce into service Saab's New
Lightweight Torpedo in the 2020s. Prior to this, from late 2019, Finland will lease TP 45
torpedoes from the Swedish Defence Forces as an interim capability.

 The procurement of torpedoes will provide Finland with an underwater guided weapon for
the first time and thus represents a step change in capability. Until that time ASW will
remain limited to depth charges, mortars, and mines. Overall, Jane's assesses that the four
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OPVs being procured will provide significantly more capability compared with the ships they
are replacing. That said, the reduction in hull numbers, with four ships replacing seven,
reduces the bandwidth of the Finnish Navy fleet.

Deployments and operations

Force distribution

The major vessels of the Finnish Navy are concentrated at the military port of Pansio adjacent to
the port of Turku in southwestern Finland. This location provides rapid access to the Gulf of
Finland and the Archipelago Sea. Naval presence in the north, the Gulf of Bothnia specifically, is
projected in from the southern bases at regular intervals.

Recent and current operations

The Finnish Navy does not make regular contributions to multinational operations or deploy its
ships unilaterally at long distances. Instead, it focuses on short-range operational deployments
within national and Baltic waters.

Operation 'Sophia'

Beginning in early December 2015, Finland deployed a visit, board, search, and seizure team in
support of Operation 'Sophia', the EU's anti-human trafficking operation. The unit first operated
from the German Navy's support ship FGS Berlin but in late February 2016 transferred to the FGS
Frankfurt am Main. The detachment was rotational. The third and final rotation returned to Finland
in late 2016. Participation in Operation 'Sophia' since the end of 2016 has been limited to a few
personnel taking part in monitoring and staff duties. This continues to be the contribution as of
early 2019.

EU maritime border security

In January 2016 the Finnish Border Guard deployed an Improved Tursas-class OPV to support
operations in the Aegean Sea as part of the EU effort to combat human trafficking and control
migration. This was the first time Finland deployed an OPV for an operation abroad. The OPV was
based on the island of Leros for five months. It deployed again in February 2017, this time to Pýlos,
where it remained until September 2018.

Organisation

The Finnish Navy is organised into four units: the Coastal Fleet, the Coastal Brigade, the Nyland
(Uusimaa) Brigade, and the Naval Academy. Of note, restructuring has led to the disbanding of the
Kotka Coastal Battalion and naval commands.

Order of battle
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Finnish Border Guard

The Finnish Border Guard (Frontier Guard), which falls under the Ministry of the Interior, has a
coastguard capability with about 50 vessels. Some of these are lightly armed. The border guard also
operates a few helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft.

Bases

Name Latitude Longitude Notes
Turku 60.441614 22.129911
Upinniemi 60.036934 24.359108

Marine bases

Name Latitude Longitude Notes
Dragsvik 59.985205 23.485384

Personnel

 Finland has universal male conscription. The period of liability for compulsory military
service starts the year a man reaches 18 years of age. Military service for women is on a
voluntary basis.

 Military service lasts 165, 255, or 347 days. The period for an officer, non-commissioned
officer (NCO), or a conscript in a specially demanding post is 347 days. The service period
for conscripts trained for work requiring special skills is 255 days and for the other rank and
file 165 days. Reserve service then continues until the age of 50 (60 for officers).

 In regard to demographics, the Nyland (Uusimaa) Brigade is the only Swedish-speaking unit
in the Finnish Navy, although set commands are given in Finnish to maintain commonality
with the rest of the armed forces.

 In late 2018 the then incoming Finnish Navy commander acknowledged that the navy is
being challenged by a low number of personnel, including among ship crew.

Training

 The State Budget provided the Finnish Navy with funding for 1,300 annual sailing days in
2018, an increase from the 1,215 days realised in 2016 and the 1,250 predicted for 2017.
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 Based on Jane's observations, training is focused on high-end warfighting in littoral waters.

 Despite Finland not being part of any formal alliances, the Finnish Navy routinely trains to
operate as part of a multinational maritime task force.

Naval schools

Name Latitude Longitude Notes
Suomenlinna (Naval Academy) 60.14968200 24.98008100  

Training areas

Name Latitude Longitude Notes
Lohtaja 64.060556 23.385833  
Örö 59.811903 22.322830  
Mäkiluoto 59.919638 24.351183  
Gyltö 60.115299 21.477365  
Syndalen  59.854053 23.198615  

Military exercises

'Baltic Operations' ('BALTOPS'): Finland has participated in the annual NATO-led 'Baltic
Operations' ('BALTOPS') series of exercises since the 1990s. In 2016 part of 'BALTOPS' took
place in Finnish waters, including an amphibious assault in Syndalen. The Finnish Navy
participated with the minelayer Uusimaa and a 140-strong coastal jaeger company of the Nyland
(Uusimaa) Brigade. In 2017 the Finnish Navy sent the minelayer Hämeenmaa. Finland also
participated in 'BALTOPS 2018' although the nature of the contribution is not clear.

'Northern Coasts': Finland is a routine participant in the multinational exercise 'Northern Coasts'
('NOCO'), which has been held annually since 2007. 'NOCO' is the largest exercise in the Baltic
Sea and provides training in joint shallow and confined water operations. Finland hosted 'NOCO
2018' in the southwestern parts of the country from 25 October to 8 November 2018. The exercise
included participation of about 4,000 personnel, 45 surface units, and more than 12 aircraft. In
addition to Finland, 12 other countries participated.

'Trident Juncture 2018': The Finnish Navy deployed an 80-strong Amphibious Task Unit to
Norway to participate in NATO's 'Trident Juncture 2018' high-visibility exercise.

Core assets and procurement initiatives

Fast attack craft

The Finnish maritime environment is dominated by shallow waters and a broken coastline with
many small islands. For this reason, the Finnish Navy is focused on operating in the littoral
environment with small fast attack missile craft. These vessels are well suited to conceal
themselves and carry out rapid hit-and-run attacks on any opposing naval force.
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Rauma-class fast attack missile craft

The Finnish Navy has four Rauma-class vessels. The first of these entered service in 1990 and the
last in 1992. They replaced the Helsinki class, upon which they were based. The vessels are armed
with one 40 mm gun and six Saab RBS-15SF (MTO 85M) anti-ship missiles (these having replaced
the RBS15F/MTO 85). The anti-ship missiles make the vessels highly capable in their primary anti-
surface warfare (ASuW) role. The vessels can also deploy with an anti-submarine capability, which
is provided by four Saab Elma LLS-920 nine-tube anti-submarine mortars and a single rail for
depth charges, the latter of which have to be fitted in place of the missile launchers. The sensor
suite includes a Simrad ST2400 Variable Depth Sonar (VDS).

As the result of an upgrade from 2010 to 2013, the vessels are set to effectively carry out operations
well into the 2020s. The upgrade programme included fitting the vessels with new variable depth
towed sonar and radar. Of note, during the upgrade the vessels' MBDA Mistral S1 short-range
SAM systems were removed and replaced with a multi-ammunition softkill system (MASS). This
was done partly because the S1 is an outdated system and partly because the missiles in stock were
approaching the end of their shelf-life.

Hamina-class fast attack missile craft

There are four Hamina-class fast attack missile craft in service with the Finnish Navy. The first
entered service in 1998 and the other three followed between 2003 and 2006, although full
operational capability (FOC) was not achieved until 2008. The primary roles of the Hamina class
are patrol, surveillance, and protecting the sea lines of communication in Finnish waters.

Although based on the Rauma class, the Hamina class includes some design changes that make it
more capable. Foremost among these, the ships were designed specifically with stealth features to
reduce sound, magnetic, heat, and radar signatures. The ships also carry significant armament for
their size, being fitted with four RBS-15 SF (MTO 85M) anti-ship missiles, an eight-cell vertical-
launch system (VLS) with Umkhonto-IR (ITO 04) SAMs able to simultaneously engage up to eight
aircraft, a Bofors 57 mm gun, and a rail for depth chargers or mines.

The Hamina class is scheduled for a mid-life upgrade (MLU) programme, which is in the planning
phase. Work is expected to begin in late 2019 and should be finished in 2021. As part of the
upgrade, the ships will receive Saab's New Lightweight Torpedo system and Kongsberg ST2400
VDS to enhance the vessel's ASW capability. Procurement of the torpedo will take place in the
early 2020s. Prior to this, Finland will lease TP 45 torpedoes as an interim capability. The TP 45 is
planned to become operational on board the first Hamina-class vessel (FNS Tornio) from late 2019.
Introduction of the torpedo will mark the first time that the Finnish Navy has acquired a modern
underwater guided weapon.

The ships will also have the MTO 85M/RBS-15 replaced by Israel Aerospace Industries' Gabriel
anti-ship missile, to be designated PTO2020 in Finnish Navy service. Deliveries of the Gabriel
system are due to begin in 2019 and run through to 2025 (equipping not only the Hamina class but
the Squadron 2020 class multirole vessels and coastal defence batteries).
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Meanwhile, the navy is removing the single 57 mm main gun as a weight saving measure and
replacing it with a Bofors 40 Mk 4 gun.

Mine warfare vessels

The geography of the Finnish coast, with its narrow shallow straits and multitude of islands, is well
suited for mine warfare. For this reason, much of the Finnish Navy's fleet is specialised to carry out
minelaying or mine countermeasure (MCM) tasks. This fleet comprises three Pansio-class
minelayers (mine ferries), two Hämeenmaa-class minelayers, and three Katanpää-class
minehunters. There are also four Kiiski- and three Kuha-class inshore minesweepers. In addition,
the FACs have some minelaying capability, but this is limited by their small complement of mines.

Katanpää-class mine-countermeasures vessels

The Finnish Navy has three Katanpää-class MCM vessels (MCMVs). The first was commissioned
in 2012, the second in 2013, and the last in 2016.

The Katanpää-class ships are equipped with Atlas Elektronik's integrated MCM system and a mine
reconnaissance and hydrographic suite that includes a Kongsberg's HUGIN 1000 and a REMUS
100 autonomous underwater vehicle. Mine destruction is performed by a Double Eagle Mk 2
remotely operated vehicle and two Atlas Elektronik SeaFox inspection and one-shot disposal
vehicles.

The ships are suited for international operations (having an endurance of 1,500 n miles and being
fitted with air conditioning) as well as mine disposal tasks in the Baltic Sea. The vessels are built to
Finnish-Swedish ice class IA, meaning they are intended for year-round operation in the Baltic Sea,
escorted by ice breakers if necessary.

Alongside its MCM role, the Katanpää class is designed to carry out secondary tasks, such as
minelaying, surveillance, and habour protection. That said, the ships have fairly limited self-
defence capabilities, with only a 40 mm gun.

Hämeenmaa-class minelayer

The Finnish Navy has two Hämeenmaa-class minelayers, both of which were commissioned in
1992. A Hämeenmaa-class ship has a typical complement of 200 contact mines (S43-55, S41, and
S58) or influence mines (Seamine 2004 and PM90). It has four rails for deployment of the mines.

Although the vessel's primary role is mine warfare, the ships completed a significant upgrade
programme in 2007 that makes them adaptable to a wide range of tasks. The upgrade makes the
minelayers available for international missions and provides them with greatly enhanced self-
defence and surveillance capabilities. Specifically, the upgraded Hämeenmaa class is fitted with
one Bofors 57 mm gun and an eight-cell VLS for Umkhonto SAMs. The ships also retained their
two RBU 1200 fixed five-tubed anti-submarine mortar launchers and two rails for depth charges. In
addition, fuel and water capacities were increased and stabilisers added to enhance seakeeping,
thereby strengthening the vessel's capabilities in blue water.
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The vessels also have an ice-going capability and are equipped with a small landing area for a light
helicopter, but no hangar.

Pansio-class minelayer

There are three Pansio-class ships in service with the Finnish Navy. The primary role of the class is
minelaying, but they also have important secondary roles as roll-on/roll-off transports and tenders.
The ships were delivered in the early 1990s.

The ships can carry 50 mines. In the transport role they have a capacity of 200 people or 100
tonnes. The ships are only armed with two remote weapon stations (RWSs) with machine guns
(MGs) or grenade launchers.

The Pansio class has been put through a MLU focusing on its ability to function as tenders to other
vessels. The MLU was compelled in part due to the coming withdrawal of the Hämeenmaa-class
vessels in the early 2020s, which also have a secondary role as tenders. The upgraded vessels were
handed back to the fleet in 2016 and 2017.

The lifetime of the minelayers has also been extended into the late 2030s.

Offshore patrol vessels (Squadron 2020)

The Finnish Navy plans to procure four multipurpose OPVs (designated by the Finnish Navy as
multipurpose corvettes and also called the Squadron 2020 class). These will replace the existing
Hämeenmaa-class minelayers and the ageing Rauma-class FACs, which are due to leave service by
the mid-2020s, as well as the already retired FNS Pohjanmaa minelayer. Construction is due to run
from 2019 to 2024, with the first vessel scheduled to reach initial operational capability in 2025.
All four vessels are expected to be operational by 2027.

Although the procurement plans mean a reduction in hull numbers, with four ships replacing seven,
the new ships will provide a step forward capability-wise. The new OPVs are intended to be able to
operate against air, surface, and subsurface, as well as having a minelaying capability and being ice
classed. According to early concept renders, armament could include air defence and anti-ship
missiles as well as torpedoes. A Finnish MoD concept image shows the vessel fitted with a main
gun and a VLS at the front, missile launchers mounted port and starboard amidships, and a
helicopter landing pad at the rear. The torpedoes and anti-ship missiles will be of the same kind that
the Hamina-class FAC is receiving in their MLU (Saab's New Lightweight Torpedo and Israel
Aerospace Industries' Gabriel anti-ship missile). Also of note, the new vessel has a clean, faceted
appearance, indicative of efforts to reduce its radar signature.

The ships should be able to undertake long-range international missions to theatres such as the
Mediterranean, Red Sea, and Gulf of Aden. The vessels are thus estimated to displace about
1,500-2,500 tonnes, with sufficient space for embarking mission modules, rigid-hulled inflatable
boats, and boarding teams; humanitarian aid or similar stores and equipment; and helicopters or
UAVs.

Coastal defence systems
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The Finnish Defence Forces began fielding Rafael Spike-ER long-range missiles as part of the new
Rafael-developed Coastal Missile System (RO2006 system) in mid-2005. The missiles are able to
engage surface ships, armoured fighting vehicles, and low-level slow-flying aircraft. The system
has replaced Finland's old coastal defence guns.

The coastal defence forces also operate truck-mounted MTO 85M anti-ship missiles. The missile is
the same as the one used on the Finnish Navy's FAC, and is significantly larger and has a longer
range compared with the Spike-ER/RO2006. The truck-mounted anti-ship missiles are to be
upgraded in the future to the same new missile being brought into service for the modernised
Hamina and Squadron 2020 class (the Gabriel anti-ship missile).

Most fixed coastal defence guns have been retired, but a small number of 130 TK turreted guns are
still in service. These are relatively modern pieces with firing computers and automatic loading.
The range for the 130 mm gun is more than 30 km with special anti-ship shells. These will be
retired around the mid-2020s.

Transport and assault craft

The Finnish Navy has 36 Jurmo-class vessels class (sometimes referred to as the U-600 series or
Uisko 600 class). They can carry 22 troops with equipment. The vessels are generally unarmed but
have stations to enable the fitting of some support weapons, such as the NSV 12.7 mm (.50-calibre)
heavy MG (HMG) (local designation 12.7 ITKK 96). This gives the Jurmo some self-defence
capability and allows them to provide fire support during amphibious assaults.

Although the Jurmo-class vessels serve well in the transport mission, their low firepower and
protection leaves them vulnerable in an amphibious assault on a defended position. As such, the
Finnish Navy issued a request for a completely new vessel featuring a higher top speed, better
firepower, and higher levels of protection. The winning design was the Marine Alutech Watercat
M18, referred to as the Jehu class (or U 700) in Finnish service. Twelve of the new vessels were
ordered and all were delivered by early 2017.

The Jehu passenger compartment, which has ballistic protection and is situated low inside the hull,
can carry 24 fully equipped soldiers (or 5 tons of cargo). The propulsion package gives the vessel a
higher top speed (more than 40 kt) than the Jurmo as well as a longer operational range (in excess
of 200 n miles with sustainment also facilitated by a toilet and pantry facilities).

The main armament of the Jehu is the Saab Trackfire RWS, which is fitted for either a HMG or
grenade launcher as the main weapon, with a co-axially mounted 7.62 mm light MG as the
secondary weapon.

The vessel is prepared but not fitted for heavier weaponry. Marine Alutech and Patria are also
offering the vessel with the NEMO 120 mm turreted mortar system. The Finnish Navy has
expressed some interest in ordering six Jehus with the NEMO. This would provide the marines with
a significant boost in firepower.

Marines
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The main personal weapons of the marines are the 7.62 RK 62 and the 7.62 RK 95 TP (Sako M95),
both being local variants of the Soviet AK-47/AKM assault rifle. Of these two weapons, the RK 62
is similar to the baseline AKM in many aspects. Meanwhile, the 7.62 RK 95 TP is a modernised
weapon that features a folded stock, new iron sights, and the ability to mount different accessories
(optical sights, flashlights, etc).

There were plans to introduce a new rifle into service, with the Beretta ARX160 being the main
candidate. However, these plans have been shelved, and instead a number of RK 62 will be
modernised into the RK 62M standard, with a new telescopic stock, a tactical strap, and picatinny
rails for optical sights and other accessories. The modifications will increase the speed at which
soldiers can bring the rifle into action and the accuracy of fire. The first examples of the 200 rifle
pre-production series were handed over to conscripts during 2016 for field testing, and this was
followed by an order for an undisclosed number of series production rifles in late December 2016.

Certain units are also equipped with the Heckler & Koch MP-5 sub-MG, which thanks to its short
length offers benefits when fighting in urban terrain. In addition, 9 mm pistols are also issued as
personal weapons.

In wartime, second-line units would be armed with a large number of Chinese and DDR-
manufactured AKM clones, which are held in long-term storage during peacetime.

Sniper rifles employed by the marines include bolt-action rifles in calibres 7.62×53R and .338LM.

For added long-range firepower, the squads can be equipped with a single light MG, either the
domestic 7.62 KVKK 62 or the more modern 7.62 PKM. The marines are also equipped with a
Heckler & Koch-built 40 mm grenade pistol (local designation 40 KRPIST 2002).

The marines also receive fire support from the Heckler & Koch grenade MG and the NSV HMG,
the latter of which also offers a measure of protection against helicopters. Both of these can also be
mounted on the landing crafts for fire support during seaborne transports.

For a light anti-vehicle weapon, different versions of the M72 lightweight anti-armour weapon
(LAW) are used. Meanwhile, the heavier APILAS and Next-Generation Light Anti-Tank Weapons
are carried to provide an anti-tank capability.

For indirect fire support, each battalion has a mortar company with six heavy (120 mm) mortars,
and each company has a mortar troop of three light (81 mm) mortars. Notably, the heavy mortar
company is motorised (using trucks). This limits the unit's ability to follow the rest of the battalion,
which travels by boat. Jane's believes this capability gap could be close through procurement of a
mortar system mounted on the Jehu-class boats.

Equipment in service

Surface fleet

Class Manufacturer Role Original
total

In
service

Commissioned
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Rauma Hollming/Finnyards Fast attack craft -
missile

4 4 1990

Hamina Aker Finnyards Fast attack craft -
missile

4 4 1998

Katanpää Intermarine Minehunter 3 3 2012
Hämeenm
aa

Finnyards Minelayer 2 2 1992

Pansio Olkiluoto Shipyard Minelayer 3 3 1991
Kuha Laivateollisuus Minesweeper -

inshore
6 3 1974

Kiiski Fiskars Minesweeper -
inshore

7 4 1983

Auxiliaries

Class Manufacturer Role Original
total

In
service

Commissioned

Askeri n/a Transport/command
launch

n/a 1 1992

Syöksy
(ex-Vihuri)

n/a Command launch 5 4 1988

Träskö n/a Transport 3 1 1991
G 100
(Watercat
M8)

Marine Alutech Raiding craft 35 35 2001

Jurmo
(Watercat
M12)

Marine Alutech Fast
transport/landing
craft

n/a 36 2001

Jehu
(Watercat
M18)

Marine Alutech Fast transport/assault
craft

12 12 2015

Hila Kotkan Telakka  Transport 4 4 1990
Kampela Finnmekano Transport/landing

craft
3 1 1979

Fabian
Wrede

UKI Workboat,
Usikaupunki

Training 3 3 2006

Lokki Valmet,
Lavateollisuus

Training 1 1 1981

Isku Reposaaron
Konepaja

Trials 1 1 1970

Kallanpää n/a Harbour tug 1 1 1985
Louhi Riga

Shipyard/UKI
Workboat Ltd

Pollution control 1 1 2011
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Hylje n/a Pollution control n/a 1 1981
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Executive overview

Summary

Finland is a mature European Union (EU) market with a relatively stable economic and political
environment that is underpinned by a strong rule of law. Corruption is rare and transparency in
public life is high.

Defence spending

Defence spending has been low at less than 1.5% of GDP and investment suffered in recent years
as a result of austerity measures intended to stabilise the economy following the 2008 global
economic crisis.

A corner was turned from 2016 and high-profile inventory recapitalisation efforts (notably the HX
fighter aircraft replacement programme and the Squadron 2020 effort to replace the Rauma-class
missile craft and Hämeenmaa-class minelayers) are contributing to significant increases.

Nominal investment increased 9% year on year (y/y) in the 2016 budget although the settlement for
2017 featured a headline reduction of 2%. The 2018 budget effectively reversed this decline with a
2% rise, and spending was maintained at 1.3% of GDP.

The 2019 budget brought a y/y increase of 10% to EUR3.2 billion. The 2019-2022 Government
Fiscal Plan projected that spending would fall slightly in 2020, surge by 41% in 2021 and then hold
at this new higher level in 2022.

The spending increases (and the associated materiel recapitalisation programmes) reflect the
degraded security environment in the Baltic region.

Security environment

Finland sits outside NATO but participates in the alliance through the Partnership for Peace
programme.

Helsinki does, however, take an international approach to military affairs and is an active
participant in European defence co-operation efforts; a pragmatic approach that reflects the small
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scale of Finland's defence industrial sectors and the limited capabilities of its military.

It has also - since 2013 - worked to deepen ties with neighbouring Sweden, with measures such as
the establishment of a joint Swedish-Finnish Naval Task Group under way.

Finland's 800 mile border with Russia (from which it gained independence in 1917) has historically
been a driver of security policy. Russian activity elsewhere in the region (specifically in relation to
Ukraine) led Finland to reassess military investment decisions.

Military tensions and increased military activity in the Baltic region (and the risk to both Finnish
sovereignty and shipping in the event of a conflict) are the primary present drivers of security
policy.

Defence market

As a defence market, Finland offers high levels of transparency and openness. New procurement
legislation was adopted at the start of 2012 to bring Finland into line with European rules. The
default position is openness to both EU and non-EU suppliers and the use of competition where
possible. Offset is no longer automatically mandated, but is instead used on the grounds of national
security when entering into large scale procurements (the Flotilla 2020 and F/A-18 Hornet
replacement programmes have been identified as requiring offset returns).

Defence industry

The national defence industry is small but highly specialised with a general emphasis on niche
exports and the integration of imported technology (and sustainment of acquired capabilities).
Finland is home to state-controlled Patria, which has a strong international reputation as a supplier
of armoured wheeled land systems.

The sector employs around 6,000 people with combined revenues in excess of EUR1 billion per
annum. The sector is primarily formed of small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) which look
to export markets for the majority of revenues.

Finland: Market Potential Index (MPI)
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Note: 1 = high risk/low appeal. 5 = very low risk/very high appeal.
Source: Jane's Market Potential Index. Full methodology available on request.

National defence companies

Multidomain

Airbus Defense and Space Oy (Finland)

Summary: Cassidian (now Airbus Defense and Space) Finland is focused primarily in the C2
environment, working on TETRA secure communications; 112 emergency response centre
systems; and various defence systems (including multisensor tracking and command- and-control
systems). It has revenues of roughly EUR155 million, employs 350 people and exports over 90% of
net sales.

Ownership: Airbus
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Web: airbusdefenceandspace.com

Kongsberg Defence Oy

Summary: Kongsberg Defence Oy delivers systems for command and control, decision support,
communications, missiles and weapon control systems.

Ownership: Kongsberg Defence Oy is part of the Norway-headquartered Kongsberg Group.

Web: www.kongsberg.com

Patria

Summary: Patria is a multifaceted contractor providing design, manufacture and support services
in the defence, security and aviation sectors. The company is mostly associated with the land
domain but has expanded into the air domain, supporting Finnish Air Force aircraft and involved in
the assembly of NH90 helicopters. It is also involved in ab initio military flying training. Patria has
revenues of EUR468 million (2017) and employs 2,792 people (2017). See main entry later in this
report.

Ownership: Kongsberg of Norway (49.9%) and the Finnish state (50.1%).

Web: www.patria.fi

Saab International Finland

Summary: Saab operates a subsidiary company in Finland to meet local requirements. It has been
active in the land, sea and air domains. Projects have included the provision of Saab BOL
countermeasures dispensers for Finnish F/A-18 Hornet aircraft; the provision of Trackfire remote
weapon stations for Jehu-class naval vessels; RBS15 surface-to-surface missiles, Sea Giraffe radar
systems and NLAW anti-tank missile systems. In January 2018 Saab inaugurated a new
development centre in Finland (the Saab Technology Centre in Tampere) with an initial emphasis
on electronic warfare technologies and from 2018 missile systems.

Ownership: Saab (Sweden)

Web: www.saab.com

Land and weapon systems

Cojot

Summary: Cojot is a Finnish developer of VHF/UHF/SHF wideband antennas and accessories for
mobile tactical communication, electronic warfare and spectrum monitoring applications.

Ownership: Acquired by South African technologies company Alaris Holdings in 2016

Web: www.cojot.com

Bittium Corporation (formerly Elektrobit)

Summary: Bittium came into being after the sale of the automotive branch of the business,
Elektrobit, in 2015. It provides products and solutions for Tactical Communications, Electronic
Warfare and Signals Intelligence. It returned sales of EUR51.6 million in 2017.

Ownership: NASDAQ Helsinki listed
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Web: www.bittium.com

Forcit

Summary: Forcit is the largest manufacturer of explosives in Finland. Forcit Defence core
competence is development and manufacturing of Insensitive Munitions Warheads and Charges. It
employs 320 people and returned sales of EUR101 million in 2016.

Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.forcit.fi

Frestems

Summary: A producer of rescue equipment and military ambulance products such as stretchers

Ownership: Privately owned by grandson of founder

Web: www.frestems.fi

Milectria

Summary: Milectria produces cables, wiring harnesses and electrical panels for military land
vehicles.

Ownership: Privately owned by grandson of founder

Web: milectria.com

Millog

Summary: Millog Ltd. Is a primarily domestic oriented company providing services including
maintenance, repair and modification services for all terrain and armoured vehicles, electronics and
weapon systems for the Finnish Army, as well as system integration and expert services in Army
procurement projects. It employs 700 people and has revenues of EUR120 million and is owned by
Patria and Insta Group.

Ownership: Patria and Insta Group.

Web: www.millog.fi/portal

Morehouse

Summary: A producer of expandable shelters and explosives containers for military applications.
It was founded in 1995 and employs 25 people. It returns sales in the region of EUR4.5 million.

Ownership: Privately owned by founding family

Web: www.morehouse.fi

Nammo

Summary: Nammo is a Nordic group that is a leading developer and manufacturer of ammunition
systems and missile and space propulsion products. In Finland it operates from Lapua (small
calibre ammunition) and Vihtavuori (charges for artillery and mortar systems, medium calibre
rounds, fuzes, base bleed units, propellants, and hand grenades); Tampere (sales and marketing);
and Vantaa (the head office of Nammo's Small Calibre division). Nammo's Finnish activities were
expanded in 2014 through the acquisition of Patria's Sastamala ammunition plant, which
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manufactures steel casings for 155 mm artillery shells, and the purchase of the Euronco Vihtavuori
facility (a supplier of small, medium and large calibre single base powders, nitrocellulose, double
base pre-mix paste and ether).

Ownership: Nammo is 50% owned by Patria and 50% by the Norwegian government.

Web: www.nammo.com

Raikka

Summary: A manufacturer of charges, primers, pyrotechnical products, and explosive devices.

Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.raikka.fi

Rakkatec

Summary: Rakkatec is a producer of unmanned ground vehicles (specifically the Rakka: a small
UGV with a 3,000 kg payload).

Ownership: Part of the Innovation Plus group.

Web: www.rakkatec.fi

Sako

Summary: A Finnish producer of sniper rifles for defence and law enforcement applications.

Ownership: Part of the Beretta Group.

Web: www.sako.fi

Sisu Defence Oy

Summary: Sisu Defence Oy, supplies a range of high mobility tactical armoured trucks. The all-
wheel drive tactical military vehicle series comprises of 4×4, 6×6, 8×8 and 10×10 drive
configurations. It is a part of the Finnish Sisu Auto Group, which manufactures civilian trucks.

Ownership: Owner by Sisu CEO Timo Korhonen

Web: www.sisudefence.com

Marine

Arctech Helsinki

Summary: The company is known as a manufacturer of Arctic vessels. It employs 1,400 people.

Ownership: It was previously partly owned by STX Finland, but became a 100% subsidiary of the
Russian United Shipbuilding Corporation in December 2014.

Web: www.arctech.fi

Atlas Elektronik Finland

Summary: Atlas Elektronik Finland is a subsidiary of the German (Thyssenkrupp-owned) under-
water technologies group. Local capabilities relate to combat and mission management systems
integration. In 2017 the subsidiary was short-listed to bid to meet the combat management system
integration requirement of the SQ2020 naval project.
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Ownership: ThyssenKrupp

Web:www.finland.atlas-elektronik.com/company-info

Boomeranger Boats

Summary: Boomeranger produces a range of small RIBs for use in special operations, search-and-
rescue, and explosive ordinance disposal roles.

Ownership: It has been owned by the United Arab Emirates' International Golden Group since
2015.

Web: www.boomeranger.fi

Furuno Finland

Summary: Furuno is a producer of navigation systems for commercial marine and naval
applications.

Ownership: Part of the Furuno Electric Company of Japan

Web: www.furuno.fi

Marine Alutech

Summary: A manufacturer of patrol boats for military and industrial applications.

Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.marinealutech.com

Meyer Turku Shipyard

Summary: A builder of cruise ships, passenger ferries and special-purpose vessels.

Ownership: Formerly part of STX Europe, it has been owned by Meyer Werft since August 2014.

Web: www.meyerturku.fi

Rauma Marine Construction

Summary: Rauma Marine Construction commenced operations in 2014 on the site of the former
STX Finland yard in Rauma. Interests have historically included ferries, coastguard vessels and
naval craft. In 2017 the company was awarded a design contract under the Finnish Squadron 2020
(SQ2020) naval programme.

Ownership: Acquired by the city of Rauma from STX Finland for EUR 18.2 million in early 2014.

Web: rmcfinland.fi

Rolls-Royce Oy

Summary: The Finnish subsidiary of UK-head quartered Rolls-Royce producers thrusters, deck
machinery and waterjets for marine applications.

Ownership: Rolls Royce (LSE listed)

Web: www.rolls-royce.com

Wärtsilä
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Summary: Wärtsilä manufactures and services power sources and other equipment in the marine
(including naval) and energy markets. The core products of Wärtsilä include large combustion
engines. The company employs 18,000 workers in 80 countries and is headquartered in Helsinki.

Ownership: NASDAQ Helsinki listed

Web: www.wartsila.com

Aerospace

Patricomp

Summary: Patricomp is active in aerospace markets as a provider of sheet metal services, surface
treatments and assembly work. It dates back to 1921 as a factory of the Finnish Air Force.

Ownership: Patricomp was acquired by Patria in 2018 from Sernova of Spain. It had been created
in its present form in 2006 as a spin-off from Patria's Aerostructures business.

Web: www.patricomp.fi

Robonic

Summary: Robonic designs and manufactures air-transportable pneumatic UAV launchers. The
company's launchers can launch a large range of both target and tactical UAV's up to 500 kg and
are in service with Finnish, Canadian and French forces. Robonic launchers are used with Sagem
Sperwer A and Sperwer B aircraft, Elbit Hermes 450 and the Selex Galileo Falco. Robonics also
operates a commercial and military unmanned air systems flight centre in the north of the country.
When operations began in 2006, it was Europe's first such facility.

Ownership: Robonic Ltd Oy has been a subsidiary of Safran of France since 2007.

Web: www.robonic.fi

Other domains

Combinent

Summary: Combinent is a producer of slip-ring rotating joints for defence and industrial
applications. Defence applications include machine gun cradles and pedestals. It employs 20 people
(2015).

Ownership: Part of the Finnish Bevenic group since 2007

Web: www.combinent.com

Conlog

Summary: Conlog is a producer of shelters and containers for defence and commercial
applications. Products include units to house radar stations, command and control centres, CBRN
surveillance and decontamination units, and field hospitals.

Ownership: Acquired by Stockforsa Invest of Sweden in March 2018 and merged into its newly
created SES37 subsidiary.

Web: www.conlog-group.fi

Environics
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Summary: Environics is a developer and producer of chemical, biological, radiological and
nuclear (CBRN) detection technologies.

Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.environics.fi

EXFO Finland

Summary: EXFO Finland is an IT company delivers products and services for signalling and
communications intelligence, including test and assurance.

Ownership: Part of NASDAQ-listed EXFO group of Canada.

Web: www.exfo.com

Fincon

Summary: Fincon is a Finnish is a producer of armoured glass and ballistic plate technologies.

Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.fincon.fi

Finnish Defence Power Systems

Summary: Finnish Defence Power Systems provides systems integration services. It is primarily
positioned as a local partner for international suppliers.

Ownership: A subsidiary of diesel power systems group Telva

Web: www.telva.fi/w/en/defence-and-security/fdps-en/

FY-Composites

Summary: FY-Composites produces light-weight composite products for ballistic applications.

Ownership: Employee owned since 2000

Web: www.fy-composites.com

Insta Defsec

Summary: Insta DefSec provides IT products and services for critical decision making in both
defence and public safety and security domains, as well as for information and networking security.
It is part of the Insta Group which co-owns Millog with Patria.

Ownership: Part of the Insta Group which co-owns Millog with Patria.

Web: www.insta.fi/insta-group/tietoa-konsernista/insta-defsec.html

Jet-Tekno

Summary: Jet-Tekno is a designer and manufacturer of ground refuelling systems for military and
civil aviation applications. It employs approximately 20 people and returns sales in the region of
EUR4 million.

Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.jet-tekno.fi
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KT-Shelter

Summary: A producer of rapidly deployable shelters for military, industrial and crisis-
management applications.

Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.kt-shelter.com

Laser Gas

Summary: Laser Gas is a provider of oxygen and nitrogen generation systems for military
applications.

Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.lasergas.fi

Mavatech

Summary: Mavatech produces decontamination sprayers and portable showers for military,
security and industrial applications. It employs 15 people.

Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.mavatech.com

Scantarp

Summary: Scantarp is a producer of coated fabrics and a supplier of tents and camouflage
materials to the Finnish Defence Forces. It represents Saab Barracude in Finland.

Ownership: Acquired by Swedish fabric group NHK Holding AB in 2018.

Web: www.scantarp.fi

Senop (Oricopa)

Summary: Oricopa's services cover weapons maintenance, overhaul and modernisation. It has
been owned by Millog since 2011. The company became Senop in January 2016 through the
merger of the Oricopa business with the Millog Optronics business. In June 2016 Patria added
Finnish electro-optical systems specialist Rokola to the Senop business.

Ownership: Owned by Millog (which is majority owned by Patria) since 2011

Web: senop.fi

Temet

Summary: Temet is a producer of blast protection, CBRN filtration and ventilation for civilian and
military shelters.

Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.temet.com

C4

Beneq
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Summary: Beneq is a producer of thin film electroluminescent displays for applications include
defence, transportation, marine, public safety, medical, aviation and heavy industry. It employs 124
people and returned sales of EUR22.4 million in 2016

Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.beneq.com

Control Express Finland

Summary: Control Express is a producer of ruggedised displays for military and industrial
applications. It employs 90 people and turns over in the region of EUR13 million (2016).

Ownership: Acquired by Savox Communications in 2017

Web: www.cef.fi

Crosshill

Summary: Crosshill is a Finnish designer and producer of electronic circuits for industrial and
defence applications.

Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.crosshill.fi

Cobham Mast Systems (Mastsystem Intl Oy)

Summary: Cobham Mast Systems is a subsidiary of UK defence technologies group Cobham. It is
a producer of composite masts, telescopic poles and tripods.

Ownership: Cobham (LSE listed)

Web: www.cobham.com/mastsystems

DA-Group

Summary: DA-Group is a Finnish specialist in the fields of embedded systems, electro-mechanics
and radio frequency, micro and millimetre wave engineering. Its products are applicable to radars
and radar calibrators; radar testers and radar jammers; pulse modulators and synthetisers;
microwave components and subsystems; and underwater solutions and systems. It employs 100
people.

Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.da-group.fi

Datactica

Summary: Datactica is a producer of software solutions for the defence sector relating to data
fusion and data mining applications. Products include the Ground Situation Picture Engine; a
tracking system for ground targets and objects.

Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.datactica.fi

Noptel
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Summary: Noptel is a producer of electro-optical products including long-distance range-finders
for military applications.

Ownership: A subsidiary of FN Herstal of Belgium since 2011.

Web: www.noptel.com

Rhode & Schwarz Finland

Summary: Rohde & Schwarz Finland is the Finnish subsidiary of the Germany-headquartered
group. R&D develops a range of communications, avionics, and electronic warfare systems.

Ownership: Rohde & Schwarz

Web: www.rohde-schwarz.com

Sarco Oy

Summary: Sarco Oy is a developer of electronic products. It produces cables and connectors for
military applications. For the Finnish Defence Forces it provides internal communications systems
and LED-lighting systems for vehicles.

Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.sarco.fi

Selmic

Summary: Selmic is a producer of electronic modules. In defence domains it produces radar
antenna modules, and data communication units. It employs 50 people and returned sales of EUR40
million in 2015.

Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.selmic.com

Silverskin

Summary: Silverskin is a provider of cyber-security services.

Ownership: Silverskin is 25% owned by Patria.

Web: www.silverskin.com

Space Systems Finland

Summary: Space Systems Finland is a provider of data processing systems, control systems and
test automation solutions. In the defence domain it is a provider of system engineering and software
development services to the Finnish Defence Forces.

Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.ssf.fi

Surma

Summary: Surma is a provider of software tools for naval applications focusing on combat
survivability. The principal tool is SURMA; a software package for assessing combat survivability
of floating and submersible structures.
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Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.survivability.fi

T & G Sarkkinen

Summary: A producer of electrical and optical connectors, electromechanical components, wiring
and cable assemblies for defence and industrial applications.

Ownership: Privately owned

Web: www.tgsarkkinen.fi

Patria

Address

Kaivokatu 10A, FIN-00100 Helsinki, Finland

Tel: (+358 20) 46 91

Fax: (+358 20) 469 20 22

E-mail: info@patria.fi

Web: www.patria.fi

Key personnel

Ville Jaakonsalo: Interim Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Office(

Martti Wallin: President - Aviation

Jonas Geust: President - Systems

Jukka Holkeri: President - International Support Partnerships

Jussi Järvinen: president - Land

Employees

  2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Total 3,614 2,546 2,806 2,765 2,792

Summary

Patria is the flagship company of the Finnish defence industrial base. It produces armoured wheeled
vehicles (notably the Armoured Modular Vehicle series); mortar systems and munitions. It also
provides maintenance services relating to army materiel for the Finnish Defence Forces, in addition
to the development and integration of command and control systems. Other services include pilot
training (both commercial and air force training) and life cycle support services relating to rotary
wing aircraft (such as NH90, AgustaWestland, Bell and Eurocopter platforms in local service).
Patria also provides life cycle support services for aircraft gas turbine engines and industrial diesel
powerplants. A further area of interest is the production of composite aerospace structures (notable
contracts include the production of the composite wing spoiler for the Airbus A380 commercial
aircraft). Space interests relating to satellite technologies include the development of signal
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processing equipment; interfaces; and power systems.

Parent/major shareholders

Norwegian defence manufacturer Kongsberg Gruppen announced on 17 March 2016 that it was to
acquire a 49.9% stake in armoured vehicle producer Patria Oyj from the Finnish state. The
acquisition was valued at EUR272 million (USD302 million). Patria Holding Oyj was created in
2010 (previously Patria existed as Patria Oyj, which now sits below Patria Holding). The company
was owned by the Finnish state (73.2%) and Airbus Group (26.8%) until December 2014, at which
point Airbus sold its holding to the government of Finland.

Financial details

Financial performance (EUR millions)

  2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Revenue 824.8 462.4 427.7 489.9 467.7
Operating profit 97 56 46.8 74.6 33.9
Pre-tax profit 93.6 54.7 44.4 71.7 31.3
Order backlog 998.2 1,201.7 1,056.4 857.7 691.4

Key products

Patria is best known for its AMV multirole armoured vehicle and the NEMO 120 mm turret.

To the land systems line-up Partia added in 2018 the Patria 6×6 in 2018; an armoured personnel
carrier conceived as a replacement for the earlier Patria Pasi (XA) series. Patria's aviation
competence comprises assembly, aerostructures (such as the composite wing spoiler for the A380
commercial airliner of former minority parent company Airbus Group,) maintenance, modifications
of aircraft and helicopters and also flight training. It also provides situational awareness
technologies and space systems (notably signal processing electronics and power subsystems for
space applications.

Structure

Patria is formed of the following business segments: Land; Systems; Aviation; International
Support Partnerships; and Aerostructures; plus joint ventures Millog (62% owned by Patria); Patria
Hägglunds (50% - managed by the Land division); and Nammo (50%). The Land Systems and
Land Services interests merged in 2013 and International Support Partnerships was created in 2017
in part to contain Milrem of Estonia.

Land

Land Business Unit focuses on vehicle and weapon systems production, related purchasing
logistics as well as related life cycle support services, and on marketing, sales, project management,
strategic purchasing as well as product development of vehicles and weapon systems. Operations
are located in Tampere, Hämeenlinna and Sastamala.
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Aerostructures

Aerostructures Business Unit designs and manufactures advanced composite structures for aircraft
and spacecraft, and also participates actively in programmes for the development of new composite
technologies. The core competencies are expertise in the design of composite structures and
efficient production processes. Operations are located in Jämsä (Halli) and Tampere in Finland.

Aviation

Aviation Business Unit provides life cycle support services for aircraft and helicopters mainly for
military customers and governmental authorities in the Northern European region. The life cycle
support services cover maintenance, repair, and modification services as well as pilot training.
Operations are located in Jämsä (Halli) and Nokia (Linnavuori) in Finland and Stockholm-Arlanda
in Sweden. Other locations in Finland are Tampere, Tikkakoski, Helsinki-Malmi Airport and
Kauhava.

Systems

Systems Business Unit offers advanced systems and equipment for defence forces and security
authorities. The Unit has special expertise in systems for command and control, and situational
awareness as well as in systems integration and lifecycle support.. The Systems' operations are
located in Jämsä (Halli), Tampere and Espoo in Finland.

International Support Partnerships

The unit provides helicopter maintenance, modification, repair, and technical and spare parts
supply services in addition to other lifecycle support services primarily in northern Europe. Milrem
of Estonia - the land systems MRO operation acquired by Patria in 2017 - sits within this unit. Unit
created in 2017.

Millog

Millog is Patria's 62% owned subsidiary offering army material life cycle support services for
military customers. The minority owner is Insta Group Oy.

Patria Hagglunds

Patria's 50%-owned Patria Hägglunds is responsible for the AMOS mortar system programmes.
AMOS was developed in co-operation with BAE Systems Hägglunds.

Nammo

Patria's 50%-owned Nammo focuses on development and provision of ammunition systems, missile
and space propulsion products as well as environmentally friendly demilitarisation services. The
Nammo Group has subsidiaries in Finland, Germany, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, and the
United States.
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BACKGROUND 

Land and Climate

Finland is a Nordic country that borders Russia, Sweden, and

Norway. Just smaller than Vietnam or the U.S. state of

Montana, Finland is known as a land of lakes and forests.

More than 187,800 lakes and other bodies of water dominate

the landscape. Forests cover about three-quarters of the

country's surface area. Only 7 percent of the land is arable.

The terrain is low and flat in the south but gives way to

rolling plains and low hills in the north. A few minor

mountains are found in the far north of Lapland. Finland has

implemented tough environmental standards and initiatives to

protect its environment.

     Although Finland is located at about the same latitude as

Alaska, Siberia, and southern Greenland, its climate is

moderated by its many lakes, the warming North Atlantic

current, and the Baltic Sea. Still, winters are long and cold,

averaging temperatures below freezing. Summers are short

and cool, averaging from 63 to 68°F (17–20°C), but there are

occasional warm spells.

     North of the Arctic Circle, the sun remains above the

horizon day and night in the summer and below the horizon

day and night in the winter. The aurora borealis lights up

winter nights in the north. South of the Arctic Circle, where

most of the population lives, summer days last 19 hours, and

the nights are never completely dark. By contrast, midwinter

daylight lasts only six hours, and the sun remains low on the

horizon throughout the day.

History

Early Tribes and Rulers

People lived in the area known as Finland as early as 8000

BC. Germanic peoples and other tribes, including the Tavasts,

Sami (pronounced “SAW-me,” also called Lapps), and

Karelians, also inhabited the area thousands of years ago.

Eventually the Finno-Ugric tribe became dominant.

According to Finnish tradition, in 1155, a crusade from

Sweden brought Catholicism and Swedish rule to the region,

though neither were fully established until the mid- to late

13th century. For the next several hundred years, Finland

remained a part of the Swedish kingdom, although

Protestantism replaced Catholicism during the Reformation.

     Russian Rule and Growing Autonomy

Upon losing a war to Russia in 1809, Sweden ceded Finland

to the conquering power. Under Sweden's rule, Finland

existed as a group of provinces, not a unified entity. After his

victory, the Russian czar Alexander I fulfilled his promise to

grant Finland extensive autonomy for its internal affairs, but

all laws and regulations had to adhere to Russian laws.

Finland soon became a grand duchy of the Russian Empire

with Alexander as its grand duke. The years spent under

Alexander's rule are considered one of the best periods in

Finnish history, and Russian monuments are still found in

Helsinki. A national movement led to the establishment of

Finnish as an official language, along with Swedish, in 1863.

The Finns also had a semiautonomous legislature to

administer local affairs.

     Eventually, Russia came to resent this autonomy and

attempted to more fully integrate Finland in 1899, but the

Finns resisted the Russification policies. This struggle would

1
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have led to armed rebellion; however, the Bolshevik

Revolution gripped Russia before that could happen. On 6

December 1917, Finland declared its independence, which

was recognized by the Bolsheviks on 31 December.

     Independence and Relations with the Soviet Union

After a brief civil war, the Finns adopted a republican

constitution in 1919. During World War II, Finland fought the

Soviet Union twice: in the Winter War (1939–40) and then in

the Continuation War (1941–44). Finland was forced to cede

one-tenth of its territory (now the Russian region of Karelia)

to the Soviet Union but avoided Soviet occupation and

preserved its independence.

     The Finns signed a friendship treaty with the Soviet Union

in 1948, binding themselves to resist any attack on the Soviet

Union that involved Finnish territory. The treaty still allowed

trade and good relations with the West but created a situation

where the Soviet Union could influence Finnish foreign

policy. This political situation was called “Finlandization.” In

1989, Soviet president Mikhail Gorbachev officially

recognized Finland's neutrality for the first time. In 1992,

Russian and Finnish presidents signed a treaty voiding the

1948 agreement. The new treaty recognizes Russia's and

Finland's equality, sovereignty, and positive economic

relations.

     With the collapse of the Soviet Union, Finland moved

toward integration with Europe. Voters supported European

Union (EU) membership in a 1994 referendum; the country

officially joined the EU in 1995.

     Political Transition

The 1991 elections brought Finland its first nonsocialist

government in years, sending the once-ruling Social

Democrats into Parliament's opposition. The new center-right

coalition government took office during the global recession

and suffered a loss of popularity when the economy

weakened. Control of the government changed hands multiple

times but was always dominated by the same three parties in

various coalition governments. In 2000, Tarja Halonen

became Finland's first female president; she was narrowly

reelected in 2006.

     The April 2011 elections marked a change in the country's

political landscape; the National Coalition Party formed an

alliance with the Social Democrats, the Greens, and other

small parties to gain control of Parliament. The victory of

conservative Sauli Niinistö in the 2012 presidential runoff

marked the first time the National Coalition Party has held

that office in 50 years.

     Recent Events and Trends

• Asylum restrictions: In September 2016, Finland

implemented stricter guidelines on refugees and migrants

seeking asylum. Finland has struggled in recent years to deal

with an influx of refugees and migrants from the Middle East

and Africa. In 2015, Finland received some 33,000 asylum

applications. Although Finland has a long tradition of

humanitarianism, anti-immigrant sentiments among Finns

have increased in recent years, in part due to concerns over

the economy.

• Reelection of president: In January 2018, Finland's

incumbent president Sauli Niinistö was reelected in a

landslide victory, winning over 60 percent of the vote.

Niinistö, who is popular across Finland's political spectrum,

has benefited from an improving economy and relatively

amicable relations with neighboring Russia. Finland's

president has a largely ceremonial job, but the president still

maintains an important role in shaping public opinion and

foreign relations.

• Basic income for unemployed: In April 2018, Finland

declined to renew a two-year social experiment to pay some

of its unemployed citizens a guaranteed monthly sum.

Although the results of the experiment will take years to

study, Finland's government decided to explore other social

welfare policies that would benefit Finns more broadly. The

experiment was based on the idea of a universal basic income,

which aims to reduce poverty, unemployment, and

government inefficiency. Finland has some of the world's

most generous social welfare programs.

THE PEOPLE 

Population

The majority (93 percent) of the people in Finland are Finns,

although there is a significant Swedish-speaking minority

(just under 6 percent). Finland also has very small minorities

of native Sami, Roma (Gypsies), Russians, and Estonians.

     The overall population density is only about 40 people per

square mile (16 per square kilometer), but most people live in

southern Finland. Urbanization is a relatively new trend, so

most people still have roots in the countryside and their home

villages.

Language

About 88 percent of the population speaks Finnish, a

Finno-Ugric language belonging to a different language

family than the Scandinavian languages of its Nordic

neighbors. It is most closely related to Estonian. Swedish is

also an official language. While only the Sami minority

speaks Sami, Finland recognizes the language (although not

as an official one).

     English is a popular second language, especially among

younger people and the educated. Those who speak Finnish as

a native language must study Swedish for three years in

school. Likewise, Swedish speakers learn Finnish.

     Finnish words often include many vowels. Changing the

length of a vowel or a consonant sound can alter the meaning

of a word. Because it has a complex set of grammar rules,

Finnish is often a difficult language for foreigners to learn.

Religion

Although about 72 percent of the population belongs to the

Evangelical Lutheran Church of Finland, the government has

an official policy of religious neutrality. In fact, freedom of

religion has been guaranteed since 1923. However, the

Evangelical Lutheran Church is supported by state and

individual taxes and performs important functions as a state

church, including population registration and cemetery

maintenance.

     The Finnish Orthodox Church, also supported by the state,

claims the next largest following in Finland (1 percent).
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Several other Christian groups and other religions are active.

As in many European nations, growing secularization has

caused a decline in church attendance and membership.

Slightly more than 25 percent of Finns are not affiliated with

any religion.

General Attitudes

Finns maintain high ideals of loyalty and reliability, taking

promises and agreements seriously. Finns tend to prefer

formal structure in their institutions and in their relationships

with others. People generally are reserved and appreciate

etiquette and punctuality.

     Many Finns like to read, and public libraries are well used.

The Finnish people tend to be proud of their heritage,

especially since their language, culture, and national identity

survived centuries of domination by other powers. Although

Finland belongs to Europe, Europe is considered in some

respects as a place one goes to as much as it is a place one is a

part of. Cultural identity is strong. Finns are especially proud

of their small nation's status in the world; Finland has been a

leading nation in education, peace conferences, and

initiatives.

     Finns are proud to have one of the cleanest environments

in the world, and they stress values that maintain this.

Enjoying nature (through activities such as berry picking in

the forests) is an important part of many Finns' lives.

Allowing people access to natural habitats, regardless of who

actually owns the land, is a highly valued right in Finland

called Jokamiehenoikeus (everyman’s right).

     Finland is also a leader in women's rights. In 1906, Finnish

women were the first in Europe to receive the right to vote.

Indeed, there is little talk of “feminism” because women

expect to be involved in careers, politics, social issues, and

motherhood, all as a matter of course. Societal issues that tend

to impact women more than men, such as sexual and

domestic violence, are more frequently discussed today than

in the past. Public campaigns encourage more open

discussion about these problems.

Personal Appearance

Finnish dress is relatively casual. Young people, especially in

Helsinki, follow trends from all over the world, but Finns

generally are not overly fashion oriented. In smaller towns

and villages, people tend to wear basic, casual clothes since

they do not wish to stand out. Formal wear is popular on

festive occasions. Hats are worn in winter when it is very

cold.

     Colorful native Finnish costumes may be seen during

festivals or weddings. The clothing varies from region to

region but for women usually involves a layered dress

(including an apron) and a bonnet or cap. Instead of caps,

younger women wear ribbons as headbands. Men's costumes

include trousers, a shirt, and a waist-length jacket or vest.

They also usually wear a peaked cap, woolen cap, or felt hat.

These costumes have their origins in the 18th and 19th

centuries. Fabrics for the dresses and jackets are often striped,

but there are hundreds of variations.

CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES 

Greetings

Men and women customarily shake hands and make eye

contact when greeting. The most common form of greeting is

a nod of acknowledgment and a Hei (Hello), though young

women often embrace upon greeting each other. Finns tend to

carefully consider what they say and expect others to do so as

well, but the ability to “make small talk” has become more

valued in recent years.

     During introductions, Finns often use only one name: the

first name in informal situations or the last name in more

formal settings. Titles are reserved for formal occasions.

Using first names on first meeting is now quite common,

especially among the younger generation.

     A general greeting is Hyvää päivää (Good afternoon), or

even just Päivää. “Good morning” is Hyvää huomenta, or just

Huomenta. In recent years, both young and old have begun

using the more informal Moi, Moikaa, and Moriens (Hi) in

greeting.

Gestures

Finns use few gestures when speaking. However, talking with

one's hands in one's pockets is considered impolite.

Maintaining eye contact is important during conversation.

When yawns cannot be suppressed, one covers one's mouth.

Visiting

Finnish homes are private places. In a sense, one is invited

into a friendship with the host when one is invited to a home.

It is a meaningful gesture. Finns expect visitors to be

punctual. Visitors usually take cut flowers, a bottle of wine,

coffee, tea, or chocolates as a gift to the hosts; visitors also

remove their shoes when entering someone else’s home.

Visits are nearly always an occasion for coffee and cakes or

cookies.

     Most visits are informal and involve relaxing and

socializing. On special occasions, guests may be invited to sit

in a sauna with the hosts. Spending time in the sauna is a

national pastime.

Eating

When invited to dinner, visitors sit where the hosts ask them

to. Table conversation is usually light but may span a variety

of topics. Finns eat with the fork in the left hand and the knife

in the right.

     Dress is conservative in restaurants. The check is

presented on request and is paid at the table. Tipping is not

expected in Finland.

LIFESTYLE 

Family

Structure

The family is important in Finnish culture but tends not to be

as close-knit as in some other cultures. The Finnish word

perhe refers to one’s immediate family (parents, children, and

grandparents), while the word suku refers to extended family,

such as aunts, uncles, and cousins. Parents are often busy with

work responsibilities, and extended families rarely gather
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outside of special occasions, such as Christmas, birthdays,

graduation parties, weddings, and funerals.

     The average Finnish family has one or two children. The

Finnish government is trying to increase the birthrate because

the number of working people is declining compared to the

number of people receiving retirement benefits.

     Parents and Children

Day-care facilities are provided by the government and

subsidized; the fee depends on the family’s income. Older

children spend their time after school doing homework,

working on hobbies, or going to the local mall to socialize

with friends. Schoolchildren are expected to help with light

household chores, such as tidying their room, cleaning,

babysitting, or helping prepare meals. High school students

often have jobs to earn money, but they are not allowed to sell

cigarettes or alcohol, so shops selling these goods usually do

not hire them.

     Young people tend to become independent fairly early in

Finland, taking advantage of government assistance such as

housing and education subsidies. On average, Finnish young

women move away from their parents' home by the age of 21.

Males usually leave a year or more later because of military

obligations. Although Finns tend to be independent, parents

will sometimes help their adult children purchase an

inexpensive car or co-sign on a house loan with them.

     When their parents are elderly, adult children usually

arrange for them to live in a nursing home. The government

provides a monthly stipend for Finns who live with their

elderly parents, but this living arrangement is rare.

     Gender Roles

Finnish gender roles tend to be flexible, and both parents

usually work outside the home. In fact, roughly equal

percentages of adult men and women are employed in the

labor market, although wages for women continue to be less

than those for men. An increasing number of men share

household responsibilities with their wives. Women are

offered paid maternity leave for about 18 weeks, and they can

also take parental leave for about 26 weeks. With 9 weeks of

paternity leave, married couples can usually care for their

child up to one year after birth. A parent can also take a paid

childcare leave to care for children under the age of three. In

addition, families receive a small monthly allowance for each

child under age 17.

     Women hold important government posts and fill a

substantial number of Parliament's two hundred seats.

Women are also found in top business positions, including

high executive positions at international companies based in

Finland. Some businesses and government offices offer

flexible working arrangements to better accommodate the

demands of family and work.

Housing

Exteriors

In the cities, most people live in apartment blocks due to the

high price of real estate. These apartment buildings are often

between four and six storeys high. The appearance of

apartment buildings varies greatly according to when they

were built. Those built in the sixties and seventies tend to

look like grey concrete cubes. Especially in Helsinki, older

apartment blocks often showcase a Russian style, featuring

ornaments on the windows and balconies made from finely

worked iron. Older buildings are made of red brick or

concrete dyed yellow, pink, or green. Traditionally, houses

were made of Finland's plentiful wood. Houses are more

common in suburban and rural areas.

     Interiors

Finns furnish their homes in a rather modest way, without

extensive decorations. Finnish furniture is similar to that of

other European countries. One of the most important

appliances is the coffee maker, since Finns regularly prepare

and drink coffee. In fact, Finns are known for drinking more

coffee than almost any other people in the world.

     Most houses have a sauna, either in the house itself or, in

some older homes, in a separate building. Newer apartment

buildings have saunas in every apartment, while older

apartments have a communal sauna available to residents for

a small monthly fee.

     In the south, people usually keep their pets inside. Further

north, it is common for dogs to be kept in a dog house and for

cats to run free. Most families have access to summer

cottages for vacations.

     Ownership

Over two-thirds of Finnish families own their own homes,

though home ownership is much less common among people

under age 30. Taxes are high and housing is expensive.

Dating and Marriage

Dating and Courtship

Among Finns, dating begins at about age 15. Teenagers tend

to socialize in large groups rather than in one-on-one dating

situations. House parties provide a place for most of these

gatherings. Movies, restaurants, and dances are also popular

meeting places for teenagers. When a couple begins dating

exclusively, it usually signals that they have decided to enter

into a steady, committed relationship.

     Marriage in Society

Marriage has become less of a social expectation in recent

years. Young people do not always expect to marry, and

many couples live together without marrying. These

relationships can be officially registered with the government.

Couples may live for years this way, sometimes waiting to

marry until they have children or jointly purchase property.

Same-sex marriage was legalized in 2017.

     When two people marry, they both have the right to keep

their original surnames or to take the spouse's name. Their

children may bear either surname. Finnish couples who marry

tend to do so in their late twenties.

     Weddings

It is customary for friends of the bride and groom to throw

them each a party prior to the wedding. At these parties, a

bride sometimes dresses up in a humorous costume, and

friends take her to public places where she must perform silly

tasks such as selling kisses to passersby or letting men cut

small pieces of cloth from her skirt for money. Friends of the

groom will often take him on an outdoor activity like fishing,

scuba diving, or rock climbing.

     Finns typically prefer summer weddings (kesähäät).

Couples usually get married in a church, then celebrate
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afterward at a reception. Weddings usually include speeches

by family members or close friends, good food, the cutting of

the wedding cake, and the traditional wedding waltz, where

the bride and groom each dance briefly with members of the

wedding party.

     Traditionally, the bride wore a gold crown, which she then

passed on to one of the single women after the wedding

ceremony had taken place. In the 1950s and 1960s, women

began wearing flower or lace crowns. Today, most brides

follow international wedding trends.

     A popular tradition among some Finns is the stealing of

the bride. Friends of the groom will "steal" the bride and hold

her for ransom until the groom performs an embarrassing task

to get her back.

     Divorce

Divorce ends about 40 percent of first marriages in Finland.

The divorce rate has increased dramatically since the 1950s as

people have adopted increasingly secular views of personal

relationships. The welfare system also supports the trend, as

parents can depend on the state rather than a spouse to help

relieve the financial burdens of childrearing.

Life Cycle

Birth

Many Finns celebrate pregnancy with baby showers, which

are becoming increasingly popular in Finland. Friends and

relatives give the expectant mother items for her or for the

baby. Expecting mothers in Finland receive a maternity box

from the government. It contains children’s clothes and other

important items. The clothes are in neutral colors so they can

be used by boys and girls. The box can be used as the baby’s

first crib and includes a mattress and sheets for that purpose.

In the past, these maternity boxes were only given to mothers

in financial need, but today any expectant mother can apply

for one. Some mothers choose to receive a financial stipend in

place of the box.

     Regularly scheduled visits to a maternity clinic also make

up a traditional part of the waiting period before the birth of

the baby and help account for Finland's low infant mortality

rate. Between paid maternity leave, paternity leave, and

parental leave (taken by either parent), babies can be cared for

at home for nearly one year. Some Finns take an additional

paid childcare leave to stay at home with children under the

age of three.

     Most Finnish parents have their babies christened in a

Lutheran ceremony within three months of birth, selecting

close friends to act as godparents to the newborn. Finns

consider it unlucky to tell anyone the baby's name before the

baptism.

     Milestones

At 15, members of the Lutheran Church, and sometimes other

children too, are confirmed. The responsibility of the

godparents ends at confirmation.

     At 18, a person is considered an adult. For many young

Finns, this rite of passage includes going out with friends for

the first legal alcoholic drink. It is also when Finns become

eligible to drive, an important sign of adulthood.

     At around age 19 or 20, men serve in the military for 6 to

12 months, depending on the chosen field, although some do

civil service instead. Service in the military is voluntary for

women, and they may serve in all the same capacities in

which men serve.

     Important birthdays, such as when someone turns 18 or

reaches each of the decades (30, 40, 50, etc.), are typically

celebrated with close friends and family members.

Well-wishers shout Hyvää Syntymäpäivää! (Happy

Birthday!) and offer congratulations to the birthday celebrant.

     Death

Lutheran-style funerals are most common. The priest blesses

the deceased, and mourners leave flowers on the coffin and

read farewells. Generally, a Lutheran hymn is sung.

Throughout Finland, it is tradition for the men in the

deceased's family to carry the coffin to the grave and lower it

into the earth. After the burial, guests talk while they eat

dinner or coffee and cake. Later, the family usually goes to a

restaurant.

     Non-religious funerals are not very common in Finland,

but they are fairly similar to religious ceremonies. The main

difference is that in place of a priest giving a blessing, a close

family member or friend prepares a short speech. Some Finns

choose to have silent funerals; these funerals are attended

only by close family and friends, who sit or stand in silent

meditation instead of giving speeches. They may also silently

place flowers on the coffin. Cremation has become more

common in the last few decades.

Diet

Finnish cuisine has been influenced by many cultures, from

French to Russian, but it includes a wide variety of Finnish

specialties using fish, wild game, and vegetables. Reindeer

steak is a traditional specialty, as is salmon. Potatoes, cheeses,

and a Finnish buffet (such as the smörgåsbord) are also

popular. Rye bread is common, and open-faced sandwiches

are eaten at breakfast and for snacks. Makkara (sausage) is

roasted over a fire and eaten with sinappi (mustard).

Traditional Christmas foods include salmon, ham, herring,

and various casseroles.

     Milk and coffee are the most common beverages for

everyday drinking. Usually served with coffee is pulla, a

sweet bread that comes in many forms, often flavored with

cardamom. Finland has many pastries. Wild berries

(blueberries, cloudberries, strawberries, currants, and

raspberries) are popular in desserts and liqueurs.

Recreation

Sports

Favorite sports include downhill and cross-country skiing,

track and field, basketball, pesäpallo (Finnish baseball),

soccer, cycling, and boating. Nordic walking, in which one

uses modified ski poles while walking, was invented in

Finland and is popular among older generations. Golf is

gaining popularity; some even play on ice in the winter. Ice

hockey is extremely popular in Finland. Many Finnish

professional hockey players are heroes to young Finns.

     Finns also love attending sporting events or watching them

on television and especially enjoy the rivalry with

neighboring Sweden. Many enjoy watching car races. Other,

less well-known games have also emerged from Finland,
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including cellular-phone throwing (kännykänheitto), wife

carrying (eukonkanto, which has a similar variation in

Estonia), and swamp football (suopotkupallo).

Championships for these events are held yearly, and they are

gaining in popularity.

     Leisure

Finns have traditionally enjoyed the outdoors, with many of

their favorite activities revolving around it, from picking wild

berries and mushrooms to fishing, hiking, and boating.

Dancing, especially during the summer months, is very

popular among all ages in Finland. Dance floors (lavatanssit)

can be found throughout Finland, and traditional music such

as the waltz, the tango, the polka, and the humppa (a quick,

bouncy two-step) is played and danced to. Tinkering with

computers is a popular hobby as well, especially among boys.

     Sauna, a Finnish word that has been adopted by English

and other languages, is a traditional way for people of all ages

to relax. During retreats to summer cottages, people like to

run from their hot saunas for a swim in the cold, clear lakes

nearby. In the winter, it is common for sauna users to cool off

in the snow between sauna sessions. Men and women usually

use the sauna separately, but among family members, both

sexes often use it at the same time. Business meetings will

sometimes end in a sauna. Heat for the sauna is typically

generated by burning wood, which heats rocks that radiate

heat. Water is poured over the rocks every so often to provide

additional heat and humidity. (In lake saunas, birch water is

often used. Some people also add essential oils to the sauna

water because the pleasant aromas help them relax.) To

increase their circulation and gain more benefit from the

sauna experience, some sauna users will whisk (lightly whip)

themselves with a few birch twigs while taking a sauna. To

the Finns, taking a sauna is a way of life, not just something

to do.

     Vacation

Working Finns receive 30 vacation days per year. People

usually take a few weeks off during the summer (in June or

July) and another week in the winter (usually February).

Popular summer vacation destinations in Finland include

cottages on lakes, on the coast, or in Lapland. During the

winter holidays, Finns enjoy going to ski resorts in Lapland or

the Ruka and Tahko regions.

     It is quite common for Finns to travel abroad for vacation.

Estonia and Sweden are popular destinations for short

holidays or weekend trips. For longer trips, Finns may travel

to Thailand, Spain, or Turkey, among other destinations.

The Arts

The performing arts are widely appreciated in Finland. The

government subsidizes the theater, lowering ticket prices

somewhat. Opera is popular, though tickets are relatively

expensive. Many Finns also enjoy folk music. The national

instrument of Finland is the kantele, a stringed instrument

played by strumming or plucking the strings with the fingers.

     The Kalevala, Finland's national epic, is a compilation of

folk songs and stories gathered by philologist Elias Lönnrot.

Sculpture, often abstract, is a prominent art form. Modern

Finnish architecture is considered innovative. Finnish textiles,

glass, and porcelain have also gained worldwide recognition.

Holidays

Official holidays include New Year's Day (1 January), Easter

(Friday–Monday), May Day (1 May), Independence Day (6

December), and Saint Stephen's Day (26 December).

Christmas and Midsummer Eve are the most popular

holidays, though they are not official public holidays.

     Easter

At Easter, families decorate Easter eggs and grow grass on

plates in their homes. On Palm Sunday (a week before

Easter), children dress up as Easter witches and recite charms

door to door; they receive sweets or money for their verses. 

     Midsummer

Finns celebrate Midsummer with huge bonfires by the lake;

people usually leave cities and towns to go to the countryside

for the day. The blue and white Finnish flag is also prominent

on this holiday.

     Christmas

Christmas is a time of peace, family, and gifts. Families eat

the main meal on Christmas Eve after visiting local

cemeteries and placing candles on the graves of soldiers and

family members. Later, Joulupukki, also known as Santa

Claus, arrives with gifts for the children. Families also enjoy

spending time in the sauna on Christmas Eve. Christmas Day

and 26 December are days for visiting and relaxing.

     Other Holidays

Epiphany (Loppiainen) is a public holiday celebrated on 6

January and marks the end of the Christmas season. People

usually spend this time taking down their Christmas trees and

putting their Christmas decorations away.

     When the weather cooperates, some Finns celebrate

Sleighing Tuesday (approximately seven weeks prior to

Easter) by going sledding and eating a traditional snack of a

sweet roll with whipped cream, jam, and almond paste, and

drinking hot chocolate.

     Vappu is celebrated in honor of both springtime and

laborers. Whether or not the weather is warm and spring-like,

many students gather to party and picnic, dressed in overalls

and their matriculation caps. The overalls are colored

according to the student's field of study.

SOCIETY 

Government

Structure

The republic's constitution provides for a directly elected

president who serves as head of state for a six-year term.

Recently approved constitutional reforms limit presidential

power in favor of a stronger parliament, though the president

still maintains an important role in shaping public opinion and

foreign relations.

     Most representatives to Finland's 200-seat unicameral

Eduskunta (Parliament) are chosen through proportional

representation. Members of Parliament and the prime minister

serve four-year terms. The prime minister and the

Valtioneuvosto (cabinet) are appointed by the president, but

the selections must be approved by the Eduskunta. The prime

minister serves as head of government.
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     Political Landscape

The centrist Center Party (KESK), the conservative National

Coalition Party (KOK), and the left-leaning Social

Democratic Party (SDP) are historically Finland's major

political parties. Coalitions are often needed to gain and

maintain power in Parliament.

     The April 2011 Eduskunta elections were significant

because they marked the first time the KOK gained a plurality

of seats; the KOK formed an alliance with the Social

Democrats and a few other parties to gain control of the

Eduskunta. The victory of conservative KOK member Sauli

Niinistö in the 2012 presidential runoff marked the end of 30

years of SDP control of the presidency. In the 2015 elections,

the KESK won the most votes.

     Finland's relationship with the European Union (EU) and

continued participation in the eurozone, as well as

immigration, are important political issues.

     Government and the People

Finland's constitution secures for its citizens a wide variety of

rights, which are generally respected. In 2010, access to

broadband internet became a legal right. The level of

corruption in Finland is among the lowest in the world. Voter

turnout regularly exceeds two-thirds of registered voters. The

voting age is 18.

Economy

Finland has a large free-market economy that is highly

industrialized. Finns enjoy a high standard of living. Most

people are fairly prosperous despite the high cost of living. A

skilled and well-educated workforce has contributed to

Finland's global competitiveness, with the country's per capita

output equaling that of large European economies.

     Natural resources include timber, silver, iron ore, and

copper. Manufacturing, technology, and trade are essential;

exports represent more than 35 percent of the country's gross

domestic product. Electrical equipment, machinery, transport

equipment, paper, and chemicals are important exports. The

country relies heavily on imports for many raw materials and

energy. However, Finland provides many of its own grains,

dairy products, and meats. Communications and other

high-tech industries are quickly becoming mainstays.

     Inflation is low, but unemployment is relatively high.

Integration and trade with western Europe impact the

economy. The 2008 global financial crisis drove Finland's

exports down and created some government debt. The

country's economy began recovering in 2010 but continues to

struggle with lowered industrial production and the rapid

aging of the population. Other economic challenges Finland

faces include growth in a weakened European export market

and austerity measures implemented by the government to

reduce the country's budget deficit. In 2002, the euro replaced

the markka, or Finmark (FIM), as Finland's national currency.

Transportation and Communications

Most Finnish families own at least one car. Overall, the roads

are in good condition. Public transportation is excellent and

includes railways, buses, domestic air service, taxis, and

ferries (for lake, river, and sea crossings). Ferries cross

regularly to Stockholm, Sweden, and other locations. Helsinki

has a subway.

     Finland's modern communications network includes

numerous television and radio stations, an efficient phone

system, and more than 150 newspapers. The country is widely

considered to have one of the freest media environments in

the world, and Finns read more newspapers than almost any

other country. All Finnish citizens have the right to publish

printed material, as well as the right to reply to any published

material. There are more cellular phones than people. Cellular

phone users are asked to turn them off in places like hospitals,

cinemas, and theaters. Landlines are quickly becoming a thing

of the past, and public telephones were largely eliminated by

2010. Most Finns are well acquainted with the internet and

e-mail; the country has a large number of web servers and

broadband internet connections.

Education

Structure and Access

Beginning at age six, children are required to attend a

comprehensive school for at least ten years. Except for a few

specialty schools and private schools, these comprehensive

schools are public and tuition is free. There are several private

schools in Finland, some of which cater to the community of

expatriates and international business and government

employees in the Helsinki region. There are also a handful of

schools affiliated with religious denominations, including a

Jewish school and a few Christian schools.

     After ninth grade, students must apply to attend three years

at either a vocational school or a high school (lukio).

Admission into a high school depends primarily on good

grades. These schools are also tuition free, but students must

pay for books, notebooks, and other school supplies. Hot

lunch is provided free for all students from first through

twelfth grade.

     Finland has a high rate of enrollment in secondary schools.

Additionally, the majority of students go on to post-secondary

schools (including university, technical training institutes,

community colleges, and so forth).

     School Life

Education is a major priority for the Finnish government.

Schools are well equipped with the latest computer

equipment, smart boards, and wireless internet access. Parents

can check their children's grades and attendance online and

communicate regularly with teachers and administrators about

their child's progress. Equality is also a high priority in the

Finnish school system. All academic subjects are considered

important to both genders and to all students, regardless of

their cultural background. Finnish schools tend to have a

relaxed atmosphere.

     Finland recently adopted an education reform that

emphasizes multi-disciplinary studies. Students do not study

separate school subjects but follow a “phenomenon”-based

approach—studying groups of related topics or issues. For

example, students studying the European Union (EU) would

learn the economics, history, languages, and geography that

pertain to the EU.

     Younger children typically have an average of an hour's

worth of homework each day and increasing amounts as they

get older. They seek homework help from teachers, parents,
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and peers. In some cases, schools provide extra classes or

special tutoring sessions for struggling students. If necessary,

some students are sent to schools that specialize in particular

kinds of learning difficulties.

     To graduate from high school, students must take

matriculation exams. These exams can be attempted three

times. Once a student has passed the exams, a diploma and

white cap are awarded, and the student is eligible to take a

college entrance exam if he or she plans to apply for

admission to a university. 

     Higher Education

Many students go on to further studies at one of Finland's

several university-level institutions. The Åbo Academy, in

Turku, was founded in 1640; in 1827, the university expanded

to another campus in Helsinki, which became the separate

University of Helsinki. University students are not required to

pay tuition, and they receive an opintotuki (stipend) for up to

four years. Students also can qualify for further financial aid

for housing. University dropout rates in Finland are extremely

low because students can take university course exams as

many times as they need to pass.

Health

Finland takes great pride in its health programs. Health care is

socialized, reliable, and modern. It is funded by national and

local taxes. Citizens receive basic health care from municipal

health centers for a minimal fee, but they can also pay to visit

a private doctor if they choose. Public and private hospitals

provide specialized care.

     Finland has one of the lowest infant mortality rates in the

world. This is due in part to an extensive network of

maternity clinics. Finland has high rates of alcoholism and

suicide. Most festivities and celebrations are accompanied by

liberal alcohol use.

AT A GLANCE 

Contact Information

Embassy of Finland, 3301 Massachusetts Avenue NW,

Washington, DC 20008; phone (202) 298-5800; web site

www.finland.org. Finnish Tourist Board, phone (917)

863-5484; web site www.visitfinland.com.

Country and Development Data

Capital Helsinki

Population 5,537,364 (rank=115)

Area (sq. mi.) 130,558 (rank=64)

Area (sq. km.) 338,145

Human Development Index 23 of 188 countries

Gender Inequality Index 8 of 188 countries

GDP (PPP) per capita $44,000

Adult Literacy 100% (male); 100% (female)

Infant Mortality 3 per 1,000 births

Life Expectancy 78 (male); 84 (female)
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United Kingdom At A Glance

Area: 243,820 km2

Language: English (official) and Welsh (co-official in Wales). Gaelic was given "equal
respect" with English in Scotland by the Gaelic Language Act June 2005.

Religion: Christianity, Islam, Sikhism, Hindu, Buddhism and Judaism
Time Zone: GMT
Population: 63,700,000 (2012 -ONS)
Neighbours: Republic of Ireland
Capital City: London
Primary Port: London
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Primary
Airport:

London Heathrow

Currency: Pound sterling (GBP)

Overall

The UK's minority centre-right Conservative Party government, led by Prime Minister Theresa
May, is likely to remain split by internal divisions over Brexit and destabilised by its dependency
on parliamentary support from Northern Ireland's Democratic Unionist Party (DUP) or opposition
parties to form majorities.

EU leaders accepted the UK's request to extend Article 50 procedures beyond the initial Brexit
deadline of 29 March 2019. The EU offered an extension to 22 May on the condition that the UK
parliament approves May's twice-defeated exit strategy based on the so-called Withdrawal
Agreement signed off by the EU in November 2018. Should the UK parliament reject that in a third
attempt, the EU will allow the UK to present viable alternative steps only until 12 April.

Final UK parliamentary rejection of the Withdrawal Agreement would leave the government with
three options: the unlikely revocation of Article 50; an exit from the EU without any formal
arrangements in place; or agreement of a long-term Brexit delay, which would most probably mean
that the UK would have to participate in the European Parliament elections.

The UK economy is set to expand by 1.1% in 2019, 1.3% in 2020, and 1.5% in 2021, according to
IHS Markit's January forecast. These growth projections assume that the UK and EU will
eventually achieve a comprehensive agreement on future relations. A "no-deal" Brexit would be
likely to throw the UK into a prolonged recession. The economy lacks sufficient strength to absorb
the full effect of a disorderly Brexit. Businesses would face new trade tariffs, potentially severe
cross-border delays, and disrupted domestic supply chains, prompting the delay or cancellation of
investment projects and recruitment.

The UK faces a heightened risk of both low-capability and more sophisticated jihadist attacks
carried out by lone actors or small cells, inspired but not necessarily directed by non-state armed
groups such as the Islamic State.

Political

The minority centre-right Conservative Party government under the leadership of Prime Minister
Theresa May is critically de-stabilised by internal divisions over Brexit and its dependency on
parliamentary support from Northern Ireland's Democratic Unionist Party (DUP) or opposition
MPs to form majorities. EU leaders accepted on 21 March the UK government's request to extend
Article 50 procedures beyond the initial Brexit deadline of 29 March 2019, leaving multiple
potential pathways from a no-deal Brexit to a long-term Brexit delay.

External Relations

Brexit and other geopolitical challenges are likely to lead to significant shifts in UK foreign policy.
Formal Brexit talks with the EU are ongoing and it will continue to be challenging for the UK to
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redefine future trade relations, as well as collaboration on security and defence and other matters,
with the bloc. The UK remains deeply integrated into the UN and NATO while supporting the US-
led international alliance against the non-state militant group Islamic State and various other
international military missions.

Military Conflict

Interstate war risks are likely to remain low in the UK because of the country's friendly relations
with all its neighbours and many other states around the world. The United Kingdom is closely
integrated in NATO and other international organisations, but is likely to rearrange its defence
collaboration with European partners in the context of Brexit. An outbreak of military hostilities on
British territory is very unlikely, either in the UK proper or in the country's overseas territories.
Any temporary escalation of disputes over the Falkland Islands' sovereignty with Argentina or
Gibraltar's with Spain is, for differing reasons, unlikely to lead to military confrontation or war.

Terrorism

The United Kingdom faces a heightened risk of both low-capability and more sophisticated terrorist
attacks launched by lone actors or small cells directly linked to non-state militant groups such as
the Islamic State or inspired by their ideology. Soft targets, such as transport hubs, bars and
restaurants, music and sport venues, shopping centres, or public spaces near tourist attractions, are
likely to be most at risk. However, as lone actors often launch attacks near their homes, the risk of a
terrorist attack is not limited to larger cities. There is also an elevated risk of retaliatory anti-
Muslim attacks launched by far-right proponents and others.

Social Unrest

Pro-EU and pro-Brexit rallies are most likely to take place in central London near Parliament and
Whitehall. There is a moderate probability that anti-EU protests will be joined by far-right groups.
Environmental activists are prone to stage disruptive protests targeting the fossil-fuel industry and
auxiliary industries, particularly hydraulic fracturing operations. Peaceful protests against
government policies other than Brexit are also likely, with a moderate risk of vandalism of
commercial assets in city centres.

Operational

The UK's operational environment faces high levels of uncertainty in the context of Brexit. The
country's regulatory framework will change substantially once the UK ceases to be an EU member
state and even more so after an envisaged transition period that is planned to end by December
2020. Although it is still unclear what the new relationship between the UK and the EU will look
like, state contracts for infrastructure are at heightened risk. Temporary strike action is likely to
cause disruption. The unions that are most likely to go on strike are in the public transport,
healthcare, and manufacturing sectors.

Crime
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UK authorities estimate that serious and organised crime cost the country around GBP24 billion a
year, and that around 40,600 individuals are involved in approximately 5,800 organised crime
groups. Drug smuggling is considered to account for the largest proportion of the cost, followed by
fraud. Cyber crime is a growing threat in the UK, including malware, ransomware attacks, and the
targeting of networked systems. Although the police force functions effectively and is well-
resourced overall, it has had its budgets cut severely over the last years, gradually affecting its
ability to provide frontline services.

Risks to Individuals

Death and injury risks in the United Kingdom, aside from either indiscriminate or more targeted
terrorist attacks on civilians, are likely to remain low and on a similar level to most other Western
European countries. In addition, kidnappings of high-value individuals by criminal organisations
for monetary gain are likely to remain a rare occurrence.
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Interstate war risks are likely to remain low in the UK because of the country's friendly relations
with all its neighbours and many other states around the world. The United Kingdom is closely
integrated in NATO and other international organisations, but is likely to rearrange its defence
collaboration with European partners in the context of Brexit. An outbreak of military hostilities on
British territory is very unlikely, either in the UK proper or in the country's overseas territories.
Any temporary escalation of disputes over the Falkland Islands' sovereignty with Argentina or
Gibraltar's with Spain is, for differing reasons, unlikely to lead to military confrontation or war.

Interstate conflict

There is minimal risk of military conflict as a result of disputed sovereignty claims over
Falkland Islands/Malvinas and Gibraltar

The UK's relations with Spain and Argentina with regards to sovereignty over Gibraltar and the
Falklands, respectively, are unlikely to escalate into any form of military confrontation. Argentina
claims sovereignty over the Falkland Islands/Las Malvinas, South Georgia, and the South
Sandwich Islands, all currently under British administration. These disputes are ongoing, fuelled by
the islands' mineral wealth and fishing rights. Argentina has continued to secure resolutions from
the UN decolonisation committee recommending that the way to end the "special and particular
colonial situation of the Falkland Islands (Malvinas) is through a peaceful negotiated settlement of
the sovereignty dispute between the governments of Argentina and the United Kingdom".
Argentina does not recognise the Falklands/Malvinas' exclusive economic zone (EEZ) and bars
those who accept licences from the Falklands/Malvinas from fishing in its waters. However, the
risk of renewed hostilities escalating into military confrontation is extremely low because this will
be mitigated by Argentina's reduced military capability since the 1982 war and the policy priorities
of the current government. The approach of the former Argentine government of Cristina
Fernández de Kirchner was to try to isolate the United Kingdom internationally and force it to the
negotiating table, but the current Mauricio Macri government is less likely to devote serious
political effort to the issue because it seeks wider access to international partners and financial
markets.

The UK's dispute over the sovereignty of Gibraltar with Spain, a NATO ally, is even more unlikely
to involve recourse to military force by Spain. A temporary escalation of the dispute, arising from
local incidents, is usually unlikely to have a significant long-lasting deteriorating effect on UK-
Spanish relations overall. However, the Gibraltar situation has become a more prominent and
contentious issue again in the ongoing Brexit negotiations. For instance, in November 2018, Spain
threatened not to sign the UK-EU Brexit deal because of Gibraltar, but eventually joined the other
remaining EU member states in signing off the agreement.

There is currently a high degree of unity across the EU when it comes to Europe's future defence
structures and the bloc has recently taken cautious steps towards further military integration. At the
same time, UK Prime Minister Theresa May stated that the UK was "unconditionally committed to
maintaining Europe's security", which was a clear change in tone from the so-called Lancaster
House speech in 2017 in which she had suggested that close defence co-operation would possibly
be conditional on a preferential trade deal. In addition, NATO will continue to play a crucial role in
securing Europe and the UK will work closely with EU partners as part of this organisation
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regardless of Brexit.

Terrorism snapshot

The United Kingdom faces a heightened risk of both low-capability and more sophisticated terrorist
attacks launched by lone actors or small cells directly linked to non-state militant groups such as
the Islamic State or inspired by their ideology. Soft targets, such as transport hubs, bars and
restaurants, music and sport venues, shopping centres, or public spaces near tourist attractions, are
likely to be most at risk. However, as lone actors often launch attacks near their homes, the risk of a
terrorist attack is not limited to larger cities. There is also an elevated risk of retaliatory anti-
Muslim attacks launched by far-right proponents and others.

Terrorism hotspots and targets

Low-capability vehicle-impact or stabbing assaults, as well as more sophisticated jihadist
attacks targeting public spaces are likely

The United Kingdom faces a heightened risk of both low-capability and more sophisticated jihadist
attacks carried out by lone actors or small cells inspired but not necessarily directed by non-state
armed groups such as the Islamic State and Al-Qaeda. Assaults with rudimentary weapons such as
knives, vehicle-impact attacks, or shootings will remain likely, but incidents such as the 2017
Parsons Green and Manchester Arena attacks also underline the potential capacity of attackers to
construct and deploy improvised explosive devices (IEDs).

Soft targets such as transport hubs, music and sport venues, restaurants and cafes, shopping centres,
and public spaces near tourist attractions or in city centres are likely to be most at risk. However, as
lone actors often launch attacks near their homes, the risk of a terrorist attack is not limited to larger
cities. Aside from civilians potentially becoming victims of attacks on either indiscriminate targets
or more carefully chosen symbolic venues, other prime targets include individual members of the
security forces or politicians, particularly near government buildings.

The UK's elevated risk exposure to jihadist attacks was highlighted in September 2017 when an
IED partially detonated on a London Underground train carriage during the morning rush hour at
Parsons Green station in west London, wounding 30 people. The Parsons Green attack was the
fourth terrorist attack with a jihadist motive to target the UK in 2017. In June 2017, three suspected
Islamist militants used a vehicle to drive into pedestrians on London Bridge in London, before
dismounting and indiscriminately stabbing people in the nearby Borough Market area, killing eight
people and wounding around 48 others. In May 2017, the explosion of an IED at the Manchester
Arena concert venue killed 22 people and injured 59. Before that, five people were killed and 49
injured during a vehicle-impact and stabbing attack in London's Westminster in March 2017.

In a suspected terrorist attack in June 2017, a 48-year-old man drove a van into a crowd of Muslim
worshippers who had just left a mosque in Finsbury Park, North London, highlighting the risk of
retaliatory anti-Muslim attacks. Given the form of the assault, it was probably carried out in
reaction to preceding jihadist attacks. Violent incidents perceived as anti-Muslim are likely to be
used by the Islamic State and other militant groups to further their objective of maximising inter-
community tensions.
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In Northern Ireland, the risk of terrorist attacks has increased because of ongoing political
instability and in the absence of a functioning government ahead of Brexit. A failure to establish a
power-sharing administration and the resultant return to direct rule from Westminster would
increase the risk of a resurgence of dissident activity.

Marine risks

Risk of terrorists targeting marine assets remains lower than risk of attacks against other
transport modes

The risk of a terrorist attack targeting marine assets such as passenger vessels, car ferries, or ports
is likely to remain lower than the risk of a successful indiscriminate attack launched against other
modes of transport. The effectiveness of an attack on a ferry would depend on the stabilisation
mechanisms used in the ship, because the sinking of a ferry would most likely result from the
vessel tipping over. Another possible type of attack would be ramming a ferry using a smaller boat
loaded with explosives. However, the probability of detection, especially when attempting to obtain
explosives, is high.

A terrorist attack on a port would require detailed knowledge of the layout and security systems in
place at the location. An attack at a port would be unlikely to disrupt maritime cargo movements
severely because of the ease with which shipments could be redirected to other ports in the United
Kingdom. However, an attack on a ferry or similar vessel or a port would most likely result in the
introduction of UK-wide stricter safety checks on passengers and cargo on ferries and ships,
causing delays to the movement of goods and people.

Aviation risks

Most likely forms of attack on aviation assets in UK are shootings, stabbings, or IED attacks
targeting major airports

Aviation assets, primarily international airports such as London Heathrow, are likely targets of
terrorist attacks in the United Kingdom. Such assaults would most likely be launched by Islamist
militants operating individually or in small groups, inspired or directed by non-state militant groups
such as the Islamic State and Al-Qaeda. Attacks by these perpetrators would most likely involve
knives, firearms, and small improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and would be intended to cause
civilian casualties rather than property damage. Significantly improved security at UK airports in
the past decade, including extensive passenger screening, as well as reinforced cabin doors and
armed marshals onboard US-bound flights, has made it difficult to carry out hijackings or attacks
onboard aircraft. Militants are likely to pick softer targets with ready public access, such as airports'
check-in or arrivals halls.

The shooting down of a hostile aircraft in UK airspace is treated as a last resort. Civilian aircraft
would be considered "hostile" if they had diverted significantly from their flight path and
continuously failed to communicate with air traffic control, if hijackers had communicated with the
authorities, or if a pilot had alerted air traffic control of a hijacking. If such an aircraft failed to
respond to military intervention and after visual observation by Royal Air Force (RAF) pilots, it
would be likely to be shot down. The prime minister, home secretary, and defence secretary have
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the power to authorise a quick reaction alert (QRA) Typhoon to open fire on an aircraft. The
Ministry of Defence and the RAF would be consulted and actively involved in such a decision. It is
highly unlikely that an aircraft would be mistakenly judged as "hostile" and shot down as a result of
inaccurate intelligence.

Social stability and unrest snapshot

Pro-EU and pro-Brexit rallies are most likely to take place in central London near Parliament and
Whitehall. There is a moderate probability that anti-EU protests will be joined by far-right groups.
Environmental activists are prone to stage disruptive protests targeting the fossil-fuel industry and
auxiliary industries, particularly hydraulic fracturing operations. Peaceful protests against
government policies other than Brexit are also likely, with a moderate risk of vandalism of
commercial assets in city centres.

Protests and riots

Brexit-related protests are particularly likely in central London ahead of March 2019

The United Kingdom has a strong tradition of political protest and an active civil society. The
primary locations for national-level protests are central parts of London, in particular Parliament
Square, Trafalgar Square, Regent Street, outside Downing Street, and nearby areas. It is likely that
there will be pro-EU and pro-Brexit rallies in the coming months, with the latter at moderate risk of
being joined by far-right groups. In October 2018, around 700,000 people protested in central
London calling for a second Brexit referendum. Violent confrontations between police and
protesters are likely during some demonstrations, also in the context of anti-capitalism and anti-
austerity protests. In addition, anti-capitalist protests pose risks of property damage to nearby
branches of companies, in particular large multinationals and those accused of tax-avoidance
practices.

Environmental activists are likely to target commercial operations, in particular shale gas
exploration, with the risk of disruptive rallies being higher near national parks and areas of
settlement. Such protests are most likely to take the form of direct action aimed at disrupting
exploration activities rather than damaging property, including activists chaining themselves to
access gates, fences, and potentially, machinery. Environmentalists have also targeted road-
building and other large-scale infrastructure and construction projects.

An England-wide outbreak of violent protests and looting sparked in Tottenham, north London, in
August 2011 showed the potential for riots to spread quickly across the capital and other urban
parts of the country. A recurrence of extensive rioting would be unlikely to become so widespread,
given that the police would probably be better prepared to protect commercial property. However,
the risk of occasional local violent protests was demonstrated by minor riots that erupted in east
London in July 2017 in the week after a 20-year-old black man died after being chased and
apprehended by police in Hackney.

In Northern Ireland, riots occur regularly in connection with commemorative marches by both pro-
UK unionists and nationalist republicans. The primary hotspot remains Belfast, in particular the
Ardoyne and Woodvale sectarian interface areas in the north of the city. The 12 July Protestant
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parade commemorating the 1690 Battle of the Boyne is particularly likely to turn violent. Riots are
most likely to involve protesters throwing rocks and Molotov cocktails and the police responding
with baton charges, water cannon, and, if the situation escalates, rubber bullets. If riots continue
beyond their initial outbreak, the burning of vehicles and damage to nearby property usually occurs.
The risk level has increased in the current absence of a power-sharing regional government ahead
of Brexit.

Risks to individuals snapshot

Death and injury risks in the United Kingdom, aside from either indiscriminate or more targeted
terrorist attacks on civilians, are likely to remain low and on a similar level to most other Western
European countries. In addition, kidnappings of high-value individuals by criminal organisations
for monetary gain are likely to remain a rare occurrence.

Crime Overview

UK authorities estimate that serious and organised crime cost the country around GBP24 billion a
year, and that around 40,600 individuals are involved in approximately 5,800 organised crime
groups. Drug smuggling is considered to account for the largest proportion of the cost, followed by
fraud. Cyber crime is a growing threat in the UK, including malware, ransomware attacks, and the
targeting of networked systems. Although the police force functions effectively and is well-
resourced overall, it has had its budgets cut severely over the last years, gradually affecting its
ability to provide frontline services.

Organised Crime

Organised crime is one of the main challenges for the police force in the UK. According to a 2013
report, Europol, the EU crime fighting agency, said that at that time there were approximately 600
active cases being pursued, about half of which were connected to Britain. The establishment of the
National Crime Agency (NCA) is indicative of the seriousness of this issue. The NCA in 2017
reported key organised crime threats in the UK to include child sexual exploitation and abuse,
firearms, organised immigration crime, human trafficking and modern slavery, cyber crime, money
laundering, drugs, and economic crime.

The largest proportion of organised crime is attributed to drugs smuggling, with fraud considered to
be the second largest. The UK drugs market is estimated to generate revenue worth GBP5.3 billion
a year for criminals. British police and Europol have said that the cosmopolitan nature of the UK
has helped the growth of transnational criminal gangs and trafficking organisations. Many of the
key organised criminal gangs in northwest Europe are involved in moving drugs into the UK
market, which is one of Europe's key destinations for cocaine, heroin, and cannabis. The Home
Office Serious and Organised Crime Strategy also recognises this, with London and the southeast
having the highest concentration, and with the other hubs being Manchester, Liverpool, Glasgow
and Birmingham.

Organised crime groups

Mainland
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The Police National Intelligence Model reflects certain assumptions about crime in the UK: that the
majority of crime is relatively low value, opportunistic, and locally organised. However, it
acknowledges that there are also crime groups that are more specialised and operate across
constabulary boundaries or across basic Command Unit boundaries. Finally, there are crime groups
that operate at national levels or have links with groups in other countries.

Trials on Merseyside, North West England, have exposed typical domestic crime groups: one group
was importing cocaine; the other heroin. The group importing heroin, originating as opium in
Afghanistan, processed it into heroin in Turkey, transported it to the Netherlands, and from there
shipped it to Liverpool. Most cities in the UK have similar comparatively small groups that import
illegal drugs. The scene in London is more complex, and more likely to involve ethnic minorities.
Spain is a common retreat for British criminals on the run or who have served their time in prison.
It is also a common entry point for cocaine from South America.

The sex industry is allegedly increasingly dominated by Kosovar Albanians, but similar allegations
are made against Chinese gangs. Media and non-governmental organisation allegations of large-
scale trafficking in human beings for sexual purposes have not been borne out by police operations,
such as Operation Pentameter 1 and Pentameter 2, which resulted in prosecutions, but very few of
these were for human trafficking. West African crime gangs have been implicated in fraud,
prostitution, and human trafficking. There are also gangs that concentrate on robbery and theft of
high-value articles such as artwork, antiques, caravans, and luxury cars. These groups are small in
number, often family-based, and linked to receivers who can dispose of stolen property overseas.

Northern Ireland

Although much of the UK suffers from a degree of organised crime, the nature of it in Northern
Ireland differs considerably due to its links with paramilitary organisations and consequent
tolerance by a proportion of the population. With the peace process largely a success, many
terrorist groups that used organised crime to fund their political terrorist activities in the past are
now engaging in organised crime for the sake of personal profit.

Both the Independent Monitoring Commission (IMC) and the Organised Crime Taskforce (OCTF)
claim there is extensive involvement by both loyalist and republican paramilitary groups in
organised crime in the Republic and in Northern Ireland. The OCTF has identified 230 groups in
the region, including organised crime gangs, whose activities range from fuel smuggling and
laundering (an estimated 28% of gangs are involved in this) to intellectual property crime (27%),
tobacco fraud (48%), and drug supply (42%). Republican groups are heavily involved in oil fraud,
alcohol counterfeiting, and cigarette smuggling because of the ease with which they can move
around in the Republic of Ireland.

Trafficking

Human

There is a significant flow of people smuggling and human trafficking into the UK, which appears
to be increasing. The last available figures, which are from 2016, show 3805 referrals of trafficking
victims to the National Referral Mechanism. Albania, Vietnam, Afghanistan and Eritrea were the
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most common source countries. The Indian sub-continent, Eastern Europe, the Balkans, West
Africa, and China are the largest areas for illegal migration to the UK. It is thought that more than
10,000 people enter the UK illegally each year, although there are no official figures. The UK
Threat Assessment on Organised Crime warns that there is widespread abuse of legitimate entry
into the UK, citing fraudulently acquired student work permits and visas and bogus marriages as
methods of abuse. The use of fraudulent passports and national identity cards is decreasing, thanks
to improvements in technology and fraud detection. The Modern Slavery Human Trafficking Unit
(MSHTU) focuses on this field and is part of the Organised Crime Command of the National Crime
Agency.

Drugs

The UK is an important destination country for many illicit drugs, including heroin and cocaine,
and one of the largest ecstasy markets in the world. The Home Office estimates that between 18
and 23 tonnes of heroin and 25 and 30 tonnes of cocaine are imported into the UK annually. The
National Crime Agency's latest report states that the social and economic costs stemming from the
illegal drug industry are an estimated GBP10.7 billion, although the actual figure could be much
higher. Many transnational crime groups take part in a number of other illegal activities, including
people smuggling, human trafficking, counterfeit products, money laundering, and intellectual
property crime. However, gangs in individual UK cities are relatively small and specialised.

Heroin

More than 95% of heroin sold in the UK originates in Afghanistan, largely passing through Iran
either directly from Afghanistan or via Pakistan. It then passes to Turkey, the Balkans, and the EU.
Fluctuations in levels of poppy cultivation do not affect the UK market for 12-18 months, meaning
it is often difficult to assess the success of attempts to reduce supply at source. The United Nations
Office on Drugs and Crime now estimates that most opium is converted into heroin while still in
Afghanistan rather than being shipped to Turkey for refining.

Other routes for transportation include directly from Pakistan to the UK via air transport or postal
shipping, or through sea ports. A smaller amount of heroin leaves Afghanistan for Central Asia,
though much of the product shipped through this route is destined for Russia, its smaller
neighbours, and China.

Most heroin and other Class A drugs entering the UK come via the Netherlands, entering the UK
through ports on the southeast coast, including Dover and Felixstowe. From there, the drugs mainly
travel to London, which forms the main hub of heroin distribution activity. However, increasingly,
other cities are becoming important in the supply of heroin, most notably Liverpool, which supplies
the northwest of the country. Turkish groups have traditionally dominated the importation and
distribution of heroin throughout much of Europe, including the UK.

Cocaine

Most cocaine is produced in Peru, Colombia, and Bolivia. Cocaine largely enters the UK through
shipment on international containers passing from South America but there are numerous other
routes diversifying supply. These include yachts, fishing vessels, and air freight. After transit most
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cocaine is then distributed through British-controlled networks.

The European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) has identified a
"northwest hub" in the Netherlands, and a "southwest hub" on the Iberian Peninsula for importation
and later distribution. The southwest hub mainly uses France as a transit country. The northwest
hub is used to spread the cocaine to Denmark, Germany, Austria, Finland, Sweden, and the UK.
Increasingly, the cocaine is mixed with other materials and disguised as legal imports, such as
plastic. The role of West Africa has increased dramatically as seizures in Spain have increased.
Some cocaine is trafficked by yacht from the Caribbean to the EU. The Balkan route is also
becoming important in cocaine smuggling.

Synthetic drugs

The UK market in synthetic drugs is dominated by British traffickers. Traditionally, synthetic-drug
production has been concentrated in the Netherlands, Belgium, and Poland, and involves the
criminal networks of these countries. Methylamphetamine ("crystal meth" or "ice") has been
reclassified as a Class A drug, and its misuse is spreading rapidly. It has become popular in the US
after spreading throughout Southeast Asia, and is also spreading in the UK. Because it can be
produced in backstreet laboratories, it has not yet been taken over by the drug cartels.

Synthetic drugs production in the EU depends upon precursor chemicals from China. The
production of ecstasy, for example, relies upon piperonyl-methyl-ketone (PMK), generally obtained
through criminal networks from companies in China. China also supplies ephedrine, used in the
production of crystal meth. Benzyl-methyl-ketone (BMK) is produced in China, but is also legally
made in Russia for use in the polymer industry.

There has been a rapid growth in the use of so-called 'legal highs' in the UK. These psychoactive
substances are developed in laboratories, often using other synthetic drugs as a basis. As they have
often not been classified or investigated by authorities these can be shipped and acquired legally.
The centres for the production of these substances are largely within China but India is also an
important country for production. The ease with which the compounds can be tweaked or modified
allows organisations to rapidly circumvent the law and market and distribute these substances on
the internet, where they are marketed for industrial purposes or in barely veiled terms. Mephedrone
was noted to be a particularly popular substance, leading to its reclassification as a Class A
substance in the UK. In 2016, a blanket ban on legal highs came into force in the UK.

Countermeasures

In order to tackle the diverse and multinational nature of drug trafficking and organised crime in
general, the Serious and Organised Crime Agency (SOCA) was established, bringing together the
National Criminal Intelligence Service (NCIS), the National Crime Squad (NCS), the investigative
and intelligence work of the HM Revenue and Customs on drug trafficking and the recovery of
related criminal assets, and the Home Office's responsibilities for people trafficking. HM Customs
and Excise merged with the Inland Revenue to form HM Revenue and Customs, partly in an effort
to combat fraud, money laundering, and trafficking. The Organised Crime Task Force (OCTF) is
responsible in particular for Northern Ireland. The SOCA was replaced by the National Crime
Agency (NCA) in 2013. The Child Exploitation and Online Protection Agency, as well as aspects
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of the Serious Fraud Office and border policing are included in the NCA. The UK Border Agency
was set up in 2008 to deal with border security and the control of migration. One of its tasks is to
address people smuggling and trafficking.

Financial Crime

Although the UK generally has strong corporate governance laws and there is a low level of
corruption overall, the financial sector has been hit by a series of scandals since the economic
downturn of the late 2000s, with the rate of fines having jumped dramatically since 2009. In
December 2013 the Royal Bank of Scotland, Barclays, HSBC, and Citigroup were part of eight
banks fined a record GBP1.42 billion for their role in collaborating together to rig the London
Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) interest rate that is used for inter-bank lending. In 2012 HSBC
was ordered to pay a fine of USD1.9 billion in relation to money laundering charges and Standard
Chartered was ordered to pay more than half a billion dollars in fines to various US regulators in
relation to transactions made to countries under international sanctions over the preceding decade.
In 2014 the Co-operative Bank announced that it would need to raise GBP400 million to cover a
number of legal breaches. All UK banks have been made to pay back customers who were sold
insurance covering their payments and loans without their knowledge - Payment Protection
Insurance (PPI). Thus far the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) has estimated that total
repayments have exceeded GBP31.1 billion.

Cyber crime and fraud are also rapidly growing areas for criminal enterprises and are estimated to
be the second biggest area after drug trafficking. Criminal groups in this field focus on targeting
individuals and small and large businesses and steal personal information in order to profit from the
data. The Home Office has estimated that fraudulent activities cost the UK GBP193 billion per
annum (Annual Fraud Indicator 2017). The National Cyber Crime Unit (NCCU) is part of the
National Crime Agency (NCA) and heads the UK's response to cyber crime.
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Leadership

Leadership

Title Name Appointed
ELIZABETH II Queen 6 Feb 1952
CHARLES Prince of Wales 26 Jul 1958
Theresa MAY Prime Minister; First Lord of the Treasury; Minister

for the Civil Service
13 Jul 2016

Philip HAMMOND Chancellor of the Exchequer 14 Jul 2016
Jeremy HUNT Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth

Affairs
9 Jul 2018

Penny MORDAUNT Secretary of State for International Development;
Minister for Women and Equalities

30 Apr
2018

Gavin WILLIAMSON Secretary of State for Defence 2 Nov 2017
Amber RUDD Secretary of State for Work and Pensions 16 Nov

2018
Sajid JAVID Secretary of State for the Home Department 30 Apr

2018
Chris GRAYLING Secretary of State for Transport 14 Jul 2016
Matt HANCOCK Secretary of State for Health and Social Care 9 Jul 2018
Damian HINDS Secretary of State for Education 8 Jan 2018
Stephen BARCLAY Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union 16 Nov

2018
Greg CLARK Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial

Strategy
14 Jul 2016

Liam FOX Secretary of State for International Trade; President of
the Board of Trade

14 Jul 2016

David LIDINGTON Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster; Minister for the
Cabinet Office

8 Jan 2018

David GAUKE Lord Chancellor; Secretary of State for Justice 8 Jan 2018
Michael GOVE Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural

Affairs
11 Jun 2017

Baroness EVANS of
Bowes Park

Leader of the House of Lords; Lord Privy Seal 14 Jul 2016
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Jeremy WRIGHT Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and
Sport

9 Jul 2018

Source: IHS and CIRCA People in Power

Political Profiles

Prime Minister Theresa May

Following the United Kingdom's decision to leave the European Union in a referendum in June
2016, David Cameron's resignation as prime minister sparked an unexpectedly short leadership
contest in the ruling Conservative Party that was won by former home secretary Theresa May. She
immediately gave strong indications of her likely policy style by naming a new cabinet clearly
designed to reconcile pro- and anti-Brexit factions within the Conservative Party. May is
traditionally associated with the socially conservative wing of the party and has attempted to
strengthen the party's appeal among workers. In April 2017, she announced an early general
election for 8 June, breaking with her long-held stance of seeking to complete the scheduled
parliamentary term in 2020. May explicitly cited the Brexit process as the main rationale for the
snap election. The Conservative Party initially topped most opinion polls with margins of up to 16
points, indicating a likely parliamentary majority of more than 100 seats. However, May's
campaign suffered multiple mishaps and policy U-turns over issues such as social care, while it was
also hurt by the likely opposition of many Conservative voters to a 'hard Brexit'. Following three
terrorist attacks in the UK claimed by the Islamic State in less than three months, including two
during the election campaign, with indications of security monitoring failures, May also had to face
severe criticism over her decision to cut nearly 20,000 police jobs when serving as home secretary.
Following the loss of the Conservative Party's majority in parliament, May has faced pressure from
within her party to step down. These pressures have increased, as May has found it difficult to
reconcile the opposing views of Conservative MPs on Brexit. During the Brexit negotiations, May
has taken the lead herself, relying on a team of close advisers (civil servants) rather than the
cabinet. Her most senior adviser on the negotiations is Oliver Robbins, formerly the senior civil
servant at the Department for Exiting the European Union and now reporting directly to the Prime
Minister.

Leader of the opposition Jeremy Corbyn

In September 2015, Jeremy Corbyn won the Labour leadership election with nearly 60% of the vote
after former leader Ed Miliband resigned in reaction to Labour's defeat in the 2015 general election.
The election of left-wing former backbencher Corbyn has changed the dynamics of British politics,
bringing socialism into the UK's political mainstream for the first time since the early 1990s. He
has served as an MP since 1983 but had been a minister or a shadow minister until he became party
leader. Corbyn chaired the Stop the War Coalition for four years (2011-15), which was founded to
oppose the Iraq War and is associated with left-wing groups in the United Kingdom. Corbyn's
leadership was opposed by most Labour MPs; he won the leadership predominantly with the
support of ordinary party members. In July 2016, Corbyn lost the support of his MPs, who voted
172-40 against his leadership in a no-confidence vote. Despite this, he managed to hold on to the
leadership, and since the Labour Party's good performance at the 2017 general election, Corbyn's
positioned has stabilised. His future will likely depend on the Labour Party's performance at the
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next general election.

Chancellor of the Exchequer Philip Hammond

Philip Hammond has been Chancellor of the Exchequer since July 2016, taking over from George
Osborne following a cabinet reshuffle under Prime Minister Theresa May, who came to power after
the UK's referendum on EU membership. Hammond is responsible for all economic and financial
matters, equivalent to the role of minister of finance in other nations. Prior to becoming Chancellor
of the Exchequer, Hammond served as foreign secretary in David Cameron's Conservative
government from 2014 to 2016. He previously served as defence secretary (2011) and transport
secretary (2010-11) in the Conservative-Liberal Democrat coalition government. Hammond has
been a Conservative MP since 1997. His first budget, set out in early 2017, envisaged planned
spending to improve education, including GBP500 million for a technical education overhaul and
GBP320 million for more 'free schools', as well as a GBP1.3-billion cash boost for social care. This
was added to in November 2017 with measures including increasing the National Living Wage and
investment to increase the supply of new housing and encourage the rollout of electric vehicles.
The next major economic policy announcement will be the Autumn 2018 budget. Philip Hammond
is known to favour a 'soft' Brexit, with the aim of providing certainty to business and reducing the
chance of economic disruption.

Foreign Secretary Jeremy Hunt

Jeremy Hunt was appointed as Foreign Secretary in July 2018, following the resignation of Boris
Johnson over Prime Minister May's proposals for Brexit. Prior to this appointment, Hunt was
Health Secretary for six years with responsibility for the UK's National Health Service (NHS). He
survived in this post despite facing several challenges associated with maintaining the NHS at a
time of austerity, including a prolonged strike by junior doctors over proposed changes to working
hours and a winter crisis in early 2018 that he himself described as the "worst ever". However, he
boosted his own political profile and won cross-party credit for securing an increase in NHS
funding of 3.4% a year by 2023, announced in June 2018. Having served under both David
Cameron and Theresa May and surviving the difficult role of Health Secretary, Hunt has emerged
as one of the most senior figures within the Conservative Party and a potential future leader. He
supported the Remain campaign during the UK's referendum on EU membership, however, his role
as Foreign Secretary will see him have minimal involvement in negotiations. Furthermore, the role
of the Foreign Secretary has been gradually reduced over the last few decades, as the Prime
Minister has increasingly played the pivotal role in British foreign policy. This has been
compounded by budget cuts under the Conservative governments' austerity programme and, more
recently, the splitting of the international trade and EU aspects of the Foreign Office's work into the
Department for International Trade and the Department for Exiting the European Union.

First Minister of Scotland and leader of the Scottish National Party Nicola Sturgeon

Nicola Sturgeon has been first minister of Scotland since November 2014. She became leader of
the Scottish National Party (SNP) and then first minister after the departure of former first minister
Alex Salmond, following his party's defeat in the 2014 referendum on Scottish independence from
the UK. Sturgeon is the first woman to hold either position. Before this, she had served as deputy
first minister of Scotland since 2007 and she has been a member of the Scottish Parliament since
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1999. Sturgeon remains a staunch supporter of Scottish independence, has strongly campaigned
against Brexit, and is opposed to the UK government's austerity policy. The UK's decision to leave
the European Union increases the risk of a new referendum on independence in Scotland, where
62% of the electorate voted to remain in the EU. However, it is currently unlikely that the EU
would officially support the cause given strong opposition from member states such as France and
Spain. In addition, a referendum on Scottish independence could only happen if agreed by the UK
and Scottish governments. Westminster is unlikely to accede to another referendum amid the
current uncertainty. The SNP hold 62 seats in the Scottish Parliament, supporting Sturgeon's
minority government, as well as 35 MPs in the House of Commons (UK Parliament), making it the
third largest party there.
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Legislative elections Next contest: June 2022; Last contest: 8 June 2017.
Head of State Elizabeth II (since 6 February 1952)
Prince of Wales Charles (since 26 July 1958)
Prime Minister Theresa May (since 13 July 2016)
Finance Philip Hammond (since 14 July 2016)
Foreign Affairs Jeremy Hunt (since 9 July 2018)
Foreign Affairs Penny Mordaunt (since 30 April 2018)
Defence/Security Gavin Williamson (since 2 November 2017)
Labour Amber Rudd (since 16 November 2018)
Source: IHS and CIRCA People in Power

Political Outlook

The minority centre-right Conservative Party government under the leadership of Prime Minister
Theresa May is critically destabilised by internal divisions over Brexit and its dependency on
parliamentary support from Northern Ireland's Democratic Unionist Party (DUP) or opposition
MPs to form majorities. EU leaders accepted on 21 March the UK government's request to extend
Article 50 procedures beyond the initial Brexit deadline of 29 March 2019, leaving multiple
potential pathways from a no-deal Brexit to a long-term Brexit delay.

Government Stability

The UK government is critically destabilised by divisions over Brexit and PM May is severely
weakened

The centre-right Conservative Party led by Prime Minister May is critically destabilised by internal
divisions over Brexit and faces additional challenges caused by the hung parliament that resulted
from the early general election in 2017. Although the Conservative Party came first in that poll, it
lost its overall majority and is currently formally dependent on the support of MPs from other
parties to achieve parliamentary majorities. The government relies on a fragile "confidence and
supply" deal with Northern Ireland's DUP. Although the DUP has so far rejected the government's
EU exit deal, it nevertheless supported May's administration in a January 2019 no-confidence vote,
which the government won by 325 to 306 votes. This motion was tabled by Jeremy Corbyn, leader
of the opposition Labour Party, shortly after parliament rejected the Brexit deal for the second time.

May intends to remain in office even though her leadership continues to be undermined by
seemingly widening splits within her own party. In December 2018, May survived an internal vote
of no confidence and now cannot be challenged for the Conservative Party leadership until at least
December 2019. The fact that 118 Conservative MPs voted against May's Brexit deal indicates that
one-third of the prime minister's own MPs lack confidence in her. Thus, despite remaining in
office, May's chances of forcing a Brexit deal through parliament remain highly challenging. It is
probable that her internal party opponents will continue to obstruct attempts to forge a compromise
position, while the official parliamentary opposition also strongly opposes May's proposals. There
is a heightened probability of May stepping down in the coming months.
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Party Data

Parliament Summary

Party abbr. Party name Seats
House of Commons (Lower chamber)    
Con Conservative and Unionist Party 318
Lab Labour Party 262
SNP Scottish National Party 35
LD Liberal Democrats 12
DUP Democratic Unionist Party 10
SF Sinn Féin 7
Others Others 6
Data reflects seat distribution following last election Source: IHS and CIRCA People in Power

Opposition Prospects and Programme

Splits in the main opposition Labour Party continue to hamper a coherent approach to Brexit

The centre-left Labour Party under the leadership of Jeremy Corbyn is the largest opposition party
in the UK parliament. In the 2017 snap election, Labour succeeded in gaining an extra 9.5% of the
vote versus 2015. The party has struggled to provide a clear line on Brexit and other policy
challenges, reflecting significant differences between Labour's pro-business, pro-EU faction and the
socialist and pro-union wing of the party. Many prominent members of the Labour Party are highly
critical of Corbyn's views on foreign and defence policy, the EU, NATO, and the UK's nuclear
programme, as well as his calls for the nationalisation of the railways and energy companies. The
protracted crisis since Corbyn became leader in 2015 had temporarily subsided following the
much-improved electoral performance of June 2017. However, Labour's underlying internal
divisions have recently resurfaced in the context of Brexit. For instance, an option that is
increasingly likely to be formally considered to overcome the serious parliamentary deadlock is the
holding of a second referendum on Brexit. Corbyn has so far shown little interest in pushing for
such a move despite growing support for this from his backbenchers. These divisions would deepen
should Corbyn prove unable to lead Labour to victory at the next general election.

Other crucial opposition parties include the centre-left Scottish National Party (SNP), which
represents the interests of Scotland and is currently led by Nicola Sturgeon. In 2014, the SNP's pro-
independence campaign was rejected by voters in a referendum that saw a majority of Scots opt to
remain part of the UK. The UK's decision to leave the EU was perceived to have increased the risk
of a new referendum on independence in Scotland, where 62% of the electorate voted to remain in
the EU. However, the SNP lost one-third of its UK parliament seats in the 2017 election, reducing
the probability of a new referendum at least until the terms of Brexit are agreed between the UK
and EU. In addition, there are the centrist Liberal Democrats, which have a broad, socially and
economically liberal agenda. The party is pro-EU and campaigned in favour of the UK remaining
part of the bloc in the run-up to the referendum on UK membership in 2016.
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Political Parties

The Conservative Party

The centre-right Conservative Party led by UK Prime Minister Theresa May won 318 seats in the
House of Commons (lower house of parliament) in an early general election on 8 June 2017, which
left them as the largest party. However, this represented a loss of 12 seats from their position
following the 2015 general election, and they fell short of the overall threshold of 326 out of 650
seats needed to achieve an overall majority. The Government relies on the support of the 10 MPs of
the Northern Irish Democratic Unionist Party (DUP). Its precarious position in the House of
Commons leaves the Government weak. With its room for manoeuvre to pass legislation limited,
May has had to omit several of her campaign pledges from the domestic policy agenda to avoid any
intra-party divisions that could see the government defeated. These included a pledge for a
parliamentary vote on fox hunting and controversial plans to reform social care for the elderly.
Brexit, however, continues to divide the Conservative Party, along the lines of those supporting a
'hard' or a 'soft' Brexit. These divisions were exposed when the government was defeated on its key
EU Withdrawal Bill in December 2017 after an amendment giving Parliament the legal right to a
vote on the final Brexit deal won by 309 to 305 votes, following a rebellion of 11 pro-EU
Conservative MPs. The Government was then forced into further concessions on its EU
Withdrawal Bill in June 2018 in order to narrowly avoid another defeat. In July 2018, May
announced the outcome of negotiations within her cabinet on the UK's relations with the EU after
Brexit, known as the Chequers Plan (after the Prime Minister's country residence at which it was
agreed). The plan would see the UK leave the EU's Customs Union and Single Market but align
itself with its rules on goods. This was rejected by Conservative MPs and ministers who favour
complete independence from EU standards ('hard' Brexit) and, as a result, Secretary of State for
Exiting the European Union, David Davis, and Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson both resigned their
positions, as did several junior ministers. These resignations - and the fact that it appears that the
Prime Minister is likely to struggle to get parliamentary approval for the Chequers Plan or any
modification of it when the vote is due in October 2018 - led to fresh speculation in mid-July 2018
that May will face a challenge to her leadership of the Conservative Party and her premiership, with
the disagreements between the 'soft' and 'hard' Brexit-supporting Conservative MPs appearing
irreconcilable and Labour Party support unreliable. A rejection of the prime minister's plans by the
European Union will further stoke divisions within the party. Any successful leadership challenge
would likely result in a general election before 2022.

Labour Party

In the June 2017 snap election, the Labour Party succeeded in gaining an extra 9.5% of the share of
the vote versus 2015, narrowing the gap with the Conservatives. Internal divisions within the
Labour Party persist, but disquiet over Jeremy Corbyn's leadership has subsided following its
better-than-expected performance at that election and the Conservative government's weakness.
With the government's domestic agenda reduced, the Labour Party's primary focus has been
pushing the government to increase funding for the NHS and to hold it to account on Brexit. On the
former it has claimed some success: The government announced increased funding for the NHS in
June 2018. However, the Labour Party's impact on Brexit has so far been limited. It has been
criticised for a lack of detail in its own proposals for a new customs union of the UK and EU post-
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Brexit and has its own divisions between those who support this form of Brexit and those who wish
to see the UK at least remain part of the Single Market, some of whom wish to see a second
referendum. These divisions within the Labour Party are broadly between the pro-business and pro-
EU faction (associated with the former Prime Minister Tony Blair) and the socialist and pro-union
wing of the party. In this context, many prominent members of the Labour Party are highly critical
of leader Jeremy Corbyn's views on foreign and defence policy, the European Union, NATO, and
the UK's nuclear programme. However, these divisions have been expressed less publicly as
Corbyn's leadership has continued. Changes to internal process now pose the greatest risk to
Labour Party unity. Under Jeremy Corbyn's leadership, the party has increased to approximately
550,000 members, making it the largest political party in the UK by membership (the Conservative
Party has approximately 125,000 members). Corbyn has made several moves to increase the role of
these members in the party's internal processes, which are likely to have the effect of securing the
left-wing faction's control of the party in the future. These have stoked further tensions, particularly
between the national party and its counterparts in local government. The situation is likely to
worsen if proposed electoral boundary changes aimed at reducing the total number of MPs from
650 to 600 take effect at the next general election in 2022, as the different factions fight to prevent
their MPs from being deselected as parliamentary candidates.

Liberal Democrats

The Liberal Democrats (Lib Dems) are a centrist party with a broad socially and economically
liberal agenda. The party is pro-EU and campaigned in favour of the UK remaining part of the bloc
in the run-up to the referendum on UK membership in June 2016. There are traditionally two broad
factions within the party: one that focuses more on centre-left policies overlapping with many
issues favoured by the Labour Party; and another that promotes a free-market economy and
supports centre-right policies closer to those of the Conservatives. Current leader Vince Cable
belongs to the latter faction. In the June 2017 snap election, the Lib Dems won 12 seats in
parliament. Although this was an increase of three MPs, the party has struggled to make an impact
and is still in a much-reduced position compared with 2010-15, when it held 62 seats and
participated in a coalition government with the Conservative Party.

UK Independence Party (UKIP)

The UK Independence Party (UKIP) is a right-wing Eurosceptic party that is predominantly
focused on claiming back sovereignty from the European Union. The party campaigned heavily for
the UK to leave the European Union in the run-up to the referendum on the UK's EU membership
in June 2016. UKIP promotes nationalist policies overall, is against the euro and political
integration in the EU, and wants to limit migration while stepping up border controls. The party has
had a succession of leaders since Nigel Farage stepped down in 2016, each one failing to improve
the fortunes of the party. UKIP has no MPs, having won just 1.8% of the overall vote at the 2017
general election (compared to 12.7% in 2015). The current leader is Gerard Batten. UKIP's
influence on the Brexit debate is now minimal, although many of its views on the EU are
represented by 'hard Brexit'-favouring Conservative MPs.

Scottish National Party (SNP)
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The Scottish National Party (SNP) is a centre-left/left-wing party that represents the interests of
Scotland in the UK parliament in Westminster, where it forms the third-largest party behind the
Conservatives and the Labour Party. It lost 1.7% of the 8.6% share of the vote it had achieved in
2015 in the June 2017 early general election, which led to it falling from 56 to 35 seats in
parliament. The party is the biggest in Scotland and is currently led by First Minister of Scotland
Nicola Sturgeon, who focuses on nationalist and social-democratic policies. In 2014, the SNP
campaigned for the separation of Scotland from the UK ahead of a referendum that it lost, resulting
in Scotland remaining part of the UK. The UK's decision to leave the EU has increased the risk of a
new referendum on independence in Scotland, where 62% of the electorate voted to remain in the
EU. The SNP is pro-European integration, favours free university education, and is opposed to the
UK's Trident nuclear programme.

Historical Context

The 2005-10 parliament

The 2005-10 parliament was dominated by the departure of Labour prime minister Tony Blair, the
rise of David Cameron as leader of the Conservative Party, and the global financial crisis. Blair
promised to step down before the next election and the period up until June 2007 was characterised
by pressure on him to do so from Gordon Brown's supporters, who felt that Blair had become an
electoral liability, primarily because of his involvement in the invasion of Iraq. After he finally
stepped down, Blairites tried to force Brown out in a series of attempted coups, again on the
grounds that he was an electoral liability. Cameron and the Conservative Party inevitably benefited
from these divisions, although Brown had periods when his support rose sharply in the polls.

These internal upheavals were eventually overshadowed by the economic crisis originating in the
sub-prime mortgage market, in which banks around the world had invested. As market confidence
collapsed, Brown became the major advocate of quantitative easing, a policy evolved to deal with
the Japanese banking crisis of the 1990s, which essentially involved government borrowing to keep
the flow of credit moving. This had the consequence of pushing up total sovereign debt and
panicked the markets a second time as a government liquidity crisis replaced a banking liquidity
crisis. The 2010 election was essentially fought over how quickly to repay this debt and whether
moving too quickly would hamper recovery.

2010 to present

Following a hung parliament (no overall majority for any party), a coalition government between
the Conservatives and Liberal Democrats was formed. The coalition was marked by several
disagreements, but remained united until the general election in May 2015. The defining theme of
the coalition was deficit and debt reduction. The Conservative Party won the 2015 general election
and formed a majority government. Following the UK's decision to leave the European Union in a
referendum in June 2016, Theresa May took over the leadership of the Conservative Party.
However, the party lost its overall parliamentary majority in an early general election in June 2017.

Date Event
1997 Tony Blair's reformed Labour Party defeated the Conservatives led by John Major,
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winning a majority in Parliament of 179 seats, with Blair becoming the first Labour prime
minister for 18 years. John Major resigned as leader of the Conservative Party and was
replaced by William Hague.

Death in a Parisian motoring accident of Diana, Princess of Wales, mother of heir to the
throne, Prince William.

Referenda in Scotland and Wales approved the government's plans for devolved
government in both countries. The Scottish people also voted to give the Scottish
Parliament limited tax-varying powers.

1998 The Good Friday Agreement for peace in Northern Ireland was signed after a long and
difficult series of negotiations. It was subsequently ratified by the Northern Irish people in
a referendum held the following month.

1999 The MacPherson Report into the Metropolitan Police's handling of an investigation into the
killing of a black teenager in 1993 criticised the force for being "institutionally racist".

2001 An outbreak of the highly infectious foot and mouth disease hit Britain's farms. The
government ordered a cull of hundreds of thousands of pigs, cows, and sheep in order to
stop the spread of the disease.

Emergency legislation rushed through Parliament to defer the local government elections
from 3 May to 7 June due to the foot and mouth crisis. The general election was also held
on the same date. The result was another overwhelming victory for Tony Blair and the
Labour Party.

Confirmation received that the Provisional IRA (PIRA) had begun to put its store of
weapons permanently beyond use, allowing the power-sharing executive to be re-
constituted and put the peace process back on track (October).

2002 The first compulsory call-up of army reserves was announced as part of the government's
campaign in the "War on Terror" (January).

The PIRA stole a number of sensitive security documents from the Castlereagh police
station (March).

Rowan Williams, Archbishop of Wales, became Archbishop of Canterbury. Many voiced
concern that such a noted social liberal was now head of the Church of England (July).

Sinn Féin's offices at Stormont raided by the police as part of an investigation into
intelligence gathering by republicans. UK government announced the suspension of the
Stormont Assembly and the return to direct rule from London (October).

2003 The UVF and the Red Hand Commando, following a similar move by the PIRA in the
previous November, suspended their contact with the international decommissioning body
in Northern Ireland (January).

A major security alert was launched at Heathrow airport after intelligence warned of a
potential attack by Islamist terrorists on civilian air traffic. Nearly 500 soldiers and several
light tanks were stationed at the airport (February).

At least 750,000 people in London demonstrated against the threat of war in Iraq, making it
the largest peacetime demonstration in British history (February).
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UK government's decision to participate in the US-led invasion of Iraq led to a domestic
political crisis, with Blair narrowly surviving a House of Commons vote on the war
(March).

Elections to the Northern Ireland Assembly saw hard-line parties gain at the expense of
moderates (November).

2004 Blair announced that a cross-party committee of privy councillors would investigate the
intelligence on Iraq's possession of weapons of mass destruction, the Butler Inquiry
(February).

Labour suffered electoral humiliation in the Welsh and English local and European
elections (June).

Blair declared his intention to stand for and serve a third term (October).

A power-sharing deal in Northern Ireland collapsed over DUP demands for photographic
evidence of IRA weapons decommissioning (December).

2005 Robert McCartney was murdered in Belfast, prompting a crisis in the republican movement
(January).

Labour won the general election by a greatly reduced majority (May).

London selected to host the 2012 Olympics (6 July).

Four bombs hit London's public transport system, killing 56 people, including the four
bombers (7 July).

Four bombs failed to detonate properly on London's public transport system. There were no
casualties (21 July).

The PIRA announced it was disarming and ending its armed campaign (28 July).

PIRA decommissioned what appeared to be the last of its arsenal (September).

The government suffered its first-ever House of Commons defeat over anti-terrorism
legislation (November).

David Cameron elected as leader of the Conservative Party (December).
2006 Charles Kennedy admitted alcoholism and called a leadership election for Liberal

Democrats (January).

UK's largest-ever robbery: a Securitas depot robbed of banknotes worth GBP53 million
(February).

Government defeated in House of Lords over compulsory biometric passports (March).

The Serious Organised Crime Agency (SOCA) launched (April).

Labour came third in local elections in terms of total votes cast (May).
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Police investigated alleged plans to blow up as many as 10 trans-Atlantic aircraft (August).
2007 Sinn Féin and the DUP agreed to a power-sharing deal, signalling the resumption of

devolution (March).

Labour lost its majority in both the Scottish Parliament and Welsh Assembly. The Scottish
National Party (SNP) formed a minority government in Scotland. Labour and Plaid Cymru
formed a coalition government in Wales (May).

Blair stepped down, handing over power to Gordon Brown (June).

Car bomb discovered and made safe in central London (June).

Attempt to car-bomb Glasgow airport terminal building (June).
2008 Boris Johnson defeated Ken Livingstone and became mayor of London for the

Conservatives (May).

Local elections saw Labour fall into third place behind Liberal Democrats and
Conservatives (May).

Labour won Glenrothes by-election (November).
2009 Scandal broke over MPs' expenses claims; several high-profile resignations (May).

BNP gained two seats in European Parliament elections. Labour lost many seats in local
elections (June).

House of Commons Speaker Michael Martin stood down over criticism of his handling of
the MPs' expenses issue. John Bercow was elected to replace him (June).

Iraq Inquiry (also known as the Chilcot Inquiry) launched (July).
2010 Two former cabinet ministers, Geoff Hoon and Patricia Hewitt, rebelled against Gordon

Brown and called for a secret leadership ballot. The plot failed (January).

A full list of expenses that MPs were required to repay, totalling GBP1.3 million, was
published (February).

Labour loses its majority in the general election. A coalition agreement is drawn up
between the Conservative and Liberal Democrat parties to serve a full five-year Parliament.
Gordon Brown resigns as prime minister and leader of the Labour Party (May).

David Laws steps down as chief secretary to the Treasury over parliamentary expenses
(May).

Ed Miliband narrowly beats his brother, David, to become leader of the Labour party
(September).

2011 Labour wins Oldham East and Saddleworth by-elections (January).

Liberal Democrats beaten into sixth place in Barnsley Central by-election (March).
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Referendum on electoral reform rejected by huge margin; Labour makes gains largely at
expense of Liberal Democrats in local elections (May).

Worst urban riots in memory erupt in London and other major cities (August).
2013 Conservatives and Liberal Democrats lose hundreds of council seats to Labour and UK

Independence Party (UKIP) (May).
2015

2016

2017

The Conservatives win the general election and form a majority government. (May)

The British public votes in a referendum to leave the European Union (June).

Government loses its overall parliamentary majority in an early general election (June)

Major Pressure Groups

Civil society in the UK is vibrant and there are many non party-political groups, including trade
unions, business organisations, think-tanks, and environmental and consumer groups. Some of the
largest or most prominent are:

Confederation of British Industry (CBI)

The CBI is an ostensibly apolitical lobbying organisation set up in 1965 to help UK businesses
compete more effectively. Approximately 85% of the FTSE 100 companies are CBI members;
membership is corporate rather than individual. Until the advent of New Labour in 1997, the CBI
traditionally aligned itself with the Conservative Party, but a rift between the two opened up over
European economic and monetary union. With the replacement of Europhile Adair Turner as
director-general by Sir Digby Jones in 2000, the CBI became markedly more neutral on the issue.

Trades Union Congress (TUC)

The TUC is the co-ordinating body for Britain's trade union movement. Formed in 1868, it allows
individual unions to draw up common policies for the promotion of workers' rights in the UK and
internationally. Its once-central role in British politics - and the Labour Party in particular - has
declined since the 1980s after union strike action alienated mainstream public opinion during the
"Winter of Discontent" in 1978-79. However, the election of a Labour government in 1997,
together with successful recruitment campaigns by the individual unions, has reinvigorated the
movement. Membership of the TUC consists of 58 individual unions, representing approximately
6.5 million British workers. In December 2006, it was announced that members of Amicus, and the
Transport and General Workers' Union had voted to merge, creating a single union of two million
members.

National Farmers' Union (NFU)

The NFU, founded in 1908, represents farmers and growers in England and Wales (a separate body
exists in Scotland). With a membership of around 55,000 as of 2012, approximately 70% of whom
are full-time farmers, the NFU's central objective is to "promote the interests of those farming
businesses producing high-quality food and drink products for customers and markets both at home
and abroad". It has traditionally enjoyed greater access to government when the Conservatives are
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in office.

Constitution

Constitution

The United Kingdom is a parliamentary democracy with a constitutional monarch. The constitution
is made up of common law, statute law, and convention, but has never taken the form of a single
consolidated document, meaning the country is often regarded as having an unwritten constitution.
It concerns the relationship between individuals and the state and the functioning of the legislature,
the executive, and the judiciary. Three of the most important documents on which the British
constitution is based are the Magna Carta of 1215, which protects the rights of the community
against the Crown; the 1689 Bill of Rights, which extended the powers of parliament; and the
Reform Act of 1832, which changed the system of parliamentary representation. Changes have
traditionally been made through new acts of parliament, informal acceptance of new practices and
usage, or by judicial precedents. Debate on constitutional amendments is ongoing. A UK-wide
referendum on electoral reform that would have replaced the first-past-the-post electoral system
was defeated in 2011.

Executive

Executive power in the UK is exercised on behalf of the monarch, who is head of state, by a cabinet
led by the prime minister, who is the leader of the political party with the majority of seats in the
lower house of parliament (the House of Commons). The prime minister appoints ministers from
both houses of parliament, although predominantly from the House of Commons. Members of the
cabinet are given the title of "secretary of state" while junior ministers are called either "minister of
state" or "parliamentary under-secretary". Government ministers are responsible, and can be held
accountable, for what happens in their departments.

Queen Elizabeth II has very limited powers as head of state and performs a largely symbolic role.
She can dissolve parliament and declare war, on paper, but the prime minister de facto exercises
such powers rather than the monarch. When the government's party has a large majority in the
House of Commons, the only effective check on government is the ability of the House of Lords to
delay bills.

Legislature

The bicameral legislature comprises the House of Commons and the House of Lords, which
together with the sovereign (Queen Elizabeth II) make up parliament. The House of Commons has
650 members (members of parliament: MPs) who each represent a local constituency and are
elected by universal suffrage in a first-past-the-post system. Despite being named the "lower
house", the House of Commons is the centre of parliamentary power. As well as debating new
primary legislation as part of the process of making an Act of Parliament, the Commons has sole
jurisdiction over finance, and is expected to scrutinise the work of the government. The non-elected
"upper house", or House of Lords, considers legislation, debates issues of importance, and provides
a forum for government ministers to be questioned. It is also regarded within parliament as the
house of legislative scrutiny, as the Commons is thought to focus on political considerations.
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Committees are also set up to consider a wide range of issues and produce reports on them, several
of which focus on topics that are within the purview of individual government departments. The
House of Lords is mostly made up of "life peers", that is those granted titles by the monarch
(recommended by the prime minister) for the duration of their lifetime. There are 92 hereditary
peers who have inherited their title and place in the House of Lords. This number has been
significantly reduced over the years, but their continued presence is controversial. There are often
calls for House of Lords reform, particularly from the Liberal Democrats, but it is not a politically
salient issue.

Judiciary

The judiciary of England, Wales, and Northern Ireland, which is independent of the legislative and
executive branches, comprises magistrates' courts, county courts, high courts, the Crown Courts,
the Court of Appeal, and, ultimately, since 2009, the Supreme Court. The main courts of original
civil jurisdiction are the High Court and county courts, while magistrates' courts try the majority of
criminal cases and deal with preliminary hearings of cases that may only be tried at Crown Court.
All judges are appointed by the Crown on the advice of the prime minister or lord chancellor, who
is a member of parliament and holds office until retirement age. Since the UK joined the European
Community in 1973, the rulings of the European Court of Justice have increasingly determined
areas of British law covered by the treaties to which the UK is party. The European Convention on
Human Rights has also played an increasing role in UK law since the country became party to it in
1953. All members of the Council of Europe agreed to be bound by it and the decisions of the
European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), to which all citizens may appeal if they feel that "a state
party" has violated their human rights. The European Court of Justice deals with matters of EU law.
Following the UK's decision to leave the European Union, the country's legal set-up will face
substantial changes once Brexit talks are concluded. The government plans to set before parliament
a "Great Repeal Bill" to overturn the European Community Act 1972, which will end the
supremacy of EU law. However, this will not come into force until the UK ceases to be an EU
member state. The government has indicated that it does not intend to completely overturn EU laws
that have been harmonised with UK legislation over the past four decades. However, several laws
are likely to change in the coming years because of Brexit.

Regional and Local Institutions

Northern Ireland

Following its dissolution in 1973, devolved government was restored in Northern Ireland as part of
the Good Friday Agreement of 10 April 1998. An Assembly of 108 members was elected in June
1998 and power devolved to its executive. The executive consisted of a first minister, a deputy
minister, and 10 other ministers appointed on a proportional basis. The secretary of state for
Northern Ireland in the British cabinet retains responsibility for constitutional and security issues.

Scotland and Wales

In 1997, referenda were held in Scotland and Wales that subsequently led to the establishment of a
Scottish Parliament in Edinburgh and a Welsh Assembly in Cardiff. Elections for these two bodies
were first held on 6 May 1999, following which the Welsh Assembly and the Scottish Parliament
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were inaugurated.

The Scottish Parliament has 129 members who serve a four-year fixed term, 73 of whom are
directly elected on a first-past-the post constituency basis, with the remaining 56 elected by
proportional representation returned from eight regions, each electing seven MSPs. The Welsh
Assembly has 60 members, elected every five years, with 40 elected by the plurality system and 20
representing five electoral regions through proportional representation. Members have many
responsibilities, including the ability to amend laws passed by parliament that affect Welsh affairs.
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NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization)

Historical Context

Outlook

Brexit and other geopolitical challenges are likely to lead to significant shifts in UK foreign policy.
Formal Brexit talks with the EU are ongoing and it will continue to be challenging for the UK to
redefine future trade relations, as well as collaboration on security and defence and other matters,
with the bloc. The UK remains deeply integrated into the UN and NATO while supporting the US-
led international alliance against the non-state militant group Islamic State and various other
international military missions.

Overview

The UK plays a high-profile role in many international and regional organisations due in part to its
economic strength, strong security and intelligence apparatus, and longstanding and close relations
with the US and EU. However, following the UK's vote to leave the EU in June 2016, its global
influence is set to change in the coming years. That is notably because the UK has since the
mid-1970s acted as a bridge between the US and EU member states, and has often used its position
as a major EU member to multiply its influence globally. Although it is likely to remain closely
allied politically and on security issues with the EU, its absence from decision-making within the
bloc will probably diminish its role as a global influencer and force it to develop a wider range of
alliances, for example with the larger members of the British Commonwealth such as India and
Nigeria. Nonetheless, as a permanent member of the United Nations Security Council with nuclear
weapon capability, as the only G7 country in 2016 to meet its obligation to provide 0.7% of its
GDP in international aid, and with the second largest defence budget as a proportion of GDP in
NATO, any reduction of UK influence in the multilateral system is likely to be slow.

The best-known conceptualisation of the UK's foreign policy doctrine was outlined by former
prime minister Winston Churchill at the end of the Second World War. Churchill spoke of the UK's
position at the centre of "three overlapping circles" consisting of Western Europe, the British
Empire, and relations with North America. Although the respective importance attributed to each of
the circles has changed over the years (indeed, much of the political debate in the UK over foreign
policy priorities has revolved around the weight to be attached to each), the framework remains a
useful tool for examining present trends in British foreign policy. The school of thought common
among many supporters of Brexit is that the UK should refocus on relations with the
Commonwealth (of former nations of the British Empire) and the United States.

The UK has played a key mediating role between the United States and Europe since the end of the
Second World War. Underlying this conciliatory position is the long-standing concept in British
foreign policy that there is a "special relationship" between the UK and the US. However, the
closeness of this relationship has meant that the UK has incurred the displeasure of some of its
European allies. The UK's relations with Europe since 1945 have been cordial, but its allegiance to
the European Union has been questioned continually ever since it joined the European Community
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in 1973. The UK's decision to cease its membership of the EU following a referendum in June 2016
means further instability and uncertainty regarding UK relations with the bloc.

Bilateral

United States

The United States has traditionally been the UK's closest ally and partner outside the European
Union. However, the dynamics of the collaboration between the two countries is changing slightly
following the election of the Republican Donald Trump as US president in late 2016. Historically,
British-US relations are firmly embedded in NATO's defence structure and are supported by strong
economic and political links. It is a long-standing concept in British foreign policy that there is a
"special relationship" between the UK and the US. This relationship began and persists as an
intelligence-sharing arrangement, but it has evolved over the years to include the trade, political,
and historical ties between the countries, as well as the personal relations between prime ministers
and presidents. The UK supports the US-led alliance against the non-state militant group Islamic
State in Iraq and Syria. However, relations with Trump have been strained following disparaging
remarks from the president on race relations and the UK's security situation, the US's withdrawal
from the Iran nuclear deal (Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action), and perceived closeness to
Russia. That said, the UK is likely to remain a core partner of the US in Europe and in international
affairs.

China

The UK's close relations with China are focused on economic collaboration and trade, while both
countries benefit from mutual large-scale foreign direct investment. China is a strategic partner for
the UK and political co-operation has also increased slightly over the past decade. A high-point of
British-Chinese relations during this period was when the UK became a member of the Chinese-led
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), despite opposition from the US. However, after
David Cameron resigned as prime minister in the aftermath of the UK vote to leave the European
Union in mid-2016, bilateral relations became more sensitive. That was initially because Cameron's
successor, Theresa May, indicated that she would review a decision to allow Chinese operators to
be the major partner in developing a new-generation nuclear power plant at Hinkley Point in
southwest England. However, this issue was amicably resolved. In February 2017, China's
ambassador to the UK said that Chinese companies should take precautions in light of uncertainty
over Brexit, but that nonetheless there were "bright prospects" for co-operation. In January 2018,
May visited China accompanied by a delegation of British businesses to strengthen economic ties,
open up new markets, and signal that British-Chinese relations were strong despite the prime
minister's apparent early reticence.

Americas

Overview

UK governments since 2010 have sought to reboot relations with Latin America after many years
during which the region was at the bottom of the UK's foreign policy priorities, with the sole
exception of Argentina and the Falkland Islands, known as the Islas Malvinas in Argentina, which
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claims the islands as its own. When David Cameron became prime minister in 2010, the
commercial focus of his government led to the UK seeking to strengthen relations with countries in
the region, especially Brazil, Colombia, and Mexico, all of which were seen as growing markets
that should be targeted for UK exports and investment. There is also a numerically significant Latin
American diaspora in the UK, estimated at around 180,000, more than 60% of whom are in
London.

Relations with Argentina

The main impediment to stronger political relations between the UK and Argentina remains the
Falkland (Malvinas) Islands' sovereignty dispute. However, the Argentinian government of
Mauricio Macri, which took office in late 2015, is likely to de-escalate diplomatic and economic
pressure in support of its claim to the Falkland and South Atlantic islands. The Argentine
constitution bars the use of force to recover the islands, and the United Kingdom has a marked
military superiority. Armed confrontation is therefore extremely unlikely. Argentina's defence
budget is currently devoted mainly to salaries, with only limited outlays on equipment. Under
Theresa May's premiership, relations between the UK and Argentina have continued to improve,
with the first defence talks between the nations for 10 years having taken place in March 2018.

Relations with the Caribbean

Despite having significantly reduced its diplomatic presence in the Anglophone Caribbean in recent
years, the United Kingdom still maintains close relations with its former colonies there, and retains
a number of partially self-governing Overseas Territories, including the Caymen Islands and Turks
and Caicos Islands. The UK's stance on those relations with former colonies, including Jamaica and
in the Eastern Caribbean, is fundamentally shaped by domestic UK policy considerations. These
are primarily focused on attempts to prevent drug trafficking from and through the Caribbean into
the UK, and on Caribbean nationals convicted of criminal activities who have been imprisoned in
the UK. On the former, the UK has long offered policing and other security support to its former
colonies in the region. In economic terms, the UK-Caribbean relationship was increasingly shaped
after 2008 by the European Union-Cariforum Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA), which in
practice channelled much of the UK's aid and trade policy and resources through EU institutions.
Following the UK's vote to exit the EU, UK-Caribbean relations are likely to once more undergo
significant changes in trade, investment, and development aid.

Europe and CIS

Relations with Germany

Germany maintains friendly diplomatic relations with the UK, and the two countries have close
economic ties. Germany and the UK collaborate closely on an array of policies within the
framework of the EU, NATO, and the UN. Before the UK announced its departure from the EU,
the UK and Germany were close allies within the bloc, with their leaders often sharing a similar
outlook on trade. However, Brexit has led to a substantial divergence in their outlooks on the future
of the EU, with German Chancellor Angela Merkel fully committed to further European
integration. Also related to European integration, there are substantial differences between the two
countries when it comes to policies addressing migration. In terms of business and economics, there
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is ongoing competition between the two financial hubs of London and Frankfurt. This is likely to
intensify as the UK approaches the end of its EU membership.

Multilateral

Global Organisations

The UK is a founding member of the UN and one of the five permanent members of the Security
Council. In 2016-18, the UK is the sixth-largest contributor to the UN regular budget. It has
previously been the fourth-largest contributor to UN peacekeeping operations, and one of the
largest voluntary contributors to UN funds, programmes, and agencies. While recognising the
deficiencies in the UN's management and operations, the UK government continues to offer full
support to the purposes and principles of the UN Charter. These include the maintenance of
international peace and security, the development of friendly relations among nations, the
achievement of international co-operation on economic, social, cultural, and humanitarian issues,
and the protection of human rights.

The British government recognises that the UN will need to be reformed if it is to remain relevant.
The Foreign and Commonwealth Office in June 2003 put forward a plan to see the permanent
membership of the Security Council expanded to 20 - a proposal that would admit Germany, Japan,
India, Brazil, and one African country, though not as veto-wielding members. The proposal would
expand the Council to 24 members in total.

Regional Organisations

European Union (EU)

For much of the 50-year period since the establishment of the European Coal and Steel
Community, the UK's relations with the EU have been cordial, but slightly distant. The country's
physical separation from the European continent has been largely mirrored by a political and
psychological one, and successive British governments have found it difficult to develop a united
approach on the issue of the UK's role within the EU. British public opinion on the question has
variously been ambivalent or negative. The UK's decision in a 2016 referendum to leave the EU
sparked the worst period for the relationship, which is likely to be marked by political turmoil for
several years.

The UK joined the European Community (later renamed the European Union) in 1973. The entry
terms were renegotiated in 1974-75 and endorsed by the British electorate in a 1975 referendum.
After four years of negotiations and preparation, the new EU Constitutional Treaty was agreed in
Brussels on 18 June 2004. The treaty needed to be ratified by all 25 member states in order for it to
come into force. The then UK prime minister Tony Blair executed a significant U-turn when he
agreed to hold a referendum on the treaty. The campaign to support the treaty would certainly have
faced hostile public opinion, but following the French and Dutch rejections of the treaty, British
plans for a referendum were shelved indefinitely. The Lisbon Treaty was signed by EU leaders in
2007. All 27 member states were required to ratify it, but only Ireland actually held a referendum.
Former prime minister Gordon Brown stated that the UK would not hold a referendum, but instead
would subject the treaty to line-by-line parliamentary scrutiny.
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Prior to its decision to leave the EU, the UK had been instrumental in pursuing greater
liberalisation of the labour market within the bloc and had been a prime mover. Successive
governments had strongly supported enlargement of the EU, including the accession of Turkey,
accepting that this would mean greater use of Qualified Majority Voting (QMV) within the Council
of Ministers (the group of members' national leaders). Although the UK contributes much of the
continent's defence capability, the last two UK governments (including the current one) have been
opposed to a significant strengthening or centralisation of the EU's defence policy, seeing NATO as
the primary military alliance for Western Europe. This is particularly true now that the UK has
decided to leave the EU.

After Prime Minister Theresa May triggered Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty in March 2017 to
begin the legal process of "Withdrawal from the European Union" by the end of March 2019,
relations between the UK and the EU have been dominated by negotiations on the process and
terms of the UK's withdrawal and future relationship with the bloc. Although progress was made in
late 2017 and early 2018 on issues such as settling the UK's existing financial commitments, the
status of EU citizens in the UK and vice versa and the agreement of a two-year "implementation" or
"transition" period, a solution to the future legal and trading relationship has been more elusive.
Difficulty has arisen from significant differences of opinion within British politics, with favoured
trading models varying from continued membership of the Single Market and Customs Union, to
close alignment of standards and an agreement to keep tariffs low, to a "no deal" exit whereby trade
would take place in line with World Trade Organization (WTO) rules. These differences have been
compounded by the challenges of avoiding a "hard" border (with border police and customs
checks) between the historically fraught Northern Ireland - part of the UK - and the Republic of
Ireland, a full member of the EU.

The Commonwealth

The 54 members of the Commonwealth form a voluntary association of independent states, almost
all of which were once British territories, and headed by Queen Elizabeth II. The total population of
Commonwealth countries amounts to almost one in three of the world's population: 2.4 billion.

The organisation once enjoyed a very high profile in British political debate and strong public
affection. Links with the countries making up the Commonwealth were often cited as a reason for
not joining the European integration process and, once the UK joined the European Union (EU),
used as justification for renegotiating the UK's terms of entry. The preferential access granted to
primary and agricultural products from many British (and French) former colonies, under the terms
of the successive Lomé Conventions, demonstrated how the UK sought to reconcile membership of
the EU with its continuing commitment to the Commonwealth countries. Following the Brexit
referendum in 2016, the UK's decision to leave the EU is likely to result in an attempted realigning
and strengthening of the British government's relations with Commonwealth countries, especially
large economies such as India and Nigeria. However, many of these nations are likely to demand
visa arrangements as part of any trade deal - as seen with India - which will probably be
unpalatable to the current government, which has pledged to significantly reduce immigration.

The bitter political arguments in the Commonwealth over how to respond to the white minority
regimes in Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) and South Africa often threatened to damage the body.
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Although these debates are in the past, tensions continue over the situation in Zimbabwe, which left
the organisation in 2003 in protest against its continued suspension. However, these are likely to
ease with the replacement of Robert Mugabe as president by Emmerson Mnangagwa. Pakistan and
Fiji were suspended from the councils of the Commonwealth in 1999 and 2000, respectively, as a
result of military intervention in the governments of both states. Fiji's suspension was lifted in 2001
and reinstated in 2006 following a further coup. Since the formation of the Commonwealth, Queen
Elizabeth II has been its symbolic head. Despite rumours that the role would rotate between the
member nations following the Queen's death, it was announced in April 2018 that Prince Charles
would take up the role on his ascension to the throne.

NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization)

Membership of NATO is central to the UK's defence and security policy. It was a founding
member of the organisation and most of the UK's armed forces are assigned to NATO. The UK
government has supported the expansion of NATO to include countries in Central Europe, and
offers full support to the Partnership for Peace programme and the Euro-Atlantic Partnership
Council. It is one of the largest financial contributors to the Alliance as one of only a handful of
member states that meet the NATO target of spending 2% of GDP on defence.

Following the 11 September 2001 attacks, then prime minister Tony Blair made a concerted effort
to raise Britain's diplomatic profile as a bridge between the US and Europe. Coincidentally,
NATO's then secretary-general, Lord Robertson, was British, as was the EU's external affairs
commissioner, Chris Patten. Robertson announced that NATO would contribute to US operations
in Afghanistan with the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF). UK forces remain in
Afghanistan as part of the non-combat NATO operation, the Resolute Support Mission (RSM),
which is focused on training, advising, and assisting Afghan security forces. The UK committed
considerable forces to the 2011 NATO operation in Libya, despite deep defence cuts being
conducted at that time. More recent NATO operations in which the UK has taken part include
supporting the US's ongoing campaign against the non-state militant group Islamic State in Syria
and Iraq. Russia's military intervention in Georgia in 2008 and Eastern Ukraine and subsequent
annexation of Crimea in 2014 led to an increase in NATO troop numbers and training exercises in
its eastern nations, such as Estonia, in order to deter Russian aggression. The UK has played a full
part in this, stationing 800 troops there in 2018.

Historical Context

Year Event
1945 End of the Second World War. UK given a permanent seat on the UN Security Council.
1947 UK granted independence to India and relinquished the international mandate over

Palestine.
1949 The UK was a founder member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO). The

Commonwealth created.
1952 First tests of British atomic weapons took place in Australia.
1956 British, French, and Israeli forces captured the Suez Canal. International condemnation and

a related financial crisis forced the British to back down. The French and Israelis followed.
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1958 Foundation in Britain of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament.
1959 The governments of the UK, Greece, and Turkey signed an agreement providing for

independence to Cyprus.
1960 Facilities provided at Holy Loch in Scotland for US submarines armed with Polaris nuclear

weapons.
1961 British condemnation of South Africa's apartheid policies led it to resign from the

Commonwealth.

The UK made its first application to join the European Economic Community (EEC).
1965 White minority government of Rhodesia (later renamed Zimbabwe) made Unilateral

Declaration of Independence. The British government responded by declaring the regime
illegal and introducing exchange and trade restrictions, followed by an oil embargo.

1967 The UK made second application to join the EEC. Defence White Paper announced drastic
cuts in British military commitments in the Far East.

1969 Spain closed land frontier with Gibraltar.
1973 The UK joined the European Commission (EC).

Sunningdale Agreement between the UK and Irish governments. As a result the status of
Northern Ireland cannot be changed without majority support in the province.

1975 The UK's membership of the EC confirmed in a consultative referendum.

Start of the 'Cod War' with Iceland over fishing rights in the Atlantic. British frigates sent
to protect trawlers fishing in the area.

1979 Government abolished exchange controls.
1980 Plans announced to deploy US nuclear-armed Cruise missiles at Greenham Common and

Molesworth bases in England. The government also announced its intention to replace the
Polaris nuclear missile system with the Trident-1 system, purchased from the US.

1982 Spain agreed to reopen the frontier with Gibraltar.

Argentine troops invaded the Falkland Islands (Malvinas) in April provoking a military
conflict with the UK that lasted until the islands were retaken by British forces in June.

1985 Anglo-Irish Agreement signed at Hillsborough Castle, giving the government of the
Republic of Ireland a consultative role in Northern Irish affairs.

1986 US bases in the UK used to launch air attacks against targets in Libya.

The UK signed up to the EC's Single European Act.
1988 EC Commission President Jacques Delors received a standing ovation from the British

Trades Union Congress, provoking Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher to make a speech
complaining about "interference" from Brussels in the affairs of member states.

A terrorist bomb on board a Boeing 747 exploded in the skies above Lockerbie, Scotland,
killing all on board and a further 11 on the ground.

1990 British forces dispatched to The Gulf as part of the international coalition to protect Saudi
Arabia and to expel Iraqi forces from Kuwait.

Thatcher forced to resign as prime minister partly as a consequence of her anti-EC stance.
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1991 Prime Minister John Major secured opt-outs for the UK from the Economic and Monetary
Union and Social Chapter elements of the EC's Maastricht Treaty.

1992 The UK's currency was forced out of the European Union's Exchange Rate Mechanism
after days of sustained speculative selling.

1993 Parliament finally voted its approval of the Maastricht Treaty, but only when the
government made it an issue of confidence and threatened to dissolve parliament if it was
rejected.

Downing Street Declaration by the British and Irish Prime Ministers set out principles for
peace talks on Northern Ireland.

1996 The EU imposed a ban on imports of British beef as a result of the BSE crisis. The UK
signed the Comprehensive (nuclear) Test Ban Treaty.

1997 Amsterdam Treaty agreed by the EU leaders. The UK's new Labour government was
warmly welcomed for its "more constructive" approach to Britain's relationship with the
EU. PM Tony Blair's government ended the 'opt-out' of the Social Chapter.

China took control of Hong Kong from the UK.
1998 The UK ratified the Ottawa Convention banning the use, production, trade, transfer, and

stockpiling of anti-personnel landmines.

Good Friday Agreement on the issue of Northern Ireland. As part of the deal, the Irish
government agreed to remove the articles from the Irish constitution that laid claim to
sovereignty over Northern Ireland.

British police, acting on a request for extradition from Spanish authorities, arrested the
former military ruler of Chile, Augusto Pinochet, who had been visiting London for
medical treatment. Chile protested the action.

1999 UK and other NATO countries launched an intensive air campaign against targets in the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in pursuit of a resolution to the crisis in Kosovo. British
troops were deployed as part of the multinational peacekeeping force.

The British government cancelled a significant part of debts owed to the UK by the world's
poorest countries.

The Australian electorate voted in a referendum to keep the Queen as Head of State.
2000 British soldiers were deployed in Sierra Leone to help secure the main airport against

attack from rebel forces. The bulk of the force was later withdrawn, but military training
teams remained to help create new armed forces for the country.

General Augusto Pinochet freed from house arrest and allowed to return to Chile after a
panel of physicians appointed by the British government declared him unfit to stand trial.

2001 Two Libyans, accused of planting the bomb that exploded in the Boeing 747 above
Lockerbie in 1988, were tried at a Scottish Court in the Netherlands. One was acquitted
and the other convicted. The Libyan intelligence officer convicted for the crime appealed
against his life sentence. His appeal was later rejected in full in March 2002.

British troops led the NATO effort to disarm Albanian rebels in Macedonia (August).
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Tony Blair emerged as US president George W Bush's closest ally in the wake of attacks
on New York and Washington (September).

British military equipment and personnel were involved in the military action against Al-
Qaeda and the Taliban position in Afghanistan. British Special Forces were deployed early
in the military campaign (October/November).

The government announced its intention to start negotiations with the Spanish government
over the future status of Gibraltar (November).

A British national was detained by US police after he attempted to detonate an explosive
device hidden in his shoe while on board a passenger flight from Paris to Miami
(December).

2002 An EU summit in Brussels saw an ill-tempered private clash between Tony Blair and then
French president Jacques Chirac over reform of the EU's farming policy. Chirac also called
for the UK's EU budget rebate to be cancelled (October).

2003 "Letter of Eight" signed by the UK and seven other European leaders demonstrated support
for the US over Iraq and deliberately excluded France and Germany (January).

A new draft UN resolution submitted by the UK, the US, and Spain accusing Iraq of not
complying with resolution 1441 was abandoned after France threatened to use its veto and
no clear majority of ordinary Security Council members emerged (March).

Following a Bush administration ultimatum to Baghdad, Blair won a difficult Commons
vote over the pending Iraq conflict despite unprecedented opposition from Labour Party
backbenchers (March).

British forces invaded Iraq as part of a US-led coalition to overthrow Saddam Hussein's
regime; British forces secured control of Basra, Iraq's second city (March-April).

Chancellor of the Exchequer Gordon Brown rejected imminent British entry to the euro
though he left open the possibility of a referendum on the issue in 2004 (June).

2004 A contingent of UK troops was sent to join KFOR peacekeepers in Kosovo to control the
tensions in the troubled town of Mitrovica (February).

Tony Blair visited Libya and secured an agreement with Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi
to declare and dismantle the whole of Libya's clandestine weapons of mass destruction
programme (March).

An EU constitutional treaty was agreed in Brussels (June).

Iran seized three UK navy vessels and eight crew members inside its territorial waters near
the Iraq border (June).

2005 500 British troops were dispatched to Kosovo on the eve of Kosovo Prime Minister
Ramush Haradinaj's indictment by the International Criminal Tribunal for former
Yugoslavia. The troops were deployed outside of NATO's KFOR there (March).

The UK took over the presidency of the EU and the chairmanship of the G8 (1 July).
2006 4,000 British troops deployed to Helmand province, Afghanistan (May).
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Secretary of State for Defence announced additional deployment of 900 troops in Helmand
(July).

British-led NATO force formally took over security operations in southern Afghanistan
(July).

2007 Musa Qala reoccupied by Taliban, bringing into question the strategy of negotiating local
peace deals with tribal elders in Afghanistan (February).

Blair announced withdrawal of 1,600 troops from Iraq and suggested that others would
soon follow (February).

Iranian Revolutionary Guards seized 15 Royal Naval personnel in the Gulf (March 2007).

British troops withdrew from Basra palace (September).

Treaty of Lisbon redefined institutional arrangements in the European Union (October).

PM Gordon Brown announced troops in Iraq to be reduced to 2,500 by May 2008.
2009 British troops complete withdrawal from Iraq (April).

Al-Megrahi, the convicted Lockerbie bomber, was released and flown home on
compassionate grounds (August).

Treaty of Lisbon came into force after ratification by all EU member states (1 December).

UN Climate Change Summit, Copenhagen (December).
2010 BP's Deepwater Horizon rig explodes, setting off the largest oil spill in US history in the

Gulf of Mexico (April).

UK and France sign defence co-operation pacts (November).
2011 UK commits military resources to NATO operation in Libya (March).

David Cameron visits Russia, the first such trip for a UK Prime Minister since 2005.
2015

2016

2017

The Conservatives win the general election and form a majority government.

By a narrow majority UK votes to leave the European Union.

Conservative party calls a snap election and loses its majority, thereafter being a minority
government
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GEOGRAPHY
Date Posted: 16-Nov-2018

Publication: Jane's Sentinel Security Assessment - Western Europe

UPDATED

Data

Geography: United Kingdom

Location Western Europe; islands, including the northern one-sixth of the island of
Ireland, between the North Atlantic Ocean and the North Sea; northwest of
France.

Total area (sq km) 243,610
Land area (sq
km)

241,930

Water area (sq
km)

1,680

Land boundaries
(km)

443

Coastline (km) 12,429
Total renewable
water resources
(cu km)

NA

Water supply and
sanitation access
(% of population)

98

Border countries and border length (km)
Ireland 443

Highest point
Location Ben Nevis
Height (m) 1,343

Land use - agricultural
Arable land 25.1%
Permanent crops 0.2%
Permanent
pasture

45.7%

Terrain Mostly rugged hills and low mountains; level to rolling plains in east and
southeast.

Natural resources Coal, petroleum, natural gas, iron ore, lead, zinc, gold, tin, limestone, salt,
clay, chalk, gypsum, potash, silica sand, slate, arable land.
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Climate Temperate; moderated by prevailing southwest winds over the North
Atlantic Current; more than one-half of the days are overcast.

Natural disasters Winter windstorms; floods.
Environmental
issues

Air pollution has improved but remains a concern, particularly in the
London region; soil pollution from pesticides and heavy metals; decline in
marine and coastal habitats brought on by pressures from housing, tourism,
and industry.

Environment -
international
agreements

Party to: Air Pollution, Air Pollution-Nitrogen Oxides, Air Pollution-
Persistent Organic Pollutants, Air Pollution-Sulphur 94, Air Pollution-
Volatile Organic Compounds, Antarctic-Environmental Protocol, Antarctic-
Marine Living Resources, Antarctic Seals, Antarctic Treaty, Biodiversity,
Climate Change, Climate Change-Kyoto Protocol, Desertification,
Endangered Species, Environmental Modification, Hazardous Wastes, Law
of the Sea, Marine Dumping, Marine Life Conservation, Ozone Layer
Protection, Ship Pollution, Tropical Timber 83, Tropical Timber 94,
Wetlands, Whaling.

  Signed, but not ratified: None of the selected agreements.
Source: IHS Markit, CIA World Factbook, World Bank
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Natural Resources
Date Posted: 07-Mar-2018

Publication: Jane's Sentinel Security Assessment - Western Europe

UPDATED

Contents

Resources Data

Overview

Oil and gas around the Falkland Islands

Resources Data

Energy

  2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Oil (Thousand b/d)          
Production 1,506 1,427 1,355 1,119 1,026
Consumption 1,738 1,620 1,554 1,543 1,512
Natural gas (Billion cubic feet)          
Production 2,589 2,219 2,126 2,064 2,064
Consumption 3,488 3,226 3,477 2,905 2,724
Coal (Thousand short tonnes)          
Production 18,033 17,841 18,148 18,101 20,000
Consumption 60,101 49,727 51,556 50,632 61,563
Electricity (Thousand megawatt hours)          
Production 384,649 372,047 377,574 360,158 367,243
Consumption 346,266 326,823 331,132 320,680 319,098
Source: IHS

Overview

The United Kingdom's economic development has historically been built upon exploitation of
significant mineral resources. Nevertheless, many of these resources have now become exhausted
or uneconomical to exploit. The virtual disappearance of the tin mining industry and the vast
reduction in coal mining activity are notable examples. Small deposits of iron ore were crucial
during the 18th and 19th centuries' Industrial Revolution, but again are no longer extracted in
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significant volume. Some zinc and copper is still extracted. Many quarries continue to operate
profitably, however, notably for limestone, sand, gravel, rock, sandstone, clay, chalk, salt, silica
sands, gypsum, potash, and fluorspar.

The United Kingdom's oil and gas reserves, located mainly in the North Sea, are in decline and the
government, aware of the country's growing import dependency, has been taking steps to adjust to
this new reality. Government policy in the upstream hydrocarbons sector has so far been focused on
ensuring that existing fields are fully exploited and that further exploration is encouraged, while
ensuring a fair return for the taxpayer. To this end, the government has been operating a package of
incentives including new license categories to encourage exploration, co-operation agreements with
Norway, and monitoring of license holders. The government had already made minor adjustments
to the fiscal framework in May 2008, exempting around 30 North Sea oil and gas fields from the
Petroleum Revenue Tax (PRT) in a bid to boost production amid growing pressure from consumers
over soaring oil prices. In late November 2008, Royal Assent was given to an energy bill, which
subsequently became the Energy Act 2008, which paved the way for private-sector investment in
offshore gas supply infrastructure and tougher requirements for offshore installations
decommissioning. The Energy Act 2010 had no direct implications for the upstream oil and gas
industry as it focused on clean energy. However, high oil prices have prompted lawmakers to
introduce a 12% increase in the supplementary corporation tax (SCT) levied on profits from UK oil
and gas production in March 2011, bringing up the UK's marginal tax rate to 62% from a
previously competitive 50%. The change came as part of the fair fuel stabilizer mechanism and will
be used to fund subsidies for Britain's motorists. The government said it would commit to reducing
the SCT back down towards 20%, if the oil price fell below USD75 per barrel. This step has hit
company returns from UK offshore exploration and had an impact on the country's oil and gas
investment levels. In the meantime, enthusiasm has been running high about potential UK shale gas
prospects after the British Geological Survey (BGS) recently updated its resource estimates for
British shale gas in place to 1,300 Tcf. However, it remains uncertain to what extent these potential
resources can be economically recovered. The UK government is keen to bring about a new "dash
for gas" and has thus offered tax incentives for shale gas exploration in the UK. Incentives are also
offered to communities that are willing to host such activities, but opposition to drilling in densely
populated areas remains high.

Oil and gas around the Falkland Islands

The most promising potential offshore oil discoveries to date have been made in the North
Falklands Basin. Since the beginning of exploratory drilling in February 2010 using the Ocean
Guardian rig, the Alternative Investment Market-listed Rockhopper Exploration has been forging
ahead with exploration at the Sea Lion site. In October 2011, Rockhopper announced it was
revising upwards its estimate for prospective oil resources at Sea Lion, claiming that the block
could contain a medium-case volume of 1,297 million barrels of crude, representing an
approximately 19% increase from the previous estimate it had released in August 2011. In a
separate announcement, Rockhopper signaled its intention to expand its presence in the Falklands
oil sector under a farm-in agreement with Desire Petroleum Plc, which would see it become the
operator of Area 1, part of the northwestern part of the PL04 Licence that Rockhopper believes
contains the extension of the Sea Lion field. It will also increase its stake in Area 2, which contains
the Jayne prospect and part of the Beverley prospect. Rockhopper in September 2011 presented its
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development plan for the Sea Lion find to investors, in which it revealed that it intended to start
commercial production at the beginning of 2016, investing USD2 billion to develop the field at the
Sea Lion discovery. In April 2012, Rockhopper released a new estimate of net contingent oil
resources at its Sea Lion field. The company said that a new audit by Gaffney, Cline, and
Associates (GCA) showed the reservoir in the North Falkland Basin to contain some 355.6 million
barrels of recoverable oil reserves, with GCA assigning a 90% chance of the Sea Lion field
progressing to successful development and a 75% chance of successful development of adjacent
discoveries.

Further exploratory drilling and the upcoming development of the "Sea Lion" find are likely to
increase tensions between Argentina and the UK, although actions open to Argentina to try to deter
further investment by UK oil companies remain limited. However, Argentine legislation that
received approval in late 2013 does threaten fines and - potentially - prison sentences for executives
of companies that drill in Falkland waters.

Separately, the Alternative Investment Market (AIM)-listed Borders & Southern Petroleum plc
announced in April 2012 that it had made a "significant gas condensate" discovery in the South
Falkland Basin off the islands. Borders & Southern said that well 61/17-1 was drilled to a total
depth of 4,876 meters, encountering good hydrocarbon shows from 4,633 meters down to 4,810
meters. Although no resource estimates were released, the company said, "This large simple
structure, with a seismic amplitude anomaly measuring 26 square kilometers, is likely to contain
significant volumes." The company was using the Leiv Eiriksson semi-submersible oil exploration
rig, the second rig to operate in the area around the disputed islands during the latest exploration
campaign.

Future announcements on oil exploration and exploitation will continue to be followed closely by
the Argentine government, with any eventual commercial extraction set to significantly increase
tensions in the South Atlantic. The Falkland Islands Government (FIG) has been keen to stress that
it does not hold any working figures of likely contingent resources or reserves. The British
Geological Survey estimates that the chance of hitting exploitable reserves is around 1 in 10.
Moreover, the length of time from any discovery to actual tax revenues hitting FIG coffers could be
as much as 10 years. Significantly, the revenue for the islands would come at virtually no local
cost. No supporting infrastructure would be needed onshore, as reserves would be tapped offshore
using FPSO (Floating Production, Storage, and Offloading) vessels, with the crude being shipped
directly to refineries.
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Group Profiles

National Action

Overview

Following National Action's formation in the United Kingdom in the summer of 2013, the group
has engaged in a series of 'White Man Marches', conducted online hate crimes, and organised
'training camps' for its members, who are assessed to number in the low hundreds. On 12 December
2016, National Action was listed as a proscribed terrorist organisation by the UK government, who
described it as "a racist neo-Nazi group".

Notably, alleged members of the group have been involved in two high-profile incidents since the
group's formation. In January 2015, Zack Davies attempted to kill a Sikh man in a supermarket in
Mold in North Wales and a 17-year-old male member of the group was convicted in January 2017
of manufacturing a "pipebomb". However, there was no indication in open sources that either
individual had been directed by the group.

Although the membership of National Action is relatively low, major political developments in the
UK with the EU referendum and the election of Donald Trump in the United States have
emboldened right-wing extremist groups such as National Action, who reject the concept of
democracy, to further their extremist views and incite hatred.

Aims and objectives

National Action rejects parliamentary democracy and seeks to endorse violence against ethnic
minorities to divide UK society in the lead up to what it sees as "a violent race war". On its
establishment, National Action sought to create an openly neo-Nazi group for young people to
reject the alleged moderation and lack of commitment of other UK right-wing extremist groups like
the English Defence League (EDL). Unlike these groups, National Action has actively and openly
promoted white supremacist and anti-Semitic ideas.

Areas of operation

National Action operates across the UK through regional chapters. The group's London chapter
claimed on its website on 1 September to be the most active region, with the Yorkshire group
claimed to have had a "soar in recruitment".
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The group organised a 'White Man March' in the city of Newcastle in March 2015 and attempted
another in Liverpool. Its members have conducted Nazi-inspired graffiti training in Swansea and a
leafleting campaign in Portsmouth; National Action members have also mentioned attempts to
develop a presence on university campuses, including a demonstration at the University of
Leicester.

Elsewhere, National Action have conducted martial arts training events in London and South
Wales, as well as providing a "whites-only" soup kitchen and foodbank in Glasgow in September
2016.

Alliances and rivalries

British National Party (BNP): National Action formed as an offshoot of the youth wing of the BNP,
with one of its alleged founders - Alex Davies - being a member of the Young BNP.

Integralist Party and the New British Union : A second alleged founder of National Action -
Benjamin Raymond - was formerly active with right-wing extremist organisations, including the
Integralist Party and the New British Union.

Narodowe Odrodzenie Polski (NOP): National Action has conducted several actions alongside the
Polish right-wing extremist NOP, in both Newcastle and Glasgow.

Anti-fascist groups: Anti-fascist groups have counter-demonstrated against National Action's
marches, leading to sporadic street clashes.

Operational methods

While National Action's rhetoric and tactics have evolved and become more aggressive over time,
moving from reactive direct action, cyber-abuse, and marches to engaging in martial arts and
combat technique training at specially-run camps for group members and initiatives such as
"whites-only" foodbanks, the group itself has refrained from directly engaging in violence.

Although members of National Action have separately been involved in violent, ideologically-
motivated violence, such as attempted murder, there is no indication that these acts were directed
by the group itself. Nonetheless, its violent and extremist rhetoric likely played a significant role in
shaping and inspiring such acts, and further such violence by individuals linked to National Action
can be expected.

Leadership

Benjamin Raymond (alias Benjamin Noyles) and Alex Davies were identified by a Daily Mirror
investigation on 7 June 2014 as founders and leaders of National Action. Far-right website 'Western
Spring' also identified Ashley Bell (alias Tommy Johnson) as a "leading light" in National Action.
Davies, who has conducted at least one interview with UK press on behalf of the group, was
reported by the Daily Mirror investigation to have been a student at the University of Warwick.
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Little else is known about the group's leadership from open sources due to the group's engrained
secretive nature, with the Huffington Post reporting on 6 March 2014 that the group's two rules are
both "You do not talk about National Action".

Organisation and recruitment

Since its formation in 2013, National Action has established several regional branches. According
to the group, as of October 2016 they comprised: NA Scotland, NA North East, NA Yorkshire, NA
North West, NA Midlands, NA South West, NA London, and NA East Anglia.

Following its roots in the Young BNP, National Action has been focused on appealing to a young
demographic, with the group's website stating, as part of their "personal requirements" that
potential members are "teenagers and young adults".

Conversely, the group's white supremacist social outreach activities, including 'whites-only' soup
kitchens, have demonstrated the group's targeting of homeless and other vulnerable people,
although it is unclear whether this represented recruitment activity or a public relations exercise.

Funding

Little information is available in open sources on the funds and fundraising activities of the group,
although anti-fascist organisation Searchlight alleged on 18 January that National Action had "a lot
of foreign money backing them up", although no further context was provided for this statement
and the claim could not be independently verified.

Propaganda

Since the designation of National Action as a terrorist organisation, the group's official website and
accounts on Twitter and YouTube have either been disabled or suspended, although
communication and propaganda dissemination may still continue on more closed channels or blogs.

Before the designation, National Action published slickly-produced videos, using image-editing
and distinctive graphics in its YouTube releases, which documented the activities of the group. In
addition, National Action achieved widespread media attention by running a 'Miss Hitler' beauty
pageant in June 2016 and publishing images of its members giving Nazi salutes at the Buchenwald
concentration camp memorial in Germany in May 2016.

Alongside electronic propaganda, National Action members have distributed flyers and conducted
sticker and graffiti campaigns to promote the group and its views.

Political activities

National Action rejects parliamentary democracy and has not shown any tendency or inclination
towards electoral participation or attempted governance efforts.
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SUMMARY - DEFENCE BUDGET AND MANPOWER

  2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023
Defence
Budget -
Constant
2019 USD
Billion 

52.840 53.299 54.623 55.545 54.759 55.042 55.528 56.296

Defence
Budget -
Constant
2019
Local
Billion 

41.479 41.840 42.879 43.603 42.986 43.208 43.589 44.193

Total
Regular
Forces 

145,13
0

142,83
0

142,83
0

147,99
0

147,99
0

147,99
0

147,99
0

147,99
0

Budget
Per
Manpowe
r -
Constant
2019
USD 

364,08
5

373,16
5

382,43
4

375,33
1

370,02
1

371,93
3

375,21
3

380,40
7

% of
GDP 

2.004% 1.987% 2.020% 2.035% 1.984% 1.968% 1.955% 1.950%

Figures include funding for pensions and overseas operations but exclude depreciation within the
resource account. Manpower is defined as actual trained personnel and includes Ghurkas.

DEFENCE BUDGET TRENDS

Background - 2005 to 2014

Between 2005 and 2010, the UK defence budget grew by 1.4% annually on average in real terms.
Much of the average increase was due to a surge in supplemental funding from the Treasury reserve
in 2008 to fund overseas operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. In real terms, spending peaked at
GBP45.5 billion (USD62.4 billion 2018$) in 2008, accounting for 2.6% of GDP. Spending was
largely maintained at this level until 2010 after which point, cuts were made to defence in line with
wider austerity measures implemented in the wake of the global financial crisis.
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The 2011 defence budget fell by 2% to GBP44.3 billion (2018£). Government-wide spending
reductions were again implemented in 2012 in light of a poorer economic outlook. This combined
with reductions in the special reserve budget (expenses relating to operations in Afghanistan) led to
a 1.4% cut in the 2012 defence budget to GBP43.7 billion (2018£).

Further cuts of 2.7% and 1.4% were implemented in 2013 and 2014. The reductions were a result
of ongoing efficiency savings as well as the ending of combat operations in Afghanistan in 2014
and a move to contingency readiness from UK home bases. In June 2015, the Government
announced a series of savings initiatives across several departments. The Ministry of Defence was
requested to find GBP500m worth of efficiencies.

2015-2017 spending

On 8 July 2015, then UK Chancellor, George Osborne, announced the 2015 Summer Budget which
outlined strong measures for defence and security. The budget pledged to maintain UK defence
spending at 2% of GDP until 2020, in line with the NATO mandate. In order to achieve this, the
UK defence budget was to be increased by 0.5% annually in real terms. Osborne also re-affirmed
the commitment to ensure real growth in the Ministry of Defence equipment plan of 1% per year
and maintain the size of the Army at 82,000.

The pledge to maintain defence at 2% of GDP was preceded by the concession that it allows for "all
of the public spending that supports the Ministry of Defence and the contribution made by the
secret intelligence agencies". Therefore, the UK defence budget was recalculated to include some
security and foreign aid spending in line with the NATO definition of defence.

The 2015 Spending Review and Autumn Statement, released 25 November 2015, outlined a 3.1%
real-terms increase for the MoD budget to 2019-2020 as part of the commitment to spend 2% of
GDP on overall defence. The announcement followed the release of the new Strategic Defence and
Security Review (SDSR) on 23 November 2015 which announced an ambitious programme for
defence, including an extra GBP12 billion for the Equipment Plan, the purchase of nine Boeing P8
Maritime Patrol Aircraft, increased fighter squadron numbers and the creation of new strike
brigades. Overall, the MoD was to make over 170 investments to sustain defence capabilities.

As such, the Spending Review promised major programme funding commitments with a GBP1.2
billion investment over 10 years to ensure that Queen Elizabeth Class carriers could deploy with 24
F-35B fighter jets from 2023. A further GBP2.1 billion would be invested from the Joint Security
Fund to deliver the wider SDSR commitments which include the maintenance of current levels of
the Armed Forces personnel and a four-submarine nuclear deterrent renewal. Savings of GBP9.2
billion were to be sought in other aspects of the budget while the sale of MoD land and property
assets would net a further GBP1 billion in order to fund the SDSR commitments.

A press release from the then Defence Secretary, Michael Fallon, on 1 April 2016, officially
marked the milestone of the first increase in the UK defence budget for six years. The 2016 budget
was increased by 2% nominally but essentially held flat at GBP41.5 bn in real terms. The 2017
Spring Budget, released March 2017, again re-confirmed previous commitments to increase
defence spending. The commitment to increase defence spending was strengthened in light of the
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security incident at the Houses of Parliament on 22 March 2017. The defence budget was increased
by 2.97% (0.76% in real terms) to reach GDP51.8 billion.in 2017.

2018 Revisions

The MoD revealed details of a GBP800 million boost for defence on 29 March 2018. GBP600
million was to be allocated from the GBP10 billion nuclear contingency funding held by HM
Treasury since the 2015 SDSR. This contingency fund is held in addition to the MoD controlled
nuclear contingency built into the 10-year MoD Equipment Plan. An additional GBP200 million
was added MoD budget in the February 2018 Supplementary Estimates, again for the Dreadnaught
programme.

UK Chancellor, Phillip Hammond released the 2018 Budget on 29 October 2018 in which he
announced further GBP1 billion uplift for the MoD budget. Within this boost, the Treasury
allocated an extra GBP200 million for defence over the remainder of 2018-19, and a further
GBP800 million for 2019-20. The GBP1 billion uplift comes in addition to the GBP800 million
increase in MoD funding announced in March 2018.

According to Hammond, the extra GBP1.8 billion will ensure that the armed forces can modernise
and prioritise vital capabilities such as offensive cyber, anti-submarine warfare, and the nuclear
deterrent. The March 2018 boost primarily benefited capital spending in 2018-19, while the
GBP200 million will be allocated to the resource account for the remainder of the 2018 fiscal year,
covering spending on personnel and operations. The extra GBP800 million for 2019-20 will be
solely allocated to capital spending.

The additional funding brings the total defence budget for 2018-19 to GBP42.6 billion, with the
inclusion of military pensions and peace-keeping operations contributions. Compared with the
2017-18 budget this is an increase of 4.4% and brings the defence budget up to 2.12% of GDP. The
budget for 2019-20 is now GBP43.6 billion, 2.3% higher than this year but falling to 2.09% of
GDP.

Outlook

The outlook for the UK defence budget is weighed down by ongoing Brexit negotiations and the
uncertainty surrounding arrangements after 29 March 2019. The impact on the UK's defence budget
will ultimately depend on how resilient the economy is to the extended period of uncertainty.
Slower economic growth will affect public balances and the government will likely be forced to
adjust budget projections and calculations.

Given the level of political capital the Conservative government has invested in the UK fulfilling
NATO obligations, IHS projects that the defence budget will continue to account for over 2% of
GDP for the remainder of this parliament (to 2021) with spending effectively stagnating in real
terms beyond that. Should the drop in the value of sterling persist, defence imports will become
relatively more expensive which will erode the effective purchasing power of the UK's
procurement budget.
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The Modernising Defence Programme was released 18 December 2018 detailing extra investment
for .It is likely that top level funding changes will be made in light of the results

Defence Equipment Plan

Since 2012, the Ministry of Defence has published an annual Equipment Plan which is the
Departments forecast budget to cover the costs of procurement and support of military equipment
for the next ten years.

The 2017 Equipment Plan, released in January 2018, detailed the GBP179.7 billion investment
programme out to 2025-26. According to a National Audit Office (NAO) assessment of the plan,
there was a potential minimum affordability gap of GBP4.9billion. However an additional gap of
GBP15.9 billion could develop if all identified financial risks materialise and no assumed savings
are achieved. The combination of a weaker pound, excess programme costs and an understatement
of current equipment costs create this gap between funding and programmes.

The 2018 Equipment Plan, released 5 November 2018, attempted to address the funding concerns
identified by the NAO. According to the MoD, the total defence equipment and support budget for
the next ten years will be GBP186.5 billion while forecast costs are expected to reach GBP193.3
billion, creating a GBP7 billion cost variance. This variance attempts to account for foreign
currency fluctuations, programme cost uncertainty and makes allowances for the failure to achieve
all efficiency savings. The NAO welcomed the increased transparency and acknowledgement of the
potential affordability gap but went on to point out that the understatement of costs in the 2018 plan
present a further GBP3 billion risk not accounted for.

UK MoD Defence Equipment Plan 2015-2018 (GBP bn)
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Military Assistance

The UK does not receive any military financial aid.
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NATO

EU

Franco-British defence co-operation

UK/NL Landing Force

Defence structure

Joint Central Staff

Chain of command

Defence Council

Defence Board

Single service boards

Military capabilities

  Total strength Army Air force Navy Marines
Active personnel 147,990 82,7301 32,720 25,540 7,000
Reserves 36,310 2,600 2,960 3,000 750

1. Includes Gurkhas.

In the 1930s, Basil Henry Liddell Hart, the British military historian and strategist known for his
advocacy of mechanised warfare, pinpointed what he claimed was the "British way in war". The
essence of his argument was that the security and interests of the country were best served when the
military was not focused on large land commitments but on a peripheral or indirect strategy that
utilised the Royal Navy (RN) to project power. In a manner, the post-Cold War doctrine has seen
the United Kingdom attempt to return to this strategy, by reducing heavy forces that were intended
to face down a Soviet threat in Europe and replacing them with expeditionary forces. The
acquisition of two new large carriers will greatly enhance this power projection ability.

The 1998 Strategic Defence Review started this return to the 'British way in war', stressing a move
towards deployability and power projection capabilities. The 1990s saw the end of many Cold War
commitments, particularly the British Army of the Rhine, and the drawdown of forces from
Europe. Operations since 2001 have confirmed the need for expeditionary warfare but at
considerably longer time-scales and with very different force structures to those anticipated, as
peacekeeping has given way to more violent hybrid counter-insurgency (COIN) operations.
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However, the Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR) took a step backwards in part. The
2010 SDSR rightly gave priority to satisfactorily concluding operations in Afghanistan, while
simultaneously bringing inflated procurement programmes under control and shrinking the defence
budget at a time when the economy had buckled under the weight of the 2008 financial crisis.
However, the deep cuts included the immediate decommissioning of the Harrier fleet and the HMS
Ark Royal, as well as the cancellation of its Nimrod MRA.4 maritime patrol aircraft (MPA)
programme.

The scale of these cuts prompted some analysts to accuse the government of basing the SDSR on
monetary rather than strategic rationale. The extent to which this is acceptable depends on how
recursive one views the relationship between economics and security and whether one accepts that
now, during this 'age of uncertainty', there is sufficient strategic breathing space to make short-term
sacrifices in pursuit of long-term objectives.

The cuts reflected the UK's constrained budgetary position after the 2010 SDSR as well as a more
circumspect view of the country's place in the world and its long-term military requirements. In
addition to reduced planning assumptions that would limit the UK's maximum one-off intervention
to two-thirds the size of the force deployed to Iraq in 2003, the UK government openly expressed a
willingness to rely on allies for certain capabilities in the future.

Overall, the 2010 SDSR envisaged 2010-15 as a period of rebalancing the armed forces' strategic
direction, in part through cuts. Meanwhile, the period from 2015 to 2020 is intended to be about re-
growing the capabilities deemed necessary to carry out national security tasks. Indeed, the 2015
SDSR does appear to be rebuilding the capabilities of the UK armed forces. It outlines a new force
structure called 'Joint Force 2025' that will increase the country's expeditionary force from 30,000
to 50,000 by 2025. In order to accomplish this, the British Army is seeing another restructuring,
which includes the creation of two new "strike brigades".

The 2015 SDSR also committed the United Kingdom to purchasing 138 F-35B Lightning II
aircraft, a number that had previously been expected to drop. In addition, the Royal Air Force's
(RAF's) Typhoons will receive a life extension and fewer early model Typhoons will be retired,
enabling the creation of two additional fighter squadrons. Also of note, the RAF is going to receive
nine new P-8 Poseidon MPA.

In the maritime domain, the 2015 SDSR confirmed that both Queen Elizabeth-class aircraft carriers
will enter service. However, instead of a planned 13 Type 26 frigates, the RN will now only receive
eight, plus five cheaper (and less capable) vessels.

Looking ahead, the UK armed forces are likely to continue to punch a weight far above their size.
The solution being pursued is also within the historical tradition of the British military - the force
multiplier of technology. By the divesting of old assets and investing in the new, the United
Kingdom will be poised to continue quoting Hilaire Belloc, albeit with a twenty-first century slant:
"Whatever happens, we have got/The Maxim gun [or F-35], and they have not."

Assets are also being procured with versatility and availability in mind. Thus, the United Kingdom
remains a major military power, with a wide range of capabilities, worldwide reach, and
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operationally experienced forces. Nevertheless, there are continual concerns that financial pressures
and operational overstretch will have a deleterious effect respectively on procurement programmes
and the willingness of experienced personnel to continue to serve. This could have a significant and
long-term effect on capability.

Threat environment

The 2015 SDSR highlights four challenges that its sees as likely to drive UK security priorities.
First, the increasing threat posed by terrorism, extremism and instability. Second, the resurgence of
state-based threats and intensifying wider state competition. Third, the impact of technology,
especially cyber threats, and wider technological developments. And fourth, the erosion of the
rules-based international order, making it harder to build consensus and tackle global threats.
Within these threats, particular attention is given to Islamic terrorist groups and Russian aggression,
although migration, climate change, energy security, health, organised crime, and natural disasters
all also all given some attention.

Doctrine and strategy

UK doctrine is, as far as practicable and sensible, consistent with that of NATO. The development
of national doctrine addresses those areas not covered adequately by NATO. It also influences the
evolution of NATO doctrine in accordance with national thinking and experience.

British doctrine divides fighting capability into three spheres. First, the physical component of
fighting power provides the means to fight: manpower, equipment, collective performance, and
sustainability at readiness. Second, the conceptual component provides the coherent intellectual
basis and theoretical justification for the provision and employment of armed forces. Last, and most
novel from a military doctrine perspective, the moral component of fighting power is about getting
people to fight, a combination of three inter-related functions: moral cohesion (the preparedness to
fight), motivation (the enthusiasm to fight), and leadership (the inspiration to fight).

Doctrine also stressed the so-called "British Way of War", which includes command responsibility,
a cross-government and very often multinational as well as multi-agency effort, the manoeuvrist
approach that uses indirect (as opposed to attrition) strategy, and a warfighting ethos that requires
accepting risks.

Concurrent scale of effort

Planning assumptions laid out in the 2015 SDSR envisage that the armed forces in 2025 will be
sized and shaped to mount an expeditionary force of 50,000 drawn from

 a maritime task group centred on the carrier strike capability provided by a Queen Elizabeth-
class aircraft carrier (10-25 ships, 4,000-10,000 personnel)

 a land division with three brigades including a new Strike Force (30,000-40,000 personnel)

 an air group of combat, transport, and surveillance aircraft (4-9 combat aircraft squadrons,
6-20 surveillance platforms, 5-15 transport aircraft, 4,000-10,000 personnel)

 a special forces (SF) task group
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 Joint Forces (2,000-6,000 personnel)

When not deployed on this scale, the armed forces should be able to undertake a number of smaller
operations simultaneously, which might include

 a medium-scale operation, often drawing mostly on just one service, e.g., the current counter-
Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant mission in Iraq

 multiple additional operations including counter-terrorism (CT) and counter-piracy, or the
enduring naval presence in the Gulf

 a wide range of defence engagement activities

For comparison the 2010 SDSR mandated that the armed forces by 2020 be sized and shaped to
conduct

 an enduring stabilisation operation at brigade level (up to 6,500 personnel) with maritime and
air support as required, while also conducting one non-enduring complex intervention (up to
2,000 personnel) and one non-enduring simple intervention (up to 1,000 personnel)

Or alternatively

 three non-enduring operations if UK forces are not already engaged in an enduring operation

Or

 for a limited time, and with sufficient warning, committing all efforts to a one-off
intervention of up to three brigades, with maritime and air support (about 30,000, two-thirds
of the force deployed to Iraq in 2003)

However, the 2010 SDSR planning assumptions have been criticised, notably by former air chief
marshal (ACM) Sir Stephen Dalton, chief of the air staff. Speaking at an Air Power Association
event in London, in November 2011, ACM Dalton said operations in Afghanistan and over Libya
had stretched the UK military to the point where it was effectively "maxed-out" and that having to
conduct operations in two theatres at the same time left the armed forces "right on the edge of
delivering the maximum capability [it] can".

Previous planning assumptions (refined in 2009) stated that the UK military should be able to carry
out one enduring medium-scale operation (involving some 5,000 personnel), plus one enduring
small-scale operation (with a battlegroup of between 600 and 700 personnel) and, if needed, one
other small-scale non-enduring operation routinely and without overstretch.

The key assumption in the scale of effort ambitions had been that UK forces would not undertake
two sustained medium-size operations simultaneously, but this is exactly what occurred in carrying
out Operations 'Herrick' (Afghanistan) and 'Telic' (Iraq). The result was severe overstretch on
resources, which also affected force readiness.

Military capability assessment
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United Kingdom capability assessment.
United Kingdom capability assessment. (IHS Markit)
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Capability assessment methodology.
Capability assessment methodology. (IHS Markit)
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UK military capabilities have degraded considerably over the past 20 years due to overextension in
land operations and persistent budgetary constraints. These two factors compelled the government
in 2010 to order a number of 'capability holidays' so that the MoD could focus on land combat
operations in Afghanistan and Iraq and close a large 'black hole' in the procurement budget. This
has left the United Kingdom without the capability to follow the so-called 'British way in war',
which relies on the RN to project power and eschews large land commitments (but not small-scale
expeditionary operations). Although many of these capability gaps are in the process of being
closed, it will still be a number of years before the military can adequately satisfy all of its strategic
requirements.

It should be noted that by deploying to two medium-scale enduring operations, the United
Kingdom was operating beyond planning assumptions. Thus, it was a political decision, and not
unforeseeable capability gaps, that resulted in overstretch. In addition, despite the current
shortcomings, it must be kept in mind that the United Kingdom still has one of the most capable
military forces in the world. It has good expeditionary capabilities, being able to project power
overseas to an extent few other nations can, and can undertake combined arms operations to
achieve joint effect against threats across the spectrum of force.

Looking specifically at the land domain, the British Army's conventional warfighting capability has
suffered in recent years as its inventory of main battle tanks (MBTs) and artillery have been
slashed. However, the United Kingdom still retains a force with significant land warfare capability
in light of its requirements as an island nation. Despite the reduction in armoured holdings, the
British Army still has a large tank force, with more than 200 Challenger 2s. These are supported by
Warrior Infantry Fighting Vehicles, Scimitar Combat Vehicle Reconnaissance (Tracked)s - soon to
be replaced by Ajax Specialist Vehicles - and self-propelled and light towed artillery. A large
inventory of protected patrol vehicles suited for modern stabilisation missions has also been
retained. In fact, the extensive procurement of urgent operational requirements has raised the risk of
overcorrecting the pre-existing conventional war bias and creating a force that is too specifically
tailored for COIN operations. Thus, a major rebalancing of equipment holdings is now underway.

The British Army also has a fleet of 50 Apache helicopters for battlefield attack. In addition, the
Lynx Wildcat is starting to enter service, and it has light assault capabilities.

The United Kingdom's maritime forces have been particularly hard hit by force reductions in recent
years, with important capabilities such as carrier strike and long-range maritime patrol having been
lost in 2010. Although these capabilities will be stood back up in the coming years, in the interim
the United Kingdom has significantly less capability to project power and maintain situational
awareness.
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In terms of surface combatants, the RN has a much smaller fleet than in the past, which has made it
difficult to meet its operational commitments. That said, the platforms it does have are modern and
have a range of capabilities. The Daring-class destroyers are optimised for air defence and can
provide a protective umbrella for a fleet or extend it over land. These ships also have sufficient
capabilities to confront surface and sub-surface threats. Meanwhile, the older Duke-class frigates
are optimised for anti-submarine warfare and light escort service. Land-attack capabilities are more
limited, with cruise missiles only carried by the navy's attack submarines. The navy also has a
submarine-based nuclear deterrent.

The RN also has a robust amphibious warfare capability provided by two Landing Platform Docks
(although one is in extended readiness) and three Landing Ship Docks. The Royal Marines (RM) is
one of the few amphibious formations in the world that is capable of mounting an independent
amphibious assault.

For air warfare, the RAF has a large fleet of Typhoon multirole combat aircraft, although they are
more capable in the air defence role and have fairly austere ground-attack capabilities. These are
being enhanced but in the interim, the most capable RAF ground-attack aircraft is the Tornado. The
Tornadoes can employ stand-off strike weapons, a range of guided munitions, and the Brimstone
missile. However, at its current size, the Tornado fleet is just barely sufficient for requirements.
Indeed, some Tornados that were to have been retired will instead be retained to meet operational
commitments, but bandwidth remains limited. Also of note, the RAF no longer has a bespoke
suppression of enemy air defences missile.

The RAF also has 10 MQ-9 Reapers to carry out strike-reconnaissance missions. These have
undertaken a disproportionately larger number of strikes against the Islamic State, and the utility
has prompted plans to double the capability in the future.

In terms of logistics aircraft, it has C-17s for strategic lift, two dozen C-130s for tactical lift, tanker
aircraft, and the A400M is also now entering service. It also has a fleet of 60 Chinooks for
battlefield transport, in addition to other helicopters for utility tasks. Thus, it can cover every link of
the logical chain. In addition, the RAF also has a range of dedicated C4ISR aircraft including the
E-3, Shadow, Sentinel, and Airseeker. Overall, this fleet gives the air force the ability to carry out
almost all tasks necessary to fully support air and land military operations.

Joint forces interoperability

Map with distribution of military bases.
Map with distribution of military bases. (IHS Markit)

1710670

The UK operational approach and doctrine are entirely joint. UK forces routinely deploy as part of
combined (international) forces, and are capable of taking on the role of framework nation for
medium-sized operations. The United Kingdom is a member of NATO and has a particularly close
relationship with the United States. Outside NATO, there are close relationships with Australia and
New Zealand. The United Kingdom is also involved with EU Security and Defence Policy and EU
Military Staff, although this may suffer as the United Kingdom withdraws from the European
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Union and is forced to conclude a large number of bilateral defence agreements. There are bilateral
arrangements for training and procurement with a number of countries within and outside NATO
and the European Union at joint and single-service levels. Military assistance teams and exchange
and liaison officers are deployed to a wide range of countries.

Tri-service interoperability

The armed forces have made considerable progress towards interoperability. This has been
facilitated by major joint operations (including Afghanistan, Iraq, and Libya) and frequent
participation in tri-service training exercises. Such experience has informed the production of a
large amount of joint doctrine, derived from single-service publications. Several major joint
commands have been established.

Joint Forces Command

Joint Forces Command (JFC) was established in April 2012 and reached full operating capability
(FOC) in April 2013. The creation of the JFC was recommended by Lord Peter Levene's 2011
Defence Reform Review.

The JFC was created to ensure the joint capabilities of all three of the UK's fighting services were
fully optimised, with an additional JFC aim of creating a more direct link between front line
experience and top-level planning. The headquarters (HQ) of the JFC is at Northwood in Middlesex
(just north of London) and consists of about 150 civilian and military staff.

Across the whole command, the JCF's day-to-day personnel total will probably number about
30,000 military and civilian personnel, a figure that includes forces deployed on operations under
command of the Chief of Joint Operations (CJO). These personnel are at locations across the
United Kingdom, overseas in the Permanent Joint Operating Bases (PJOBs), and on operations
world-wide.

Included in the overall JFC budget are the costs of the UK forces in the British Indian Ocean
territory, Cyprus, the Falkland Islands, and Gibraltar. Major operations such as the ongoing
operational commitment in Afghanistan are funded separately by way of a supplementary budget,
and in almost all cases, this requires government-level approval. Small operations and the cost of
reconnaissance parties are funded from the standard JFC budget.

JFC responsibilities are now so wide-ranging and complex it is probably easier to comment on
operational areas with which this HQ will not be involved. These include

 defence of the UK home base

 integrity of UK airspace and seaspace

 strategic nuclear deterrent

 CT in the United Kingdom

 Northern Ireland and NATO General War (Article 5) operations
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Permanent Joint Headquarters

An essential element of the JFC, Permanent Joint HQ (PJHQ) was established as an HQ for joint
military operations at Northwood in Middlesex in April 1996. This HQ is the UK's national
operational level command and contains elements of a rapidly deployable in-theatre Joint Task
Force HQ (JTF HQ), which has the capability of commanding front line forces in the field.

PJHQ is commanded by the CJO, who is responsible for the planning and execution of joint, or
potentially joint, national and UK-led multinational operations conducted outside the United
Kingdom. The CJO (a three-star officer) reports directly to the Chief of the Defence Staff (CDS)
for advice on a number of matters including the conduct and resourcing of military operations.

The CJO commands UK forces assigned for a specific operation and is responsible at the
operational level for the deployment, direction, sustainment, and recovery of deployed forces. The
CJO acts as the JFC commander and is usually based at Northwood. Forces in the operational area
are commanded by a Joint Task Force (JTF) commander or in cases where the United Kingdom is
operating alongside allies, the UK National Contingent commander.

Principal additional tasks of PJHQ include

 monitoring designated areas of operational interest

 preparing contingency plans

 conducting Joint Force exercises

 focus for Joint Rapid Reaction Force (JRRF) planning and exercising

Standing Joint Force Headquarters

Work started in September 2015 to establish a new deployable HQ to command UK air, land, sea,
and SF on overseas operations and to interface with 'soft-power' elements to deliver 'full-spectrum
effect'. The new two-star Standing Joint Force HQ is intended to allow military campaigns to be co-
ordinated and directed in a more effective way. The intention is to achieve FOC with the HQ in
2018.

Joint Rapid Reaction Force

The JRRF is essentially the fighting force that PJHQ has immediately available. The JRRF
provides a force for rapid deployment operations using a core operational group of the Army's 16th
Air Assault Brigade and the RN's 3rd Commando Brigade, supported by a wide range of air and
maritime assets such as the Joint Helicopter Command and the RN's Response Task Group.

The JRRF uses what the MoD has described as a 'golfbag' approach with a wide range of units
available for specific operations. For example, if the operational situation demands assets such as
heavy armour, long-range artillery, and attack helicopters, these assets can easily be assigned to the
force. This approach means that the JRRF can be tailored for specific operations, ranging from
support for a humanitarian crisis to missions including high-intensity operations.
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The 'reach' of the JRRF is enhanced by the RN's amphibious vessels HMS Albion and HMS
Bulwark. Both of these vessels have the ability to carry 650 troops plus a range of armoured
vehicles including MBTs. A flight deck enables ship-to-shore helicopter operations.

Responsibility for providing units to the JRRF remains with the single service commanders who
ensure that units assigned are at an extremely high state of readiness. Units assigned to the JRRF
are trained to joint standards and committed to NATO, EU, UN, or other coalition operations as
required.

Under normal circumstances, it would be expected that the army would ensure the following land
forces were available to the JRRF: a brigade sized grouping held at High Readiness and two
Strategic Reserves; the Spearhead Land Element held at Extremely High Readiness and the
Airborne Task Force held at Very High Readiness.

The force commander is the JTF commander who is responsible to the CJO at PJHQ. The JTF
commander is supported by the Joint Force Operations Staff at PJHQ who provide a fully resourced
JTF HQ at 48-hours notice to move anywhere in the world.

Joint Force Logistics Component

The Joint Force Logistics Component (JFLogC) provides a joint logistic HQ for operations with
force logistics under the command of PJHQ. It delivers co-ordinated logistic support to the
deployed Joint Force in accordance with the commander's priorities. The composition of the
JFLogC will be determined by PJHQ during the mission planning stage. If necessary, two logistic
brigades can be assigned to JFLogC.

Permanent Joint Operating Bases

PJHQ is responsible for PJOBs and facilities overseas including

 Cyprus: two battalions, engineer squadron, aviation flight (Bell Griffin HAR2 multirole
helicopters contracted), joint signal unit, and supporting troops including approximately
1,900 army, 900 RAF, and 30 naval personnel

 British Forces South Atlantic Islands (Falkland Islands): infantry company group, engineer
squadron, signals unit, logistics group, RAF, and RN elements

 Gibraltar: the Royal Gibraltar Regiment (infantry) and supporting personnel from the RAF
and RN

 British Indian Ocean Territory (Diego Garcia): 40 naval personnel

Joint Helicopter Command

The Joint Helicopter Command (JHC), based at Wilton, Hampshire, was formed in 1999 and brings
together the battlefield helicopters of all three services under one command. JHC incorporates the
RN's Commando Helicopter Force, the army's 16th Air Assault Brigade, the Army Air Corps, and
the RAF Support Helicopter Force. It is responsible to the JFC.
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Civil-military co-operation

Civil-military co-operation (CIMIC) efforts are facilitated by the UK Stabilisation Unit (SU) - the
government's centre of expertise and best practice in stabilisation, and home of the Civilian
Stabilisation Group (CSG). The SU was set up to respond to the complex challenges of fragile and
conflict-afflicted states and works with countries to enhance their capacity for self-governance. It
reports to the MoD, Foreign and Commonwealth Office, and Department for International
Development (DFID) and includes staff from each parent department.

The CSG's capability team is responsible for the recruitment, development, and management of a
high quality civilian capability, which can respond to current and anticipated demand for
stabilisation expertise across government. This capability is provided by more than 1,000 CSG
personnel, consisting of more than 800 Deployable Civilian Experts drawn from the private and
voluntary sectors and a 200+ Civil Service Stabilisation Cadre drawn from over 30 departments and
agencies across Whitehall.

The Joint CIMIC Group was renamed the Military Stabilisation Support Group (MSSG) on 1 April
2009, to better reflect its new role and responsibility. It achieved initial operating capability in
November 2009 and provides Military Assistance to Civil Effect (MACE) staff officers in all Land
Formation HQs. Teams are formed and trained as required. The MSSG fulfils five key functions:

1. the preparation and delivery of Force Elements at Readiness (civil effect planning teams and
functional specialists) for contingent and enduring operations

2. recruiting, training, and retaining sufficient manpower to maintain and develop the MSSG as
a joint organisation at its required readiness state

3. supporting the delivery of civil effect, CIMIC, and stabilisation awareness training across
defence

4. managing change: delivery of the MACE implementation plan

5. supporting MoD Joint Capability and HQ Engineer in Chief in the development of civil
effect, CIMIC, and stabilisation capability, including maintaining linkages with other
government departments, international organisations, and non-governmental organisations

The MSSG has strong links with the DFID, and both organisations try to integrate their operations
to provide support for stabilisation, peace-building, and state-building activities. The work of
Provincial Reconstruction Teams, which have been an important part of the UK mission in
Afghanistan, provide a notable example of CMIC in action.

In an effort to shore up shortfalls in certain skills needed for twenty-first century warfare, the
British Army is preparing a plan to recruit civilians directly into senior ranks, referred to as lateral
entry, breaking with generations of tradition. The civilians would already have established careers
in areas such as cyber technology, avionics, and logistics.

Multinational interoperability
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The UK strategy places great stress upon multinational operations. UK armed forces train and
operate closely with counterparts in all NATO countries. Interoperability with US forces is
particularly high, and the two countries' forces have co-operated particularly closely in Afghanistan
and Iraq.

Co-operation with some Commonwealth countries also remains strong, particularly Australia,
Canada, and New Zealand.

NATO

Over 95% of the UK armed forces are declared as potentially available to NATO. The United
Kingdom has regularly contributed to NATO operations and missions, including those in
Afghanistan, the Balkans, and the naval anti-piracy efforts off the Horn of Africa.

EU

The United Kingdom is a key player in the EU Security and Defence Policy and is a major
contributor to EU operations. However, this may change as the United Kingdom ends its
membership in the European Union.

Franco-British defence co-operation

In November 2010, France and the United Kingdom signed a 50-year defence co-operation
agreement, enabling both countries to make cuts to their armed forces while maintaining capability
by pooling resources and forming joint units. A second treaty was signed, also in November 2010,
to share two nuclear research facilities.

As part of this bilateral co-operative efforts, a Franco-British Combined Joint Expeditionary Force
(CJEF) is to be formed, comprising about 5,000 troops from each country. The November 2010
document stipulated that the CJEF would "involve all three services [in both countries]", adding
that "there will be a land component comprised of formations at national brigade level; maritime
and air components with their associated HQ; and logistics and support functions". It is to operate
under a single commander, rotated between France and the United Kingdom.

Although the CJEF does not include any permanent standing forces, once raised, the force will be
made available for either Anglo-French, EU, NATO, or UN operations.

Other projects include a shared support, logistics and training contract with Airbus to save money
on the new A400M transport aircraft; a 10-year plan for joint defence industry development of
complex weapons, including missiles and air-defence systems; joint development of submarine
technologies and systems and unmanned aerial systems; and collaboration in maritime
countermeasures, satellite communications, and air-to-air refuelling.

UK/NL Landing Force

Netherlands and the UK RM have operated the UK/NL Landing Force since 1973. The force
comprises two main elements: the UK/NL Amphibious Group of specialist amphibious staff and
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shipping provided by the UK RN, the Royal Netherlands Navy, the Royal Fleet Auxiliary, and
specialist support craft from the British Army's Royal Logistic Corps; and the UK/ NL Landing
Force, made up of 3rd Commando Brigade RM and operational units of the Royal Netherlands
Marine Corps' 1st Battalion Group. UK/NL assets operating at sea, including embarked units, are
commanded by the RN's Commander Amphibious Task Group, who becomes Commander United
Kingdom Netherlands Amphibious Group. The UK/NL Landing Force is commanded by 3rd
Commando Brigade's brigadier, with the head of the Dutch battalion group as his deputy
commander.

The force is intended to operate across a full spectrum of missions - from major combat to
operations other than war - alone or joining with or commanding a wider multinational force. It
trains and exercises as a single multinational entity in a range of regions and climates: integration is
continuously developed.

Defence structure

The UK armed forces are professional and all-volunteer. The highest-level military HQ is the MoD
at Whitehall, London, which is also a policy-making Department of State. It provides political
control of all military operations and controls the budget for the armed forces.

A National Security Council (NSC) was created in May 2010 to oversee all aspects of Britain's
security. The NSC integrates top-level decision-making to ensure that ministers consider national
security in a strategic and comprehensive whole-of-government manner. There are three ministerial
sub-committees of the Council:

 to consider threats, hazards, resilience, and contingencies including a restricted group to
consider intelligence matters

 to consider nuclear deterrence and security

 to consider the UK's relationship with emerging international powers

The MoD HQ is headed by the secretary of state for defence, who is responsible for defence policy,
and for providing the means by which it is carried out. This role is supported by three junior
ministers (the minister of state for defence procurement, the minister of state for the armed forces,
and the under-secretary of state for defence and minister for veterans' affairs).

The secretary of state has two principal advisers: one military, the CDS, and one civilian, the
permanent undersecretary (PUS). They are responsible to the secretary of state for defence for the
co-ordinated effort of all three fighting services.

The CDS is the professional head of the UK armed forces and the principal military adviser to the
secretary of state and the government. The PUS, as the government's principal civilian adviser on
defence, has primary responsibility for policy advice and finance and administration; co-ordinates
overall advice to ministers; and is the MoD's principal accounting officer, personally accountable to
parliament for all public expenditure voted for defence purposes.
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The three single service Chiefs of Staff are also based in the MoD and are the professional heads of
their respective services. They are responsible for their own service's overall fighting effectiveness,
efficiency, and morale, and chair their respective service's management boards. They exercise
command through their respective HQ.

CDS and individual chiefs have the right of direct access to the secretary of state and to the prime
minister.

Joint Central Staff

The Joint Central Staff is the heart of policy-making in the MoD. It is an integrated service and
civilian staff. The Central Staffs report jointly to the second PUS and the vice chief of the defence
staff (VCDS), which are deputies to the PUS and the CDS, respectively. The VCDS ranks fifth in
the services hierarchy, following the three single service commanders.

The Central Staff is organised around the following key areas

 the policy/commitments area together with the PJHQ is responsible for military operations

 the finance area conducts the MoD's corporate planning function, as well as developing and
controlling all aspects of financial management

 the service personnel area co-ordinates policy on service personnel and reserve forces issues
including recruitment, training, and retention during operations and in peacetime

 the administration and civilian personnel area makes policy for the MoD's civilian personnel
and is also responsible for the MoD's implementation of public sector management initiatives
and for a range of support functions including security, accommodation, and health and
safety

 the equipment capability area is responsible for identifying the future capabilities needed by
the armed forces, assembling an affordable equipment programme and managing the
acquisition of equipment to provide those capabilities

 the scientific staff provide scientific advice to the MoD HQ and manage the department's
Corporate Research Programme

Chain of command

Secretary of State for Defence: Gavin Williamson
Chief of the Defence Staff: General Sir Nicholas Carter
First Sea Lord and Chief of Naval Staff: Admiral Sir Philip Jones
Chief of the General Staff (British Army): General Mark Carleton-Smith
Chief of the Air Staff: Air Chief Marshal Sir Stephen Hillier
Commander of Joint Forces Command: General Sir Christopher Deverell

The Cabinet provides political and diplomatic direction for military operations. The CDS heads the
Defence Crisis Management Organisation, which is responsible for the strategic direction and
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overall management of operations. The chain of command runs from the CDS, advised by the
single service Chiefs of Staff and the Central Staff, to the Joint Commander and thence to
operational commanders in the field. Individual Chiefs of Staff retain responsibility for some
limited specific operations.

Current operations are monitored and directed from the Defence Crisis Management Centre,
located in the basement of the MoD main building.

The three single service commanders exercise command of their services through their respective
HQ. They are responsible for providing the necessary capability for employment on operations by
the CJO as directed by the CDS, except for those tasks (such as provision of the national deterrent),
which remain the responsibility of an individual service.

The CJO normally acts as the joint commander, with the single service commanders-in-chief and
director of SF acting as supporting commanders in that they provide forces for operations. The
CDS retains the option to nominate a single-service commander-in-chief as joint commander
should this be deemed necessary; in this case command would still be exercised from the PJHQ.

In many situations the field commander will be a designated JTF commander; where UK forces are
operating as part of a coalition, the senior UK commander will be the national component
commander and is likely to retain a national 'red card' on UK operations, retaining the authority of
veto over UK military activity within the theatre.

Defence Council

The armed forces are under the overall control of the Defence Council, which is the decision
making body that runs the three services in accordance with the policy of the government of the
day. Chaired by the secretary of state, its composition is as follows

 the secretary of state for defence

 minister of state for the armed forces

 undersecretary of state and the lords spokesman on defence

 minister for defence equipment, support, and technology

 minister for defence personnel, welfare, and veterans

 undersecretary of state international security

 chief of the defence staff

 PUS

 first sea lord

 chief of the general staff

 chief of the air staff

 vice chief of the defence staff
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 second PUS

 chief scientific adviser

 chief of defence materiel

 director general finance

Defence Board

The Defence Board is the highest non-ministerial committee in the MoD. It is responsible to
ministers for the full range of the defence business other than the conduct of operations.

Chaired by the PUS, the Defence Board is the main corporate board of the MoD, providing senior-
level leadership and strategic management of defence. The board is made up of the non-ministerial
members of the Defence Council and external, independent non-executive members.

Single service boards

The administration of the three individual services and their personnel is the responsibility of the
three service boards.
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United Kingdom - Army
Date Posted: 27-Feb-2019

Publication: Jane's Sentinel Security Assessment - Western Europe
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Operation 'Toral'/'Resolute Support' (Afghanistan)

Operation 'Cabrit'/Enhanced Forward Presence (Eastern Europe and the Baltics)

Organisation

Land Forces Command (Field Army)

3rd (UK) Division

1st (UK) Division

Force Troops Command

Regional Command

HQ London District

HQ British Forces Germany

Arms and services

Household Cavalry and Royal Armoured Corps

Infantry

The Royal Regiment of Artillery

Corps of Royal Engineers

The Royal Corps of Signals

The Royal Logistic Corps

The Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers

Army Medical Services

The Adjutant General's Corps
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Intelligence Corps

Reserves

Army Air Corps/Joint Helicopter Command

Army aviation order of battle

Bases

Personnel

Training

Training areas

Overseas training

Military exercises

Core assets and procurement initiatives

Armour

Challenger 2 MBT

Warrior ACVs

Bulldog

Combat vehicle reconnaissance (tracked)

Ajax

Mechanised infantry vehicle (Boxer)

Protected patrol vehicles

Snatch Land Rover
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Foxhound light protected patrol vehicle

Panther command and liaison vehicles

Husky protected support vehicle

Jackal

Coyote tactical support vehicle, light

Cougar family of protected patrol vehicles

Artillery

AS90 self-propelled howitzer

L118 light gun

M270 guided multiple launch rocket system

Future indirect fire capability

Anti-tank systems

Javelin anti-tank missile

Ground-based air defence systems

Rapier Field Standard C short-range surface-to-air missile systems

Starstreak high-velocity missile

Sky Sabre/Future Local Area Air Defence System

Infantry

Army aviation

WAH-64D Apache
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AW159 Lynx Wildcat AH Mk 1 BRH/LAH

Watchkeeper UAV

Mini-UAVs

Equipment in service

Small arms and light weapons

Man-portable air defence systems

Infantry support weapons

Small arms

Army aviation

Missiles

Summary

Strength
Regular: 82,730 (included 3,900 Gurkhas)
Reserve: 29,600
Primary combat units
3 armoured infantry brigades
1 air assault brigade
6 infantry brigades
1 artillery brigade
Armoured vehicles
Challenger 2 MBTs
Scimitar CVR(T) reconnaissance vehicles
Warrior IFVs
Spartan CVR(T) APCs
Bulldog APCs
Foxhound protected patrol vehicles
Cougar (Mastiff/Ridgback/Wolfhound) protected patrol vehicles
Jackal protected patrol vehicles
Artillery
AS90 155 mm SPHs
L118 105 mm light gun/howitzer
M270B1 227 mm guided MLRSs
Ground-based air defence systems
Rapier FSC SAM launchers
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Starstreak HVM vehicle-mounted and man-portable SAM launchers
FIM-92A (Stinger) man-portable SAM launchers
Rotary-wing attack aircraft
AH-64 Apaches
Lynx Wildcats

Executive summary

The British Army has a good balance between light (rapid reaction), medium, and heavy forces,
making it well poised to operate across the spectrum of force. It also has the ability to project and
indefinitely sustain a brigade-sized land force anywhere on the globe, something few nations can
accomplish. Although recent reductions in force structure and equipment have negatively affected
the British Army's ability to wage a high-intensity conventional conflict, it remains one of the pre-
eminent ground forces in the world. It still has significant inventories of armoured vehicles, self-
propelled and towed artillery, and organic rotary-wing attack aircraft, which together enable it to
effectively carry out combined arms manoeuvre warfare. That said, it has spent the last two decades
focusing on expeditionary operations to confront asymmetric threats. With tensions on the 'Old
Continent' again rising, it is reorienting somewhat back towards conventional capabilities, but this
will take time.

The Strategic Defence and Security Reviews (SDSRs) of 2010 and 2015 had a significant effect on
the budgets and priorities of the UK armed forces.

Of the three services, the British Army fared the best in the 2010 SDSR. This was in part because
the army was at that time deeply engaged in Afghanistan and thus needed to be adequately
resourced for the fight. That said, the army's heavy conventional forces saw some significant
reductions, with the Challenger 2 MBT fleet being cut by 40% and 155 mm AS90 artillery by 35%.
In addition, five infantry battalions were withdrawn and the Royal Armoured Corps was reduced by
two battalions.

The 2015 SDSR gave very little to the British Army. It ruled out the purchase of new AH-64E
Apache attack helicopters, with the army's existing WAH-64D Apaches to be upgraded to AH-64E
standard instead (although it remains unclear how much of the helicopters will be new and how
much remanufactured). Similarly, no replacement for the Challenger 2 is foreseen, with these
instead to receive a life extension of undefined scope. Meanwhile, the Warrior Capability
Sustainment Programme (CSP) and the procurement of Ajax armoured vehicles are moving
forward. In addition, the 2015 SDSR announced the planned procurement of a new Mechanised
Infantry Vehicle (MIV)/IFV.

In regards to organisation, following from the 2010 SDSR, in July 2012 a major restructuring of the
British Army was announced. This was the most significant force restructuring in the last 50 years
and the army comprises three primary elements:

 a high-readiness Reaction Force of three armoured infantry brigades and air assault brigade
supported by a logistic brigade (3rd [UK] Division)

 an Adaptable Force with seven infantry brigades and one logistics brigade containing a mix
of regular and reserve units (1st [UK] Division)
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 a Force Troops Command with a mix of combat support and service support units

As a result of the 2015 SDSR the British Army will see a further reorganisation. The changes are
being implemented under the banner of 'Army 2020 Refine' and were laid out in more detail in
December 2016.

At the top of the list of changes, the 3rd (UK) Division, which is based on three armoured infantry
brigades, will be reorganised around two armoured infantry brigades (based on 12 Brigade and 20
Brigade) and two new 'strike brigades'. The intention is to create a warfighting division optimised
for high-intensity combat operations that can deploy rapidly over long distances. One of each type
of brigade will be held at high readiness and the division will be able to deploy three brigades if
required.

The new strike brigades will be 'medium-weight' combined-arms brigades similar to those in the
French and US armies. The British Army lacks such formations, a gap identified in the 2015 SDSR.
The strike brigade will be equipped with Ajax reconnaissance vehicles and a wheeled armoured
vehicle and will be able to carry out armoured and armoured cavalry roles. The new armoured
vehicle will give the strike brigades' infantry battalions mobility similar to that employed by the
French Army in its 2013 intervention in Mali, when a French battalion equipped with VBCI
vehicles was able to cover 2,000 km (1,243 mi) in five days.

The new strike brigades are expected to achieve initial operational capability (IOC) in 2021 and full
operational capability (FOC) around 2025.

Looking beyond the strike brigades, 77 Brigade is being reoriented to give additional focus to
countering hybrid warfare, and four infantry battalions are being reconfigured to better contribute
to countering terrorism and building stability and partner capacity overseas. These battalions will
be reduced in size from 660 to 350 troops and be junior officer and NCO heavy.

In addition, six protected mobility infantry battalions are going to convert to a light/dismounted
infantry role. Two new reserve infantry battalions will also be created.

Furthermore, a divisional fires regiment will be re-established, this being based around 26
Regiment Royal Artillery.

Overall, to complete the restructure, some 97 battalion-sized units will see changes to their role or
brigade assignment, troop strength, home base, and major equipment.

As a result of this reorganisation, by 2025 the United Kingdom expects to be capable of fielding an
expeditionary force of around 50,000 (80% provided by the army), up from the 30,000-strong force
committed to in the 2010 SDSR. The British Army's order of battle at that time will include

 two armoured infantry brigades

 two strike brigades

 the 16 Air Assault Brigade
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 six infantry brigades

 the 77 Brigade (counter-hybrid warfare)

 one intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) brigade

The aviation component, meanwhile, will see the disbandment of the Army Air Corps (AAC)
regiment based in Northern Ireland (5 Regiment) and the retirement of the army's Westland Gazelle
AH1 observation helicopters by 2022 (with an option for extension until 2025). Additionally, two
new squadrons that were intended to operate the new Wildcat battlefield utility helicopter will not
be formed, leaving two operational units in the AAC.

The army embarked on several urgent operational requirement (UOR) programmes during
operations in Afghanistan. These UORs focused on providing heavily protected patrol vehicles that
enable operations against modern insurgencies, where tanks would not be applicable and thin-
skinned vehicles would not be survivable. However, the extensive use of UORs has raised the risk
of overcorrecting the pre-existing conventional war bias and creating a force that is too specifically
tailored for COIN operations. Thus, a major rebalancing of equipment holdings is under way, being
guided by the Land Joint Strike initiative with the Ajax family of vehicles at its core. However,
according to a 'National Audit Office 2011' report, the army "will have a gap between the armoured
vehicles it says it needs now and those it will have at least until 2025." That said, this gap is
steadily closing as new vehicles begin to enter service.

For much of the 2000s the British Army was deployed above the defence planning assumptions, the
level at which it is structured and funded. Thus, although significant progress has been made in the
implementation of far-reaching reforms and resetting, it will be a number of years before it is once
again a full spectrum force at full readiness.

The 2010 SDSR aimed to have an army that could sustain a contribution to an enduring medium-
scale operation. In contrast, the 2015 SDSR focuses on the ability to provide a larger, one-off
contribution to larger conventional conflict (for example, an Article 5 response to an attack on a
NATO ally). Thus, there is a significant amount of reorientation that must be accomplished.

Despite the enduring requirements, the emphasis given to expeditionary capabilities does seem to
have paid off. Although there are not yet any publicly available 'lessons learned' reports that cover
the COIN and stability operations after the fall of the Taliban in Afghanistan or Saddam Hussein's
regime in Iraq, the MoD did release a report in late 2003 covering the lessons from the Iraq
invasion. The MoD determined that the operation demonstrated the extent to which the UK armed
forces had evolved successfully to deliver the expeditionary capabilities envisaged in the 1998
Strategic Defence Review (SDR). The report cited the assault on the Al-Faw Peninsula as an
example of the progress UK forces had made in the delivery of joint effect - bringing together the
capabilities of all three services to achieve a single aim. Also, the operation confirmed the
requirement for highly versatile UK forces able rapidly to mount small- and medium-sized
operations on a routine basis, while also being capable of meeting less frequent but larger and more
demanding commitments.

Deployments, tasks, and operations
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Role

Like other NATO militaries, the end of the Cold War saw a radical reorganisation of priorities.
These were outlined in the 1998 SDR and adjusted in the 2010 and 2015 SDSRs. The armed forces
are assigned eight primary missions. They must be able to

 defend and contribute to the security and resilience of the United Kingdom and Overseas
Territories

 provide a nuclear deterrence

 contribute to improved understanding of the world through strategic intelligence and the
global defence network

 reinforce international security and the collective capacity of its allies, partners, and
multilateral institutions

 support humanitarian assistance and disaster response, and conduct rescue missions

 conduct strike operations

 conduct operations to restore peace and stability

 conduct major combat operations if required, including under NATO Article 5

Planning assumptions laid out in the 2015 SDSR envisage that the armed forces in 2025 will be
sized and shaped to mount an expeditionary force of 50,000 drawn from

 a maritime task group centred on the carrier strike capability provided by a Queen Elizabeth-
class aircraft carrier (10-25 ships, 4,000-10,000 personnel)

 a land division with three brigades including a new Strike Force (30,000-40,000 personnel)

 an air group of combat, transport, and surveillance aircraft (4-9 combat aircraft squadrons,
6-20 surveillance platforms, 5-15 transport aircraft, 4,000-10,000 personnel)

 an SF task group

 Joint Forces (2,000-6,000 personnel)

When not deployed on this scale, the armed forces should be able to undertake a number of smaller
operations simultaneously, which might include

 a medium-scale operation, often drawing mostly on just one service, e.g., the current counter-
Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant mission in Iraq

 multiple additional operations including CT and counter-piracy, or the enduring naval
presence in the Gulf

 a wide range of defence engagement activities

For comparison, the 2010 SDSR mandated that the armed forces by 2020 be sized and shaped to
conduct an enduring stabilisation operation at brigade level (up to 6,500 personnel) with maritime
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and air support as required, while also conducting one non-enduring complex intervention (up to
2,000 personnel) and one non-enduring simple intervention (up to 1,000 personnel), or alternatively
three non-enduring operations if UK forces are not already engaged in an enduring operation or for
a limited time, and with sufficient warning, committing all effort to a one-off intervention of up to
three brigades, with maritime and air support (about 30,000, two-thirds of the force deployed to
Iraq in 2003).

Previous planning assumptions (refined in 2009) stated that the UK military should be able to carry
out one enduring medium-scale operation (involving some 5,000 personnel), plus one enduring
small-scale operation (with a battlegroup of between 600 and 700 personnel) and, if needed, one
other small-scale non-enduring operation routinely and without overstretch.

The key assumption in the scale of effort ambitions had been that UK forces would not undertake
two sustained medium-size operations simultaneously, but this is exactly what occurred in carrying
out Operations 'Herrick' (Afghanistan) and 'Telic' (Iraq). The result was severe overstretch on
resources, which also affected force readiness.

Force distribution

As an island nation, the United Kingdom does not have to be concerned with positioning troops
near national borders. British Army forces are thus widely dispersed across the United Kingdom to
foster links between communities, reserve units, and paired regular units. That said, the majority of
military personnel are located in the more densely populated southeast and southwest of the
country. The fewest personnel are located in the northeast. Meanwhile, there are about 2,000
service personnel in Northern Ireland.

Germany

In 2019, the 20 Armoured Brigade HQ will move to Bulford in the United Kingdom and come
under the command of the 3rd (UK) Division. This was to end the British Army's presence in
Germany. However, the UK in 2018 confirmed it would keep 250 personnel in Germany to run
training facilities (at Sennelager) and logistic sites, as well as to participate in a joint bridging unit
(at Minden).

In addition, a large armoured vehicle storage site is to be kept open at Ayrshire Barracks. The
United Kingdom will also continue to store ammunition at the Bundeswehr-run Wulfen facility,
north of Essen.

Falkland Islands

The United Kingdom has only about 1,200 military personnel based on the Falkland Islands at any
given time, including rotational forces. The British Army contribution includes a Rapier battery and
one rotational infantry company, in addition to small support elements. These forces are based at
RAF Mount Pleasant.

There is also a company-sized volunteer defence force.

Recent and current operations
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Operation 'Shader' (Middle East)

The United Kingdom has about 1,400 military personnel deployed to the Middle East to support the
international fight against the Islamic State. The British Army specifically has about 600 troops
operating in Iraq. About half of these troops are based outside the Kurdish capital, Arbil, while the
other half is based at Al-Asad Air Base in Iraq. The troops provide training on counter-improvised
explosive device (IED) drills, infantry tactics, and combat medical skills. The first of these trainers
arrived in Iraq in early 2015, and the size of the contingent was doubled from 300 in October 2016.
The 300 new troops are based at Al-Asad Air Base and deployed with Mastiff and Foxhound
armoured vehicles. This represented the first time the British Army has operated armoured vehicles
in the country since 2009. However, the troops work only "inside the wire" and not in the field.

Of note, British soldiers had also been training Syrian rebels to fight the Islamic State, but these
teams were withdrawn in mid-2017. The mission had been conducted at locations in Jordan and
Turkey.

Operation 'Orbital' (Ukraine)

The United Kingdom in 2015 deployed 100 military personnel to provide training to Ukraine's
armed forces. The UK teams at first provided medical, infantry, and tactical level intelligence
gathering training. The initial goal was to train 1,000 Ukrainian personnel, but the mission has been
extended a number of times, most recently until 2020. In addition, the training expanded in 2018 to
include anti-armour, counter-sniping, and mortar operations.

Operation 'Toral'/'Resolute Support' (Afghanistan)

The British Army was deeply involved in the ISAF in Afghanistan and has continued to contribute
to NATO's follow-on 'Resolute Support' Mission, albeit on a much smaller scale. The UK
contribution falls under the name Operation 'Toral'. The total contribution of the UK armed forces
to 'Resolute Support' is about 1,100 personnel, having been boosted by 440 in 2018. Since the
combat mission has ended, personnel are tasked with training and advising the Afghan National
Army. They are deployed in a number of locations, including Helmand Province. Troops also carry
out force protection (largely as part of the UK-led Kabul Security Force), medical, police, logistics,
and communication tasks.

The United Kingdom was one of the first and largest contributors to ISAF, second only to the
United States in terms of troops on the ground. At the peak commitment, the United Kingdom had
137 bases and about 9,500 troops in Helmand alone, which was the centre of UK military activity
beginning in 2006. This included significant contributions from the Royal Marines (RM) and RAF.
Army equipment deployed included Apache attack helicopters. The United Kingdom concluded its
combat role in Afghanistan at the end of 2014.

The Special Air Service (SAS) has also been active in Afghanistan, including under the 'Resolute
Support' Mission.

Operation 'Cabrit'/Enhanced Forward Presence (Eastern Europe and the Baltics)
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NATO has deployed four battalion-sized battle groups to the eastern Europe: one in each of the
Baltic republics and one in Poland. The United Kingdom leads the battalion in Estonia
(contributing about 900 troops), with Denmark, France, and other countries also contributing. The
first units arrived in March and April 2017 and forces rotate on a six- to nine-month basis.
Deployed equipment includes IFVs, tanks, and self-propelled artillery. Meanwhile, the United
Kingdom has also stationed 150 troops to Poland. The UK's contribution to the enhanced forward
presence mission is dubbed Operation 'Cabrit'.

Of note, four British Army Lynx Wildcat AH1 battlefield reconnaissance helicopters deployed on a
four-month mission to Estonia in April 2018. This was the type's first operational mission. A
similar deployment is scheduled for April 2019.

Organisation

The British Army consists of two principal elements: the Regular Army, a professional, full-time
organisation; and the Army Reserve, a volunteer, part-time element that supports the Regular
Army, which was called the Territorial Army until mid-2013.

Land Forces Command (Field Army)

The Land Forces Command includes the following formations:

 3rd (UK) Division

 1st (UK) Division

 Force Troops Command

 Regional Command (former Support Command)

 16 Air Assault Brigade

 HQ London District

 HQ British Forces Germany

 Joint Helicopter Command

There is one permanently ready Reaction Force division, the 3rd (UK) Division, and one Adaptable
Force division, the 1st (UK) Division.

3rd (UK) Division

The 3rd (UK) Division has a deployable HQ and provides an immediate reaction force for crisis
and emergencies. The division includes

 Division HQ (Bulford)

 1 Armoured Infantry Brigade

 12 Armoured Infantry Brigade
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 20 Armoured Infantry Brigade

 101 Logistic Brigade

 1st Military Police Brigade

The 16 Air Assault Brigade can be deployed under the command of the 3rd (UK) Division for
operations as required.

Combat support units such as artillery, engineers, and signals are provided by Force Troops
Command as required.

1st (UK) Division

In 2015 the 1st (UK) Division completed its transition from an armoured division into a light role
Adaptable Force. The division includes

 Specialised Infantry Group

 4th Infantry Brigade and HQ North East

 7th Infantry Brigade and HQ East

 11th Infantry Brigade and HQ South East

 38th (Irish) Brigade

 HQ North West

 51st Infantry Brigade and HQ Scotland

 160th Infantry Brigade and HQ Wales

 102nd Logistic Brigade

These brigades have two functions. The first is that they provide properly trained and equipped unit
force packages for operations when required - these would generally be placed under the command
of 3rd (UK) Division. The brigades also have a regional function and provide a point of contact for
the civilian authorities in their region. They also provide administrative support to units located
inside their geographic boundary.

Force Troops Command

Force Troops Command includes all units providing combat support, command support, certain
combat service support, and specialist support to the Reaction and Adaptable forces. The command
includes:

 1st Artillery Brigade and HQ South West

 1st Signal Brigade

 1st Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Brigade
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 2nd Medical Brigade

 8 Engineer Brigade

 11th Signal Brigade and HQ West Midlands

 104th Logistic Support Brigade

 77th Brigade (previously the Security Assistance Group)

In addition, the command is responsible for the Engineer and Logistics Staff Corps and the army
elements of the joint ground-based air defence.

Regional Command

Regional Command is based in Aldershot and is responsible for delivering support to the army and
controlling garrisons and stations.

HQ London District

The HQ London District has responsibility for units (Regular, Army Reserve, and cadet) that are
located within the greater London area as well as in Windsor. The activities for which the HQ and
the district are most well-known are state ceremonial and public duties in the capital.

HQ British Forces Germany

The HQ British Forces Germany (BFG) was formed in January 2012, replacing the former UK
Support Command (Germany) and the Germany Support Group. The HQ BFG is responsible for
supporting elements of all three armed services across continental Europe and is heading up the
British Army drawdown in Germany.

Arms and services

Household Cavalry and Royal Armoured Corps

In terms of equipment, armoured cavalry units are mounted on Scimitar vehicles and the light
cavalry units use Jackals. All cavalry units can undertake reconnaissance and strike missions.
Armoured regiments, meanwhile, use Challenger 2 MBTs and combat vehicles reconnaissance
(tracked) (CVR[T]s), and the one tank regiment uses only the MBTs.

Infantry

The British infantry is based on regiments, which are grouped into divisions. These divisions are
responsible for all aspects of military administration from recruiting, manning, and promotions for
individuals in the regiments under its wing to the longer-term planning required to ensure
continuity and cohesion. However, divisions of infantry have no operational command over their
regiments and should not be confused with operational formations such as the 1st (UK) Division
and the 3rd (UK) Division.

The Royal Regiment of Artillery
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The Royal Regiment of Artillery (RA) provides the battlefield fire support and air defence for the
British Army in the field. Its various regiments are equipped for conventional fire support using
field guns, precision attack using guided rockets, area and point air defence using air defence
missiles, and specialised artillery locating tasks.

Artillery regiments usually have 3-gun batteries and about 18 guns (except the Commando
Regiment, which has 12). The AS90-equipped regiments units have routinely re-roled one or more
batteries to the L118 105 mm light gun to meet the requirement in Afghanistan.

Corps of Royal Engineers

The engineer support for the army is provided by the Corps of Royal Engineers (RE). The RE
provides specialist support to the combat formations, and engineer detachments can be found at all
levels from the company group upwards.

The Royal Corps of Signals

The Royal Corps of Signals provides the communications from brigade level and above. The Royal
Signals and Intelligence Corps are to be amalgamated under the Army 2020 Refine restructuring.

The Royal Logistic Corps

The Royal Logistic Corps (RLC) is the youngest corps in the British Army and was formed in April
1993 as a result of the recommendations of the MoD's Logistic Support Review. The RLC results
from the amalgamation of the Royal Corps of Transport, the Royal Army Ordnance Corps, the
Army Catering Corps, the Royal Pioneer Corps, and elements of the RE.

The Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers

The Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers (REME) is responsible for equipment support.
Equipment support encompasses equipment management, engineering support, supply
management, provisioning for vehicle and technical spares, and financial management
responsibilities for in-service equipment. The REME also provides recovery and repair on
operations.

REME trades are aircraft technician, avionics technician, vehicle mechanic, recovery mechanic,
armourer, metalsmith, electronics technician, and technical support specialist. Every unit in the
army has members of the REME attached to it.

Army Medical Services

The Army Medical Services (AMS) is made up of the Royal Army Medical Corps, the Royal Army
Veterinary Corps, the Royal Army Dental Corps, and Queen Alexandra's Royal Army Nursing
Corps. In peacetime, the personnel of the AMS are based at the various medical installations
throughout the world or in field force units, and they are responsible for the health of the army.

Each brigade has medical squadrons that are regular units operating in direct support of the
battlegroups. These units are either armoured, air mobile, or parachute trained. In addition, each
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division has dedicated medical squadrons that may be Regular or Reserve providing medical
support for the divisional troops.

The Adjutant General's Corps

The Adjutant General's Corps was formed on 1 April 1992, and its task is the management of the
army's personnel. The corps absorbed the functions of six existing smaller corps: the Royal Military
Police, the Royal Army Pay Corps, the Royal Army Educational Corps, the Royal Army Chaplains
Department, the Army Legal Corps, and the Military Provost Staff Corps. The corps is organised
into four branches: Staff and Personnel Support, Provost, Educational and Training Services, and
Army Legal Services.

Intelligence Corps

The Intelligence Corps collects information from within and outside of the battlespace and
evaluates, analyses, integrates, and interprets the information to provide intelligence for operations.
The Intelligence Corps is co-located with the Defence Intelligence and Security Centre at
Chicksands in Bedfordshire. The Royal Signals and Intelligence Corps are to be amalgamated
under the Army 2020 Refine restructuring.
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Reserves

There are two Reserve elements to the British Army: the Army Reserve and the Regular Army
Reserve. The former comprises volunteers and the latter personnel who have a liability by virtue of
their former service in the Regular forces.

The Reserve force has played a significant role in recent operations, peaking in 2004 when
reservists from the Army Reserve made up 20% of British forces in Iraq and 12% in Afghanistan.
The United Kingdom is aiming to increase the trained strength of the Army Reserve to 30,100 by
2020.

This will bring the ratio of Regular to Reserve to 70:30, which is more in line with that of other
NATO armies. The Reserve forces are also being better integrated with the Regular forces,
something essential to maintain capability ambitions despite the Regular force reductions.

Army Air Corps/Joint Helicopter Command

The AAC falls under the Joint Helicopter Command (JHC), which was formed in 1999 to bring
battlefield helicopters and air assault force elements of the British Army, RN, and RAF under one
command. The JHC is subordinate to the army Land Forces Command.

The JHC employs about 240 helicopters, including the RN's Commando Helicopter Force (Lynx
and Merlin), the RAF's Support Helicopter Force (Chinook, Puma, and Merlin), and all AAC front-
line units. The command does not include training elements, SF aviation, helicopters engaged on
search-and-rescue (SAR) duties, or those normally based on RN vessels.

Of note, 16 Air Assault Brigade came under JHC between 1999 and 2016.
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Corps ort

Bases

Name Latitude Longitude Notes
Mons Barracks 51.263668 -0.745022
Alamein Barracks 53.993145 -0.466735
St Omer Barracks 51.260505 -0.745631
Blandford Camp 50.870467 -2.120023
Peronne Lines 54.371935 -1.718932
Liverpool Army Reserve Centre 53.444926 -2.930767
Dering Lines 51.943508 -3.363898
Tuker Lines 4.609322 114.313402
Laikipia 0.043889 37.031667
Larkhill Camp 51.200376 -1.814096
Thornbury Barracks 53.804229 -1.694458
Picton Barracks 51.190959 -1.733615
Bishop Auckland 54.650485 -1.674625
Peterborough Army Reserve Centre 52.559378 -0.249055
Brock Barracks 51.457993 -1.003657
Nanyuki 0.018333 37.084167
Travers Barracks 51.2565 -0.755096
Wyvern Barracks 50.711787 -3.510792
Imphal Barracks 53.944089 -1.069547
Allenby Barracks 50.701562 -2.240343
Battlesbury Barracks 51.203778 -2.158942
Edinburgh Garrison 55.909783 -3.243778
Keynsham 51.413031 -2.481211
Alanbrooke Barracks 54.205052 -1.397452
Wellington Barracks 51.499707 -0.137678
Dorian Road Army Reserve Centre 51.49318 -2.586539
Cawdor Barracks 51.877855 -5.130851
Claro Barracks 54.145999 -1.555361
Longmoor Military Camp 51.072383 -0.865616
Northwood Headquarters 51.618611 -0.410556
Rodger Nutbeam House 52.420509 -1.903546
John Howard Barracks 52.071861 -0.74161
Dishforth Airfield 54.1378718 -1.4117861
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Dundee Army Reserve Centre 56.474595 -2.947197
Minden Barracks 54.650469 -1.674621
Wolseley House 52.607808 -2.10734
Maindy Barracks 51.499017 -3.186863
The Royal Citadel 50.364615 -4.137412
Campion Lines 51.189631 -1.757772
Kohima House 52.312388 -1.897954
Redford Barracks 55.910278 -3.245833
Gaza Barracks 54.381798 -1.720824
Cateswell House 52.39667 -1.550569
Fulwood Barracks 53.778665 -2.686043
RAF Mount Pleasant -51.822681 -58.446114
Prince William of Gloucester Barracks 52.899015 -0.611046
Robertson Barracks 52.726286 0.972548
McMullen Barracks 50.892321 -1.440303
Tidworth Garrison 51.231848 -1.668588
Crawley Army Reserve Centre 51.118308 -0.185062
Victoria Barracks 51.478921 -0.608615
Keogh Barracks 51.281227 -0.710808
Kingstanding 52.540561 -1.886983
Dreghorn Barracks 55.90204 -3.23923
Alma Barracks 54.371224 -1.742799
Blenheim Camp 52.248381 0.692884
Athlone Barracks 51.769809 8.751312
Prince Philip Lines 51.234491 -1.673697
Cambrai Lines 54.372783 -1.746533
Gamecock Barracks 52.492802 -1.401637
Endcliffe Hall 53.372064 -1.51322
Pantridge Army Reserve Centre 54.576822 -5.925612
Kiwi Barracks 51.193406 -1.730231
Shorncliffe Camp 51.082013 1.131163
Bexleyheath Army Reserve Centre 51.454675 0.157354
MoD St Athan 51.404722 -3.435833
Wattisham Airfield 52.125242 0.961239
Walcheren Barracks 55.884108 -4.28644
Prince Philip Barracks 51.114185 -0.865502
Thiepval Barracks 54.524506 -6.049359
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The Barracks, Watton 51.944696 -3.383904
Baker Barracks 50.8209875 -0.9269929
Carver Barracks 51.989294 0.284754
Roberts Barracks 52.725479 0.973136
St John's Hill Drill Hall 51.462589 -0.169659
Blanford Camp 50.871427 -2.119817
Devil's Tower Camp 36.149151 -5.342981
Grove Park Army Reserve Centre 51.433783 0.021489
Raglan Barracks 51.595136 -3.0079
Chavasse House 53.398304 -2.869632
Peninsula Barracks 51.06166 -1.321001
Hyde Park Barracks 51.501971 -0.165471
Azimghur Barracks 51.446869 -2.278623
Northampton Army Reserve Centre 52.243943 -0.889993
Fulham House 51.468093 -0.209719
Combermere Barracks 51.473196 -0.617927
Hightown Barracks 53.037018 -2.983633
Jubilee Barracks 53.450741 -2.748895
Beacon Barracks 52.825833 -2.099129
Gale Barracks 51.260173 -0.751245
Albemarle Barracks 55.017733 -1.87362
Salamanca Barracks 34.677035 32.837135
Portsmouth Army Reserve Centre 50.837291 -1.067156
Megiddo Lines 54.374698 -1.748809
Somme Barracks 54.364854 -1.698712
Aldershot Garrison 51.260557 -0.7558626
Dalton Barracks 51.6895817 -1.3087893
Assaye Barracks 51.233181 -1.672018
Vauxhall Camp 51.815995 -2.720065
New Normandy Barracks 51.269459 -0.74805
Invicta Park Barracks 51.289216 0.523442
Kinloss Barracks 57.641525 -3.562338
Forthside Barracks 56.118337 -3.923266
Barker Barracks 51.719868 8.78593
Graham House 55.855006 -4.300279
Fort Blockhouse 50.789892 -1.113342
Wing Barracks 51.192819 -1.741755
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Mansergh Barracks 51.897491 8.410854
Marne Barracks 54.36916 -1.626375
Roebuck House 51.268126 -0.750166
Merville Barracks 51.875809 0.889711
Londesborough Barracks 53.746259 -0.355436
Howe Barracks 51.279716 1.102796
St David's Barracks 51.877366 -1.153256
Kendrew Barracks 52.726631 -0.651133
Vauxhall Barracks 51.613013 -1.254528
Glencorse Barracks 55.844844 -3.202783
Gordon Barracks 51.190743 -1.733678
Horne Barracks 51.199725 -1.822769
Worsley Barracks 53.945528 -1.073065
Imjin Barracks 51.892848 -2.197502
Middle Wallop 51.150552 -1.567513
Queen Elizabeth II Barracks 54.026108 -1.035998
East Kilbride Army Reserve Centre 55.762763 -4.164244
Starling House 51.413313 -2.481388
Mellor Building 51.259797 -0.758125
Ballykinler Camp 54.2571715 -5.8031845
Gabalfa Avenue Army Reserve Centre 51.503336 -3.223896
Alexander Barracks 34.981931 33.721135
Clive Barracks 52.876946 -2.537123
Derriford Army Reserve Centre 50.413928 -4.12097
Chetwynd Barracks 52.909662 -1.249038
Fort George 57.583453 -4.071443
Buckley Barracks 51.5285539 -2.130543
St George's Barracks 52.633535 -0.619859
Bothwell House 56.065783 -3.459156
JHFS Aldergrove 54.651051 -6.217303
Regent's Park Barracks 51.5325 -0.1447
Norman Road Army Reserve Centre 53.450493 -2.21843
Royal Artillery Barracks 51.486334 0.060124
Catterick Garrison 54.372359 -1.726313
Credenhill Barracks 52.084016 -2.795699
MoD Lyneham 51.506059 -1.981991
Kimberley Barracks 53.771016 -2.688106
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Leros Barracks 51.288018 1.095505
Porton Down 51.13427 -1.700202
Leuchars Station 56.374066 -2.868746
MoD Corsham 51.419883 -2.215576
Horfield Common Army Reserve Centre 51.492874 -2.585441
Bletchley 51.9918 -0.737661
Hydebank Army Reserve Centre 54.54431 -5.927383
Gibraltar Barracks 52.248381 0.692884
Artillery House, Edinburgh 55.909628 -3.250087
Bourlon Barracks 54.381606 -1.744525
Elizabeth Barracks 51.304075 -0.664195
Stanley Barracks 50.695446 -2.246988
Duke of Gloucester Barracks 51.692258 -1.927779
Aycliffe Armoury 54.612544 -1.583343
Port Stanley -51.691489 -57.859889
Venning Barracks 52.735197 -2.4421
Elizabeth House 52.962273 -1.211275
Weeton Barracks 53.820745 -2.937598
Napier Lines 51.482016 0.05271
Fenham Barracks 54.979534 -1.631552
Rock Barracks 52.084433 1.399592
Beachley Barracks 51.620608 -2.653155
Jardin Street Army Reserve Centre 55.876991 -4.277078
Walworth Army Reserve Centre 51.487422 -0.102795
Ashford House 51.522039 -0.082411
CFB Suffield 50.274048 -111.169693
Bulford Camp 51.190815 -1.732407
Sir John Moore Barracks 51.076782 1.132196
Napier Armoury 54.951455 -1.604046
Armoury House, London 51.52287 -0.088396
Cavalry Barracks 51.46873 -0.389698
MoD Southwick Park 50.875404 -1.10132
Denison Barracks 51.45381 -1.28271
Kings Road Army Reserve Centre 53.457081 -2.261963
Dale Barracks 53.225653 -2.901313
Taunton Army Reserve Centre 51.014522 -3.1232
Colchester Garrison 51.863653 0.896233
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Croydon Army Reserve Centre 51.380649 -0.095078
Medicina Lines 4.607968 114.3251
Nanyuki 0.039444 37.053056
Queen's Barracks 56.408513 -3.448443
Catterick Barracks 51.99679 8.586223
Cambridge Army Reserve Centre 52.185149 0.159226
Four Corners 36.154112 -5.350524
Palace Barracks 54.624506 -5.844147
Buller Barracks 51.263366 -0.741273

According to the 'Army Basing Review', published in early 2013, the army is increasingly
consolidated around seven centres in the United Kingdom:

 Salisbury Plain Training Area (SPTA) (Bulford, Larkhill, Perham Down, Tidworth, Upavon,
and Warminster)

 North East (centred on Catterick, but also including Dishforth, Harlow Hill, Topcliffe, and
York)

 Aldershot

 Edinburgh and Leuchars

 East of England (Colchester and Swanton Morley)

 West Midlands (Donnington and Stafford)

 East Midlands (Cottesmore and North Luffenham)

As a result of the restructuring outlined in 'Army 2020 Refine', further consolidation of forces is
taking place and additional army sites will be vacated.

Personnel

The British Army is an all-volunteer force, recruiting from across the United Kingdom and the
Commonwealth. There is no limit to the number of foreign personnel that can serve in the army,
and the number of soldiers that fall in this category has been rising steadily in the last 10 years.
Soldiers who are non-UK nationals and from Commonwealth countries make up about 8% of the
Regular Army strength, compared with just 0.4% in 1998. A quarter of these personnel are from
Fiji, and Ghanaian and South Africans also serve in large numbers.

NCOs form the core of the army, with more than half of its personnel in this category. This greatly
increases the capability of the force, with leadership and experience distributed through all levels of
the army. Officers account for 14% of the army. This leaves the army with an officer to other ranks
ratio of about 1:6, down from 1:9 in 1981, and 1:7 in 2000. As one would expect, the army has
more enlisted soldiers per officer than the other services.
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The British Army has a trained strength requirement of 82,480 personnel, with this set to decline to
82,000 by 2020. While recruitment and retention of soldiers is generally sufficient, it has fallen
short in recent years and as of July 2018 the army had a 6.8% deficit against its trained personnel
requirement. The MoD expects the shortfall of to last until at least 2022.

Plans also call for an increase in the number of trained Army Reserve personnel to 30,100 and thus
is also proving difficult to achieve. As of July 2018, the Army Reserve has a trained strength of
26,790.

In addition, there remain significant personnel shortfalls in certain army jobs. The UK parliament's
Public Accounts Committee (PAC) in September 2018 released a report entitled 'Skill Shortages in
the Armed Forces' that identified skill shortages in 102 "critical trades", including 23% in pilots,
26% in intelligence analysts, and 17% in engineers.

Of note, new units containing more than 800 Nepalese Gurkha soldiers are to be formed by the
British Army in 2019 as part of a drive to compensate for continuing poor recruitment and retention
among its home-recruited units. The largest unit to be formed is a 270-strong specialist infantry
battalion, which will be assigned missions to advise and train allied and partner forces.

Training

The Army Recruiting & Training Division (ARTD) is the largest non-trading agency within the
government. Its aim is to provide the appropriate numbers of trained soldiers to meet the
operational requirements of the army. The ARTD is responsible for turning civilians into basic
soldiers prior to Phase 2 specialist training. The ARTD trains 15,000 recruits and 70,000 students
annually on more than 1,400 courses, which can range from 1 day to 14 months.

Under the Soldier Initial Training (Phase 1), basic military skills for trainees and officer cadets is
offered. The Trade Training (Phase 2/3) involves preparation for first postings and also
encompasses continuation training and professional development to prepare soldiers for promotion
and increased responsibility. Basic training is provided in specialist establishments, and
developmental training tends to take place in schools and training centres, which have strong links
with a particular arm or service.

Recruits joining infantry regiments, including The Footguards, The Parachute Regiment, and The
Brigade of Gurkhas, undertake Phase 1 and 2 training, which together comprise the six-month
Combat Infantryman's Course at the Infantry Training Centre (ITC) Catterick. Junior entry infantry
soldiers (aged 16-17) receive Phase 1 training at the Army Foundation College Harrogate before
moving to ITC Catterick to complete Phase 2. Additional training for infantry takes place at the
School of Infantry's Support Weapons School based at the Land Warfare Centre in Warminster
(although other trades are increasingly attending the school).

The rest of the army branch personnel receive Phase 1 training at the Initial Training Group Army
Training Regiments at Pirbright and Winchester. They go on to receive Phase 2 training at Defence
Technical Training schools dedicated to the various army trades: the Armour Centre at Bovington,
the Army Aviation Centre at Middle Wallop, the Royal School of Artillery at Larkhill, the 11th
Signal Regiment at Blandford Camp, the Royal School of Military Engineering at Chatham, the
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School of Electrical and Mechanical Engineering at Bordon, the School of Electronic and
Aeronautical Engineering at Arborfield, and the Defence College of Logistics and Personal
Administration at Worthy Down. In addition, driver training takes place at the Defence School of
Transport, based at Normandy Barracks.

The Royal Military Academy Sandhurst is the only officer training establishment for Regular and
Army Reserve officers. The Army Technical Foundation College trains junior recruits for the RE,
Royal Signals, REME, and the RLC. The college has three training companies, a training support
company, and a HQ element. The Army Foundation College based in Harrogate, North Yorkshire,
trains junior soldiers for the RA, Royal Armoured Corps, and the infantry.

Training areas

More than two-thirds of the 240,000 ha (927 sq mi) of MoD-owned land is designated for training
purposes. This Defence Training Estate comprises 16 major training areas and 104 other smaller
training areas and ranges. There is an average daily throughput of 9,000 personnel. The primary
army training areas are

 Stanford Training Area is a 43 sq mi range used for live firing and non-firing training. It
includes a mock Middle Eastern village and urban complex. An average of 100,000 troops
uses the area annually, totalling 400,000 man-training days per year.

 SPTA is 150 sq mi, making it the largest military training area in the United Kingdom. It is
the only training area in the United Kingdom where manoeuvre training can occur at the
level of an armoured brigade. It also includes a wide variety of ranges, two drop zones, an
engineer training site, and a fighting in built-up areas training site (albeit one built to
resemble a Bavarian village). About 650,000 man-training days take place at SPTA each
year.

 Sennybridge Training Area (SENTA) is about 60 sq mi and can offer training up to brigade
level, with seven companies able to undertake exercises simultaneously. The elevation,
terrain, and climate of the training area make it well-suited for light infantry exercises.
SENTA provides 400,000 man-training days per year.

 Otterburn Training Area is the second-largest live firing range covering 90 sq mi, but half of
this is dedicated to 'dry' (non-live fire) training. It is largely unsuitable for heavy vehicle
training. About 30,000 soldiers train in the area each year.

There are also many other smaller training centres located across the United Kingdom.

Overseas training

Belize: Following the withdrawal of the main British forces from Belize in 1994, a small resident
administrative detachment, called British Army Training and Support Unit Belize (BATSUB),
remained in the country. However, in 2010 the MoD looked at its use of all military bases overseas
and, after consultation with the government of Belize, concluded that the BATSUB would remain
open, but that from 2011 it would temporarily suspend its routine training activities in Belize. The
garrison of 70 was reduced to only a handful of personnel to upkeep Price Barracks so that it can
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support the specialist training that will continue in the country. In 2015 the British Army partially
re-opened BATSUB, and a number of company level infantry exercises have since been conducted.
There are five separate training areas that the UK forces have access to in the country.

Also of note, a flight of the AAC (flying two 212 Bell Helicopters) was based in Belize and
provided helicopter support to the exercising units, but was transferred to the United
Kingdom (Middle Wallop) at the end of August 2011 to provide helicopter support to other military
collective training activities.

BATSUB's mission is to provide training and training support for the field army to prepare units for
operations. The exercises are based around an infantry company with supporting weapons. They
provide soldiers with the opportunity to experience intensive jungle operations, carry out live firing
at Baldy Beacon field firing range, and take part in some of the best water-based adventure training
available.

Kenya: Under an agreement with the Kenyan government, three infantry battalions per year carry
out five- to six-week exercises (referred to as 'Askari Thunder') in the country. An RE squadron
also deploys to Kenya over the same period to carry out a civil engineering project. In total, about
8,600 personnel train in Kenya per year. Training takes place over the winter months and enables
infantry battalions to carry out live firing as well as experience a wide variety of climatic
conditions, from desert to rainforest. There are 13 separate training areas that the UK forces have
access to in the country. Training here has been increased in recent years as its hot, high, and dusty
conditions are deemed more operationally relevant to overseas deployments.

The British Army has been training in Kenya for more than 40 years. A small permanent
administrative element called British Army Training Unit Kenya (BATUK) is based on the
outskirts of Nairobi and provides the logistic support to visiting units. There are two Lynx AH.9s
assigned to BATUK.

The Kenya training package is principally intended for a battlegroup in the light role: an infantry
battalion with its normal allocation of combat support (artillery battery and engineer troop) and
combat service support subunits. It is part of hybrid foundation training - the general training a unit
conducts to fit it for role - and is not mission-specific training aimed at preparation for deployment.

Canada: The British Army Training Unit Suffield (BATUS) is an organisation situated on one of
the most sparsely populated areas of the Alberta plain in Canada. BATUS, located at Canadian
Forces Base Suffield, is equipped with a full complement of Challengers and Warriors. This area is
one of the largest the UK army trains on, being three times the size of the SPTA in the United
Kingdom.

Five battlegroups, each containing about 1,400 soldiers, are trained at BATUS each year. In
addition, one regiment is stationed at BATUS for six months to take the part of the 'enemy'. The
training area at BATUS is equivalent in size to the combined area of all the main training areas
used by the British Army in the United Kingdom and in Europe. Exercises do not run in the winter.

The exercises enable full infantry battalions, with support weapons and its attached RA battery, to
conduct realistic live firing training at all levels, from section tactics to battalion assaults. Exercises
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are about 30 days in duration.

Brunei: There are two jungle training areas in the country, which can be used by UK forces,
although they are primarily utilised by the Gurkha battalion in the country.

Military exercises

UK forces participate in a wide array of NATO-led and other combined and joint training exercises.
The number of personnel deployed on NATO exercises has risen significantly in the last six years,
from only 695 in 2011 to more than 9,000 in 2016.

The bulk of training events have been pre-deployment activities, although the attention is shifting
back towards preparation for large-scale conventional contingencies.

Core assets and procurement initiatives

Armour

Challenger 2 MBT

The British Army has 227 Challenger 2 MBTs. These tanks are organised into three operational
armoured regiments, each assigned 56 tanks, with the remaining vehicles used for training and as a
War Maintenance Reserve. The United Kingdom had originally procured 386 Challenger 2 MBTs,
all of which were delivered between 1994 and 2002, but the 2010 SDSR slashed the fleet by
approximately 40% (removing 98 tanks from service). Under 'Army 2020 Refine', one of the three
armoured regiments will swap its Challenger tanks out for the Ajax vehicle, which is expected to
lead to a decline in the active inventory. That said, several hundred Challenger 2s are believed to be
in climate-controlled storage. They can be deployed at short notice, but it would be a challenge to
find and train crews for them. It was expected that the remaining Challenger 2s would have an out-
of-service date of 2025, but the 2015 SDSR announced a life extension programme. This should
extend the fleet's operational life to at least 2035 and possibly 2040.

The Challenger 2 builds on its predecessor, the Challenger 1, with a virtually identical hull shape,
but the newer tank has had more than 150 modifications. The Challenger 2's main gun is a BAE
Systems 120 mm rifled L30A1 Challenger Main Armament (CHARM), for which it carries 50
rounds including armour-piercing fin-stabilised discarding sabot, high-explosive squash head, and
smoke. The L30A1 CHARM was the first British tank gun to be chrome-lined, which gives the
barrel a longer life as well as providing more consistent accuracy. The Challenger 2 also has a 7.62
mm L94A1 (EX-34) chain gun mounted co-axially as well as a roof-mounted 7.62 mm L37A2 MG
and 10 electrically operated smoke grenade dischargers.

The Challenger 2's second-generation Chobham armour (called Dorchester) offers a significant
increase in protection against kinetic and chemical energy projectiles compared with the armour on
the original Challengers. In wartime, the tanks can be fitted with an ERA, bar amour, mine
protection, and additional passive armour. The British Army has purchased a wide range of this
additional armour.
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Of note, although the Challenger 2 has a commander's panoramic sight that provides a hunter-killer
capability (for high-rate target hand-off between commander and gunner), there is no commander's
independent thermal viewer. Thus, the hunter-killer capability is limited to daytime and good
weather. In addition, the UK Thermal Imaging Common Module II thermal imager, which is from
the 1980s, does not provide sufficient definition to meet today's more stringent positive
identification demands. The Challenger 2s have no automatic target tracking and the majority also
have no driver's thermal viewer (DTV).

Some of these issues have been addressed but only for 27 vehicles that were upgraded to theatre-
entry standard (TES) for use in Operation 'Telic'. For these tanks, the DTV has been introduced,
offering extended range capabilities as well as imagery that can alert the driver to the presence of
surface-laid and buried mines ahead. A reverse camera and an infantry co-operation telephone have
also been added.

The Challenger 2 TES has also received a Selex/Rafael Enforcer remote weapon station (RWS) fit
with a 7.62 mm general purpose MG (GPMG). Incorporating a day camera and an uncooled
thermal imager, with unlimited traverse and a 60° maximum elevation capability, the RWS is
especially useful during silent watch and for high-elevation engagements in built-up areas.
However, neither the weapon nor the image from its cameras are stabilised. It also has no
rangefinder and is not integrated with a platform navigation system; thus it cannot be used to
generate target co-ordinates (needed for third-party target hand-off). Moreover, it blocks a 30° arc
in the commander's field of vision.

Lastly, the Challenger 2 TES version has supplementary all-round protection against the effects of
shaped-charge and IED attack, the latter including bottom attack and side attack. These passive
measures are augmented by active electronic jamming and signature control equipment.

Fleet-wide enhancements have been fewer in number, although many have been planned and tested
only to be subsequently cancelled. A Platform Battlefield Information System Application upgrade
was completed in 2007, adding a commander's crew station, inertial navigation system, digitisation
computer, and a driver's display panel. These improvements offer enhanced situation awareness,
letting the crew know their exact position and those of potential enemies, and the status of
ammunition and fuel. It also helps to reduce the possibility of 'friendly fire' as all vehicles equipped
with the system know each other's whereabouts.

An upgraded armament system, based on a Rheinmetall 120 mm smoothbore gun, and a range of
automotive and FCS enhancements were posited for Challenger 2 under a proposed CSP, but for
budgetary reasons this was shelved in 2008. In place of the CSP, the United Kingdom is
undertaking a less ambitious Challenger 2 Life Extension Programme (LEP), which focuses on the
management of obsolescence of subsystems - or simply maintaining platform capabilities at their
present level. In December 2016, the MoD awarded new contracts to BAE Systems and
Rheinmetall Land Systeme GmbH for the LEP, starting with an assessment phase. Upgrading the
thermal imaging system to give the tanks a 24-hour hunter-killer capability, improving the accuracy
of the weapons, and a complete overhaul of the internal electronics and control system are among
the priorities.
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Other proposals include adding cameras for situational awareness and providing new types of 120
mm ammunition. The upgrade may also replace the engine with a more compact diesel powerpack,
which could offer multiple improvements. The weight of Challenger 2 has increased over the years
as additional equipment has been added. This has lowered the speed and power-to-weight ratio,
which needs to be restored. The first squadron with upgraded MBTs is expected to be operational
in 2022-23.

Discussions about the LEP - or a more comprehensive upgrade or even a replacement - have gained
new intensity following the unveiling of Russia's new-generation T-14 Armata MBT in May 2015.
This increased concerns about the Challenger 2's effectiveness, particularly the lethality of its 120
mm rifled main gun and its suite of ammunition.

Warrior ACVs

The Warrior armoured vehicle was first delivered to the British Army in 1987 and the first full
operational battalion was stood up by the middle of 1988. In total, 789 Warrior variants were
delivered between 1987 and the first quarter of 1995. Of this original total, 576 are broadly
classified as ACVs comprising 387 IFVs, 105 anti-tank team vehicles, and 84 infantry command
vehicles. The remaining Warrior fleet comprised four combat support variants, two for repair and
recovery, and two for artillery command and observation. The British Army has 344 Warriors in
service classified as ACVs (which appear to be only IFVs and command vehicles). There are also
still 46 Warrior variants assigned to the RA (observation and battery command), and 62 repair and
27 recovery variants. In addition, there are as many as 290 other Warrior vehicles serving in other
support roles.

Warrior armoured vehicle variants

Variant Original
quantity
planned

Final quantity delivered

Section vehicle/infantry
fighting vehicle

595 387

Anti-tank team vehicles n/a 1051

Infantry command vehicle 146 84
Mechanised combat
repair vehicle 

110 103

Mechanised
recovery vehicle (Repair)

67 39

Battery command vehicle 35 19
Mechanised artillery
observation vehicle

95 52

Total 1,048 789
1. In the end, the medium-range TRIGAT ATGWs were cancelled and the vehicle carrying

MILAN ATGW teams was subsequently replaced by Javelin ATGW teams.
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The Warrior armoured vehicle hull is all-welded aluminium and thus provides a significant increase
in protection over that offered by the FV432 APCs, which the Warrior replaced. The standard crew
is three with the capability to carry seven soldiers in the troop compartment, although this varies for
specialist vehicles.

All Warrior variants have a 7.62 mm L94A1 chain gun mounted co-axially to the main weapon (or
in a cupola on many specialist variants) and eight electrically operated smoke grenade dischargers.
In addition, the IFV is fitted with a two-man turret armed with an unstabilised 30 mm RARDEN
cannon and carrying 250 rounds. Importantly, this weapon cannot engage moving targets and,
moreover, the Warrior must come to a halt to effectively engage even stationary targets (this
deficiency was reported after the 2003 invasion of Iraq). Furthermore, its 30 mm ammunition has
limited effectiveness against current and future battlefield threats.

Since their entry into service, the Warrior has served in various theatres and undergone a number of
upgrades. In 2005 the Battle Group Thermal Imaging (BGTI) system was installed on 455 vehicles,
enabling them to engage targets at longer ranges and under almost all-weather conditions. A new-
generation armour system, called WRAP 2, has also been developed. WRAP 2 is a replacement for
bar armour and provides a higher level of protection against a wide range of battlefield threats. It is
believed to be a mixture of passive and ERA that covers the hull sides with the lower part of the
suspension being protected by bar armour. TES Warriors include the WRAP 2 armour as well as
several other enhancements, such as electronic devices to counter IEDs.

Nonetheless, the vehicles require further enhancements to meet modern battlefield requirements
and with this in mind, in 2011 the United Kingdom initiated the Warrior CSP. At the moment, the
programme is scheduled to deliver 381 upgraded Warriors, which will be designated as Warrior 2s.
However, a production contract has not yet been placed and this number could be increased or
decreased. The MoD has only said that numbers are subject to commercial negotiations and
dependent on proving the design through the trial period.

Regardless, 11 Warrior 2 demonstration vehicles have been delivered to the army and delivery of
operational vehicles is scheduled to begin in 2020. The forecast in-service date for Warriors
upgraded under the CSP is February 2022. However, the 2018 report by the UK Infrastructure and
Projects Authority has downgraded the Warrior CSP from amber/red - "successful delivery of the
project is in doubt" - in 2017 to red or "unachievable". This may be due to delays in the
demonstration phase. Meanwhile, Lockheed Martin says that the programme is on track.

Assuming current plans go ahead unchanged, 245 of the upgraded vehicles will be IFVs. These will
undergo the Warrior Fightability & Lethality Improvement Programme. This will include the fitting
of a new turret and the replacement of the legacy RARDEN 30 mm cannon for CTA International's
40 mm CT40 Cased Telescoped Cannon and Ammunition system. The new gun will be coupled to
a computerised FCS to provide an accurate fire-on-the-move capability under almost all-weather
conditions. The upgrade will also add the latest dual-axis stabilised Thales BGTI sights, which
feature day/thermal channels and an eye-safe laser range-finder. Overall, the greater working space
and reduced crew workload means that loading and aiming will be much easier in the new vehicles.
The new turret will be fitted with appliqué armour and afford a significant increase in ballistic
protection over the original turret.
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Meanwhile, all the vehicles (not just the IFVs) will receive the Warrior Enhanced Electronic
Architecture (WEEA) upgrade, Warrior Modular Protection System (WMPS) upgrade, and other
enhancements, including an environmental control unit, which includes an air conditioning unit,
enabling worldwide all-season deployment.

The WEEA adds an integrated set of modern, expandable electronics and communications
equipment (Bowman digital communications system). This includes introduction of an auxiliary
power unit and reduced crew workload with a new digital man-machine interface. It will also
include the addition of cameras to enable the driver and crew to have situational awareness through
a full 360° with images displayed on flat panel displays inside of the vehicle under day and night
conditions.

Meanwhile, the WMPS will enable the vehicle to be fitted with different armour solutions to meet
different requirements. This enables the Warrior to be tailored to the threat level expected to be
encountered wherever it is deployed on operations. It will also mean that damaged sections of the
armour package can be replaced in the field and future armour systems fitted more easily than in
the past.

Bulldog

The British Army has a total of about 678 Bulldog (AFV 432 series) armoured vehicles in service.
This includes about 444 FV 432 Mk 3 Bulldog APC variants. In addition, more than 100 up-
armoured Bulldogs that were once deployed to Iraq are in storage. Meanwhile, other FV 432
variants remain in service with the infantry as command vehicles and 81 mm mortar carriers. In
addition, the REME use a maintenance carrier variant with crane and the RA has a fire-control
variant. About 100 other support vehicles remain in service as well for medical evacuation
(medevac), signals, and training. The total inventory thus stands at about 895 vehicles.

The Bulldog offers protection against small arms and artillery fire and provides good cross-country
mobility. It has a crew of two and can carry 10 troops or up to 3,670 kg of cargo to an un-refuelled
range of 580 km at a speed of 52 km/h (32.3 mph). The FV 432 can be converted for use in water,
where it has a speed of 6 km/h. It is typically armed with one 7.62 mm MG and has six smoke
grenade dischargers.

The FV 432 vehicles entered service with the British Army starting in the 1960s as a replacement
for the Saracen wheeled armoured vehicle series. Production continued until 1971, by which time
around 3,000 vehicles had been built. The FV 432 has been replaced in part by the CVR(T) and
Warrior. However, as the up-armoured FV 432 has similar protection as the Warrior and is able to
carry out many of the same tasks, the fleet serves as a valuable reserve to complement the newer
vehicles.

A total of 908 FV 432 vehicles were upgraded to the FV4 32 Mk 3 Bulldog standard, with first
deliveries in June 2006 and final deliveries in the first quarter of 2011. The Mk 3 Bulldog features a
Cummins 6BT 250 engine (also fitted to Scimitar) with Allison X200-4C automatic transmission,
along with enhanced braking, electrical, and cooling systems. The new powerpack is more compact
and lighter, while still giving the vehicle a greater operating range, higher top speed (with 74 km/h
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obtained during initial shake down trials), and greater acceleration. Overall, the upgraded FV4 32
vehicle is some 500 kg lighter, which enables additional armour to be added for increased
battlefield survivability without degrading the automotive aspects of the vehicle. The additional
upgrades enabled the early retirement of the Saxon vehicles, which were deemed not fit for service
in combat situations such as Afghanistan.

For improved battlefield survivability upon deployment to Iraq, a total of 117 (out of a planned
124) Mk 3 Bulldogs were fitted with an ERA package to their fronts and sides, providing a high
level of protection against a variety of threats, including projectiles fitted with HEAT warheads.
Additional advanced passive armour was also fitted to protect the upper part of the suspension.
Other enhancements included the installation of an air conditioning system, thermal blanket,
protected commander's position, and an electronic countermeasure (ECM) system for countering
IEDs. Some of the up-armoured Bulldog Mk 3s were also armed with the Selex Galileo Enforcer
Remote-Controlled Weapon Station (RCWS) armed with a 7.62 mm MG. As mentioned above,
these TES Bulldogs are in storage, but they remain in service ready to be deployed if required.

The Bulldog Mk 3 is expected to remain in-service until 2030.

Combat vehicle reconnaissance (tracked)

There are five CVR(T) variants in service with the British Army: Scimitar, a light reconnaissance
tank armed with a 30 mm RARDEN cannon; Spartan, an APC capable of carrying four passengers;
Samson, an ARV with a rear winch; Sultan, a C2 vehicle; and Samaritan, an armoured ambulance.
Meanwhile, the Scorpion, which was armed with a 76 mm gun, and the Striker, which was armed
with the Swingfire ATGW, have been removed from service.

The first CVR(T), the Scorpion, entered service in 1972-73 and deliveries of all variants ran to
1986. Total production for the British Army was 1,863 vehicles comprising 313 Scorpion and 334
Scimitar light tanks, 89 Striker ATGM vehicles, 691 Spartan APCs, 50 Samaritan armoured
ambulances, 291 Sultan C2 vehicles, and 95 Samson ARVs.

The British Army fields about 201 Scimitar light tanks, 267 Spartan APCs, 35 Samaritan armoured
ambulances, 117 Sultan C2 vehicles, and 28 Samson ARVs.

The Scimitar CVR(T) variant entered British Army service in 1974. Until the recent quickening of
UORs, the only major improvement made in the intervening decades was installation of Messier
suspension dampers, which provided a significant increase in cross-country mobility. Scimitar is
armed with a standard unstabilised 30 mm RARDEN cannon with 160 rounds and a 7.62 mm co-
axial MG. The vehicle's exceptionally low ground pressure and small size make it useful where the
terrain is harsh and movement is difficult.

Meanwhile, the other primary CVR(T) variant still in service, the Spartan APC, entered service
with the British military in 1978 to replace the 1950s-era Saracen 6×6 wheeled APC. It can carry
four men in addition to the crew of three. It is used to carry small specialised groups such as
reconnaissance teams, air defence sections, and mortar fire controllers.
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BAE Systems Land Systems has overseen almost 20 UOR upgrades to members of the CVR(T)
family. Upgrades to a select number of vehicles include the installation of bar armour to provide
enhanced protection against RPGs, mesh protection for turret sights, an enhanced driver's night-
vision system, an environmental cooling unit, and enhanced ballistic and mine protection. In
addition, all of the Scimitars and some other members of the CVR(T) family have also been fitted
with a number of electronic devices to neutralise IEDs.

One of the most important recent UORs was the environmental mitigation package, which was
applied to 106 vehicles, mostly Scimitar variants. Key features of the UOR included the upgrading
of the Cummins diesel engine, transmission, and final drives as well as the installation of a new
high-efficiency radiator and charge air cooler. These upgrades enable to vehicles to better operate
in harsh and hot environments.

In addition, a total of 58 vehicles, from all five variants of the CVR(T) family, have been upgraded
to the Mk 2 standard. The Mk 2 vehicles are re-hulled with a design based on the Spartan hull and
fabricated from aluminium. The upgrade incorporates a range of design changes to improve mine
blast and ballistic protection and vehicle mobility, among other things. In addition, for the
Scimitar Mk 2 version, the commander and gunner have the Thales M-Sight Periscope Infrared
Equipment rather than the BGTI system, enabling them to lay the cannon onto the target under
almost all-weather conditions. Also added were a RWS and optional powered turret solutions for
improved lethality.

Most of the CVR(T)s are due to be taken out of service in 2020 although those that have undergone
the environmental mitigation upgrade are expected to be retained until 2026-27. The CVR(T)s are
being replaced by the Ajax.

Ajax

The British Army has ordered 589 Ajax family vehicles. The Ajax (previously known as the Scout
specialist vehicle) emerged from the FRES programme and was the only part of that project not to
have been cancelled. The Ajax is based on a modified version of the Austrian-Spanish Co-operative
Development tracked IFV, redesigned to provide a higher level of protection with a clear growth
path to take into account any further requirements.

Deliveries of operational vehicles are expected to start in 2019, with a training establishment and
one squadron equipped by mid-2019 and a full brigade ready for operations with the Ajax from the
end of 2020. The two strike brigades are each predicted to have two Ajax regiments, with each
regiment equipped with between 50 and 60 vehicles.

The Ajax will replace the British Army's family of CVR(T) vehicles, which have been in service
since the 1970s and were to have long since been replaced. This family includes the Scimitar
reconnaissance vehicle, the Samson recovery vehicle, and Spartan APC.

The Ajax will provide a major increase in firepower, protection, and ISTAR capabilities over the
CVR(T). The Ajax's sensor systems and electronic architecture not only provide a massive
improvement in performance, but will also enable the vehicle's sensor feeds to be distributed to
other vehicles, friendly forces on the battlefield, and up the command chain. This level of
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situational awareness will greatly enhance the British Army's ability to cut through the fog of war.

The Ajax name applies to the entire family as a whole, but also specifically to the turreted version
of the vehicle armed with the 40 mm Cased Telescoped Armament System (CTAS). This will be
the most numerous of the variants, with 245 on order. These are further divided into 198
reconnaissance and strike subvariants, designed to operate as armoured cavalry; 23 joint fire-
control subvariants, for use by artillery forward observers; and 24 ground-based surveillance
subvariants.

The 40 mm CTAS will offer a significant improvement in performance over the CVR(T)'s
unstabilised 30 mm RARDEN cannon. The CTAS features a novel telescoped ammunition that
means the cannon and its ammunition take up a reduced internal volume within a vehicle's turret.
This in turn enabled the larger calibre cannon to be fitted and for more ammunition to be carried. In
addition, the Ajax gun's targeting system will have three to four times more capability to identify
targets at extended ranges than the BGTI system fielded on most CVR(T)s.

In contrast to a number of similar vehicles, such as the US M2 Bradley, Italian Dardo, the Kuwaiti
version of Warrior, and the Japanese Type 89, the Ajax is not fit with ATGM launchers. This
means planned strike brigades will lack any vehicle with a mounted anti-tank capability.

Besides the CTAS-armed Ajax, there are five turretless vehicle variants formerly known as the
protected mobility reconnaissance support family. The United Kingdom is procuring 93 Ares
reconnaissance support variants, 112 Athena C2 variants, 50 Apollo equipment repair vehicles, 38
Atlas equipment recovery vehicles, and 51 Argus engineering reconnaissance variants. The British
Army has ordered no ambulances, although one prototype of this variant will be trialled. All
turretless variants will be armed with a Kongsberg Protector RWS fit with a stabilised .50-calibre
M2 HB MG.

In addition to the differing variants, Ajax comes in two configurations, one for major combat
operations (MCO) and another for peace support operations (PSO). Each of these has different
armour and system modules. The United Kingdom ordered 220 of each the MCO and PSO kits,
which will enable the deployment of a complete brigade's worth of the Ajax family in each
configuration.

Of note, at 38 tonnes the Ajax is significantly larger and heavier than the 12-tonne combat weight
of the most modern CVR(T) variant, the Scimitar Mk 2. This may limit its deployability, as it
cannot be transported by the A400M. It can, however, be carried by the C-17 already in service
with the RAF.

Mechanised infantry vehicle (Boxer)

The British Army requires a mechanised infantry vehicle (MIV) to equip its two planned strike
brigades. The MIV will be an 8×8 vehicle and will be issued to two battalions in each of the strike
brigades. The MIV will have lighter logistics requirements than other British Army armoured
vehicles and thus be able to be more rapidly deployed and easily sustained.
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In early 2018 the United Kingdom officially rejoined the Boxer development programme, a sign
that the British Army is stepping up its consideration of acquiring the vehicle to satisfy the MIV
requirement. Up to 500 vehicles are expected to be procured, with an expected IOC of 2023.

It is unclear which variants the UK will select, or if it will choose to employ the mission module
function of the Boxer design. Variants that were initially planned to be procured included MIV
baseline protected mobility (MIV-PM), command-and-control (MIV-CC), ambulance (MIV-A),
repair (MIV-REP), and recovery (MIV-REC) versions. The latter two are understood to have been
combined into a repair and recovery vehicle retaining the MIV-REP designation.

It is expected that the weapon system and communications equipment will be supplied as
government furnished equipment. The former is expected to be the Norwegian Kongsberg Protector
RWS. However, it is possible that at least some of the MIVs will be fitted with a larger calibre
weapon system.

Protected patrol vehicles

Snatch Land Rover

The British Army still has in service Snatch 2A (Rest of World variant), 2B (Northern Ireland
variant), and Vixen Plus vehicles (the 1, 1.5, 2, and Vixen variants have been retired). The Snatch
family, which includes the Vixen, is based on the Land Rover and was introduced in 1992. It has
been largely replaced by the Foxhound but is expected to remain in the inventory until 2024.

The Snatch was originally procured for use in Northern Ireland but has subsequently been deployed
to other theatres for general patrolling in low-threat areas. The vehicles have greater agility than
many of the alternatives and can be deployed in areas not accessible to heavier counterparts. They
also have much lower acoustic and physical characteristics. Nonetheless, they have often been
confined to duties on bases due to their lower protection. The Snatch has come under criticism for
its trade-off of protection for mobility.

Foxhound light protected patrol vehicle

The United Kingdom has a fleet of 399 Foxhound (Ocelot) light protected patrol vehicles out of an
original fleet of 400. These were first ordered in 2010 as an UOR for Afghanistan and replaced the
Snatch Land Rover in high threat environments, as the latter was found to be vulnerable to IEDs.

The last Foxhounds were received by the start of 2015. The army is reviewing the status of the
Foxhound, and it may be withdrawn from active units and instead only issued to units prior to
operational deployments or major training events.

The Foxhound is lighter and smaller than other protected vehicles such as the Mastiff and Ridgback
yet provides a high level of blast protection for its size and weight, this being facilitated by its V-
shaped hull. Each Foxhound carries two crew and four dismounts in its STANAG 4569 Level 4
mine protected 'pod'. However, the composite crew pod can be replaced with others configured for
alternative functions.
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The TES Foxhound includes an air conditioning system; General Dynamics' Bowman digital
communications system; electronic jammers, to counter explosive devices; Barracuda thermal
reduction covers; a GPS-based navigation system; 360° situational awareness cameras; and a pair
of pintle-mounted 7.62 mm MGs on either side of the roof accessed through a hatch in the troop
compartment.

Panther command and liaison vehicles

The British military has about 400 Panther command and liaison vehicles. However, the UK
Defence Equipment Sales Authority has put the British Army's entire fleet of Panther vehicles up
for sale. The Panther serves in 15 distinct roles for armoured, armoured reconnaissance, and
armoured infantry units as well as for engineer, anti-tank, mortar, and supporting fire elements.

Of the total inventory, 326 Panthers are Group 2 vehicles fitted with the Selex Galileo Enforcer
7.62 mm self-defence weapon (SDW), which can be upgraded to a 12.7 mm weapon; and
surveillance and target acquisition (STA) system. The remaining 75 vehicles are fitted for, but not
with, the SDW/STA. The Panther is air-transportable and can be underslung beneath a Chinook
helicopter.

Husky protected support vehicle

The United Kingdom has about 311 Husky protected support vehicles. The original fleet comprised
351 vehicles, all of which were delivered in 2010 and 2011. The vehicle is based on the Navistar
Defense International MXT 4×4 vehicle and fills the tactical support vehicle (TSV) medium
requirement, with the Wolfhound and Coyote filling the TSV heavy and light requirements,
respectively.

The Husky comes in three variants: ambulance, cargo, and command. Its primary roles include
transporting food, water, and ammunition, and acting as a command vehicle at HQ. Some vehicles
are fitted out as specialised recovery vehicles or fitted with a heavy MG (HMG) or grenade MG
(GMG).

Jackal

The Jackal is a high-mobility weapons platform, with an airbag suspension system enabling rapid
movement - up to a top speed of 130 km/h - across a range of terrain. It is used for reconnaissance,
rapid assault, fire support, and convoy protection. The United Kingdom has about 437 of the
vehicles in three configurations: Jackal 1, Jackal 2, and the Jackal 2A, the last of which numbers
about 140 units. The first vehicles entered service in November 2007 and deployed in early 2008.
Under the UK Army 2020 plans, only about 150 of Jackal fleet will be retained.

The Jackal's Supacat 400 HMT 4×4 high-mobility load-carrier vehicle design is more robust than
that of the Snatch family of vehicles. The platform can be fitted with a 0.50-calibre MG or AGL for
fire support and a GPMG for crew protection. It can carry up to four soldiers with individual
weapons.
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Compared with the Jackal 1, the Jackal 2 features a heavier chassis to give additional protection
against roadside explosions and mine attacks. It has the capacity to support itself and its crew for
more than 800 km. The Jackal 2 is closely related to the newer Coyote TSV, which is a six-
wheeled, Jackal-based armoured vehicle.

The Jackal 2A, meanwhile, features a new cab design with integrated blast protection that is
claimed to simplify production as well as improve performance.

Coyote tactical support vehicle, light

The Coyote TSV, light, is based on a Supacat 6×6 derivative of the 4×4 Jackal 2. The extra two
wheels result in a heavier vehicle, which can act in support of the Jackal 2 to transport supplies and
equipment over similar terrain. The Coyote has similar protection systems, armament, and
propulsion to the Jackal 2 but can carry an extra crew member. The British Army has 71 Coyote
vehicles.

Cougar family of protected patrol vehicles

The Cougar family of vehicles are heavily armoured vehicles used for patrol and/or protected
transport. The all-welded armoured capsule will resist small-arms fire up to 7.62×51 mm ball. The
glass is resistant to 7.62×51 mm armour-piercing ammunition and can withstand multiple hits. The
V-hull design provides protection against anti-tank mines, being able to withstand a double TM-57
mine-equivalent explosion under any wheel, and a single detonation centrally under the vehicle.
Self-forming fragment protection plates can provide further protection against TMRP-6 type mines.

The United Kingdom fields three vehicles based on the US Cougar vehicle: the Mastiff heavy
protected patrol vehicle, the Wolfhound TSV (heavy), and the Ridgback medium protected patrol
vehicle (MPPV).

Mastiff heavy protected patrol vehicle (mine-resistant ambush-protected vehicle)

The Mastiff is a heavily armoured patrol vehicle based on the US Cougar 6×6. It is on its third
variation. The British Army has total of about 396 Mastiffs in service, out of an initial inventory of
451. Approximately 300 of the Mastiff fleet are the troop-carrying variant, with the rest split
between battlefield ambulance, counter-IED, interim ECM, interim EOD, and enhanced
communications variants.

The Mastiffs were first deployed in Afghanistan and Iraq from late 2006. It is suitable for road
patrols and convoys, with a maximum speed of 90 km/h. Armaments can include a 7.62 mm
GPMG, 12.7 mm HMG, or 40 mm AGL. They are fitted with additional armour beyond the
standard level.

Enhancements to the Mastiff II (198 ordered, versus 108 Mastiff I) include bigger axels, up-rated
suspension, increased electrical power from the alternator, larger crew capacity (two crew, seven
passengers, and one top cover), blast attenuating seats, and a thermal imager for the driver.
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The latest version of the vehicle to be deployed by the British Army is the Mastiff 3 (145 ordered),
with deliveries completed in 2012. This version includes opening armoured front doors to enable
better access for troops, four-point harnesses for troop protection, a more powerful engine,
increased braking performance, an increase from a five- to a six-speed gearbox, and an extra seven
inches of roof height to improve crew comfort. The vehicles are fitted with a situation display unit
connected to six cameras, including the thermal imager, which enable a better view of what is
happening outside the vehicle.

Ridgback medium protected patrol vehicle

The Ridgback is a 4×4-wheel MPPV based on the US Cougar platform. A total of 177 Ridgback
MPPVs were received by the British Army and 168 remain in service. They were first deployed on
operations in the summer of 2009.

The Ridgback complements the larger 6×6 Mastiff, with the two vehicle types having 85% of their
parts in common. However, as a smaller and more agile vehicle, Ridgback is able to patrol more
difficult areas, including providing protected mobility in urban and urban-fringe environments.

There are three versions of the Ridgback: troop carrier (TC), battlefield ambulance, and command
post vehicle (CPV). It is estimated that about 120 are TC variants. Some of the TC vehicles are
fitted with a protected weapon station while 72 of the vehicles are fitted with the Selex Galileo
Enforcer RCWS. The protected weapon station and the RCWS can be fitted with a 7.62 mm or .50-
calibre (12.7 mm) M2 HB MG or a Heckler & Koch 40 mm GMG. In the troop-carrying role, the
Ridgback can carry between five and seven people, including commander and driver.

Like the Mastiff, the Ridgback is fitted with additional passive armour and bar armour, and like
Mastiff II and III, it also has new seats for improved crew survivability and other systems to
enhance situational awareness.

The Ridgback fleet is being reconditioned after its service in Afghanistan and some are being
converted to new roles. For example, a number of the TC variants are being converted to CPVs.

Wolfhound tactical support vehicle (heavy)

The British Army has a total of 125 Wolfhound heavy TSVs, the majority of which are utility
variants, although about 40 are for EOD and 5 are for military working dogs.

The Wolfhound is a variant of the Mastiff/Cougar, and as such is heavily protected. It is also part of
the TSV group along with the Husky and the Coyote. The Wolfhound is used to accompany front-
line patrols and carry essential combat supplies. The Wolfhound is also used for moving bulky
stores for use in the construction of forward bases and as a gun tractor for the RA's 105 mm light
gun. Wolfhound is equipped with a roof-mounted protected weapon station armed with a 7.62
GPMG.

Future Multi-Role Vehicle Protected
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The bulk of the British Army's protected mobility vehicles will go out of service by 2024, although
the Foxhounds will remain until 2030 and the final Panther will be retired in 2036. With this in
mind, the United Kingdom is planning to procure 2,700 new vehicles in two variants.

The British Army in January 2017 confirmed it has started negotiations to procure the Oshkosh
Joint Light Tactical Vehicle (JLTV) to fulfil its Multi-Role Vehicle Protected (MRV-P) Group 1
requirement. These vehicles will carry out command, liaison, and logistic tasks.

Meanwhile, the competition for MRV-P Group 2 is ongoing. MRV-P Group 2 seeks a larger 6×6
platform for specialist roles, including APC and protected ambulance. A contract is expected in
2019.

Artillery

AS90 self-propelled howitzer

The AS90 155 mm SPH was accepted for service with the British Army in May 1992, with an
initial 179 systems ordered. The first regiment became operational in 1993. After some inventory
reductions, the most drastic being a 35% reduction in 2009, the British Army has a total of about 89
AS90s in service. 

The AS90 carries 48 rounds (31 ready and 17 stowed). The AS90's automated loading system
enables the main gun to fire with a burst rate of 3 rounds in fewer than 10 seconds, an intense rate
of 6 rounds per minute for 3 minutes, and a sustained rate of 2 rounds per minute. Using standard
ammunition and charges, the 39-calibre barrel enables a range of 24,700 m to be achieved.

A total of 132 AS90 systems went through Capability Enhancement Programme (CEP) 1 in 2009,
which included a new turret control computer, layers display unit, and data couplers. Additionally,
some AS90s were upgraded for desert operations and some of these were also fitted with an
auxiliary power unit.

The AS90 only fires conventional types of 155 mm ammunition, but it has test-fired the Raytheon
Excalibur 155 mm PGM. The AS90 was expected to be upgraded under the Extended Range
Ordnance/Modular Charge System programme, but this was cancelled. As a result, the existing 155
mm/39-calibre ordnance is being retained alongside the older bagged charge system. 

The projected out-of-service date of the AS90 is around 2030. Given this, a number of future
capability enhancements (CEP 2 and CEP 3 programmes) are planned. However, under a scoping
project known as Medium Wheeled Gun System, the RA is also looking at procuring a more
deployable 155 mm artillery system, with the contenders including Nexter's 155 mm/52-calibre
CAESAR and the BAE Systems' 155 mm/39-calibre M777.

L118 light gun

The United Kingdom has a total of 126 BAE Systems 105 mm light guns. These guns are used by
the parachute and commando field artillery regiments, each of which typically has three batteries,
each with six guns manned by a six-man crew.
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The L118 was accepted for service in 1973 to replace the Italian Oto Melara 105 mm pack
howitzer. Compared with the pack howitzer, the L118 has a longer range, a more stable firing
platform, improved reliability, and the ability to be towed across rough terrain at high speed.

The L118 can be towed by a medium-weight vehicle, with the British Army typically using the
Pinzgauer Turbo D 4×4 vehicle, or carried around the battlefield underslung by a Chinook or Puma
helicopter. The gun platform is a circular lightweight fabrication that provides a firm base and
permanent stability under all conditions.

The traditional main round for the L118 is the HE (L31) round. However, the L31 round is being
replaced with new improved ammunition of the insensitive munition (IM) type. The new 105 mm
HE IM round has greater lethality, at least 20%, and will be the first IM artillery round to enter
service with the United Kingdom. Trials are ongoing.

The L118 has a rate of fire of 12 rounds per minute for one minute; six rounds per minute for three
minutes; or a sustained rate at three rounds per minute.

The RA's L118 light guns are fitted with an automatic pointing system, specifically the Selex ES
Laser Inertial Pointing System, which enables the gun to be unlimbered and in action in 30 seconds,
provides enhanced survivability against counter-battery fire, and provides greater accuracy. The
automatic pointing system was installed between 1999 and 2002.

M270 guided multiple launch rocket system

The RA has 35 MLRSs in service, out of an original inventory of 63. All MLRSs are the upgraded
M270B1 variant, which entered service in 2007.

The legacy RA M270 MLRS did not have an FCS that could fire the latest 227 mm guided rockets
or the Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS), instead firing Phase I and Phase II rockets.
However, the Phase I rocket contained 644 M77 dual-purpose improved conventional munition not
fitted with a self-destruct fuze mechanism and were thus banned by the Convention on Cluster
Munitions. The Phase II rocket, meanwhile, carried 28 anti-tank mines. This contributed to the
decision to upgrade the platforms to the M270B1 standard.

The M270B1 carries 12 GMLR rounds in two pods of six missiles each. The launcher, which is
mounted on a stretched Bradley chassis, is a highly automated self-loading and self-aiming system.
It contains a fire-control computer that integrates the vehicle and rocket launching operations.
Without leaving the cab, the crew of three (driver, gunner, and section chief) can fire up to 12
rockets in fewer than 60 seconds. The rockets can be fired individually or in ripples of 2 to 12.
Accuracy is maintained in all firing modes as the computer re-aims the launcher between rounds.

The GMLR has a number of significant operational advantages over its predecessor, including a
maximum range of more than 70 km, compared with 31.6 km for the Phase I rocket. The British
Army GMLRs have a 91 kg high-explosive unitary warhead. The GPS guided rockets reportedly
give the GMLR a circular error of probability of about 5 m, which along with the new warheads
means less collateral damage.
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The M270B1 can also carry two ATACMS, but although the British Army has fired ATACMS in
trials in the United States and has aspirations to acquire the system, it has yet to do so. The
ATACMS enables the engagement of targets with precision out to a range of 300 km.

A small number of M270B1s received upgrades for Afghanistan, being fitted with bar/slat armour,
increased mine protection, new energy absorbing seating, additional situational awareness systems,
wire cutters, a roof-mounted MG, an environmental control unit, and an upgraded suspension to
deal with the extra weight.

Future indirect fire capability

The British Army is beginning to explore how to recapitalise its artillery and rocket systems as part
of efforts to field new strike brigades and divisional level warfighting capabilities. Although the
major elements of the effort have yet to be formally endorsed as a requirement and allocated
funding, several have already been allocated programme names. These include 'Strike 155', which
aims to field a new wheeled or towed 155 mm artillery gun system to operate alongside the
wheeled armoured vehicles of the new strike brigades. Meanwhile, 'Project Congreve', is looking at
how to improve, supplement, or replace the RA's existing MLRS and Rafael Advanced Defense
Systems Exactor (Spike) non-line of sight missile. A new towed artillery system is also being
explored to replace or supplement the 105 mm Light Gun. Other work under way includes
examination of a New Generation Weapon Locating System to replace the Saab Mobile Artillery
Monitoring Battlefield Asset radar.

It is more than 20 years since the RA acquired a completely new artillery system -- the BAE
Systems AS90 155 mm SPH. The conflicts in Syria and Ukraine have shown the utility of long-
range massed artillery and rocket systems, as well as area attack capabilities, prompting the British
Army to explore how it would be able to operate in this type of combat environment.

It was previously envisaged that the Royal Artillery's tube artillery and rocket weapons would be
replaced under the Indirect Fire Precision Attack (IFPA) project, which involved a portfolio of six
weapon and munition programmes, but these were all cancelled by 2012.

Anti-tank systems

Javelin anti-tank missile

The Javelin anti-tank missile has been in service with the RM and the British Army since late 2005.
Although developed mainly to engage AFVs, Javelin has proven to be an effective 'bunker-busting'
system and can also be used against buildings, low-flying helicopters, and watercraft.

Javelin is a portable system that requires a two-man crew. It is a fire-and-forget system, enabling
the operator to select a new target immediately after the missile has been fired. The weapon can be
fired from within a confined space.

The Javelin replaced the wire-guided MILAN and Swingfire ATGW systems, which were phased
out of service with UK forces by 2007. The Javelin improves on MILAN in range and firepower.
The Javelin's range is over 2,500 m (with a minimum of 75 m) compared with MILAN's 2,000 m
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range. Javelin also has a tandem HEAT warhead compared with MILAN's signal warhead, enabling
it to defeat targets fitted with ERA. Combined with its top-attack mode, the tandem warhead is
claimed to defeat all known armour systems. In addition, the day/thermal command launch unit
enables targets to be detected, recognised, and engaged under almost all-weather conditions.

For the United Kingdom, Javelin has a number of enhancements including a more effective
command launch unit with wider field-of-view and the ability to recognise targets at longer ranges,
as well as a tripod for firing and observation.

Ground-based air defence systems

Rapier Field Standard C short-range surface-to-air missile systems

The British Army's Rapier Field Standard C (FSC) short-range SAM (SRSAM) system is designed
to provide limited area air defence cover against low- and ultra-low-level air threats - including fast
ground attack aircraft, 'pop-up' helicopters, UAVs, and cruise missiles - under all-weather
conditions and in an ECM and NBC environment. The Rapier FSC builds on previous Rapier
systems, being broadly more reliable, robust, flexible, survivable, and effective. The system was
first declared operational in 1996. It will to be retired from 2020 onward and replaced by the Sky
Sabre/Future Local Area Air Defence System (FLAADS) Land system.

Although it was originally expected that 205 Rapier FSC fire units would be purchased by the
United Kingdom, this was reduced to a total of 57. While previously fielded also by the RAF, since
2008 the capability has been unified in the British Army under 16 Regiment Royal Artillery. The
regiment has four Rapier FSC batteries, with one of these always being deployed with the Standing
Military Task in the Falkland Islands.

The Rapier FSC is compact, mobile, and air-portable, making it suitable for worldwide operations.
A typical Rapier FSC fire unit consists of three elements, each of which is towed by a Leyland 4-
ton 4×4 truck that also carries 15 missiles and associated stores. These elements are the fire unit, or
launcher trailer; the radar trailer; and the operator's control unit, tactical control unit, and manual
acquisition facility.

The launcher trailer has eight exposed Rapier Mk 2 missiles in the ready-to-launch position with
automatic infrared (IR) tracking. The Rapier FSC can engage two targets simultaneously through a
full 360° out to a range of 8 km and ceiling of reportedly at least 5,000 m, with missiles reaching
their target at a top speed of Mach 2.5.

The radar unit consists of the MBDA 3D surveillance radar, also known as the Dagger, with a
multibeam planar array antenna. It can track and simultaneously process more than 75 targets per
second while carrying out automatic identification. It can detect hovering helicopters and very
small targets such as UAVs even against heavy ground clutter. The system automatically stops its
transmissions when the presence of an anti-radiation missile is detected. In such a situation, or if
the fire unit must be deployed alone or radar is otherwise not operational, the manual acquisition
facility enables targets to be acquired passively.

Starstreak high-velocity missile
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The United Kingdom has received a total of 135 self-propelled high-velocity missile (SP-HVM)
systems mounted on the tracked Alvis Stormer vehicle and over 7,000 Starstreak high-velocity
missiles (HVMs). The SP-HVM was initially accepted into service October 1995, although the in-
service date of the first full British Army regiment was not achieved until late 1997. The numbers
that remain in the current inventory are unclear. That said, the 12 Regiment Royal Artillery has
three batteries of the Alvis Stormer-based SP-HVM and a HVM lightweight multiple launcher
(LML) battery. There is also a reserve regiment with the same systems.

The HVM system is a low-level close air defence system with a rapid engagement capacity
designed to counter threats from very high-performance low-flying aircraft and optimised to
counter fast 'pop-up' strikes by helicopter attacks. A key advantage of the HVM over other air
defence missiles is its very high speed of Mach 3 plus; short flight time of eight seconds; and laser
guidance, which makes it immune to all known countermeasures. The basic Starstreak has a range
from 300 to 7,000 m.

The missile employs a system of three dart type projectiles, which can make multiple hits on the
target. The three darts fly in a formation approximately 1.5 m in radius and have enough kinetic
energy on impact with the target to penetrate and destroy it. However, following a mid-life
upgrade, each dart also contains enough high explosives to cause the dart to break up into small
fragments, thus enhancing the kill probability.

The latest version of the HVM is Starstreak II, which has an extended range, increased altitude, and
improved guidance precision for use against small targets such as low-level UAVs. It can also be
used against light armoured vehicles and soft skinned warships.

The HVM can be fired from the shoulder, from a LML, or from the Stormer armoured vehicle. The
portable shoulder-launched (single missile) Starstreak is assembled and ready to fire in 10 seconds
or fewer. The LML employs three canister missiles together and can be carried on any light
wheeled vehicle, such as a Land Rover. Time into action is two minutes. A new and upgraded
multiple launcher entered operational service at the end of 2010 and incorporates automatic target
tracking.

Lastly, the Stormer-mounted system has 8 rounds of Starstreak missiles ready to fire from 2 4-
round launchers, with a further 12 missiles carried. Time into action ranges from 10 seconds to 10
minutes. The SP-HVM is fitted with a roof-mounted Thales Optronics Mk 2 passive IR air defence
alerting device (ADAD). The ADAD's IR scanner and processor provide target detection and
prioritisation, and the system automatically slews the weapon sight onto the target.

Sky Sabre/Future Local Area Air Defence System

Sky Sabre (the in-service title for the army's FLAADS Land requirement) is the planned
replacement for the British Army's Rapier FSC SRSAM systems. It was ordered in January 2015
and is scheduled for entry into service in 2020, which will enable a smooth transition as the Rapiers
are retired from 2020 onward. FOC for the Sky Sabre is expected in 2023. Although the exact
quantity ordered is unclear, it is likely the existing batteries of Rapiers will be replaced on a one-
for-one basis.
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Sky Sabre uses the MBDA common anti-air modular missile (CAMM) as its interceptor, which
should give it an operational range of at least 25 km (with trials understood to have shown a
capability to travel 60 km) and a maximum missile speed of Mach 3.0. This represents a significant
improvement on the 8 km range and Mach 2.5 top speed of the Rapier missile. The Sky Sabre
system also includes a Rheinmetall MAN Military Vehicles HX77 8×8 launcher vehicle; a Rafael
Advanced Defense Systems Modular, Integrated C4I Air & Missile Defense System (MIC4AD)
Fire Control Centre; and a truck mounted Saab Giraffe Agile Multi-Beam medium-range 3D radar.

Infantry

Each British Army infantry fire team is equipped with one L85A2 5.56×45 mm assault rifle
(SA80); one L85A2 fitted with an underslung 40 mm grenade launcher (UGL); one L129A1
7.62×54 mm designated marksman rifles (DMRs); and one FN Herstal Para Minimi 5.56×45 mm
light MG (LMG) to provide suppressive fire. Each rifle platoon is also supported by an M6-640
Commando 60 mm mortar although it has been reported that owing to the way that it has to be
operated, firers are only achieving 3% of first-round hits on target.

An army review is looking at the use and potential removal of the LMG and mortar from
dismounted infantry platoons on the basis that the UGL and DMR adequately fulfil current
requirements. The LMG would be replaced with another L85A2 or A3 assault rifle. Meanwhile, the
M6-640 mortar's ability to suppress targets at ranges of up to 1,384 m is not a requirement for
platoon operations as this can be delivered by company- and battlegroup-controlled weapon
systems such as the L16A2 81 mm mortar or the L7A1 (FN MAG) 7.62×.54 mm GPMG.

Army aviation

WAH-64D Apache

The British Army operates 50 WAH-64D Apache helicopters out of an original fleet of 67. IOC
was achieved in October 2004. One aircraft was lost in an accident in Afghanistan, and 16 were
mothballed in January 2015 following the end of combat operations in Afghanistan, with their 'key
components' to be removed as required to sustain the remaining fleet. The aircraft operate out of
Wattisham Airfield. The AAC had operated a readiness cycle in which one Apache regiment was
ready for operations and the other concentrated on training and supporting exercises. This was
changed in early 2017 so that 3 Regiment AAC is tasked to support the 3 (UK) Division and 4
Regiment AAC supports the army's 16 Air Assault Brigade and 3 Commando Brigade of the RM.

The WAH-64s is a derivative of the US Army's AH-64D Apache Longbow twin-turboshaft
day/night attack helicopter. The Apache was designed to hunt and destroy tanks although its role
has expanded over the years. The helicopter can operate in all-weather conditions; day or night; and
detect, classify, and prioritise up to 256 potential targets in seconds.

For armament, the Apache carries 16 AGM-114 Hellfire anti-tank missiles in 4-round M272
launchers. Its secondary weapon is the Boeing M230 chain gun 30 mm automatic cannon with
1,200 rounds. It has an additional provision for up to 76 Magellan CRV-7 70 mm unguided rockets
in 19-round pods. The aircraft can also carry up to four air-to-air missiles (AAMs).
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In addition to the distinctive Longbow radar located above the rotor blades, the aircraft is equipped
with a day TV system, thermal imaging sight, and direct view optics. The British Army's Apaches
are upgraded with the Lockheed Martin Modernised Target Acquisition Designation Sight/Pilot
Night Vision Sensor sighting and targeting system, also known as Arrowhead. It is designed to
enhance aircrew situational awareness, enabling the pilot to conduct terrain-following operations
regardless of ambient lighting and visibility conditions. The system also extends the helicopter's
optical targeting ranges, improving the Apache's ability to detect, identify, and engage targets at
greater ranges.

The UK variant originally included several unique enhancements, including swapping out the
standard General Electric T700 engines for the more powerful Rolls-Royce RTM 322; improved
countermeasures in the Helicopter Integrated Defensive Aids System; and the fitting of flotation
devices and other naval features to make the helicopter fully marinised.

In 2009-10, the United Kingdom also integrated a new external fuel tank system for its Apache
attack helicopters. The UK Apaches were fitted with larger internal fuel tanks shortly after they
were first deployed to Afghanistan to increase their range and time on station. However, this
reduced the chain gun's magazine capacity from 1,160 rounds to about 300. With the new external
tanks, the magazine capacity was restored and the aircraft is still be able to remain on station for
about an extra hour (up to 90 minutes). The tanks have been ballistically protected against
groundfire and are self-sealing to prevent any fuel leakage if penetrated.

The UK Apache fleet has increasingly suffered obsolescence issues. Processing chips that drive the
early model Apache systems are no longer made and the stockpiles are dwindling. Additionally,
due to the high-operational tempo of the past decade, many of the airframes have high hours.

Given their proven value in operations, including in Afghanistan and in the naval role off the coast
of Libya, the MoD's 2013 Future Equipment Plan included an Apache Helicopter CSP to maintain
its capability until 2040. Moving this plan forward, in July 2016, the United Kingdom announced
that it has decided to purchase 50 AH-64E Apache Guardian helicopters, off-the-shelf, built by
Boeing and due to enter service with the British Army in 2022. The UK's existing WAH-64Ds were
then due to be fully withdrawn from service between 2023 and 2024.

However, with military spending plans coming under pressure, in May 2017 the order was split to
an initial order for the remanufacture of 38 AH-64 Apaches with the contract for the remaining 12
helicopters to follow at a later date. The work for the 38 has an estimated completion date of
February 2023. A reference in the contract to the "remanufacture" of airframes is interesting given
the original announcement that the aircraft would be purchased off-the-shelf. Although the precise
nature of the remanufacturing has not been disclosed, it is understood to involve existing systems,
not including the engines, being cross-decked from the old Apache Longbow to the new Apache
Guardian airframes.

AW159 Lynx Wildcat AH Mk 1 BRH/LAH

The AAC has 34 AgustaWestland AW159 Lynx Wildcat helicopters in service. The Wildcat
achieved IOC in 2014, and the helicopter's entry into service enabled the Lynx AH.7 to be retired in
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spring 2015 and the Lynx AH.9A in January 2018. Although the initial ambition was to procure 40
Wildcats, it is unclear if further procurement will take place. All of the army Wildcats are
battlefield reconnaissance helicopter (BRH) variants (as opposed to light assault helicopter [LAH]
variants).

There is a high degree of commonality between the RN and AAC Wildcat variants, and the type is
operated as a common pool of aircraft out of RNAS Yeovilton.

The AAC's Wildcats can perform a range of missions, including ISTAR, C2, troop and cargo
transport, and force protection. The cabin can fit up to seven armed troops or paratroops, or in the
medevac role, six stretchers and a medical attendant. For armament, a 7.62 mm or 12.7 mm MGs
can be mounted in the doorway. The airframe has an external pylon on each side of the cabin that
could carry a variety of army weapons or pods if integrated in the future. The AAC Wildcats are
also fitted with a Helicopter Integrated Defensive Aids System-15 defensive aids suite.

The Wildcat's Light Helicopter Turbine Engine Company CTS800-4N engine has 36% more power
than the engines on previous Lynx helicopters and improved single-engine and 'hot and high'
performance yet has similar fuel consumption. They are also able to carry a payload 50% greater
than current Lynx helicopters. The aircraft is designed for less maintenance time and lower overall
through-life costs.

The Wildcat has a MX-15Di long-range day/night EO sensor, which provides its crew with a
thermal and colour full-motion video output for onboard display. It also incorporates a laser target
designator/ranger and a laser pointer. However, in contrast with the comparable MX-15 and MX-10
systems deployed onboard Lynx AH.7/9A in Afghanistan (which had datalinks connecting them to
a dedicated ground station or to a Remotely Operated Video Enhanced Receiver terminal carried by
forward troops), the Wildcat's sensor output and display system is entirely isolated (not networked).
Thus, it can neither send its own imagery to attack helicopters, fast jets, forward ground troops, or
rear HQ, nor receive imagery from third parties such as UAVs. Target hand-off has to therefore be
achieved verbally via an encrypted voice radio, although in the terminal attack phase target
confirmation for third-party weapon delivery can be aided by using the MX-15Di's laser designator
or its pointer.

Watchkeeper UAV

The Watchkeeper UAV was selected in 2004 to be the British Army's primary airborne ISTAR
platform, with the intention of it entering service by 2010. Its introduction has since been delayed
by technical problems and trouble securing airworthiness approvals. The bulk of the Watchkeeper
fleet has been delivered to the Royal Artillery, although five of the UAVs have been lost in
accidents.

Mini-UAVs

The British Army is looking for a replacement for its fleet of about 200 Lockheed Martin Desert
Hawk Mk 3 hand-launched mini-UAVs. The Desert Hawk fleet was originally purchased as an
urgent operational requirement for the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. The mini-UAV fleet has since
been taken into the "core" army programme and is scheduled to remain in service until 2021. The
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replacement is expected to be able to provide ISTAR support for battlegroups from 400 m out to 5
km.
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Small arms and light weapons

Man-portable air defence systems

Type Role
FIM-92 Stinger Man-portable surface-to-air missile launcher
Starstreak HVM Man-portable surface-to-air missile launcher

Infantry support weapons
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Type Role
LAW-80 Light anti-tank weapon
MILAN Anti-tank guided weapon
Javelin Anti-tank guided weapon
NLAW Anti-tank guided weapon
81 mm L16A1/2 Mortar
51 mm Light Mortar Mortar

Small arms

Type Role
9 mm L9A1 (Browning HP) Pistol
9mm Glock 17 Gen4 Pistol
9 mm L105/6A1 / L107A1 / L109A1 Pistol
7.65 mm PP L47A1 Pistol
5.56 mm L85A1/2 Rifle
5.56 mm L22A2 (SA80K) Rifle
5.56 mm L93A1/L101A2 (HK53) Rifle
7.62 mm L96A1/L118A1 Rifle
7.62 mm L129A1 Rifle
7.62 mm HK 417 Rifle
0.50 Barrett M82A1 Rifle
5.56 mm M16A2 Rifle
0.338 AI L115A1 Rifle
5.56 mm Diemaco C8 Rifle
0.50 mm AW50 Rifle
12 g L128A1 Combat Shotgun (Benelli M4) Shotgun
9 mm MP5 Sub-machine gun
4.6 mm MP7A1 Sub-machine gun
5.56 mm L86A1/2 Machine gun
7.62 mm FN MAG (GPMG) L7A2 Machine gun
0.50 Browning M2 HB / 0.50 L111A1 (Browning QCB) Machine gun
L1A1 12.7 mm (.50) Machine gun
5.56 mm L108A1 (Minimi) / L110 A1 (Para Minimi) Machine gun
7.62 mm L94A1 Chain gun
40 mm L123A3 UGBL Close-support weapon
40 mm H&K GMG Close-support weapon

Army aviation
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Missiles

System variant Manufacturer Primary role (general)
BGM-71 TOW Raytheon Anti-armour
AGM-114 Hellfire 2 LLL Anti-armour
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United Kingdom - Air Force
Date Posted: 11-Mar-2019

Publication: Jane's Sentinel Security Assessment - Western Europe

UPDATED

Contents

Summary

Strength

Fixed-wing multirole combat aircraft

Fixed-wing transport aircraft

Fixed-wing tanker-transport aircraft

Fixed-wing C4ISR aircraft

Rotary-wing transport aircraft

Reconnaissance-strike unmanned aerial vehicles

Executive summary

Deployments, tasks, and operations

Role

Force distribution

Recent and current operations

Operations against the Islamic State

Operations in Afghanistan

Eastern Europe reassurance measures and Baltic Air Policing mission
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Operation 'Barkhane' (Mali)

Iceland Air Policing

Organisation

Expeditionary Air Wings

Joint organisations

Order of battle

RAF Regiment

Bases

Personnel

Training

Military exercises

Core assets and procurement initiatives

Combat aircraft

Tornado GR. Mk4/4A

Eurofighter Typhoon

F-35B Lightning (Joint Strike Fighter)

MQ-9 Reaper

Certifiable Predator B

Logistics aircraft

C-17 Globemaster III
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C-130J Super Hercules

A400M Atlas

A330 Voyager multirole tanker-transport

Chinook

Helicopter shortfall

C4ISR aircraft

RC-135W Airseeker (Rivet Joint)

E-3D Sentry

Shadow

Sentinel

Maritime aircraft

P-8A Poseidon (Future maritime patrol aircraft)

Maritime patrol aircraft capability gap

Equipment in service

United Kingdom - Air Force
United Kingdom - Air Force

1029981

Summary

Strength
Regular: 32,720
Reserve: 2,960
Fixed-wing multirole combat aircraft
Tornados
Typhoons
F-35Bs (initial operating capability)
Fixed-wing transport aircraft
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A400M Atlas
C-130J Super Hercules
C-17 Globemaster IIIs
Fixed-wing tanker-transport aircraft
A330 Voyagers
Fixed-wing C4ISR aircraft
E-3 Sentrys
Sentinels (ASTOR)
Shadows
RC-135W Airseekers (Rivet Joint)
Rotary-wing transport aircraft
Chinooks
Pumas
Reconnaissance-strike unmanned aerial vehicles
MQ-9 Reapers

Executive summary

The UK Royal Air Force (RAF) is an effective force undergoing significant modernisation and
rationalisation. The 2010 Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR) led to a steep decline in
fast jet numbers, with the entire Harrier force being withdrawn and the squadrons disbanded. The
2010 SDSR also targeted the Tornado GR. Mk 4 fleet for reductions. Four squadrons were
subsequently disbanded, but plans for additional reductions were delayed, thus keeping three active
squadrons in service until early 2018 when this was reduced to two. This was done to ensure
sustainment of combat operations in Iraq since the Tornado offers a ground strike capability that
other RAF aircraft cannot provide. This will continue to be the case until the Typhoon achieves full
ground attack capability, enabling the Tornado to be withdrawn by the end of March 2019.

Overall, the reductions have left the RAF with about 200 combat aircraft, made up of Tornados and
Typhoons, with deliveries of the latter ongoing but nearing completion. The RAF's frontline fast-jet
force was set to fall further just ahead of the turn of the decade, with the near simultaneous
retirement of the Tornado and early model (tranche 1) Typhoons. This would have left the RAF
with just 107 Tranche 2 and 3A Typhoons and about 20 F-35B Lightning for a total strength of 127
frontline combat jets. However, the RAF has decided to retain 30 Tranche 1 aircraft that had been
scheduled for retirement, enabling the formation of two additional squadrons dedicated to national
air defence.

Furthermore, the 2015 SDSR announced that the United Kingdom will procure its full programme-
of-record of 138 F-35s, which will be jointly operated by the RAF and the Royal Navy (RN) Fleet
Air Arm. The UK declared initial operating capability (IOC) Land for its F-35s on 10 January
2019. A strike capability with F-35Bs operating from the RN's HMS Queen Elizabeth aircraft
carrier is expected in 2023, by which point 42 of the aircraft should be delivered. The 2015 SDSR
also announced that the RAF will acquire nine Boeing P-8 Poseidon aircraft in order to close its
maritime patrol capability gap, which emerged when the 2010 SDSR scrapped the Nimrod MRA
Mk4 programme. Initial operational capability (IOC) of the P-8 is expected by 2020.

In addition, plans to retire the C-130J Super Hercules by 2022 have been abandoned and instead 14
of the aircraft will be upgraded and subject to a life-extension programme so that they can remain
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in service until 2030. Thus, the C-130J will continue to serve along with eight C-17s and 22
A400Ms, which are still being delivered, in addition to 14 A330 Voyager Multirole Tanker
Transports, the last of which was delivered in July 2016.

Meanwhile, in December 2015 the RAF received the last of 14 new Chinook helicopters (including
two attrition replacements). In addition, the RAF's legacy Chinooks have been upgraded in 2016 to
Mk 4 and Mk 5 standard. The RAF thus has a fleet of 60 modern Chinook helicopters. Overall,
these two projects have provided a significant increase to the RAF's battlefield transport capability.
Looking ahead, the HC. Mk 4s are set for further upgrading with Boeing's Digital Automatic Flight
Control System, thus bringing them to HC. Mk 6A standard.

The RAF also has a capable C4ISR fleet, including three RC-135W Airseeker (Rivet Joint), six
E-3D Sentry, five Shadow, and four Sentinel aircraft. The Sentinel will be withdraw by about 2021,
reducing the RAF's wide-area surveillance capabilities.

Lastly, like many of its peers, the RAF is giving increasing attention to unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) for reconnaissance and strike missions. The Ministry of Defence (MoD) revealed in late
March 2016 to parliament that approximately 29% of the United Kingdom's strikes in Iraq and 20%
of those in Syria over the past 18 months were carried out by RAF MQ-9 Reapers. With this in
mind, the MQ-9 Reapers fielded by the RAF will be replaced by double the number of the Protector
UAVs. Of note, unlike the Reapers, the new UAVs will be certified to fly in British and European
airspace, making them deployable for intelligence-gathering in Eastern Europe or over the United
Kingdom and its national waters.

Deployments, tasks, and operations

Role

The RAF's official core air and space power roles are air command and control (C2); integrated air
operations; counter-air operations (control of the air); rapid global mobility; air operations for
strategic effect; and intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition, and reconnaissance (ISTAR).

The RAF's official strategic priorities are

 to support current operations

 to maintain and further develop an agile, adaptable, and capable expeditionary air power
contribution to the United Kingdom's overall defence capability, which takes full account of
emerging threats, concepts, and technologies

 to improve the accuracy, speed, and coherence of ability to deliver effects across the
battlespace by developing and exploiting the United Kingdom's network enabled capability

 to harmonise air power capability, concepts, and doctrine with those of the US forces

 to ensure that structures, organisation, and processes deliver rapid and accurate decision
making at the lowest appropriate level
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 to provide a world-class flying and ground training system and improve through-life
education and training to produce well-motivated, highly trained, agile, and adaptable
personnel

 to develop a sustainable manning and personnel strategy that supports expeditionary
capability and takes account of the prevailing social environment

 to improve the quality of the RAF's operational, technical, and domestic infrastructure

 to optimise investment in the RAF by delivering the outcomes of the Defence Airfield
Review, further exploiting the benefits of the Defence Logistic Transformation Process,
building a strong relationship with industry, and eliminating waste and bureaucracy across
every strand of RAF activity

 to further enhance the image and reputation of the RAF with the public as a means of
maintaining their enduring support and meeting recruiting requirements

 to improve the ability of personnel to clearly articulate the contribution that air power - and
the RAF - makes to UK defence

The 2015 SDSR outlined eight primary missions for the armed forces as a whole. These are

 to defend and contribute to the security and resilience of the United Kingdom and overseas
territories

 to provide a nuclear deterrence

 to contribute to improved understanding of the world through strategic intelligence and the
global defence network

 to reinforce international security and the collective capacity of its allies, partners, and
multilateral institutions

 to support humanitarian assistance and disaster response and conduct rescue missions

 to conduct strike operations

 to conduct operations to restore peace and stability

 to conduct major combat operations if required, including under NATO Article 5

Furthermore, the 2010 SDSR stated that, by 2020, the RAF must be able to provide

 air defence of the United Kingdom and its South Atlantic overseas territories

 a credible and capable combat air presence to contribute to conventional deterrence and
containment

 an expeditionary combat air contribution to enduring land operations

 strategic and tactical airlift

 other air power capabilities, including ISTAR, helicopters, and RAF Regiment ground units
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The 2015 SDSR did not change this level of ambition.

Force distribution

RAF flying squadrons are located at bases across the United Kingdom, although fighter squadrons
are concentrated at RAF Lossiemouth in northern Scotland, RAF Coningsby in the east centre of
England, and RAF Marham further south. This distribution provides rapid response capability in
the north and south of the country. Meanwhile, fixed- and rotary-wing logistics assets are based in
the south of the United Kingdom, closer to the bulk of British Army bases.

The RAF also maintains Expeditionary Air Wings (EAWs) in deployed locations as required in
order to support operations. Current EAWs are based in Cyprus and the United Arab Emirates. In
addition, the RAF keeps a small number of combat and logistics aircraft stationed permanently on
the Falkland Islands.

Recent and current operations

Operations against the Islamic State

The RAF has eight Tornado GR. Mk 4s and six Typhoons deployed to Akrotiri, Cyprus, to support
international operations against the Islamic State. The UK contribution to the international mission
is called Operation 'Shader'. The Tornados undertook their first airstrikes on Islamic State targets in
Iraq on 30 September 2014. Strikes were expanded to Syria in December 2015, at which time the
RAF deployed additional combat aircraft to the region (previously, the deployed force comprised
eight Tornados). Additional RAF aircraft that support the mission include the A330 Voyager,
RC-135W Airseeker (the first combat deployment for the RAF aircraft), Sentinel R. Mk 1, E-3D
Sentry, MQ-9A Reaper, and C-130J, although these are not necessarily deployed simultaneously or
based in Cyprus. The forces tasked to the mission are part of the 903 Expeditionary Air Wing.

As of February 2018 the United Kingdom had conducted 1,700 airstrikes against Islamic State
targets in Iraq and Syria. The RAF has used at least seven types of munition during operations,
including Hellfire, Brimstone, Paveway IV, Storm Shadow, and Enhanced Paveway III.

Operations in Afghanistan

The RAF maintained a sizable presence in Afghanistan for some 10 years as part of the NATO-led
International Security Assistance Force. Deployed assets included strike aircraft (mostly
Tornadoes, but also Harriers before they were removed from service), which were used for close air
support (CAS) and tactical reconnaissance. The RAF also provided tactical transport (using
C-130s), battlefield transport (with Chinook and Merlin helicopters), and ISR (provided largely by
the Sentinel R. Mk 1 and MQ-9 Reaper). Strategic support for the air bridge into Afghanistan was
provided by C-17s and tanker aircraft. RAF operations ceased shortly before the end of November
2014 when the final RAF echelons were withdrawn from Camp Bastion and Kandahar.

The only RAF assets remaining in Afghanistan are three helicopters at Kabul. These provide
support to the ground personnel who are responsible for furnishing training, advice, and assistance
to the Afghans and force protection as part of NATO's 'Resolute Support' mission. The UK
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contribution is called Operation 'Toral'. Of note, in March 2015 three Puma HC. Mk 2 medium
transport helicopters replaced Chinooks that had been deployed. This is the upgraded type's first
combat mission. One of the helicopters crashed in October 2015, but it has been replaced.

Eastern Europe reassurance measures and Baltic Air Policing mission

The RAF has supported NATO's Baltic Air Policing mission four times. The first contribution
came in 2004-05 when four Tornado fighters deployed to Lithuania's Siauliai Air Base. The RAF
returned to Siauliai in 2014, this time with four Typhoons. Four Typhoons were again deployed in
mid-2015 but this time to Amari Air Base, Estonia. Most recently, four Typhoons again deployed
to Estonia in April 2016. RAF Typhoons will participate in the mission again in 2019.

Although not technically part of the Baltic Air Policing mission, the United Kingdom has also
committed one of its Boeing E-3D Sentry AWACS aircraft to NATO to carry out surveillance tasks
over Eastern Europe.

In addition, the United Kingdom deployed four Typhoons to Mihail Kogalniceanu Air Base,
Romania, from May to September 2017. The deployment was part of the NATO Southern Air
Policing mission to offer reassurance to the Black Sea allies. The United Kingdom was the first
nation to provide aircraft to this NATO mission.

Also of note, in September 2017 RAF Sentinel R1 airborne stand-off surveillance aircraft flew their
first ever missions over the Baltic states to monitor the Russian-Belarus 'Zapad 17' military
exercise. RAF intelligence gathering aircraft in 2018 have also been flying missions around
Russia's Kaliningrad exclave and the Crimean peninsula.

Operation 'Barkhane' (Mali)

From mid-2018 until the end of 2019 the RAF has deploy three Chinook helicopters to Gao, Mali,
to support French forces operating across the Sahel. The Chinooks will provide troop transport and
logistical supply.

Since 2013 the United Kingdom has intermittently supported French operations in the region with
Sentinel R1 airborne surveillance aircraft and C-17s. 

Iceland Air Policing

The RAF in 2019 will deploy four Typhoon aircraft to Iceland to support the NATO air-policing
mission in that country. The deployment is expected to last three to four weeks. This will be the
first time the United Kingdom has sent fighter aircraft to Iceland. A planned deployment in 2008
was cancelled due to a diplomatic argument between the two countries.

Organisation

The RAF Air Command was created on 1 April 2007 through the merger of Strike Command and
Personnel and Training Command.
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Air Command is responsible for all front-line forces as well as training support and is organised
into four groups that exercise day-to-day control of operational and support elements.

No. 1 Group is responsible for all air defence, strike/attack, and offensive support aircraft, as well
as ISTAR and air battle management aircraft. It thus operates all the RAF's frontline combat
aircraft.

No. 2 Group operates all the service's air combat support elements. No. 2 Group includes transport
and air-to-air refuelling (AAR) aircraft, as well as force protection units such as the RAF Regiment,
RAF Police, and Joint Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear Regiment.

No. 22 Group oversees all non-front line training activities accomplished in the United Kingdom. It
has effectively assumed all the responsibilities of the former Personnel and Training Command.

No. 38 Group brings together the RAF's engineering, logistics, communications, and medical units.

Expeditionary Air Wings

The RAF has a system of EAWs intended to facilitate the setting up of deployed operating
locations. Each EAW is led by a RAF Station Commander, supported by the station management
team. The deployable elements of the station structures form the core of each EAW, reinforced by
assigned Capability-Based Module Readiness System personnel and elements of the Air Combat
Support Units.

Joint organisations

The 1998 Strategic Defence Review recommended increased use of joint operations. To comply
with that recommendation, the three services established various pooled commands, including:

Joint Helicopter Command (JHC): All battlefield helicopters, air assault force elements, and
support helicopters (excluding those engaged on SAR duties or normally based on warships)
operated by the three services are under central control of the JHC, which reports to the army
service chief.

Joint Rapid Reaction Force: The Joint Rapid Reaction Force (JRRF) is a pool of units drawn
from all services that are maintained at high readiness to undertake contingency operations of up to
medium scale either independently or as part of a coalition. The chief of joint operations at the
Permanent Joint Headquarters is responsible for the JRRF once deployed and a Joint Task Force
HQ can be called up within 48 hours.

Additionally, there was a Joint Force Harrier consisting of the RN's 800 Naval Air Squadron (NAS)
and the RAF's Nos. 1 and 4(R) squadrons at RAF Cottesmore and RAF Wittering, respectively. All
three squadrons were disbanded by the end of March 2011, following the decision to retire the
Harrier and pay off HMS Ark Royal with almost immediate effect. In consequence, Joint Force
Harrier no longer exists, although the F-35B may operate under a similar structure once in
operational service.
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Order of battle

Expeditionary air wings and overseas units

Unit Base Type Role
83 Expeditionary Air Group Al Udeid, Qatar    
901 EAW1 Al Udeid, Qatar BAe 146 Logistics
903 EAW1 RAF Akrotiri,

Cyprus
Tornado GR.
Mk 4

Combat

903 EAW1 RAF Akrotiri,
Cyprus

Typhoon
FGR. Mk 4

Combat

903 EAW1 RAF Akrotiri,
Cyprus

Sentinel C4ISR

903 EAW1 RAF Akrotiri,
Cyprus

E-3D Sentry
AEW. Mk 1

C4ISR

903 EAW1 RAF Akrotiri,
Cyprus

A330
Voyager

Logistics

906 EAW1 Al Minhad Air Base,
United Arab
Emirates

A330
Voyager

Logistics

906 EAW1 Al Minhad Air Base,
United Arab
Emirates

Hercules C.
Mk 4/5

Logistics

Falkland Islands      
No. 1312 Flight RAF Mount

Pleasant, Falkland
Islands

A400M Transport

No. 1312 Flight RAF Mount
Pleasant, Falkland
Islands

A330
Voyager

Tanker

No. 1435 Flight RAF Mount
Pleasant, Falkland
Islands

Typhoon
FGR. Mk 4

Air defence

No. 1310 Flight RAF Mount
Pleasant, Falkland
Islands

Chinook HC.
Mk 4/5/6

Transport

16 Regiment Royal Artillery,
British Army
(Detachment/Battery)

RAF Mount
Pleasant, Falkland
Islands

Rapier Air defence

Cyprus      
No. 84 Squadron RAF Akrotiri,

Cyprus
Griffin HAR.
Mk 2

Transport/search
and rescue

Afghanistan      
Puma Flight Kabul International Puma HC. Logistics
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Airport, Afghanistan Mk 2
1. Elements assigned to EAWs are generally detached from UK-based squadrons.

No. 1 Group (Air Combat), HQ High Wycombe

Unit Base Type Role
No. 1 Group High

Wycombe
   

No. 1 Squadron Lossiemouth Typhoon FGR.
Mk 4

Combat - multirole

No. 1 Squadron Lossiemouth Typhoon T.
Mk 3

Continuation training

No. 2 Squadron Lossiemouth Typhoon FGR.
Mk 4

Combat - multirole

No. 2 Squadron Lossiemouth Typhoon T.
Mk 3

Continuation training

No. 3 Squadron Coningsby Typhoon FGR.
Mk 4

Combat - multirole

No. 3 Squadron Coningsby Typhoon T.
Mk 3

Continuation training

No. 5 Squadron Waddington Sentinel R.
Mk 1

C4ISR - ground surveillance

No. 6 Squadron Lossiemouth Typhoon FGR.
Mk 4

Combat - multirole

No. 6 Squadron Lossiemouth Typhoon T.
Mk 3

Continuation training

No. 8 Squadron Waddington Sentry AEW.
Mk 1

C4ISR - airborne early warning and
control

No. 9 Squadron Marham Tornado GR.
Mk 4 1

Combat - attack

No. 11 Squadron Coningsby Typhoon FGR.
Mk 4

Combat - multirole

No. 11 Squadron Coningsby Typhoon T.
Mk 3

Continuation training

No. 12 Squadron Coningsby Typhoon FGR
Mk 42

Air defence, continuation training

No. 13 Squadron Waddington MQ-9 Reaper C4ISR - reconnaissance/combat -
attack

No. 14 Squadron Waddington Shadow R. Mk
1

C4ISR - ground surveillance

No. 29 (Reserve)
Squadron

Coningsby Typhoon FGR.
Mk 4

Operational conversion unit

No. 29 (Reserve)
Squadron

Coningsby Typhoon T.
Mk 3

Operational conversion unit
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No. 31 Squadron Marham Tornado GR.
Mk 4 3

Combat - attack

No. 39 Squadron Waddington MQ-9 Reaper C4ISR - reconnaissance/combat -
attack

No. 51 Squadron Waddington RC-135W
Airseeker

C4ISR - ELINT

No. 54 (Reserve)
Squadron

Waddington Loan as
needed4

ISTAR operational conversion unit

No. 100 Squadron Leeming Hawk T. Mk 1 Training
No. 100 Squadron Leeming Hawk T. Mk

1A
Training

No. 100 Squadron Leeming Hawk T. Mk
1W

Training

No. 617 Squadron Marham F-35B Combat - multirole
Battle of Britain
Memorial Flight

Coningsby Historic
Aircraft5

Historic display

1. To be re-roled to the Eurofighter Typhoon in 2019 at RAF Lossiemouth.
2. Still standing up an operational capability.
3. To stand down and then be re-roled to the MQ-9B Protector at RAF Waddington around

2024.
4. Has access to Sentinel, Sentry, and Shadow as required, but possesses no dedicated aircraft

of its own.
5. 3.6. Possesses examples of Dakota, Hurricane, Lancaster, and Spitfire for display purposes

plus Chipmunk aircraft for training support.

No. 2 Group (Air Combat Support), HQ High Wycombe

Unit Base Type Role
No. 2 Group1 High

Wycombe
   

No. 10 Squadron Brize Norton A330 Voyager Tanker/transport
No. 24 Squadron Brize Norton Hercules C. Mk 4 Transport operational

conversion unit
No. 24 Squadron Brize Norton Hercules C. Mk 5 Transport operational

conversion unit
No. 24 Squadron Brize Norton A400M Atlas Transport operational

conversion unit
No. 30 Squadron Brize Norton Hercules C. Mk 4 Transport
No. 30 Squadron Brize Norton Hercules C. Mk 5 Transport
No. 32 (The Royal)
Squadron

Northolt BAe 146 VIP transport

No. 32 (The Royal)
Squadron

Northolt A 109 Power VIP transport

No. 47 Squadron Brize Norton Hercules C. Mk 4 Tactical transport2
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No. 47 Squadron Brize Norton Hercules C. Mk 5 Tactical transport2

No. 70 Squadron Brize Norton A400M Atlas Transport
No. 99 Squadron Brize Norton C-17 Globemaster

III
Strategic transport

No. 101 Squadron Brize Norton A330 Voyager Tanker/transport
1. No. 2 Group also administers RAF Regiment.
2. Also supports special forces (SF).

Air Warfare Centre, HQ RAF Waddington

Unit Base Type Role
Air Warfare Centre Waddington    
No. 17 (Reserve)
Squadron

Edwards Air Force Base,
California, US

F-35
Lightning

Operational evaluation

No. 41 (Reserve)
Squadron

Coningsby Tornado GR.
Mk 4

Operational evaluation

No. 41 (Reserve)
Squadron

Coningsby Typhoon
FGR. Mk 4

Operational evaluation

No. 41 (Reserve)
Squadron

Coningsby Typhoon T.
Mk 3

Operational evaluation

No. 56 (Reserve)
Squadron

Waddington Loan as
needed1

ISTAR operational
evaluation

No. 92 (Reserve)
Squadron

Waddington nil Tactics/training

No. 206 (Reserve)
Squadron

Boscombe Down/Brize
Norton

Loan as
needed2

Heavy aircraft
operational evaluation

Rotary Wing Test &
Evaluation Squadron

Boscombe Down Loan as
needed3

Operational evaluation

1. Has access to ISTAR types including Sentinel, Sentry, and Shadow as required, but possesses
no aircraft of its own.

2. Has access to transport types including Atlas, Globemaster, Hercules, and Voyager as
required, but possesses no aircraft of its own.

3. Has access to helicopter types (Chinook and Puma) as required, but possesses no aircraft of
its own.

Joint Helicopter Command (RAF units), HQ Wilton

Unit Base Type Role
Joint
Helicopter
Command1

Wilton    

No. 7
Squadron

Odiham Chinook
HC. Mk
4/5/6

Transport (special forces)
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No. 18
Squadron

Odiham Chinook
HC. Mk
4/5/6

Transport

No. 27
Squadron

Odiham Chinook
HC. Mk
4/5/6

Transport

No. 28
(Reserve)
Squadron

Benson Chinook
HC. Mk 4

Operational conversion unit

No. 28
(Reserve)
Squadron

Benson Puma HC.
Mk 2

Operational conversion unit

No. 33
Squadron

Benson Puma HC.
Mk 2

Transport

No. 230
Squadron

Benson Puma HC.
Mk 2

Transport

1. JHC encompasses all battlefield helicopters, air assault force elements, and support
helicopters (excluding those engaged on SAR duties or normally based on warships) of the
Army Air Corps, RN Commando Helicopter Force, and the RAF Support Helicopter Force.
Command of the JHC is subordinate to the commander-in-chief Land Forces.

No. 22 (Training) Group, HQ High Wycombe

Unit Base Type Role
Royal Air Force
College

Cranwell   Officer and aircrew
training unit

Defence College of
Aeronautical
Engineering
(DCAE)

Cosford (additional sites at
Cranwell/HMS Sultan
(Gosport)/Arborfield/St. Athan)

  Aeronautical
engineering training

Central Flying
School

Cranwell    

The Red Arrows Scampton Hawk T.
Mk 1A

Display flying

Detachment Valley Hawk T.
Mk 2

Instructor training

Detachment Linton-on-Ouse Tucano T.
Mk 1

Instructor training

Detachment Shawbury Squirrel
HT. Mk 1

Instructor training

Detachment Syerston Sailplanes Instructor training
Defence Helicopter
Flying School

Shawbury    

No. 60 (Reserve)
Squadron

Shawbury Griffin HT.
Mk 1

Advanced training
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No. 202 (Reserve)
Squadron

Valley Griffin HT.
Mk 1

Advanced training

No. 1 Flying
Training School

Linton-on-Ouse    

No. 72 (Reserve)
Squadron

Linton-on-Ouse Tucano T.
Mk 1

Basic training

Standards Squadron Linton-on-Ouse Tucano T.
Mk 1

Instructor training

No. 2 Flying
Training School1

Syerston Gliders Cadet flying

No. 3 Flying
Training School

Cranwell    

No. 16 (Reserve)
Squadron

Wittering Tutor Elementary training

No. 45 (Reserve)
Squadron

Cranwell King Air
B200

Multi-engine
training/twin
conversion

No. 115 (Reserve)
Squadron

Wittering Tutor Elementary training

No. 4 Flying
Training School

Valley    

IV Squadron Valley Hawk T.
Mk 2

Adv flying
training/instructor
training

XXV (F) Squadron Valley Hawk T.
Mk 2

Adv flying training

No. 6 Flying
Training School

Cranwell (HQ)    

University of
Birmingham Air
Squadron

Cosford Tutor Training

8 Air Experience
Flight

Cosford Tutor Cadet flying

Bristol University
Air Squadron

Colerne Tutor Training

3 Air Experience
Flight

Colerne Tutor Cadet flying

Cambridge
University Air
Squadron

Wittering Tutor Training

University of
London Air
Squadron

Wittering Tutor Training

5 Air Experience Wittering Tutor Cadet flying
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Flight
East of Scotland
Universities Air
Squadron

Leuchars Tutor Training

12 Air Experience
Flight

Leuchars Tutor Cadet flying

East Midlands
University Air
Squadron

Cranwell Tutor Training

7 Air Experience
Flight

Cranwell Tutor Cadet flying

Universities of
Glasgow &
Strathclyde Air
Squadron

Glasgow Apt Tutor Training

4 Air Experience
Flight

Glasgow Apt Tutor Cadet flying

Liverpool University
Air Squadron

Woodvale Tutor Training

10 Air Experience
Flight

Woodvale Tutor Cadet training

Manchester and
Salford Universities
Air Squadron

Woodvale Tutor Training

Northumbria
University Air
Squadron

Leeming Tutor Training

11 Air Experience
Flight

Leeming Tutor Cadet flying

Oxford University
Air Squadron

Benson Tutor Training

6 Air Experience
Flight

Benson Tutor Cadet flying

Royal Military
College Air
Squadron

(Shrivenham) Tutor Training

Southampton
University Air
Squadron

Boscombe Down Tutor Training

2 Air Experience
Flight

Boscombe Down Tutor Cadet flying

Universities of
Wales Air Squadron

St Athan Tutor Training

1 Air Experience
Flight

St Athan Tutor Cadet flying
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Yorkshire
Universities Air
Squadron

Linton-on-Ouse Tutor Training

9 Air Experience
Flight

Linton-on-Ouse Tutor Cadet flying

Northern Ireland
Universities Air
Squadron

(in process of forming) (to be
equipped)

Training

1. Subordinate elements of No. 2 Flying Training School provide glider flying experience to Air
Cadet organisation and are detailed in following table.

RAF Regiment

The RAF Regiment is charged with force protection for the RAF, although the force also has
infantry training. Field squadrons - highly mobile and heavily armed units comprising about 170
personnel - provide the primary manpower. As part of this, the field squadrons are now taking turns
to provide armed Air Mobility Protection Teams on UK military air transport aircraft undertaking
missions to crisis zones.

The RAF Regiment also provides the majority of Tactical Air Control Parties (TACPs) to co-
ordinate CAS in combat operations, as well as furnishing support, including a TACP, to the Special
Forces Support Group.

The RAF Regiment has also become involved in UK defence engagement missions, providing
short-term training teams.

The current RAF Regiment force protection squadrons are

 1 Squadron at RAF Honington

 II Squadron (SF support and parachute insertion) at RAF Honington

 15 Squadron at RAF Honington

 34 Squadron at RAF Leeming

 51 Squadron at RAF Lossiemouth

 63 Squadron (Queen's Colour Squadron) at RAF Northholt

The RAF Regiment also has two chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear (CBRN) defence
squadrons although all CBRN assets are in the process of being transferred to the British Army:

 26 Squadron at RAF Honington

 27 Squadron at RAF Honington

The RAF Regiment also includes Royal Auxiliary Force Regiment Squadrons.

Bases
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Name Latitude Longitude Number of
Runways

Notes

RAF Lakenheath 52.408056 0.558611 1
RAF Lossiemouth 57.706873 -3.337532 2
Edwards Air Force
Base

34.905556 -117.883611 3 Possesses 18 potential
runways (15 unpaved as
part of desert area).

RAF Leeming 54.292222 -1.535 1
RAF Odiham 51.234167 -0.942778 1
Newtownards
Airport

54.581111 -5.691944 3

Laikipia 0.043889 37.031667 1
Defence School of
Transport Leconfield

53.876111 -0.443056 0 Runway not operational.

RAF Scampton 53.308707 -0.549452 1 To close by 2022
Glasgow Airport 55.871944 -4.433333 1
RAF Halton 51.79131 -0.73641 2
RAF Cosford 52.640599 -2.305282 1
RAF Wittering 52.611987 -0.481725 1
RAF Marham 52.648333 0.550278 2
RAF Waddington 53.166111 -0.523611 1
RAF Abingdon 51.686965 -1.315831 2
Swansea Airport 51.604998 -4.068241 2
RAF Benson 51.618333 -1.095 2
RAF Kenley 51.303333 -0.095278 2
RAF Northolt 51.552778 -0.418056 1
Seeb 23.593056 58.284444 2
RAF Boulmer 55.420278 -1.601 0
RAF Wyton 52.357222 -0.107778 2
MoD Boscombe
Down

51.154075 -1.748924 2

RAF Linton-on-
Ouse

54.048903 -1.253642 2 To close by 2020

Al Udeid Air Base 25.1172221 51.315 1
RAF Topcliffe 54.205278 -1.381944 2
RAF Cranwell 53.029915 -0.489951 2
RAF Ternhill 52.872755 -2.532771 2
MDPGA
Wethersfield

51.973867 0.509146 1
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RAF Colerne 51.44164 -2.286634 2
RAF Church Fenton 53.834444 -1.195556 2
RAF Mount Pleasant -51.822681 -58.446114 2
RAF Gibraltar 36.149167 -5.346944 1
Leuchars Station 56.374066 -2.868746 2
RAF Upavon 51.29052 -1.77834 1
Predannack Airfield 50.001111 -5.230833 4
RAF Woodvale 53.581503 -3.057786 3
RAF Coningsby 53.09309 -0.165833 1
RAF Mildenhall 52.361944 0.485 1 Current host to USAFE

100th Air Refueling Wing
(100 ARW).

MoD St Athan 51.404722 -3.435833 1
RAF Honington 52.336546 0.777781 1
RAF Akrotiri 34.5903 32.9878 1
RAF Brize Norton 51.749722 -1.583611 1
RAF Shawbury 52.798056 -2.667778 2
RAF Henlow 52.021426 -0.300787 3
RAF Barkston Heath 52.962064 -0.562596 3
RAF Kirknewton 55.875833 -3.401 3 Equipped with glider

runways.
RAF Valley 53.248056 -4.535278 2
RAF Little
Rissington

51.866851 -1.694471 3

RAF Syerston 53.02458 -0.907314 3

Personnel

The RAF is an all-volunteer force, recruiting from across the United Kingdom and the
Commonwealth of Nations. There is no limit to the number of foreign personnel that can serve in
the RAF.

The

RAF falls below its mandated strength and outside the MoD manning balance, which aims for the
service strength to be between -2% and 1% of the military personnel requirement. This situation
has been normal for the last few years. From 2015 through 2018, the RAF has had a deficit outside
the manning a balance ranging from 4.8% to 7.4%.

The RAF, like the British Army and RN, is struggling in particular with recruitment and retention
of personnel in pinch-point trades. As of April 2017, the RAF has a shortfall of 2,032 personnel in
pinch-point trades and the UK National Audit Office reports that this has worsened in 2018. This
includes a significant shortfall of intelligence analysts and pilots, although shortages fall across
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engineering, intelligence, logistics, communications, medical, and other trades. Only six of the 102
pinch-point trades across the UK armed forces are expected to be resolved by the early 2020s while
the shortfall in 23 trades are expected to worsen (the remaining 35 are expected to improve).

Of note, the UK National Audit Office (NAO) has warned that the number of UK F-35B pilots will
only "be just sufficient up to 2026 with limited resilience in the event that personnel decide to leave
the services".

Training

Formal pilot training begins with the Elementary Flying Training phase at RAF Cranwell, during
which students complete 60 hours on the Tutor training aircraft over a period of 26 weeks. Pilots
are then assessed to a common output standard and streamed onto fast jets, helicopters, or multi-
engine aircraft.

Those selected for the fast jet stream move to RAF Linton-on-Ouse for 40 weeks (120 hours) of
basic training on the Tucano. Successful completion of this phase leads to a posting to RAF Valley
for 44 weeks (100 hours) of advanced instruction - including 16 weeks devoted to tactics and
weapons training - on the Hawk. Having been awarded their wings, they progress to an operational
conversion unit (OCU) before joining a front-line squadron.

About half of all pilots destined for the multi-engine stream complete a lead-in course of 30 hours.
The remainder of the annual intake comprises students who are re-streamed to multi-engine aircraft
from elsewhere in the training system. They complete either a 45- or 70-hour course on the King
Air, before type conversion with an OCU and subsequent assignment to a front-line squadron.

Students chosen to undergo helicopter training move to the Defence Helicopter Flying School at
RAF Shawbury, this being a Joint Service Unit operating Squirrel and Griffin helicopters and
providing rotary-wing instruction to personnel of the RAF, Fleet Air Arm, and British Army.

Navigator students fly 45 hours on the Tutor and Tucano, then complete 11 weeks of synthetic and
13 hours of live training before streaming to the most appropriate operational category; live training
was previously accomplished on the Dominie, but this was retired from service in mid-December
2010, with this phase now undertaken on Fleet Air Arm King Air (Avenger) aircraft.

The RAF's Medium Support Helicopter Aircrew Training Facility (MSHATF) at RAF Benson was
established under a private finance initiative contract signed in 1997. The facility was developed
and is managed by simulation and training specialist CAE. The MSHATF features high-fidelity full
flight simulators, and the Chinook simulators can be reconfigured to replicate different variants.

The MSHATF is used to provide conversion training to RAF crews for the service's Boeing
Chinook and Westland Puma aircraft. In addition to RAF personnel, it is also used by members of
the Royal Netherlands Air Force.

Military exercises

'Arctic Challenge 2017': The RAF participated in the 'Arctic Challenge 2017' ('ACE 17') exercise
between 22 May and 2 June 2017. This was the third instalment of the biennial exercise, which is
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part of the Nordic Defence Cooperation between Finland, Norway, and Sweden. Ten other
countries participated in the exercise along with the United Kingdom, with more than 100 aircraft
involved. The scenario included an international crisis management operation. The
RAF participated with seven Tornado aircraft deployed to Norway, as well as a Voyager for AAR.

'Red Flag':The RAF is a regular participant in the 'Red Flag' series of exercises, held at Nellis Air
Force Base in the United States. 'Red Flag' is generally acknowledged to be one of the most
intensive air combat training events in the world. The exercise is staged across 40,000 square km of
airspace and more than a million hectares of land, an impossible scale to achieve in Europe. In
2018 for 'Red Flag 18-1', RAF Typhoons from No. 11 Squadron took part in the exercise. In 2017
RAF Typhoons operating in a swing role at 'Red Flag' worked for the first time with USAF F-35As.
This provided important exposure to the new fighter for RAF crews ahead of the F-35B's
introduction into the RAF's combat inventory.

'Joint Warrior': The United Kingdom leads the 'Joint Warrior' exercise series. 'Joint Warrior' is a
large tri-service and multinational exercise that is held in the Scottish Exercise Areas each spring
and autumn (although the autumn 2018 exercise was cancelled due to commitments to other
training events, including NATO's 'Trident Juncture'). The exercises run about two weeks and
usually involve air, sea, and land forces. It is intended to improve interoperability between allied
and partner navies and prepares participants to operate in a joint maritime environment.

Core assets and procurement initiatives

Combat aircraft

Tornado GR. Mk4/4A

The RAF has 41 Panavia Tornado GR. Mk 4/4A interdictor strike aircraft although these will be
retired by the end of March 2019.

The Tornado GR. Mk 4 is optimised to carry out low-altitude deep-penetration strike missions.
Meanwhile, the Mk 4A was a specialised version developed specifically to undertake all-weather,
day and night tactical reconnaissance. It is unclear it any GR. Mk 4As are still active, with
reconnaissance missions now largely performed by aircraft using the Reconnaissance Airborne Pod
for Tornado (RAPTOR), which is compatible with the GR. Mk 4 and GR. Mk 4A.

Since the 2010 SDSR, the United Kingdom has drawn down its Tornado fleet considerably and
disbanded four squadrons. However, the Tornado could not be fully withdrawn from service as it
was the only comprehensive long-range strike asset in the UK inventory. In part for this reason,
Tornado phase-out was delayed in order to sustain operations against the Islamic State.

The Tornado Mk 4 standard emerged from a mid-life upgrade (MLU) of the Tornado GR. Mk
1/1As, which entered service during 1980-88. The MLU was completed for all aircraft in June
2003, giving the RAF a fleet of 142 Tornado GR. Mk 4s. The upgrade to Mk4 standard increased
the Tornado's lethality, flexibility, and survivability through improved avionics, navigation, and
weapons systems. Several further significant weapons and systems upgrades occurred over the
course of the decade following the MLU.
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Following the upgrades, the Tornado GR. Mk 4 can carry up to four Storm Shadow cruise missiles,
enabling the aircraft to conduct precision strikes at increased stand-off ranges. The Mk 4 can also
deliver Paveway II, III, IV, or Enhanced Paveway Laser and Global Positioning System Guided
Bombs. The Thermal Imaging Airborne Laser Designator was integrated for high-accuracy
autonomous guidance for these laser-guided weapons. The Tornado can also employ the Brimstone
anti-armour weapon and the Dual Mode Brimstone (DMB) derivative. In addition, the RAF in July
2016 introduced into service the Brimstone 2 precision strike weapon (Selective Precision Effects
At Range Capability 2 Block 1) for use by the Tornado. It is replacing the DMB and offers a
substantially increased engagement envelope and enhanced manoeuvrability.

Of note, the RAF Tornado until recently could employ the Air-Launched Anti-Radiation Missile
Mk 2 for suppression of enemy air defences (SEAD), but these have been removed from service.
This leaves the United Kingdom without a dedicated SEAD weapon, although cruise missiles such
as the Storm Shadow can be used in this role.

For self defence, the Tornado GR. Mk 4s carry Advanced Short-Range Air-to-Air Missiles
(ASRAAMs), which have replaced the Air Intercept Missile (AIM)-9L Sidewinder, and one
Mauser 27 mm cannon (although the GR. Mk 4A reconnaissance version lacks cannon armament).

Eurofighter Typhoon

The RAF has 157 Eurofighter Typhoons, although not all of the recently delivered aircraft have yet
been assigned to operational units and a large number of aircraft are part of the sustainment fleet.
Of the total inventory, 22 are two-seat T. Mk 3 variants used primarily for training. Delivery of
Typhoons to the RAF began in 2003 and is ongoing with the total procurement set at 160 aircraft
(down from an original plan of 232).

The RAF Typhoon comes in two variants, the single-seat Fighter Ground Attack and
Reconnaissance Mark 4 (FGR. Mk 4) and the two-seat T. Mk 3. The United Kingdom is procuring
136 of the single-seat variants and 24 two-seaters. The first Typhoon was formally handed over to
and accepted by the RAF in June 2003. The United Kingdom had planned to retire its 53 Tranche 1
Typhoons in 2018 or 2019. However, the government reconsidered this in light of the revelation
that the frontline fast-jet force was set to fall to a historically low numerical strength just before
2020. Thus, 30 Tranche 1 aircraft will now be retained. At the same time, the RAF plans to put its
Typhoons through a service life extension programme that will see its out-of-service date extended
from 2030 to 2040. Meanwhile, plans to scrap the remaining 23 Tranche 1 Typhoons are moving
forward.

The Typhoons are organised into six frontline squadrons, as well as one flight and one reserve
OCU. RAF Coningsby is home to Nos. 3, 11, and 12 squadrons, with No. 12 still in process of
being set up, along with operational conversion, test and evaluation units, and a BAE Systems-
controlled depth maintenance facility. RAF Lossiemouth has Nos. 1, 2, and 6 squadrons. In
addition, No. 1435 Flight (with four aircraft) operates out of RAF Mount Pleasant on the Falkland
Islands. Looking ahead, the Typhoon fleet will be boosted by an additional squadron (No. 9), which
is due to stand up at Lossiemouth around January 2019. Of note, No. 9 and 12 Squadrons will have
only Tranche 1 aircraft and thus only an air defence role.
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The Typhoon was procured to replace the Panavia Tornado F. Mk 3 and designed as an agile
fighter for air-to-air roles. However, RAF requirements led to newer tranches having increased
multirole and swing-role capabilities. This has been further augmented by ongoing upgrade and
enhancement programmes.

The Typhoon has a total of 13 external stores stations: 5 (including one wet) under fuselage and 4
(including one wet) under each wing. It also has an internally mounted 27 mm Mauser gun with
150 rounds, which is cleared for air-to-ground attack.

In the air defence role, the weapons systems that can be employed include the AIM-120 Advanced
Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM) and ASRAAM (used by RAF instead of IRIS-T
missile used by other Eurofighter countries).

Although the aircraft is capable of meeting current and near-term air threats, full capability will not
be attained until the new Captor E-Scan active electronically scanned array (AESA) radar and
Meteor beyond-visual-range air-to-air missile (BVRAAM) replace the existing Captor-M radar and
AIM-120 AMRAAM, respectively. AESA radar offers increased reliability, capability, speed, and
range as well as improved robustness and easier maintenance. It is capable of simultaneous
multirole air-to-air and air-to-ground tracking of targets. It is not clear when the system might
become operational. Meanwhile, the Typhoons with Meteor missiles are being fielded to combat
squadrons with IOC declared in January 2019. However, Tranche 1 aircraft will not receive the
Meteor and so will continue to use the AMRAAM.

Additionally, the Typhoon's air-to-surface capability is austere. However, efforts to integrate more
ground-attack capabilities have increased, and Typhoons now have a laser designation capability
that enables them to operate independently. The Typhoon achieved IOC with the Storm Chadow
cruise missile in January 2019, significantly advancing its air to ground capability. Other ground-
attack weapons that will ultimately be integrated onto the RAF Typhoons include the Brimstone 2,
Taurus, Paveway II, Paveway IV, CRV-7 rockets, 500 lb bombs, and larger weapons up to 2,000 lb
Mk 84s. In ground-attack missions, the Typhoon carries the Litening III laser targeting pod.

Although the multi- and swing-role capability is progressing, there is no sign of a full tactical
reconnaissance capability being added. Integration of RecceLite XR (a derivative of the Litening
targeting pod already in use with the Typhoon) is likely and tests with this system have taken place.
However, to replace the full capability of Tornado's RAPTOR pod would require the integration of
a pod in the same class as the Thales AREOS or Recce NG pod. Options are limited by the
available space around Typhoon's centreline pylon, due to the proximity of the main landing gear
doors. This has ruled out use of the RAPTOR pod itself.

Typhoon upgrades

Upgrades to give the Typhoon a robust ground-attack capability are divided into different stages, as
follows: Phase 1 Enhancements (P1E), Phase 2 Enhancements (P2E), and Phase 3 Enhancements
(P3E). The P2E and P3E upgrades are collectively known as Project Centurion standard.

The P1E upgrade package included integration of the Paveway IV, GBU-48, GBU/EGBU-16, and
GBU-10/GBU-16 PGMs as well as full Litening III advanced targeting pod clearance. The upgrade
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also gives the aircraft the ability to engage up to four targets simultaneously, or six targets
successively, with a concurrent ground- and air-attack capability (including helmet-targeting).
Lastly, the work has enabled the air-to-ground application of the internal Mauser BK27 27 mm
cannon.

P2E includes clearance for the MBDA Storm Shadow cruise missile, which has a stand-off range in
excess of 250 km. This will allow the RAF to maintain its ground strike capabilities after retirement
of the Tornado. The Storm Shadow will provide a significant leap in the Eurofighter Typhoon's
operational capabilities, enabling it to deploy multiple weapons at long range and clear of
enemy air defences. P2E also extends to improvements for the defensive aids and systems upgrades
to improve human-to-machine interface, including better integration of the helmet and new
weaponry. PE2 will also see the Meteor missile integrated with the aircraft. IOC for PE2 was
declared in January 2019.

P3E will see the integration and clearance of the dual-mode Brimstone 2 air-to-surface missile,
which will give the RAF's Typhoons the ability to employ multiple precision-guided air-to-surface
weapons at fast-moving targets with low-collateral damage. P3E will also see software changes that
will enhance the capabilities of the Storm Shadow, the Meteor, Paveway IV, and ASRAAM
weapons.

BAE Systems has already begun work on developing P4E and even P5E.

F-35B Lightning (Joint Strike Fighter)

As confirmed in the 2015 SDSR, the United Kingdom plans to procure a total of 138 F-35
Lightning fighter aircraft to be jointly operated by the RAF and RN (this number will be procured
over the life of the programme and not necessarily fielded at one time). The initial 48 aircraft will
be short take-off and vertical landing capable F-35Bs, but a decision on which variant to procure
beyond these has not been taken. It was originally expected the majority or possibly all of the UK's
aircraft would be F-35Bs, but it is conceivable that the cheaper F-35A might be acquired for
operation from land bases.

The original in-service date for the F-35B was 2012, but due to programme delays IOC Land was
not achieved until January 2019 for the RAF while the RN expects IOC Maritime in 2020. The
United Kingdom has received 17 aircraft as of early 2019 with deliveries continuing. IOC Land
means the RAF has nine aircraft ready to deploy on combat operations anywhere around the world.
A fully operational squadron is expected in 2021, an operational carrier-based capability in 2023,
and delivery of the last of the first 48 aircraft in 2025.

The F-35B is replacing the RN and RAF Harrier GR.7/9 aircraft, which were removed from service
in December 2010, and the RAF's Tornado strike fighters. The first operational RAF F-35B unit is
No. 617 Squadron while the RN's F-35 unit will be designated 809 NAS (to be stood up in 2023).
Despite their separate RAF and RN identities, 617 Squadron and 809 NAS will operate as
combined units from RAF Marham, with a mix of service personnel and pilots. The 207 Squadron
is being reconstituted in 2019 as the Operational Conversion Unit. Another two frontline units are
set to be formed in the long term. The pilot pool is expected to be sustained on the basis of 58%
RAF and 42% RN personnel.
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The core strength of the F-35 is its high stealth in combination with an advanced sensor package for
missions in contested airspace. The aircraft was designed to be multi-purpose across service
branches.

The F-35s have an advanced integrated helmet-mounted display system, which receives data from
the electro-optical (EO) sensor system to provide the pilot with 360° situational awareness and all-
aspect multifunction imaging, overlaid with target and threat data information.

In order to maintain stealth, the F-35s have internal weapon bays, incorporating pneumatic weapon
suspension and release equipment. For non-stealth missions the F-35s also have six hardpoints,
which can accommodate fuel tanks or additional ordnance. The internal bay can carry a pair of
weapons in the 454 kg (1,001 lb)-class plus two AIM-120 AMRAAMs. IOC Land means the F-35s
are cleared to carry the AIM-120 AMRAAM, the MBDA AIM-132 ASRAAM, and the Raytheon
Paveway IV laser-guided bomb. IOC Maritime will add the Paveway IV fitted with the tactical
penetrator warhead.

Looking further ahead, the MBDA Meteor beyond visual-range air-to-air missile (BVRAAM) and
the Selected Precision Effects at Range Capability 3 (SPEAR 3) air-to-surface munition will be
integrated through to 2025. SPEAR 3 is a turbojet-powered, stand-off ground-attack weapon
incorporating multi-mode seeker coupled with GPS/INS navigation and datalink for mid-course
updating and is expected to possess range of about 100 km. These specifications will enable the
SPEAR 3 to be released from an aircraft regardless of its position relative to the target. The weapon
is to be capable of engaging numerous different target types, including naval vessels, though in this
role the SPEAR's expected subsonic speed and relatively small warhead would likely require a
saturating attack using multiple missiles.

Meanwhile, the United Kingdom has abandoned plans to integrate the Storm Shadow air-launched
cruise missile on the F-35B. This means that the UK Carrier Strike capability will be left without a
deep-strike weapon. In the long term, the United Kingdom plans the integration of a new long-
range deep-strike weapon projected under the still embryonic SPEAR Cap 5 programme.

The greatest possible capability gap of the UK F-35B fleet is the size, as it will probably be
insufficient to equip both planned aircraft carriers for the maximum combat strike role. In addition,
the aircraft's performance has received some criticism. In pure quantitative terms, with a maximum
speed of Mach 1.6 and a 450 n mile radius of operations, it is slower and has less range than many
legacy assets. It also has a smaller payload (especially while maintaining stealth) and less
manoeuvrability than older specialised aircraft. The F-35 was beaten in close air combat
manoeuvring training against the F-16. However, the F-35's stealth, sensors, and armament should
mean that hostile aircraft should never get close enough for such a dog fight. Indeed, the nature of
air warfare has changed enough that such quantitative measures may not accurately reflect
capability. Much will depend on how any potential adversary aircraft and anti-aircraft programmes
advance.

MQ-9 Reaper
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The RAF has nine General Atomics Aeronautical Systems Inc MQ-9 Reaper (Predator B) medium-
altitude high-endurance UAVs. One Reaper was lost in a crash in Afghanistan in April 2008 as a
result of an unspecified engine malfunction while another has been decommissioned. The United
Kingdom has deployed part of its Reaper UAVs to a secret location in the Middle East for
operations against the Islamic State. The remainder are in storage in the United Kingdom. The
Reapers are operated by Nos. 13 and 39 squadrons at RAF Waddington.

The Reaper is the larger and more capable 'hunter-killer' derivative of the MQ-1B Predator, with
greater range (4,600 n miles), more advanced sensors, and a considerably greater weapon-carrying
capability, 1,361 kg compared with 91 kg. Weapons typically carried by the Reaper include two
GBU-12 laser-guided bombs and four AGM-114 Hellfire missiles.

The Reaper was procured as an urgent operational requirement (UOR) in 2006 to fill a capability
gap for persistent surveillance and ground strike. The RAF was able to rapidly bring these systems
online due to experience operating the MQ-1 Predator. The RAF's primary intent based on the UOR
was to use Reaper in a variety of ISTAR roles.

Although the original UOR did not specify armed roles, by April 2008 weapons had been fitted and
the next month the first offensive strikes were conducted (these being against the Taliban in
Afghanistan).

Certifiable Predator B

The 10 MQ-9 Reaper UAVs fielded by the RAF will be replaced by the Protector UAV around
2024, significantly later than the originally planned entry into service in 2018. The United
Kingdom is procuring an initial 16 Protectors, but has a stated requirement for 20 aircraft (although
a US Defense Security and Cooperation Agency notification put the number at 26). Protector is the
United Kingdom's name for the Certifiable Predator B (CPB) that is being upgraded with national-
specific equipment and munitions. Equipment includes multispectral targeting systems and
AN/APY-8 Lynx IIe Block 20A synthetic aperture radar and ground moving target indicators, as
well as enhanced datalinks. Munitions comprise MBDA Brimstone 2 missiles and Raytheon
Paveway IV laser-guided bombs. The CPB has a maximum operating altitude of 45,000 ft
(compared with 50,000 ft for the Reaper), a maximum endurance of more than 40 hours (compared
with 27 hours for the Reaper), and a maximum air speed of 200 kt (compared with 240 kt for the
Reaper). The CPB also has nine external stories stations, compared with five for the Reaper.

Logistics aircraft

C-17 Globemaster III

The RAF operates eight Boeing C-17 aircraft from RAF Brize Norton. The first aircraft entered
service in 2001 and the last was delivered in 2012. There were discussions of acquiring one or two
additional aircraft but no order resulted and with the assembly line having closed in 2015, future
procurement is no longer feasible. The aircraft are expected to have a 30-year service life even with
the persistent high operational tempo in difficult environments.
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The C-17 is primarily a strategic transport aircraft, but in addition to their standard cargo supply
role, the UK's C-17s are also tasked with casualty evacuation missions. For Priority 1 medical
emergencies, 99 Squadron aims to have a C-17 fully configured with the necessary equipment,
staffed with a surgical team, fuelled, and ready to leave RAF Brize Norton within six hours. The
C-17s have also been used for evacuating British nationals in emergency situations.

The acquisition of the most recent airframe (in 2012) was officially justified in reference to its
proven usefulness for evacuating British nationals in emergency situations. The decision was likely
also driven by retirement of the C-130K, delays to the A330 Voyager and A400M programmes,
and requirements for redeployment from Afghanistan in 2014.

Of note, the RAF has undertaken parachute trials with its C-17s in order to develop precision drop
tactical capabilities for the strategic airlifter. In addition, in 2016 SF units were cleared to begin
using the C-17 for covert parachute assaults.

C-130J Super Hercules

The RAF has 18 C-130J aircraft. The C-130J is used as a medium tactical transport aircraft, but is
also capable of carrying out a range of other tasks.

The C-130Js replaced the RAF's fleet of 66 C-130Ks, which were first introduced in 1966 and
retired in 2013. Compared with the K variant, the C-130J offers increased take-off thrust and better
fuel efficiency. Like their predecessor, the C-130Js are seeing high operational use in austere
conditions, which is taking a toll on the aircraft despite some improvements to increase durability
(i.e., neoprene protective coating).

Following the loss in 2005 of an older C-130K aircraft to ground fire in Iraq, explosive suppressive
foam was installed on an undisclosed number of aircraft to reduce the risk of explosion in wing fuel
tanks. In addition, the RAF has fitted some C-130Js with the Lockheed Martin AN/AAR-47 Missile
Approach Warning System and BAE Systems AN/ALE-47 chaff/flare dispenser. A new radio
frequency defensive aids suite designed to improve survivability against radar-guided threats has
also been fitted to some of the C-130J fleet.

At least one RAF C-130J also has a Northrop Grumman AN/AAQ-24(V) NEMESIS self-protection
system. It is understood this aircraft has joined the SF flight of No. 47 Squadron.

The aircraft also have a radar system that can be used to locate shipping and monitor maritime
transponder transmissions. This provides a rudimentary maritime patrol capability.

Of note, nine of the C-130s have had external fuel tanks installed, extending their range to 3,000 n
miles.

The C-130J's planned out of service date was 2022, when it was due to be fully replaced by the
A400M. However, the 2015 SDSR announced that 14 aircraft will now be upgraded and remain in
service until about 2035. This was done at least in part because the C-130J can support SF work in
a way that the A400M cannot. The RAF had planned to keep only 'long-bodied' C-130J-30s (C4s)
but lost one of these in Iraq. This means at least one 'short-bodied' C-130J (C5) will need to be
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retained.

A400M Atlas

The first Airbus Military A400M Atlas transport aircraft for the RAF arrived on 17 November
2014, several years later than originally planned. Twenty A400M aircraft are in service and the
fleet has achieved IOC, meaning it is able to undertake extended world-wide tasks. The aircraft are
assigned to 70 Squadron. The RAF will ultimately stand up a second operational unit (expected to
be 30 Squadron). Deliveries of all 22 A400M aircraft to the RAF are set to conclude in around
2021.

The primary role of the A400M is carriage of military personnel and outsize cargo such as
helicopters, armoured fighting vehicles, trucks, and 40 ft containers. The A400M is able to carry
nearly double the payload of the C-130J over almost twice the distance at a much greater cruising
speed. Like the C-130, the A400M can also operate out of austere locations. The A400M's strategic
and tactical nature means that the RAF can minimise 'hub and spoke' missions where, for example,
the strategic C-17 Globemaster III transports a load close to the area of operations where it is
broken down and transported to the point of need by the tactical C-130J. Although it does not have
near the range or payload of the C-17, the A400M is less costly to operate and nearly matches the
speed of the C-17 despite being propeller driven.

At least some of the RAF's A400Ms are at Theatre-Entry Standard, which includes cockpit ballistic
armour, fuel-tank inerting, infrared countermeasures, and a tactically trained crew.

Despite its tactical capabilities, the A400M may be too large for some tactical missions. In part for
this reason, the 2015 SDSR announced that 14 C-130Js will remain in service to 2030. That said, an
RAF A400M conducted a tactical trial at the Pembrey Sands Air Weapons Range in 2017
demonstrating its capability to land and take off from unimproved sand airstrips while loaded, a
critical mission to support forces in forward, austere conditions.

The RAF has also cleared its A400M for the medical evacuation role (as of May 2018).

Of note, the RAF A400Ms do not have a tanker role although this could be added in the future.

A330 Voyager multirole tanker-transport

The RAF has 14 Airbus A330 Voyager multirole tanker-transport (MRTT) aircraft. The first
aircraft was delivered in 2011 and an IOC (with five aircraft) was declared in 2013, with the final
aircraft handed over in July 2016. Full operational capability (FOC) was achieved on 30 September
2016. The Voyagers are operated by two RAF squadrons (Nos. 10 and 101) at Brize Norton. The
squadrons are trained and qualified across transport and AAR roles (which they were not when
using previous tanker/transport assets).

The Voyager replaces VC10 and TriStar tanker/transports in service since the 1960s and 1970s,
respectively.

The AirTanker consortium actually owns the Voyager aircraft and leases them to the MoD. In fact,
five aircraft from the Voyager fleet are available for third-party use and held at short-notice
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readiness to support RAF operations if needed. Thus, the immediately available fleet comprises
only nine aircraft.

The Voyager fulfils the requirement for the RAF's AAR role, but can also serve in an air bridge
role (though withdrawals from Afghanistan and Iraq make this role less likely for now). The
aircraft can also be used for troop transport or casualty evacuation. In order to enable these roles in
non-permissive environments, the aircraft are provisioned with an Enhanced Defensive Aids Suite.

As the A330 carries 111 tonnes of fuel, it does not require additional tanks to be fitted to fulfil its
AAR role, unlike the VC10 and TriStar. Its lower fuel burn rate also gives the Voyager a greater
range and/or mission load than pervious aircraft. Moreover, this leaves internal space free for the
carriage of personnel and/or cargo. The Voyager can carry 20 tons of cargo or 200 fully loaded
troops and their equipment (291 personnel without full equipment) or 40 stretchers (and three
critical care patients). With this load, the aircraft has a range of 5,500 n miles.

For the AAR role, all RAF A330s are equipped with two Cobham 905E hose-and-drogue (hose-
and-probe) refuelling pods on the outer wing stations. The five aircraft that remain in this two-point
configuration are designated as KC. Mk 2s. Nine others are also fitted with the Cobham 805E
centreline hose-and-drogue refuelling unit - making them three-point tankers - and are designated
KC. Mk 3s. Of note, the Voyager cannot refuel the RAF's C-17 and RC-135W aircraft (and the
future P-8 Poseidon). To do this they would need to be fitted with a boom, something the RAF is
considering.

Separately, one Voyager aircraft has a VIP transport configuration in addition to its tanking
capability. It is used to transport members of government and the royal family.

One aspect of concern in regards to the Voyager fleet is numbers. Though a more capable AAR
platform than the legacy aircraft, the reduction from a tanker fleet of 25 aircraft to 14 could further
stretch a force that has, given recent operations, already been under great pressure to fulfil taskings.

Chinook

The RAF has 38 Chinook HC Mk 4 helicopters, these having been upgraded from Mk 2/2A
standard. In addition, it has eight Mk 5 standard helicopters that were recently upgraded from Mk 3
standard. Lastly, it has 14 new build Chinook HC Mk 6 helicopters. Thus, the RAF has a fleet of 60
modern Chinooks. The main operating base is RAF Odiham, which supports three operational
squadrons. RAF Benson also has a training unit, with a mixed fleet of Pumas and Chinooks, while
two Chinooks serve with No.1310 Flight at RAF Mount Pleasant on the Falkland Islands.

Since entering service with the RAF in 1981, the Chinook force has been adapted from a behind-
the-lines cargo and troop carrier to the United Kingdom's frontline assault and medical evacuation
platform of choice. They have proven versatile and durable, with an exceptionally high power-to-
weight ratio enabling it to carry extensive armour and protective weaponry and making it highly
suitable for most, if not all, flying environments.

The Chinook can accommodate up to 55 troops, though it will more typically carry 24 to 40, and/or
up to 10 tonnes of cargo, with space for two Land Rovers. They can also carry underslung loads.
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They are secondarily tasked with SAR. The aircraft can be armed with two M134 six-barrelled
Miniguns, one in each front side window, and an M60D machine gun on the ramp.

The RAF originally procured 41 examples of the Chinook HC. Mk 1. All surviving airframes were
later upgraded to HC. Mk 1B, with 32 of these then further enhanced to HC. Mk 2 standard,
equivalent to the US Army CH-47D. The last Mk 1s were withdrawn from service in May 1994,
after which three new-build Mk 2s were received from 1995 onward, with six additional Mk 2As
ordered in 1995 for delivery from 1997; all 38 surviving machines have completed upgrading to
HC. Mk 4s.

Also in 1995 eight Mk 3s were ordered, with special features for use in support of SF. However,
these proved almost unusable as a result of poor risk analysis and crucial requirements being
omitted. They were placed in storage for several years before it was decided to strip out all
specialist equipment and 'revert' the aircraft to the same standard as the rest of the RAF Chinook
fleet. The first reverted Mk 3 entered service in December 2009 and all were in use by the end of
2010. Despite the removal of specialist equipment, they still have long-range fuel tanks.

In August 2008 the RAF announced plans to upgrade its entire Chinook fleet to a common standard
under 'Project Julius'. Under the programme, all HC. Mk 2/2As have been brought to HC. Mk 4/4A
standard, and the HC. Mk 3s were transformed into the HC. Mk 5.

The first major upgrade involved fitting new Honeywell T55-714A engines to the HC. Mk 2/2As to
improve thrust and fuel efficiency as well as enhance performance in 'hot and high' conditions (the
eight HC. Mk 3 aircraft already had this engine). A second major component is the incorporation of
an enhanced version of the Thales TopDeck digital 'glass' cockpit which included fully integrated
display system with primary flight, tactical, digital map, forward-looking infrared (FLIR), and
day/night vision goggle capability.

The upgraded type was granted release-to-service in May 2012 and IOC was declared on 15 June
2012. FOC was declared on 22 April 2015.

The most recent RAF Chinook order came in August 2011, when it was announced that the United
Kingdom would procure 14 new-build CH-47F Chinook HC. Mk 6 helicopters. Delivery of the Mk
6s commenced in December 2013, and IOC was declared in January 2015, by which time six
aircraft had been received. The final helicopter was delivered in December 2015. The new Mk 6
helicopters are equipped with a full Digital-Automatic Flight Control System, making it easier to
operate in difficult conditions. In mid-2017, it was revealed that this feature would be installed on
the HC. Mk 4, resulting in re-designation as the HC. Mk 6A.

The Chinook is expected to remain in RAF service until at least 2040.

Helicopter shortfall

The United Kingdom is to lose approximately half of its helicopter inventory from 2009 to 2019
and, according to the NAO, will not be able to field its full helicopter lift requirement for at least
the next two decades. In its 'Major Projects Report 2012', the NAO found that the military's
helicopters fleets will be able to provide barely more than 80% of the MoD's rotary-wing mobility
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requirement out to 2030 and beyond. Part of this shortfall is due to reduced procurement of
Chinooks and fewer Pumas being upgraded to Mk 2 standard.

C4ISR aircraft

RC-135W Airseeker (Rivet Joint)

The RAF confirmed in January 2010 that it would receive three Boeing RC-135W Rivet Joint
aircraft, to be known as Airseeker in the United Kingdom, as a replacement for the Nimrod R. Mk
1 electronic intelligence gathering platform, which was retired on 28 June 2011. The first aircraft
was delivered in November 2013 and in July 2014 it was forward deployed to RAF Akrotiri
in Cyprus to undertake intelligence-gathering operations against the Islamic State. The second
aircraft was delivered in September 2015, but returned to the United States in late August 2016 for
rectification of defects, and the third aircraft entered service in September 2017. FOC was declared
in December 2017. The RAF's RC-135W aircraft are assigned to No. 51 Squadron and operate
from RAF Waddington.

The RC-135Ws are converted ex-USAF KC-135R Stratotankers. The aircraft delivers around 10
times the capability provided by the Nimrod fleet in 2001, offering the ability to analyse a large
segment of the electromagnetic spectrum. Key capabilities offered by the Rivet Joint are the extent
to which they offer real-time connectivity between the signals intelligence (SIGINT) platform and
analysts on the ground, as well as their ability to scale the nature of their SIGINT support from the
strategic level all the way down to supporting an individual unit in theatre.

The RC-135W can only be refueled using the 'boom-and-receptacle' AAR method, which means
the RAF's Voyager cannot refuel them. This is problematic as some mission scenarios require the
Rivet Joint to have an endurance beyond the organically provided 12 hours. However, the United
Kingdom can call on USAF and shared NATO refuelling assets if required. The RAF is also
considering adding booms to its Voyagers.

E-3D Sentry

The RAF has six Boeing E-3D Sentry AEW Mk 1s operated by No. 8 Squadron at RAF
Waddington. Seven aircraft were originally delivered in 1991 and 1992 to replace the ageing RAF
Shackleton AEW Mk 2s. The Sentries have a range of about 5,000 n miles with a mission
endurance of some 11 hours, giving them roughly double the range of legacy RAF surveillance
aircraft and considerably longer time on station. They also have better target resolution, faster
transit times, and a significantly greater operational altitude.

The E-3D is firstly an AWACS aircraft. However, the RAF has turned the E-3D from a pure air
defence surveillance platform into an Airborne Battle Management platform with C2 and weapons
control roles. In addition, since the retirement of the United Kingdom's last dedicated maritime
patrol aircraft (MPA) (the Nimrod), the E-3D has been used in supporting maritime operations. It
can also act as a communications platform.

Mission endurance can be extended by AAR (with the UK variant having a probe refuelling system
to augment the standard boom/receptacle method).
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Sensors include a Westinghouse AN/APY-2 surveillance radar, as well as Bendix weather radar,
APX-103 Mk XII Secondary Surveillance Radar/Identification Friend or Foe, and the Loral 1017/
ARI18240 Yellow Gate Electronic Support Measures system.

The RAF Sentry aircraft have undergone the AWACS Radar System Improvement Program (RSIP)
entailing hardware and software modifications designed to improve radar performance with
enhanced detection of targets, especially targets with a low radar cross-section such as cruise
missiles. This translates into the ability to detect targets up to 10 times smaller than previously. The
RSIP also introduced the Pulse-Doppler Pulse Compression waveform to give increased range.
Lastly, the RSIP saw improvements to the radar's electronic countermeasures capability, making it
harder to jam. The upgrades were completed from 2000 onward.

Of note, a MLU (Project Eagle) for the RAF's Sentry aircraft was scrapped by the UK MoD's 2009
spending review. MoD officials said that a more modest programme of improvements would
instead be launched. This will take the form of a less ambitious 10-year-long spiral development
programme, dubbed Sustain Sentry.

As part of the RAF's contribution to savings announced in 2015 SDSR, the proposed upgrade is to
remain a concept study until 2020. The exact details have not been set, but a new glass cockpit and
significant enhancement of the mission system are expected. This will keep the E-3D in service
until about 2035. However, the possible cost involved in keeping the E-3D operationally effective
and poor aircraft availability has prompted the RAF to begin considering a replacement aircraft.

Shadow

The RAF first procured the King Air 350-derived Shadow R. Mk 1 electronic intelligence (ELINT)
aircraft in 2007 as an UOR to take on the ISTAR role in Afghanistan. It now has five Shadow
aircraft (plus an unmodified King Air 350 that is used for training) and, according to the 2015
SDSR, will receive two more in the coming years. The new aircraft are expected to be in service in
2019. Of note, the Shadow was earmarked to be withdrawn from service at the end of operations
in Afghanistan, but this was first extended to 2018 and most recently out to the 2020s.

Images of the Shadow R. Mk 1 show it to be fitted with what appears to be an EO turret (tentatively
identified as Raytheon's multisensor Airborne Vision Enhanced System unit) and a forward-looking
EO wide-area surveillance sensor, which in Afghanistan would have been used for counter-IED
work, but which can also provide pattern-of-life intelligence. Other systems are believed to
comprise a FLIR sensor, synthetic/inverse synthetic aperture radar, a datalink and high frequency
(HF)/ultra HF/very HF, and satellite communications.

Sentinel

The RAF operates four Sentinel R. Mk 1 ISTAR aircraft, out of an original fleet of five that were
delivered from June 2007 to February 2009. The Sentinel provides wide-area surveillance
capabilities, with its primary sensor being a ground-moving target indicator radar. This has a
maximum range of around 300 km and is intended to detect targets moving at speeds of less than
10 km/h (6 mph).
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The Sentinel fleet was cut to four aircraft in early 2017. At the same time, the number of combat-
ready crews assigned to No. 5 (Army Co-operation) Squadron, which operates the aircraft, was to
be reduced from 10 to 5 (this has not been confirmed as having been accomplished and may have
been put off). A proposed upgrade of the Sentinel's capabilities is also not to go ahead and the out-
of-service date for the entire fleet has been re-set to 2021.

The Sentinel R. Mk 1 has been on life support since the 2010 SDSR indicated that it would be
retired after the end of UK combat operations in Afghanistan in 2014. However, persistent
requirements have kept the aircraft in service. Unless the Sentinel is retained in service until 2025,
capability gaps could emerge in the UK wide-area surveillance capabilities. It is not clear how the
RAF might satisfy this requirement once it retires the Sentinel. The proposed upgrade of the Sentry
fleet and expanding the number of crews for that platform may be intended to counter the eventual
loss of Sentinel. In addition, the P-8 Poseidon MPA to be delivered in 2019 is being assessed as a
potential replacement for the Sentinel, although this would require the aircraft be modified.

Maritime aircraft

P-8A Poseidon (Future maritime patrol aircraft)

The United Kingdom announced in the 2015 SDSR that it would purchase nine P-8 Poseidon MPA,
with confirmation of the purchase following in July 2016. The first aircraft is expected to be
delivered to the United Kingdom in 2019, with the balance set to arrive over the following 24
months (specially the RAF expects two aircraft to be handed over in fiscal year FY 2019-20, three
aircraft in FY 2020-21, and the last four in FY 2021-22). All will be based at RAF Lossiemouth,
with No. 120 Squadron to stand up first, and then No. 201 Squadron to join it in 2021.

The P-8A has intrinsic interoperability with the US Navy (USN) and gives the United Kingdom the
opportunity to plug into US support and training infrastructure. Furthermore, it enables the United
Kingdom to leverage experience accrued by RAF personnel during assignments to USN P-8A
squadrons. In addition, there are no plans to develop bespoke UK capabilities. All of this will
facilitate rapid attainment of operational capability, and this is one of the primary reasons why an
open competition to acquire an MPA was not held.

The primary tasks of the MPA will be to provide enhanced anti-submarine warfare (ASW) and
anti-surface warfare (ASuW) capabilities, including attack capability and maritime reconnaissance
and strategic intelligence collection. The P-8A can carry 129 sonobuoys and has five internal and
six external weapon stations for five Mk 54 torpedoes and four Harpoon anti-ship missiles
respectively.

MPA are unique in their ability to rapidly search large maritime areas, which facilitate the missions
of defence of UK home and overseas territory, and wide-ranging at-sea coverage for maritime
counter-terrorism, counter-piracy, environmental protection, and SAR support. Another important
aspect of the MPA mission will be helping clear waters for the safe operation of the UK ballistic
missile submarines and aircraft carriers. In addition, the United Kingdom has also said it would
equip the aircraft to provide surveillance over land, although it is not clear what form this will take.
Potentially, however, it could fill the capability gap that will emerge when the Sentinel aircraft is
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retired.

Maritime patrol aircraft capability gap

The United Kingdom's last MPA was the Nimrod MR. Mk 2, which was stood down in March
2010 following a decision to move up its retirement by one year to free up resources for other
commitments. Subsequently, the successor BAE Systems Nimrod MRA. Mk 4 programme was
cancelled in the 2010 SDSR, leaving the United Kingdom without an airborne maritime patrol
capability for the first time in decades. Nonetheless, the 2010 SDSR still recognised the ISTAR
tasks performed by MPA as necessary. That said, it argued that other assets - including Type 23
frigates, Merlin helicopters, and Hercules transport aircraft - could be used for the Nimrod's tasks,
thereby mitigating risks of a capability gap. However, these assets do not provide the same rapid-
response, persistent wide-area capability as a fixed-wing MPA. For example, the RN's Merlin Mk 2
is the United Kingdom's sole airframe equipped to detect submarines (using sonobuoys and dipping
sonar but it has limited range and endurance compared to a fixed-wing aircraft. The UK
government eventually conceded that there existed "no single asset or collection of assets that fully
mitigate the resulting capability gap".
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System variant Manufacturer Primary role (general)
AIM-120A AMRAAM Raytheon Air-to-air
AIM-120C-5 AMRAAM Raytheon Air-to-air
Sky Flash Matra BAE Air-to-air
ASRAAM Matra BAE Air-to-air
Storm Shadow Matra BAE Air-to-surface
Brimstone/Dual-Mode Brimstone/Brimstone 2 MBDA Air-to-surface
AGM-65G2 Maverick Raytheon Air-to-surface
AGM-84A Harpoon Boeing Anti-ship
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Summary

Strength
Royal Navy: 25,540
Royal Marines: 7,000
Navy reserve: 3,000
Marine reserve: 750
Strategic missile submarines
Vanguard class
Attack submarines
Trafalgar class
Astute class
Aircraft carriers
Queen Elizabeth class (not yet capable of operations)
Amphibious warfare ships
Albion-class landing platform dock (one in extended readiness)
Bay-class landing ship dock
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Destroyers
Daring class
Frigates
Duke class
Mine-warfare vessels
Sandown-class minehunters
Hunt-class minehunters
Offshore patrol vessels
River class (one modified to carry a helicopter)
Rotary-wing transport helicopters
AW101 Merlin
Rotary-wing multirole maritime combat helicopters
AW101 Merlin
Wildcat HMA Mk 2
Marines
3 marine infantry battalions

Executive summary

The UK Royal Navy (RN) is one of the most technologically advanced naval forces in the world
and can operate across the spectrum of force. The RN maintains a fleet of 19 surface combatants, 5
amphibious warfare ships, 15 mine-warfare vessels, 6 attack submarines, and 4 ballistic missile
submarines. Along with this, it has an air arm with just under 100 rotary-wing aircraft and a marine
force with three combat battalions. These assets provide the RN with the ability to conduct a range
of conventional anti-surface, anti-submarine, and anti-air operations, as well as project force ashore
and support expeditionary operations. In addition, the RN has a demonstrated ability to take on
asymmetric threats, as it has in Afghanistan and off the Horn of Africa. At the other end of the
spectrum, the RN also has sole responsibility for the UK's strategic nuclear deterrent.

Although the RN is a highly effective fighting force, persistent budgetary constraints and the
implementation of the 2010 Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR) recommendations
means that it is operating with a smaller fleet, fewer personnel, and a reduced capability to project
force, support land operations, and strike at a time and place of choosing.

Cuts in the front-line force in the wake of the 2010 SDSR saw the immediate decommissioning of
the HMS Ark Royal aircraft carrier and the retirement of the naval fixed-wing air component
provided by the Harrier GR.9. The 2010 SDSR also placed one of the Albion-class amphibious
assault ships in 'extended readiness' status and led to the sale of one Bay-class landing ship, further
curtailing the RN's expeditionary warfare capability. Furthermore, HMS Illustrious, which was
serving as a helicopter carrier since 2010, was decommissioned in August 2014 and the helicopter
carrier HMS Ocean was decommissioned in March 2018. This has left the RN without a mission-
optimised large-deck helicopter assault platform. The 2010 SDSR also reduced the number of
surface combatants from 23 to 19.

In addition, the 2010 SDSR resulted in the cancellation of the procurement programme for the
Nimrod MRA.4 MPA and the scrapping of the legacy UK Royal Air Force (RAF) Nimrods. This
essentially eliminated the UK's long-range maritime surveillance capability, which directly
supported RN operations. Other assets have mitigated the risks of a capability gap, but these do not
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provide the same rapid response, persistent wide area capability as an MPA.

Meanwhile, a main gate decision on renewing the UK's strategic deterrent submarine was taken in
2016. The decision will have the Vanguard-class vessels remain in operation until the late 2020s or
early 2030s, with the build schedule for the planned Dreadnought-class successor submarines
reprofiled to begin delivery in 2028 at the earliest. Of note, any delays may risk continuous at sea
deterrence as availability of the Vanguard boats becomes questionable.

According to the 2015 SDSR, the United Kingdom is poised to bring to an end to the capability
breaks that started in 2010. First, with an increase in Russian naval activity around NATO's
maritime borders and the complex emergency of the refugee flows in the Mediterranean, it has
become more pressing that RN have the support of an MPA capability. In addition, the fight against
the Islamic State has reinforced the importance of being able to project power from the sea. With
this strategic context in place, the 2015 SDSR is pushing forward the maritime patrol and carrier
strike capabilities. Specifically, it outlined plans to procure nine P-8 Poseidon MPAs (for the RAF
but again supporting the RN) and to fast-track initial F-35B deliveries to equip the Queen
Elizabeth-class aircraft carriers.

Of note, the 2010 SDSR had announced that only one Queen Elizabeth-class carrier would be
placed into service, with the other being put in extended readiness. However, in September 2014
the government announced plans to bring both of the aircraft carriers into operational service to
ensure that one ship is available at high readiness at all times. The 2015 SDSR reaffirmed this
decision. The first Queen Elizabeth-class carrier was commissioned in December 2017, but will not
achieve an initial carrier strike capability using F-35Bs until 2020. Meanwhile, the second ship is
scheduled for commissioning in 2020.

In regards to surface combatants, the forward equipment programme had projected the acquisition
of 13 Type 26 Global Combat Ships (GCSs) to replace one-for-one Type 23 Duke-class frigates in
service. The first Type 26 was expected to enter service in 2022. However, according to the 2015
SDSR, the RN will receive only eight Type 26 vessels and these will start to enter service in the
mid-2020s. This means that the RN faces a drop in force levels from 2023 as the Type 23s start to
retire at the pace of one per year (thus three will be out of service before the first Type 26 arrives to
the fleet).

In order to maintain a 19-ship surface combatant fleet in the long term, the five lost Type 26s will
be replaced by a "new class of lighter, flexible general purpose frigates", which will also be
cheaper. It was intended that these Type 31e class ships would begin to enter service in 2023.
However, in mid-2018 the Ministry of Defence (MoD) abruptly terminating the Type 31e
acquisition process, citing insufficient compliant bids for an effective and robust competition. A
new procurement procedure is planned to start "as soon as possible" but the timeline for delivery is
at risk.

Overall, with the future fleet of destroyers and frigates (the workhorses of the fleet) standing at 19
(compared with a 23-ship goal prior to 2010), ambitions and standing commitments may have to be
reduced or sustained operations may not be possible. That said, Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) ships
have successfully been reroled and tasked to undertake missions that would usually be conducted
by combat ships. This could provide the United Kingdom with the bandwidth needed to maintain
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its ambitions. In addition, although a long ways off, the National Shipbuilding Strategy is
committed to growing the surface combatant force by the 2030s.

Deployments, tasks, and operations

Role

Like other NATO militaries, the end of the Cold War saw a radical reorganisation of priorities for
the UK armed forces. These were formalised in the 1998 Strategic Defence Review (SDR) and
adjusted in the 2010 and 2015 SDSRs. The armed forces are assigned eight primary missions. They
must be able to

 Defend and contribute to the security and resilience of the United Kingdom and overseas
territories

 Provide a nuclear deterrence

 Contribute to improved understanding of the world through strategic intelligence and the
global defence network

 Reinforce international security and the collective capacity of our allies, partners, and
multilateral institutions

 Support humanitarian assistance and disaster response and conduct rescue missions

 Conduct strike operations

 Conduct operations to restore peace and stability

 Conduct major combat operations if required, including under NATO Article 5

Furthermore, the 2010 SDSR stated that by 2020, the RN must be able to provide

 Maritime defence of the United Kingdom and its overseas territories, including the South
Atlantic

 Nuclear continuous-at-sea-deterrence (CASD)

 A credible and capable presence within priority regions of the world that will contribute to
conventional deterrence, coercion, and containment

 Powerful intervention capabilities from surface and submarine fleets

 Command of UK and allied naval forces to task force level

The 2015 SDSR did not make any announced changes to the 2020 ambitions.

Meanwhile, the Royal Marines (RM) must be able to provide a very high-readiness response force
able to land forces by helicopter or over-the-beach and contribute to enduring land operations. A
specific benchmark mentioned in the 2010 SDSR is that the RM should be able to carry out an
operation similar in scope to the relief of 1 Para Battle Group during Operation 'Palliser' in Sierra
Leone in 2000.
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Force distribution

The RN has three primary locations: HMNB Portsmouth and HMNB Devonport, both on the south
coast of the country, and HMNB Clyde in Scotland.

Navy Command Headquarters (HQ) is located at HMNB Portsmouth, which is also home to almost
two-thirds of the RN's surface ships, including the Type 45 destroyers. It will also host the two new
Queen Elizabeth-class aircraft carriers as they enter service.

HMNB Devonport is the largest naval base in Western Europe, covering more than 650 acres (2.6
km2) with 15 drydocks, 4 miles (6.4 km) of waterfront, 25 tidal berths, and 5 basins. The base is
home to the navy's amphibious ships (technically berthed at the adjacent RM Tamar) and half the
RN frigates.

HMNB Clyde, also known as Faslane, is home to the Submarine Service, including the Astute-class
attack submarines and the nuclear deterrent provided by Vanguard-class ballistic missile
submarines.

Meanwhile, the Fleet Air Arm (FAA) is based primarily at Royal Naval Air Station (RNAS)
Culdrose and RNAS Yeovilton, both of which are in the southwest of the country and thus nearby
the primary naval bases.

Small permanent deployments are maintained at overseas territories such as the Falkland Islands
and Gibraltar. In addition, there are personnel and ships permanently forward based in Bahrain.
Smaller detachments are also kept in Brunei, Cyprus, and Diego Garcia. Also of note, the United
Kingdom continues to maintain a logistics wharf and fuel depot at Sembawang in Singapore to
facilitate its global presence.

Of note, the RN has reinforced its permanent presence in Bahrain by opening a naval support
facility (HMS Jufair) at Mina Salman port in Manama in April 2018.

Recent and current operations

Submarines

As a general policy the MoD does not discuss submarine operations. However, the strategic
deterrent is provided at all times by a Trident missile-equipped Vanguard-class ballistic submarine.
Meanwhile, attack submarines are routinely on patrol in various locations. In addition, one frigate
is always assigned as the towed array patrol ship in order to conduct reactive anti-submarine patrol
duties in support of the nuclear deterrent if required.

Operations against the Islamic State

Without its carrier strike capability, the RN has very little capability to contribute directly to the
fight against the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria. However, it has supported French and US navy
carrier battlegroups as they carried out airstrikes. The HMS Kent first supported the USS Carl
Vinson starting in December 2014 and in February 2015 went on to support the French aircraft
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carrier Charles de Gaulle. The frigate provided force protection for the battlegroups. In September
2016, the destroyer HMS Daring deployed to again support the US Navy's (USN's) carrier strike
group in the region and carry out other operations in support of regional security. This deployment
ran nine months.

Combined task forces

The RN routinely participates in a number of combined task forces (CTFs):

 CTF 150 conducts counter-terrorism (CT) and marine security operations. Its area of
responsibility (AOR) covers the Arabian Sea, Gulf of Aden, Gulf of Oman, the northern
Indian Ocean, and the Red Sea, but does not include the Gulf.

 CTF 151 is engaged in anti-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden and off the eastern coast of
Somalia. There is no defined eastern limit to the CTF's AOR. The task force works in close
co-operation with EU and NATO operations.

 CTF 152 is a CT and marine security operation in the Gulf (including the former AOR of
CTF 158). It operates with all Gulf Cooperation Council members and complements their
security effort.

Vessels east of Suez will often be tasked to the above CTFs and participate in missions as they pass
through the relevant AOR.

Operations in the Gulf and Middle East

Units of the RN and RFA have been on patrol in the Gulf since October 1980. The United
Kingdom contributed 19 ships to Operation 'Desert Shield/Storm' in 1990-91. As part of coalition
operations in Iraq in March and April 2003, the navy again deployed a significant force in the
Arabian Sea and the Gulf. This force was built around the carriers HMS Ark Royal and HMS
Ocean. Submarines equipped with Tomahawk cruise missiles and RM combat units were also
involved in operations. In addition, naval forces performed an important role in mine clearing and
providing logistical support to the air and land forces.

The last 90 UK sailors remaining in Iraq were redeployed on 22 May 2011 after completing their
mission of training the Iraqi Navy. At the same time, the RN conducted the last security patrol for
Iraqi oil platforms. This brought to an end to eight years of engagement in the country.

Despite the conclusion of the Iraq mission, the RN and RFA continue to operate in the Gulf, with
1,200 personnel deployed to the region on average at any time (most of these at sea). These assets
are engaged in Operation 'Kipion', which includes CT and anti-piracy missions.

The RN keeps a four-strong squadron of mine-countermeasures (MCM) vessels stationed in
Bahrain (the ships are there for multiple years with the crews rotating every six months). This
mission has been ongoing since the end of 2006, starting with two vessels and increasing to four in
2008.
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The United Kingdom also maintains an on-call surface combatant in the Gulf and Middle East
(including the Indian Ocean) at all times as part of Operation 'Kipion'. These vessels carry out all
manner of maritime security operations and are routinely assigned to the CTFs during their time in
the region. The vessels are deployed from the United Kingdom, not regionally based. In addition, it
is not unusual that multiple surface combatants be assigned to Operation 'Kipion' or that other RN
ships be in the region at the same time.

In regards to air assets, the RN had a Merlin HMA.2 detachment deployed to Oman since the
mid-2000s to monitor shipping movements in the Strait of Hormuz and support Omani naval forces
patrolling their territorial waters. However, these were replaced by two Wildcat HMA.2 helicopters
in late 2017. The detachment is based at Musannah.

For its part, the RFA keeps at least one and often two support ships in the Gulf region to provide
logistical support and replenishment at sea, as well as to carry out other tasks.

Marines from 43 Commando Fleet Protection Group are also deployed to the Middle East on a
rotational basis.

Trafalgar-class submarines are deployed periodically in the Gulf region.

Operations in the Horn of Africa

The RN is active off the Horn of Africa with various international counter-piracy operations and
maintains a naval presence in the region. When a frigate is deployed for operations in this area the
180-person crew is increased by the embarkation of a Merlin Flight and a boarding team from the
Fleet Protection Group Royal Marines.

There were two primary anti-piracy missions off the Horn of Africa: Operation 'Ocean Shield' and
Operation 'Atalanta'.

'Ocean Shield', launched by NATO in August 2009, was a continuation of the Operation 'Allied
Protector' counter-piracy effort - the alliance's first such mission - but included an additional
requirement to develop the counter-piracy capabilities of East African countries. Warships from
Standing NATO Maritime Group (SNMG) 1 and SNMG2 routinely participated in 'Ocean Shield'.
The operation concluded in December 2016.

The RN also participated in Operation 'Allied Provider', which protected UN and World Food
Programme shipping in 2008 prior to the launch of 'Ocean Shield'.

In addition, the RN supports Operation 'Atalanta', the EU Naval Force anti-piracy and merchant
escort mission, on an occasional basis with other vessels in the region providing mission support as
required. Operation 'Atalanta' was launched in 2008.

Lastly, as mentioned above, the RN is an active participant in CTF 150.

Operation 'Unified Protector' in Libya
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The UK contribution to Operation 'Odyssey Dawn' and then Operation 'Unified Protector' (which
became the name after it came under the overall command of NATO) was called Operation
'Ellamy'. At the outset of the mission, the RN had at least one Duke-class Type 23 frigate (HMS
Westminster) positioned in or near Libyan waters, and the Broadsword-class Type 22 frigate HMS
Cumberland was positioned near Malta en route back to the United Kingdom from the Gulf. As the
crisis in Libya escalated, HMS Cumberland and HMS York, which was heading to the South
Atlantic, were diverted and retasked to evacuate civilians as part of Operation 'Deference' and
deliver aid.

Over the course of the operation the RN generated and sustained 16 platforms, with more than
3,100 people including ships' companies, embarked forces, and aircrews. At least one Trafalgar-
class submarine, HMS Triumph, is known to have taken part and fired an unknown number of
Tomahawk land-attack missiles (TLAMs). The submarine HMS Turbulent also joined the operation
at some point. Escort vessels providing fire support included the Type 42 destroyer HMS Liverpool
and Type 23 frigates HMS Sutherland and HMS Iron Duke. Other vessels included Duke-class
Type 23 frigate HMS Westminster and the Broadsword-class Type 22 frigates HMS Cumberland
and HMS York.

In terms of naval aviation, the Lynx aircraft of the 815 Naval Air Squadron (NAS), operating from
escort ships, carried out sweeps of the Gulf of Sirte. The 857 NAS 'Bagger' Sea Kings operating
from the helicopter carrier HMS Ocean flew nearly 100 sorties carrying out surveillance missions,
clearing a safe path to support 656 Squadron Army Air Corps (AAC) strikes by UK
AgustaWestland Apache AH.1s against land targets in Libya. AAC Apache gunships were hosted
on the helicopter carrier HMS Ocean, which was joined by HMS Albion in June 2011.

In the aftermath of the operation, an official RN 'lessons learnt' briefing seen by Jane's in 2012
stated that RN warships needed improved precision land-attack capabilities and embarked organic
UAVs. Although the mission was a success, this should not overshadow the fact that in order to
take part in this operation, the RN had to jettison a number of its mandatory commitments,
including having a fleet ready escort prepared to deploy at short notice. It also had to suspend
counter-narcotics patrols in the Caribbean.

Operations in Afghanistan

The RN presence in Afghanistan, which was centred on air assets and RM combat units, came to an
end in 2013.

While the mission was ongoing, fixed-wing (Harrier) and rotary-wing (Sea King and Lynx) naval
aircraft provided support to the land forces. The Harriers returned from the theatre in June 2009.
The Sea King Mk 4 remained in Afghanistan longer, from December 2007 to September 2011.
Elements of the 845 and 846 squadrons - part of the Commando Helicopter Force (CHF) - were on
rolling deployments to Afghanistan to operate the Mk 4s, which were upgraded for use in theatre.
On 30 September 2011, the RN's Sea King Mk 4s flew their final mission over Afghanistan.

The Lynx Mk 7 was also used in Afghanistan but struggled in the mid-summer heat and was
eventually replaced by the upgraded AH.9A variant. The AH.9A provided a number of capability
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enhancements for the CHF making a major contribution to operations.

Meanwhile, the Royal Marine Commandos were deployed to Afghanistan starting in 2001. In
September 2013, the last Royal Marine Commando Group (40 Commando) completed a six-month
tour in Helmand province. Overall, the equivalent of more than 14,000 marines deployed to
Afghanistan over the course of 12 rotations.

The Special Boat Service has also been engaged in Afghanistan, as part of the International
Security Assistance Force mission and the follow-on 'Resolute Support' mission.

North Atlantic

The RN maintains a presence in the West Indies, designated the Atlantic Patrol Task (North)
(APT[N]). This task supports British dependent territories in the Caribbean during the hurricane
season and also involves counter-drug operations alongside the US Coast Guard and the Royal
Netherlands Navy. The various platforms deployed have made significant seizures of narcotics.

Although frigates have carried out the mission in the past, RFA vessels are also routinely assigned
to APT(N). The RFA ships so tasked are enhanced with a naval party and law enforcement
detachment, in addition to a helicopter during the core hurricane season. The ships are also loaded
with specialist stores to help countries in the event of a natural disaster.

South Atlantic/Falkland Islands

The RN maintains a surface combatant presence in the South Atlantic that is designated the
Atlantic Patrol Task (South) (APT[S]). This mission supports British dependent territories in the
South Atlantic, including the Falklands and West Africa. However, there have been times since
November 2015 that no surface combatant has been assigned the APT(S). This has been largely due
to limited availability of RN warships in light of high demand around the world.

Meanwhile, RN forces permanently deployed at Mare Harbour in the Falkland Islands are

 HMS Clyde patrol vessel

 One small fleet tanker

In addition, although details are classified, submarines routinely operate in the South Atlantic.

Standing NATO groups

The RN regularly contributes to these standing NATO groups:

 SNMG1: The RN routinely contributes to both standing NATO maritime groups, even
though the 2010 SDSR removed the RN's requirement to provide assets to SNMG1. The RN
continues to offer a frigate or destroyer to the group on an ad hoc basis.

 SNMG2: The RN led SNMG2 for one year until mid-2018, with the Type 45 destroyer HMS
Duncan serving as flagship as of the start of 2018 (having shared the role with HMS
Diamond in 2017).
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 Standing NATO Mine Countermeasures Group (SNMCMG) 1: The RN provided a
minehunter to SNMCMG1 throughout 2017 and again at the start of 2018, with HMS
Cattistock joining the group for three months in January of that year.

 SNMCMG2: The RN led SNMCMG2 for one year until mid-2018, with the survey ship
HMS Enterprise acting as flagship. Enterprise was joined by the RN minehunter HMS
Pembroke for part of its deployment.

Mediterranean waters

The RN has two fast patrol boats - HMS Scimitar and HMS Sabre - permanently stationed in the
Mediterranean as part of the Gibraltar Squadron. In January 2014, the Gibraltar Squadron saw a
permanent increase from two to three crews to enable the patrol vessels to operate on a 24-hour
basis. In July 2017, the RN revealed that Sabre and Scimitar would be replaced within two years.

Individual RN ships and those assigned to the standing NATO groups are also routinely passing
through or operating in the Mediterranean.

The RN is also supporting the EU mission Operation 'Sophia' to combat human trafficking in the
Mediterranean Sea.

Fishery protection

Portsmouth-based HMS Tyne, HMS Severn, and HMS Mersey act as a Fishery Protection Squadron
and carry out fishery protection duties on behalf of the Department of Environment, Food, and
Rural Affairs. Crews of each vessel board up to 10 commercial ships a day, monitoring net quotas
and type.

Organisation

At its top level, the RN is split into five main elements:

 Surface Fleet, which comprises the major and minor war vessels

 Submarine Service, which comprises the submarine fleet

 FAA, which is the aviation element

 RM, which is the navy's amphibious infantry force (while the RM is generally regarded as a
separate service, it is under command of the RN)

 RFA, which is a civilian force responsible for the manning of major support vessels

Of note, the Maritime and Coastguard Agency, which includes Her Majesty's Coastguard, reports to
the Department of Transport, not the RN or MoD.

Royal Marines

The RM constitutes the RN's amphibious infantry. The fighting element of the RM is 3 Commando
Brigade, which is also a core component of the UK's Joint Rapid Reaction Force. The RM retains
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an exceptionally lean 'tooth to tail' ratio, with more than 70% of the force committed to
operationally deployable units.

Although far smaller than its US counterpart, the 7,000-strong RM is one of the few amphibious
formation outside the United States that is capable of mounting an independent amphibious assault,
a capability that was proven in peace support operations in Sierra Leone.

The core of 3 Commando Brigade is formed by 3 battalion-sized units (40 Commando, 42
Commando, and 45 Commando) of about 700 infantry soldiers each. Each battalion is organised
into six companies, including combat and combat support elements. In addition to their amphibious
role, these troops also specialise in mountain and cold weather warfare. Additionally, the Fleet
Protection Group RM was renamed as 43 Commando Fleet Protection Group RM and placed under
3 Commando Brigade in April 2012. It is also about the size of one battalion.

In addition to the commando battalions, other units in the 3 Commando Brigade are

 Commando Logistic Regiment

 539 Assault Squadron (operates landing and raiding craft and hovercraft, and also includes
the Armoured Support Group)

 30 Commando IX (Information Exploitation) Group

The 30 Commando IX Group breaks down into subunits consisting of

 Support Squadron including an air defence troop, a police troop, and surveillance and target
acquisition patrols from the Brigade Patrol Troop

 Communications Squadron

 Logistics Squadron

 Electronic Warfare Squadron (known as Y Squadron)

The brigade's support arms are provided by commando-qualified elements of the British Army: 29
Commando Regiment from the Royal Artillery provides fire support with the L118 105 mm light
gun and 24 Commando Engineer Regiment provides engineer support.

The CHF at Yeovilton also supports the RM when required, although it technically is part of the
FAA and falls under Joint Helicopter Command.

RM units outside of 3 Commando Brigade include

 Special Boat Service: Even more secretive than the Special Air Service Regiment, the
Special Boat Service (SBS) represents the RM's special forces (SF) capability. The SBS
plays a key intelligence gathering, reconnaissance, and sabotage role for the RM, and
increasingly is taking part in theatre-level targeting missions and even less traditional roles
such as supporting UK Customs and Excise in counter-narcotics operations. The SBS is
under the operational control of Joint Forces Command's United Kingdom Special Forces
directorate.
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 1 Assault Group: 1 Assault Group has its HQ at HMNB Devonport. The unit is responsible
for 10 Training Squadron (which conducts landing craftsmen training as well as small boats,
engineering, and assault navigation training). Additionally, it has responsibility for 11
Amphibious Trials and Training Squadron ('water gap' training) located at Arromanches
Camp in Instow, Devon, and for the Board and Search Training School, HMS Raleigh.
Furthermore, it is the parent unit (without operational control) for the 539 Assault Squadron
of the RM.

Royal Marines order of battle
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Naval aviation

The FAA has about 5,000 personnel, with about 500 of these being pilots (including about 50 from
the RM).

As of late 2010, the FAA operated about 200 combat aircraft and more than 50 support/training
aircraft at 3 primary bases. However, these numbers were rapidly slashed in the wake of the
October 2010 SDSR, in particular due to the elimination of the Harrier fleet. As a result, the FAA is
primarily a rotary-wing force with just under 100 helicopters. It will remain such until the F-35B
Lightning enters service with the RN.

The F-35B Lightning aircraft will be jointly operated by pilots from the FAA and the RAF. Early in
2014, it was announced that the 617 'Dambusters' Squadron would be the first RAF Squadron to fly
the jets. Meanwhile, the 809 NAS is reforming to fly the UK's F-35B Lightning aircraft that will fly
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off the Queen Elizabeth-class carriers. The squadron will be stood up in 2023. When not at sea as
part of the UK's carrier strike force, the 809 NAS will be based at RAF Marham in Norfolk.

Commando Helicopter Force

A major component of the FAA is the CHF, which provides aviation support to the RM. The CHF
comprises 845 NAS, 846 NAS, and 847 NAS. These squadrons are equipped with Merlin and Lynx
Wildcat helicopters. Augmenting these during operations are RAF CH-47 Chinook helicopters for
heavy-lift duties and British Army AH-64 Apache attack helicopters if required.

Naval aviation order of battle
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Bases

Name Latitude Longitude Notes
HMS Jufair 26.204456 50.616392
HM Dockyard Gibraltar 36.130836 -5.355446
HMNB Portsmouth 50.804375 -1.102542
HMS Caledonia 56.032222 -3.448333 Defence equipment and

support site.
Royal Naval Armaments Depot
Coulport

56.049742 -4.879093

HMNB Devonport 50.383041 -4.18264
Port Stanley -51.691489 -57.859889
HMNB Clyde 56.058889 -4.819444

Naval aviation bases

Name Latitude Longitude Notes
RNAS Yeovilton 51.008889 -2.645278
RAF Gibraltar 36.149167 -5.346944
RNAS Culdrose 50.082778 -5.252222
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Marine bases

Name Latitude Longitude Notes
RM Tamar 50.393224 -4.194417
RM Poole 50.719936 -2.025202
RM Stonehouse 50.365833 -4.160556
RM Chivenor 51.089533 -4.149248
RM Condor 56.584385 -2.628354
RM Bickleigh 50.441944 -4.082778
RM Norton Manor 51.037222 -3.158611

Personnel

The RN is an all-volunteer force, recruiting from across the United Kingdom and the
Commonwealth. There is no limit to the number of foreign personnel that can serve in the RN. The
bulk of non-UK nationals serving in the RN are from Fiji, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, and
South Africa.

The RN, including the RM, has a yearly recruitment target of about 3,500 personnel. In 2016-17,
the RN was 16% below its recruitment target. It has also missed its target in 2014-15.

The RN and RM occasionally fall below their mandated strength but generally remain within the
MoD manning balance, which aims for service strength of between -2% and +1% of the military
personnel requirement. However, in 2017 and 2018, the RN/RM have had a deficit outside the
manning a balance ranging from 2.2% to 3.8%. This is still better than the other UK armed
services.

The RN, similar to the British Army and RAF, is struggling in particular with recruitment and
retention of personnel in 'pinch-point trades'. As of April 2017, the RN has a shortfall of 1,226
personnel in pinch-point trades and the UK National Audit Office reports that this has worsened in
2018. This includes a significant shortfall of weapons engineers, although shortages fall across
engineering, intelligence, logistics, communications, medical, pilot, and other trades. Only 6 of the
102 pinch-point trades across the UK armed forces are expected to be resolved by the early 2020s,
while the shortfall in 23 trades are expected to worsen (the remaining 35 are expected to improve).

Of particular note, the UK National Audit Office has warned that the number of F-35B pilots will
only "be just sufficient up to 2026 with limited resilience in the event that personnel decide to leave
the services".

Training

Most RN training takes place at sea. For live-fire training, there are large ranges in the Hebrides
and at Cape Wrath in Scotland. A programme of particular note is FOST, which provides
operational sea training for all surface ships, submarines, and RFA of the RN. More than 100 ships
and submarines from the RN and navies of NATO and allied countries utilise FOST each year.
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On land, in addition to HMS Raleigh's own Trevol Range, the training establishment and other RN
and RM units use the Dartmoor Training Area for exercises. Other MoD training areas are also
available if required and the RM have recently utilised the Salisbury Plains training area for
exercises in preparation for deployment to Afghanistan.

The marines also have a boarding operations training centre.

One particular challenge that the RN is facing in the area of training is bridging the carrier aviation
skills gap - in the cockpit, on the flight deck, and inside the ship - arising from the premature
retirement of Ark Royal. A number of initiatives are in place to help retain essential skills.

Training schools

There are a number of training establishments based in or near the two major ports, Plymouth and
Portsmouth. The Plymouth facilities include

 BRNC Dartmouth (Britannia Royal Naval College - Officer Training)

 HMS Drake (School of Hydrography)

 HMS Raleigh (Initial Naval Training [Ratings]; Seamanship Training Unit)

 Defence Maritime Logistics School (to relocate to Defence College of Logistics, Policing,
and Administration at Worthy Down, Hampshire, by 2020)

 Royal Navy Submarine School

 Board and Search Training School

 School of Maritime Survival

 Military Training Unit (for Ships Protection and Skill at Arms Training)

As well as the main site, HMS Raleigh maintains a 'sea sense' training centre on the River Lynher
(Jupiter Point), a resource and initiative centre (Pier Cellars), and the Gutter Tor refuge on
Dartmoor.

Schools in Portsmouth include

 HMS Collingwood (Maritime Warfare School and Surface Stream, which also has units in
Excellent, Horsea Island, Longmoor, Raleigh, and Temeraire)

 HMS Excellent (Fire Fighting and Nuclear, Chemical, Biological Defence School and
Damage Repair Instruction Unit)

 Royal Naval Leadership Academy

 HMS Sultan (Defence School of Marine Engineering)

 Royal Navy Air Engineering and Survival School and the Nuclear Department

 HMS Temeraire (Physical Training School)
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RNAS Culdrose, in Cornwall, is responsible for naval aircrew training.

Meanwhile, the Commando Training Centre at Lympstone trains regular and reserve new entry
personnel for service within units of 3 Commando Brigade and other RM units. It also provides
continuation courses, which enhance infantry and commando skills.

Military exercises

'Joint Warrior': The United Kingdom leads the 'Joint Warrior' exercise series. 'Joint Warrior' is a
large triservice and multinational exercise that is held in the Scottish Exercise Areas each spring
and autumn (although the autumn 2018 exercise was cancelled due to commitments to other
training events, including NATO's 'Trident Juncture'). The exercises run about two weeks and
usually involve 30-50 warships from a dozen nations, in addition to air and land forces. It is
intended to improve interoperability between allied and partner navies and prepares participants to
operate in a joint maritime environment.

'BALTOPS': The RN regularly participates in the annual US-led multinational military exercise
'Baltic Operations' ('BALTOPS'). The exercise started in 1972. The 2018 iteration of the exercise
took place from 1 to 15 June in the Baltic Sea starting in Klaipeda, Lithuania, and concluding in
Kiel, Germany. The exercise involved 5,000 personnel, 42 ships, 1 submarine, and 60 aircraft from
22 NATO and partner nations (16 of which provided forces while the others provided only staff).
'BALTOPS 18' featured live-fire training, anti-surface and anti-submarine warfare, mine warfare,
air defence, and for the first time, joint personnel recovery from the sea. The RN contribution each
year is usually three or four vessels. Specifically, in 2018 the RN sent seven Archer Class P2000
ships from the 1st Patrol Boat Squadron.

'Black Sea Breeze': In July 2017, the Type 45 destroyer HMS Duncan led a NATO task force
through one of the largest naval exercises staged in the Black Sea, in and around Varna, Bulgaria.
'Black Sea Breeze 17' featured more than 30 ships, 25 aircraft, and 3,000 military personnel. The
RN did not send a ship to the 2018 iteration of the event, although it did send some personnel.

'Ice Exercise': The RN submarine, HMS Trenchant, in March 2018 took part in the USN-
organised 'Ice Exercise' ('ICEX'), which includes a series of trials designed to test the skills of
submariners operating under the Arctic ice cap. This was the first time the RN has sent a boat since
two submariners were killed in an explosion on board HMS Tireless during the 2007 iteration of
the exercise.

Core assets and procurement initiatives

Submarines

Trafalgar-class nuclear attack submarine

The RN has three Trafalgar-class SSNs in service out of an original seven constructed. The first of
class was commissioned in 1983 and the last in 1991. Due to delays in the Astute programme, the
Trafalgar boats have been kept in service longer than originally planned. The first four of the class
were decommissioned in 2009, 2012, 2014, and 2017; the remaining boats are to be
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decommissioned in 2019 and (two in) 2022, provided delivery of the Astute-class replacement SSN
remains on schedule. All three boats are based at HMNB Devonport, but the last two that will
remain in service will transfer to HMNB Clyde by 2020.

The Trafalgar class replaced the Swiftsure class and its design, including internal layout, is almost
identical, albeit slightly longer. It is stealthier than its predecessor due to a new (quieter) nuclear
reactor core, pumpjet propulsion system (rather than a conventional propeller), and conformal
anechoic noise reduction coatings covering the pressure hull and outer surfaces, which absorb the
sound waves of sonar and make the boat more difficult to be detected by active sonar.

Although the class was designed for a deepwater ASW role, the boats have served well in
contemporary expeditionary roles. The stealth and surveillance capabilities are especially useful for
covert intelligence gathering operations in crowded, noisy littoral waters.

The Trafalgar-class SSNs' primary weapons are delivered via five 21-inch (533.4 mm) tubes in the
bow. These are capable of firing Raytheon Tomahawk Block IV submarine-launched cruise
missiles and heavyweight Marconi Spearfish torpedoes. The boats can carry 30 total missile-
/torpedo-sized weapons.

The in-service boats each underwent a multiyear major tactical modernisation programme and
refuelling, which was completed between 2003 and 2010. It was this work that enabled the boats to
employ the Block IV Tomahawk, which have a range of up 1,600+ km at 0.7 Mach - 1,000 km
greater than the older Block III missiles. The missile can also be retargeted (or aborted) in flight,
enhancing tactical flexibility.

Another major systems upgrade at this time was the installation of the Sonar 2076 integrated sonar
suite, which includes hull-mounted flank (high sensitivity, large aperture), bow, intercept, and mine
detection and avoidance arrays; fin-mounted underwater communications and intercept system; and
a towed array. This suite constitutes one of the most advanced sonar systems in the world,
providing the crew with vastly improved situational awareness. Lastly, the refit included improved
signature reduction measures to reinforce the boats' stealth.

Astute-class nuclear attack submarine

There are three Astute class SSNs in service with the RN. The first-of-class Astute was
commissioned in 2010, although it did not become fully operational until late 2013 owing to repairs
necessitated by a grounding incident on 22 October 2010. The second of class was commissioned
in 2013 and third in March 2016. A further four Astute-class boats are being procured, with these
expected to be commissioned in 2018, 2020, 2022, and 2024. All boats are to be based at HMNB
Clyde.

The Astute SSNs are replacing the 1970s-vintage Swiftsure-class submarines, all of which were
retired by 2010, and the 1980s-era Trafalgar-class SSNs. The Astute class is based on the Trafalgar
design but has an expanded weapons load, increased stealth, reduced complement, and enhanced
surveillance capability. This leaves the class well poised to carry out a range of traditional and 'new'
submarine roles in deep ocean and littoral waters. Of note, although a past White Paper identified a
need for a force of eight SSNs, funding has been earmarked for only seven Astute-class boats. This
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raises the risk that the fleet will be unable to meet current and future operational requirements. To
mitigate this, the RN is likely to try to increase submarine availability through a modified operating
cycle.

The dived endurance of the Astute boats is only limited by the amount of food that can be carried
and the endurance of the crew. With these limitations in mind, the stated mission endurance is 90
days.

The Astute class has a substantially updated tactical weapon system managing an increased
weapons load compared with the Trafalgar, with the number of heavyweight weapons carried
increasing from 30 to 38 and an increase in launch tubes from 5 to 6. The boats can employ
Raytheon Tomahawk Block IV submarine-launched cruise missiles and Spearfish torpedoes. Also
of note, the Astute boats are the first RN submarines to add a drydock hangar (payload bay). This
gives them the ability to covertly deploy a swimmer delivery vehicle and deliver SF.

In the area of sensors, rather than the traditional periscope, the Astute boats have two Thales
Optronics CM010 non-hull-penetrating optronic masts. Among other things, this increases
situational awareness in the control room and overall stealth. The rest of the boats' surveillance
capabilities are provided by a Sonar 2076 integrated sonar suite, which incorporates a large-
aperture flank array, a long towed array, a dedicated mine avoidance array, a conformal bow array,
improved active capabilities, and a dedicated multisite intercept array. The towed array is fully
reelable, improving operability in shallow water and during transits.

Surveillance capability is also boosted by a hover system, enabling very precise station keeping
over many hours (at least) and minimising Doppler. The Astute-class boats are the first RN SSNs to
be fit with this system. To ensure stealth whether stationary or patrolling, the boats are covered
with anechoic tiles, as were its predecessors, and also have features to further reduce radiated noise
compared with their predecessors.

Lastly, the Astute-class boats have an improved nuclear steam-raising plant compared with the
Trafalgar class, which means nuclear refuelling will not be necessary in the lifetime of the
submarine.

The boats have a 25-year service life, meaning they can be expected to be decommissioned
between 2035 and 2049, although life extension is a strong possibility.

Vanguard-class ballistic missile submarines

The RN has four Vanguard-class nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs) in service
(each with two crews). These are based at HMNB Clyde. The first of the Vanguard boats was
commissioned in August 1993, with the remaining vessels entering service in 1995, 1996, and
1999. The first operational patrol was conducted in early 1995.

The RN continuously maintains one Vanguard SSBN at sea in order to deter a nuclear attack on the
country, a posture known as CASD. Of note, following the final withdrawal of the RAF's WE177
freefall nuclear bomb in April 1998, the RN has sole responsibility for the UK's strategic deterrent.
This makes the survivability and credibility of the submarine-based deterrent of paramount
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importance.

The Vanguard class replaced four Resolution-class boats, which were in service between 1968 and
1996. The Vanguard boats have twice the displacement of the Resolution class and carry a
significantly more powerful nuclear load.

Each Vanguard boat can carry 16 Trident II D5 missiles that can be armed with up to 12
independently targeted warheads. This means the Vanguard is capable of carrying 192 warheads
and striking as many targets. In contrast, the Resolution class was armed with 16 Polaris A3K
missiles, each of which could carry only three warheads. The warheads on the Trident are based on
the 100 kiloton (kT) US W76 warhead, although some warheads have been modified to have a
yield of less than 10 kT for a sub-strategic role. The Trident has a range of 6,500-12,000 km
depending on the number of warheads carried (compared with the 4,600 km range of the Polaris).
The United Kingdom purchased 58 missiles that are maintained at the US Strategic Weapons
Facility Atlantic, in King's Bay, Georgia, although after test firings it is estimated that only 48
remain.

Since the end of the Cold War, the scaling back of the UK's nuclear deterrent means that Vanguard
has never operated at full capacity. The 1998 SDR reduced the number of warheads onboard each
submarine from 96 to 48 and cut one-third of operational warheads from the nuclear stockpile.
These cuts were deepened in the 2010 SDSR so that each submarine carries only 40 warheads on
no more than 8 missiles, with no more than 120 total operational warheads (since 1 boat will
always be in refit). The nuclear stockpiles is also being further reduced to no more than 180
warheads.

Beyond their nuclear armament, the Vanguard-class boats also have four torpedo tubes equipped
with Marconi Spearfish high-speed heavyweight torpedoes. For surveillance, the Vanguard class is
equipped with the Thales Underwater Systems Type 2054 composite sonar system.

The Vanguard-class submarines are powered by the Rolls-Royce pressurised water reactor
(PWR)-2, developed specifically for the class. The new reactor gives the boats twice the range of
boats with older PWR reactors.

Following a cost-related review, the delivery date of the first-of-class Dreadnought boat, which is
to replace the Vanguard class, was deferred from 2024 to 2028. In order to avoid a gap in the UK's
ability to maintain CASD, the Vanguard-class ships are being put through a life extension
programme, which includes a further refuelling. The boats can be expected to be decommissioned
between in the 2030s. However, it is likely that the Vanguards - just as the Resolution vessels
before them - will operate with reduced availability during this period.

Dreadnought-class ballistic missile submarine

The Dreadnought-class (formerly known as Successor) SSBN is the realisation of the decision
announced in a 2006 White Paper to retain the UK's CASD posture, which the RN has maintained
since 1969. The White Paper concluded that a submarine-based system was best suited to meet
national requirements that the nuclear deterrent be independent, immune from pre-emptive action,
and able to reach the territory of any potential aggressor. The 'Trident Alternatives Review',
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released in 2013, reinforced the submarine-based system as the most practical and inexpensive
deterrent option.

The decision to continue CASD required the development of a replacement for the Vanguard-class
SSBNs. The legacy SSBNs were originally scheduled for decommissioning from 2019 onwards,
but following a life extension programme the first will be retired in the 2030s.

A total of four Dreadnought-class boats are being procured, a one-for-one replacement of the
Vanguard class, although for a time the RN was exploring whether three boats could maintain
CASD. To maintain CASD, the first Dreadnought submarine needs to be in service by the time the
second Vanguard-class boat is decommissioned. With this in mind, delivery of the first
Dreadnought boat is scheduled for the early 2030s, although this was originally supposed to be
2024.

Following the 2010 SDSR, it was determined that each Dreadnought boat will have 8 missile tubes,
down from the 12 originally planned. However, these will be stowed in the US-UK Common
Missile Compartment (CMC), which in order to maintain full commonality with the USN's CMC
baseline will maintain its original 12-tube design comprising three quad-pack modules. This means
the Dreadnought will have the option of using four tubes for other purposes. That said, deterrence
theory generally opposes giving nuclear delivery systems a multirole capability due to the risk of
misinterpreting launches.

The CMC will be capable of carrying the Trident and its successor system. Initially the boats will
continue to carry the Trident D5-LE missiles used by its predecessor. In order to maintain these
missiles, the United Kingdom is participating in the USN's Trident D5 Life Extension programme,
which is designed to prolong the life of the weapon system to the early 2060s. It is expected that the
United Kingdom will ultimately adopt the Trident successor system, as the 'Trident Alternatives
Review' concluded that there is no practical or less expensive alternative to this system.

With the reduction in the number of missiles carried by the Dreadnought class, the total potential
warheads in the Trident-based deterrent has fallen from 144 to 96. However, the Vanguard boats
carry only 40 warheads on 8 missiles anyhow (and have for many decades been limited to 96
maximum). Thus, this reduction in physical capability is less relevant given the policy-driven
limitation on capability. The warheads should last well into the late 2030s and possibly beyond so
the decision on a replacement warhead has been deferred until 2019-20.

The Dreadnought class is based on a clean-sheet design that will nonetheless incorporate
technologies from the RN's Astute-class attack submarine, a so-called 'derived submarine'. The
boats are expected have a displacement of about 17,000 tonnes, making it slightly larger than the
Vanguard class. However, it will remain largely compatible with extant infrastructure. The boats
will have continuous diameter running the length of the pressure hull, which at 13.1 m will be
identical to that of the USN's Ohio Replacement SSBN. Other key Dreadnought design
characteristics revealed in concept images presented to parliament in 2013 include an X-stern
rudder arrangement, which is expected to offer benefits in terms of safety and manoeuvrability, as
well as an advanced 'swept' sail design.
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The vessels will be powered by next-generation PWR3 nuclear propulsion plants. This reactor is
easier to operate than the current reactors, requires less maintenance, and has a longer operational
life, meaning that the Dreadnought submarines will be able to stay in service until the 2060s.

Although the Dreadnought class and its complement of missiles are highly capable of filling the
CASD role, the entire system's high price tag does raise questions of opportunity cost, risking
leaving gaps elsewhere in the UK's military capabilities.

Aircraft carriers

Queen Elizabeth-class aircraft carrier

The United Kingdom is bringing two Queen Elizabeth-class aircraft carriers into service. The first
of class was commissioned in December 2017, but will not achieve an initial carrier strike
capability using F-35Bs until 2020. Meanwhile, the second ship is scheduled for commissioning in
2020 (this after the government reversed a 2010 decision to mothball the vessel). Full operating
capability (FOC) of the carrier strike capability is expected in 2026. The Queen Elizabeth class will
increase the UK's 'out of area' (global) force projection capability and serve as a critical enabler for
flexible joint expeditionary operations.

The two Queen Elizabeth-class vessels are replacing three much smaller Invincible-class aircraft
carriers, all of which were out of service by 2014 although they ceased their carrier strike role in
2010. Although the Invincible class was primarily limited to force protection missions, the Queen
Elizabeth class will serve in carrier-enabled power projection roles. This is made possible by its
greater size - with three times the deck size and more than three times the displacement as the
Invincible-class ships - and larger air group. In addition, the Queen Elizabeth class has a greater un-
refuelled range, 8,000 n miles (14,816 km) compared with 4,342 for the Invincible class (at 18 kt).
The Queen Elizabeth-class aircraft carriers are also replacing HMS Ocean in the helicopter assault
platform role.

The Queen Elizabeth-class vessels have a fuel-efficient integrated full electric propulsion system,
which will reduce the time the ships must spend in port and correspondingly increase the available
sea time per year. Thus, over a 42-week period, a Queen Elizabeth-class carrier should be able to
spend up to seven months deployed compared with five months for the Invincible class. This means
that once the second vessel is operational the RN should be able to have a ship available at high
readiness at all times.

When in the carrier strike role, the Queen Elizabeth class will embark a strike-configured Joint
Force Air Group typically comprising 24 F-35B, 5 Merlin Maritime Airborne Surveillance and
Control helicopters, and 9 Merlin helicopters for ASW. However, a greater number of F-35Bs
could be operated for short periods if the Merlin numbers are cut. The F-35B will represent a
massive increase in strike power compared with the 14-15 subsonic short take-off and vertical
landing (STOVL) Sea Harriers that could be carried on the Invincible class. Of note, the Queen
Elizabeth class will not host an air-to-air refuelling (AAR) capability. If refuelling is required, its
F-35Bs would have to link up with either US carrier-based AAR systems or long-range land-based
AAR assets.
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The Queen Elizabeth class's maximum launch rate is expected to be 24 aircraft in 15 minutes and
the maximum recovery rate 24 aircraft in 24 minutes. The Queen Elizabeth class has been designed
with the ability to generate about 108 strike sorties in a single day (at surge rates), 72 sorties per
day for the following 10 days, and 36 sorties per day for 10 days after that, or 396 strike sorties in 5
days. For comparison, the Invincible class could manage only 60 sorties in 5 days and the
USN's Nimitz class can achieve 140 sorties per day.

When in the landing platform helicopter (LPH) role, the Queen Elizabeth class will carry a Tailored
Air Group of about 40 helicopters of differing sizes (compared with about 16 for HMS Ocean).
These can be RAF-, British Army-, and RN-operated helicopters, including the Chinook HC.2/2A,
Merlin HC.4/4A, Wildcat AH.1, and Apache AH.1. They would be operated alongside a number of
naval Merlin HM.2 helicopters serving ASW and support roles, as well as the airborne early
warning and control (AEW&C) role. When in the LPH role, the goal is to operate with 10 deck
spots instead of the usual 6, enabling the operation of support and attack helicopters without
impinging on the number of marines landed in a single wave.

In a hybrid carrier strike/LPH role the Queen Elizabeth class would typically carry a Tailored Air
Group with a mix of between 12 and 24 F-35B and a mix of the aforementioned helicopters
depending on mission.

Regardless of role, the aircraft carriers will be able to carry up to 900 embarked military forces -
RM and Aviation Group personnel - compared with 690 for the HMS Ocean.

For self-protection, the Queen Elizabeth class is equipped with three Raytheon 20 mm Phalanx
Block 1B close-in weapon system (CIWS), four single 30 mm guns, and Mk 44 Miniguns, as well
as the Sonar 2170 Surface Ship Torpedo Defence System.

One distinctive feature of the Queen Elizabeth class is the twin island arrangement. The forward
island is situated in the optimal position for ship control and navigation while the aft island is
placed to best conduct flight deck operations, especially aircraft approach and deck landings.

Surface combatants

Daring-class (Type 45) destroyer

The RN has six Daring-class destroyers in service, all of which were commissioned between 2009
and 2013. These vessels replaced 12 Type 42 destroyers, with the original plan for a one-for-one
replacement being cut to a total of 8 and then (in 2008) to 6 ships. As the RN's first post-Cold War
vessel - though with roots in the 1980s - it was designed for flexibility, endurance, and
sustainability to enable worldwide operation.

The Daring class forms the backbone of the RN's AAW capability. Their main mission is to
provide local area fleet defence. The ships' main AAW system has been designed to simultaneously
intercept multiple air threats, including salvos of super-agile manoeuvring missiles with re-attack
modes, and could in principle be extended to serve an anti-ballistic missile role. The ships' combat
systems also have the capability to control aircraft and co-ordinate the AAW operations of a task
force. The range of its air defence system means the Type 45 can also support land operations by
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extending its air defence envelope over forces on shore.

Qualitatively, the Daring class is highly capable in its primary role. However, questions have been
raised about a quantitative gap and whether the six vessels, half the number originally planned, can
provide the coverage needed. Nonetheless, despite the reduced number of ships, the MoD retains its
policy to have at least five of the six Type 45 destroyers available for operational use at any time,
with each ship at sea or ready to go to sea for 70% of the time. That said, the ships have had
availability problems linked to the warship's power and propulsion system, although this is being
resolved with all ships to receive modifications by the early 2020s.

Compared with the Type 42 the Daring class/Type 45 has greater fuel efficiency and non-
replenished operating range, giving it more flexibility in deployments (for example, it can cross the
Atlantic and back without refuelling).

The primary weapon systems of the Daring class were heavily influenced by the RN's experience in
the 1982 Falklands conflict, especially shortcomings against low-flying aircraft and anti-ship
missiles, which the 1960s-vintage Sea Dart (GWS 30) Air Defence Missile System was not able to
handle. The Darings are equipped with the Sea Viper (GWS 45) Principal Anti-Air Missile System
(PAAMS), representing a significant increase in capability for rapid, all-aspect defence against
multiple simultaneous targets.

PAAMS uses a Sylver A 50 48-cell (6 modules with 8 canisters each) VLS typically loaded with 32
Aster 30 SAMs for medium-range targets and 16 Aster 15 SAMS for short-range targets. Thus, the
system can provide area defence over a much greater area than older systems, with a defensive
radius of up to a 120 km. The systems can engage everything from highly manoeuvrable subsonic
and supersonic sea-skimming missiles to high-diving targets and the RN claimed (in 2006) that is
the only system in the world able to go against - and defeat - the 3M54 (NATO designation SS-
N-27B 'Sizzler') anti-ship missile.

In addition to the AAW assets, three of the destroyers can carry eight Harpoon Block 1Cs in two
quad launchers. For naval artillery, the ships have one Vickers 4.5-inch (114 mm) Mk 8 Mod 1
gun. Each ship also has two REMSIG MSI-Defence Systems (MSI-DS) 30A 30 mm guns and from
2011, the ships each received two Raytheon 20 mm Vulcan Phalanx Block 1B CIWS. To
supplement ship systems, the Daring class can operate two medium-sized helicopters and has flight
deck space for a Chinook (the Type 42 could only operate the small Lynx helicopter).

The ship has the capacity to carry 60 persons in addition to the crew, enabling them to take on SF, a
flag staff, or additional medical personnel.

Looking ahead, the vessels have the provision for the installation of a 155 mm gun or a 16-cell
VLS as well as for magazine-launched torpedoes. The Daring class could also accommodate cruise
missiles such as the Tomahawk and anti-ballistic missiles if required. Indeed, the 2015 SDSR notes
that it will investigate the ballistic missile defence (BMD) potential of the Type 45 destroyers. The
Daring-class destroyers' sensors make them capable of supporting BMD and the vessels have been
tested in this role.
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The Daring-class destroyers are also being fitted with a Shaman communications electronic support
measures (CESM). The Shaman CESM provides the RN with a significant uplift in its maritime
signals surveillance capability, which has been lacking since the retirement of the AN/SSQ-124(V)
Co-operative Outboard Logistics Update CESM suite, removed from service in mid-2011 with the
decommissioning of the last Type 22 Batch 3 frigates. All ships of the Daring class are receiving
the Shaman CESM by 2022 (the first ship so fitted was confirmed as delivered in 2018).

Surface warfare capability gap

The Harpoon was to be retired by the end of 2018 without replacement, but this has been deferred
until 2023. The retirement would have left RN warships without a heavyweight surface-to-surface
guided weapon, opening up a gap in over-the-horizon anti-surface warfare (ASuW) capability.
However, it is not likely that the 1980s-vintage Harpoon will remain in service long enough to
bridge the gap in ship-launched missiles until the Future Cruise/Anti-Ship Weapon is supposed to
enter service in the 2030 timeframe. The United Kingdom may look to acquire an off-the-shelf
surface-to-surface guided weapon as an interim solution.

Duke-class (Type 23) frigate

The RN has 13 Duke-class (Type 23) frigates in service, making it the most numerous class of
vessels in the fleet. The ships were commissioned from 1991 to 2002. The vessels divided almost
evenly between HMNB Portsmouth and HMNB Devonport. Three of the original 16 vessels were
decommissioned in 2005 and 2006.

The Duke-class frigate was originally designed for blue-water ASW and intended to be a lightly
armed escort to deploy in the North Atlantic (especially the Iceland-Faroes gap). They were
designed to be a lean-manned, efficient, and affordable replacement for the Leanders-class frigate.
However, even as its design progressed, the combat system grew in complexity, reflecting the fact
that ships would be forward deployed into areas within range of Soviet maritime aviation and
incorporating lessons learnt from the 1982 Falklands conflict. The result was a highly capable blue-
water ASW frigate, with additional self-defence, ASuW, and naval gunfire support capabilities.

Further adaptation of the class was required as the RN shifted away from deep-water ASW and
toward the projection of maritime power worldwide in support of joint expeditionary operations.
The frigates are called on to play a wide global role as versatile, general purpose vessels executing
a broad range of operational tasks. To facilitate its new roles, the vessels and combat systems have
received numerous enhancements. However, in terms of service life and capabilities the class has
been pushed to its limit.

The Duke-class frigates' primary armament for ASuW is the Harpoon Block 1C, with eight missiles
in two quad launchers. The class also has four (two twin) 324 mm fixed tubes from which to launch
Stingray lightweight torpedoes. For air defence, the vessels have a Seawolf GWS 26 Mod 1 32-cell
VLS. This system was upgraded between 2008 and 2014 for all vessels, effectively doubling its
range for coping with incoming enemy missiles and aircraft.

The main gun is one Vickers 4.5-inch Mk 8 Mod 1 (improved versions installed from 2001 on all
vessels). The ships also have two 30 mm MSI automated small-calibre guns (ASCGs) that can be
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remotely operated.

The frigates can embark a helicopter, specifically the Merlin.

Eleven of the Type 23 frigates (along with some ships of other classes) have been equipped for
electronic surveillance roles using Type 997 Artisan 3D radar, which is five times more effective
than its predecessor. The RN has lacked a dedicated surface ship electronic surveillance capability
since the early 2000s. 

As part of a life extension refit, the Seawolf system is being replaced by the GWS 35 Sea Ceptor.
Sea Ceptor is designed to protect the host ship and high-value units in consort, and offers an ability
to counter multiple simultaneous attacks. Founded on MBDA's new 'soft-launch' Common Anti-air
Modular Missile (CAMM), it gives the Duke-class frigates a significantly improved anti-air
capability. The Sea Ceptor has a range of 25 km, compared to about 6 km for the Seawolf, thus
providing a much greater defended footprint. The systems also offers uninterrupted 360° coverage.
Each Duke-class frigate will have 32 cells for ready-to-launch missiles. The first of the class
completed the refit in mid-2017 and formal acceptance into service was confirmed in May 2018.
The upgrade of all ships is due to be completed by the end of 2022. The Sea Ceptor will also equip
the RN's new Type 26 GCS (and possibly the Type 31e frigates).

Further decommissioning of the Duke-class frigates is not planned to start until after its
replacement, the Type 26 GCS, becomes operational. Thus, the next Duke-class frigate is expected
to leave service in 2023 and the last in 2035. To ensure availability of the ships during this time, the
ships will receive work to extend their lives up to 36 years, twice as long as originally intended.

Type 26 Global Combat Ship (frigate)

The Type 26 GCS is a planned class of eight frigates that will replace in part the Duke-class (Type
23) frigates in service. It was originally intended that 13 Type 26 vessels would be procured to
replace the Duke class on a one-for-one basis, but this plan was truncated by the 2015 SDSR.
Furthermore, the manufacturing phase was expected to start in 2016 with the first of class to enter
service in 2022 and subsequent vessels entering service through the mid-2030s. However, the
construction contract for the first three vessels was not signed until June 2017. This means the first
ship will not be delivered until 2025 and become operational until 2027, with follow-on ships at
15-18 month intervals. As a result the RN faces a drop in force levels from 2023 as the Type 23s
start to retire at a pace of one per year.

The Type 26 GCS programme brings together two Future Surface Combatant classes previously
known as the C1 and C2 variants. The Type 26 was originally intended to meet the C1 requirement
for a high-end warfighting, ASW-optimised task group enabler. Meanwhile, the follow-on C2
requirement called for a less capable general purpose combatant optimised for 'stabilisation' tasks.
However, the programme evolved to embrace the C1 and C2 capability requirements with eight
vessels planned to be enhanced for the longer-range ASW role and the other five to be used as the
general purpose vessels. According to the 2015 SDSR, it appears the eight Type 26s to be procured
will include the ASW enhancements.
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Based on lessons learnt from the expansion of the role of the Duke-class frigates and the needs
outlined in the 2010 SDSR, some originally planned capabilities for the Type 26 were expanded.
The resulting class has increased endurance - with spare capacity for fuel, stores, and
accommodation - and will be able to operate unsupported for extended periods, enabling sustained
on-station presence. It also has modularity and flexibility built into its design. These expanded
capabilities have led critics to question the size, complexity, and cost of the Type 26. However, the
navy has defended the decision to focus on high-end capability, highlighting how even apparently
straightforward constabulary roles can easily and quickly expand in complexity and outstrip the
capabilities of simpler, cheaper vessels.

The Type 26s are to be equipped with a Maritime Indirect Fire System (MIFS) comprising a Mk 45
Mod 4 5-inch/62-calibre gun together with an automated ammunition handling system, a gun fire-
control system, and qualified ammunition. Though this gun was designed to be capable of using
global positioning system (GPS)-enabled, extended-range precision ammunition, the MIFS
programme does not include the acquisition of such munitions. In addition to the main gun, the
ships will have two automated 30 mm guns and two 20 mm Phalanx CIWS.

The vessels will also have one flexible strike silo, which has three strike-length eight-cell Mk 41
VLSs. The VLSs are capable of launching a wide range of anti-ship missiles, anti-submarine
rockets, or land-attack missiles, including long-range strike weapons such as the Tomahawk. Thus
the weapon payload can be reconfigured to meet changing threats and missions.

For air defence, the ships will be armed with the Sea Ceptor. Each Type 26 ship will be able to
carry up to 48 ready-to-fire missiles, split in separate magazines forward and aft. In addition, each
ship will have two command-and-control main processor units, as opposed to a single unit in the
Type 23 fit. The second unit will primarily provide resilience/redundancy in the event of battle
damage.

The Type 26's flight deck will be capable of operating a Chinook-sized aircraft/heavy-lift helicopter
and the hangar will be able to accommodate a Merlin (or two Wildcats or two Merlins in extremis
if the mission bay is used). The ships are also expected to routinely embark UAVs.

In keeping with its range of tasks, the Type 26s will have a modular payload area, or Flexible
Mission Space. This mission bay will provide significant volume for a range of payloads, being
capable, for example, of carrying 4 11.5 m RIBs, up to 10 20 ft equivalent unit (teu) intermodal
containers, or a mix of unmanned vehicles. The space can also be reconfigured to support disaster
relief and humanitarian operations, or to house 84 additional berths. The bay's ramp enables
deployment of the RIBs, unmanned vehicles, or towed array sonar.

Type 31e general purpose frigate

In order to maintain a surface combatant fleet of 19 vessels despite the lower procurement of Type
26 vessels, the RN plans to procure a new class of lighter, flexible general purpose frigates (Type
31 or Type 31e). The Type 31e will be tasked for routine security and presence missions such as
the fleet ready escort role in home waters, standing tasks in the Caribbean, the Gulf, and the South
Atlantic, and NATO commitments. This will free up Daring-class destroyers and Type 26 frigates
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for task group operations or, in the case of Type 26, support of the strategic deterrent.

Outline requirements for the Type 31e frigate include a hangar and flight deck big enough for a
helicopter and UAVs, enough accommodation to support the standard ship's company with mission
specialists as required, and stowage for sea boats, disaster relief stores, and other equipment.

In terms of weapon fit, the core system requirement includes medium- and small-calibre guns to
support deterrence and maritime interdiction operation. The 'core' fit also includes a point defence
missile system (PDMS) and sensors, or alternatively a CIWS and fit-to-receive provisions for a
PDMS. Long-range anti-ship missiles and a larger calibre (> 76 mm) medium-calibre gun are
outside of the 'core' specification.

The first Type 31e must enter service in 2023 - at the same time the Type 23 frigate HMS Argyll
retires - to maintain current force levels.

Of note, there is some opposition to the RN procuring a less capable 'second-tier' surface
combatant, as it would not be credible in a warfighting situation and could not maintain escalatory
dominance over an adversary.

In addition, in mid-2018 the MoD abruptly terminating the Type 31e acquisition process, citing
insufficient compliant bids for an effective and robust competition. A new procurement procedure
is planned to start "as soon as possible". However, the pause means that the Type 31e target in-
service date of 2023 is in doubt.

Prior to the interruption, two teams had publicly declared their intention to bid for the Type 31e
programme: Babcock's Team 31 - which also includes Thales, OMT, BMT Defence Services,
Harland & Wolff, and Ferguson Marine - proposing the 140 m Arrowhead 140 design; and the
Cammell Laird/BAE Systems Team Leander, offering the 117 m Leander design.

Patrol vessels

River-class offshore patrol vessel

There are two River-class offshore patrol vessels (OPVs) in service with the RN out of an original
fleet of three. The class was commissioned in 2003 and 2004. The RN also has one modified River-
class OPV, the Clyde, which was commissioned in 2007 and is capable of embarking a helicopter.
The Clyde and Mersey will be decommissioned in 2019. No decommissioning date for Tyne has yet
been given.

Looking ahead, five River-class Batch 2 OPVs are on order. The first of the Batch 2s (Forth) is
expected to enter service by the end of 2018 (and was handed over to the RN in January 2018). All
five are expected to be with the RN by 2021. The future OPVs are larger and substantially different
than the existing vessels, matching and expanding on the Clyde's capabilities.

The first three River-class ships replaced five smaller Island-class OPVs, which had entered service
in 1979. These OPVs are assigned fishery protection and other patrol missions around the United
Kingdom and are part of the Fishery Protection Squadron at HMNB Portsmouth. Meanwhile, the
Clyde is assigned as the Falkland Islands guard ship for patrol duties around the island, which she
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took over from two Castle-class ships.

The standard River-class OPVs are armed with one 20 mm Oerlikon/BMARC and two 7.62 mm
machine guns (MGs). Meanwhile, Clyde has 1 DES/MSI-DS 30B 30 mm gun, 2 M323 Mk 44 7.62
mm Miniguns, and 4 12.7 mm MGs. The ships also carry RIBs.

The River-class vessels typically have a complement of 28, but can accommodate a crew of 30 plus
a RM boarding party of 18. The Clyde's crew is about 36 and it also can carry an embarked force of
about 20. The working decks of the ships are sufficiently large to transport a number of smaller
craft, wheeled or tracked light vehicles, or a landing craft. The deck could also accommodate up to
seven containers, enabling the ships to carry additional stores, workshops, MCM support
containers, a diving recompression container, or medical facilities.

The Clyde has a helicopter flight deck for up to Merlin-sized helicopters, which is quite large for a
ship of her size. The ship also has an aviation refuelling capability including helicopter in-flight
refuelling, useful when seas are too rough for recovery.

The Batch 2 River-class OPVs are more than 10 m longer than the Batch 1s and 8.5 m longer than
the Clyde. Their design is a RN-tailored modified version of the Amazonas-class OPV in service
with the Brazilian and Royal Thai navies. The ships are designed for a total crew of 58, but require
just 34 to go to sea.

With a range of about 5,500 n miles, the Batch 2s are designed to be globally deployable and
capable of sustained ocean patrols to support CT, counter-piracy, and anti-smuggling operations.
The vessels will carry sufficient fuel, stores, and water supplies for an endurance of 35 days
(compared with the Clyde's 21 days). They have a speed of 24 kt (four knots faster than the old
River-class vessels).

Armaments are similar to Clyde, with the vessels carrying a single forward-fitted MSI-DS 30 mm
ASCG system and two Mk 44 mini-guns, as well as MGs. They can carry two RIBs. The Batch 2s
also have a strengthened flight deck enabling the operation of a Merlin helicopter, as well as
modified and uprated helicopter in-flight refuelling arrangements.

Mine-countermeasures vessels

Sandown-class minehunters

The RN has seven active Sandown-class minehunters out of an initial inventory of 12. These
vessels were commissioned in two batches between 1998 and 2002. Previously based in HMNB
Portsmouth, all have been based at HMNB Clyde since mid-2006, although two vessels are forward
deployed in the Gulf. Of the vessels no longer in active service, 1 was scrapped, 3 sold to Estonia,
and 1 became a training ship. The remaining ships of the class are expected to leave service from
2023-26.

The Sandown class was conceived as a specialist 'single role' minehunter designed for operating in
deep and exposed waters, with a range of 2,500 n miles. The ships are built almost entirely of non-
magnetic materials with a glass-reinforced plastic hull and designed to resist high shock levels. Its
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advanced propulsion system has very low magnetic and acoustic signatures and has combines
vectored thrust units with bow thrusters for high manoeuvrability.

In 2006, the class started converting from the PAP 104 Mk3 remotely controlled mine disposal
vehicles to the Seafox C expendable mine disposal vehicle, which is effective against short and
long tethered mines, proud (slightly projecting) seabed mines, and floating mines. The Seafox C is
designed for manoeuvrability and precision positioning and fitted with a shaped charge explosive
warhead to dispose of the targeted sea mine.

The Sandown class uses the Marconi Type 2093 Variable Depth Sonar (multifunction with five
arrays), deployed from a sea chest in the hull, for mine search and classification. This system
enables sophisticated mines to be found and destroyed in waters down to depths of about 200 m.
Starting in 2018, the ships are going through the Sonar 2093 Capability Sustainment Programme
(CSP). The CSP will incorporate wideband technology to enhance long-range detection and
classification of low-signature mines.

The Sandown class is armed with one DES/MSI DS 30B 30 mm gun. Three Dillon Aero M 134
7.62 mm Minigun CIWS were added in 2006 and two Browning 12.7 mm MGs in 2014-15.

Hunt-class minehunters - coastal

The RN has six Hunt-class coastal minehunters. These were commissioned between 1981 and 1989
and are based at Portsmouth, with two being forward deployed to the Gulf. Out of the original class
of 13, 2 vessels were sold to Greece, 2 went to Lithuania, 1 was converted to a training ship, and 2
were withdrawn from service in December 2017. The remainder are expected to leave service from
2019 to 2023.

The Hunt class was originally designed to combine the roles of minesweeping and minehunting,
while also being suited for patrol missions. It is made of glass-reinforced plastic resulting in a very
low magnetic signature, which is required for MCM operations.

Since 2009, all Hunt-class ships have been equipped with a Seafox C expendable mine disposal
vehicle, which is effective against short and long tethered mines, proud (slightly projecting) seabed
mines, and floating mines. This system replaced the older PAP 104 Mk3 remotely controlled mine
disposal vehicles.

From 2004 to 2005, Sonar 2193 replaced the Sonar 193M Mod 1 hull-mounted minehunting sonar
on the Hunt-class vessels. Sonar 2193 with wideband pulse compression technology provides
significantly improved long-range detection and classification of 'low target echo' strength mines in
waters down to 80 m and out to ranges of 1,000 m including in challenging coastal water
conditions.

The Hunt class is armed with one DES/MSI DS 30B 30 mm gun. Three Dillon Aero M 134 7.62
mm Minigun CIWS were added in 2007 and two Browning 12.7 mm MGs in 2014-15.

The Hunt vessels previously carried a Combined Influence Sweep (CIS), producing acoustic and
magnetic influences, and an Mk8 Oropesa mechanical wire sweep, which deploys cutters to sever
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mine moorings. However, these outdated systems, which put at risk the vessel and crew during
sweeping operations, were removed in 2005. Nevertheless, they are retained in storage and can be
reinstated in 30 days if required. The removal of the CIS ended a long history of RN sweep
capability, although a new offboard sweep capability deployed from a USV is being sought.

Mine Countermeasures and Hydrographic Capability

In 2014, efforts were renewed to re-establish a multi-influence minesweeping capability under the
Mine Countermeasures and Hydrographic Capability (MHC) project. In 2015, an award was made
for a prototype USV-based Atlas Remote Capability Integrated Mission Suite (ARCIMS) remote
MCM system with towed sweeps for acoustic, electric, and magnetic influences. This was delivered
in May 2018. The ARCIMS platform uses an 11 m USV configured with a power generation
module and towed magnetic, acoustic, and electrical influences, including up to three coil auxiliary
boats.

Amphibious warfare ships

Albion-class landing platform dock

The RN has two Albion-class landing platform dock (LPD) assault ships. These were
commissioned in 2003 and 2005 and are based in HMNB Devonport. The ships replaced the two
Fearless-class LPDs launched in the mid-1960s. The Albion class forms the core of the UK's
amphibious capability along with the Bay-class landing ship docks (LSDs). These assets and their
capabilities enable the RN to mount and sustain amphibious operations around the world. That said,
one LPD is continuously kept in extended readiness (reserve), greatly limiting rapid availability of
the capability.

The Albion-class ships have advanced C4ISR and ship-to-objective-manoeuvre capabilities. This
gives the ships the ability to command a brigade-size (or larger) amphibious task force, whereas its
predecessors could only command a battalion-sized force.

The Albion-class ships can embark about 256 troops and their equipment, with an overload
capacity during emergency periods.

The vessels have 500 linear metres for vehicles, compared with 370 on the Fearless class. This
space enables the Albion-class ships to carry up to 67 support vehicles. This includes protected
vehicle deck space for 6 Challenger 2 tanks or 30 Viking amphibious armoured vehicles.

The ships have the space for eight landing craft. This includes four of the RN's Mk10 landing craft
utility (LCUs), which are operated out of a floodable stern well dock. These can transport and land
main battle tanks (MBTs) as well as other vehicles. The Mk10 LCUs have roll-on/roll-off (ro-ro)
forward and rear ramps, meaning that all four craft can easily be loaded while in the dock. The
other landing craft on the Albion-class ships are four fast landing craft vehicles/personnel (LCVPs),
two of which are mounted on davits on each side of the ship. These can operate and support shore-
based troops at long ranges over the horizon, allowing the Albion LPDs to loiter further away from
dangerous littoral waters. The landing craft complement, and the overall LPD design, enables the
Albion-class ships to offload 70% quicker than Fearless class.
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The Albion-class vessels have a two-spot flight deck that can accommodate Chinooks but they
more typically carry two medium support helicopters such as the Merlin. There is no hangar.

For self-defence, the ships are armed with 2 CIWSs (Goalkeeper on Bulwark and Phalanx on
Albion), 2 20 mm guns, 4 M323 Mk 44 7.62 mm miniguns, and 4 7.62 mm MGs as well as 8 Sea
Gnat launchers, several decoy systems, and Type 2170 Torpedo defence.

Also of note, the Albion LPDs are fully air conditioned, and equally as capable of carrying out
operations in tropical and arctic conditions, with Lloyds certified ice capability. During a refit in
2017, HMS Albion also received a new propulsion cooling system to more effectively operate in
warm climates.

The Albion LPDs are due to leave service in 2033 and 2034, although early retirement has been
proposed as a cost-saving measure. This would leave the United Kingdom without the ability to
conduct major amphibious operations, although the Queen Elizabeth-class carrier could deliver
forces ashore using helicopters.

Bay-class landing ship dock

There are three Bay-class LSD vessels in service with the RN. These were commissioned in 2006
and 2007. A fourth vessel was also built but was withdrawn from service in 2011 and sold to
Australia. The Bay-class ships replaced four landing ships logistic (LSL) vessels (three 30-year-old
Sir Bedivere class and the RFA Sir Galahad), all which were decommissioned in 2006. The Bay
class has twice the lift capacity of the Sir Bedivere-class ships.

The Bay class is based on the Royal Schelde's Enforcer amphibious transport ship design, variants
of which are operated by the Royal Netherlands Navy (Rotterdam class) and Spanish Navy (Galicia
class). The LSDs are designed to provide tactical sealift as part of an Amphibious Task Group,
transporting troops, ammunition, stores, vehicles, and other equipment worldwide. The ships' role
is to deploy these forces into theatre as part of the second wave of an assault. In addition, the
vessels are capable of strategic sealift duties (long-haul transport of equipment and stores) and,
when enhanced with aviation assets and RN and RM specialist manpower, a Bay-class ship has also
been able to carry out the APT(N).

The Bay-class ships can simultaneously accommodate 356 embarked troops or up to 700 in
overload conditions in times of crisis or in war.

The vessels have approximately 1,150 linear metres of space for vehicles, three times more than
their LSL predecessors. This can fit 24 Challenger MBTs or 150 light trucks plus 200 tons
ammunition, or 24×24 teu containers.

The floodable amphibious dock on the stern is capable of operating one LCU Mk10. Davit-
launched LCVPs are not fitted, but two can be carried in the dock or on deck. Mexeflotes can be
hung on the ships' sides.

The ship helicopter deck has two landing spots for medium-size helicopters, such as the Merlin.
The flight deck is also capable of operating heavy helicopters such as Chinooks and can carry two
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additional helicopters as deck cargo. A helicopter hangar is not installed but could be fitted if
required.

The ships are armed with 2 30 mm guns, 2 Mk 44 7.62 Miniguns, 6 7.62 mm MGs, and Mounts
Bay also has 2 Raytheon 20 mm Vulcan Phalanx guns.

Support ships and auxiliaries

Replenishment ships

The RN has two Fort Grange-class fleet replenishment ships (dry stores), one larger Fort Victoria-
class ship (dry stores and fuel), and two Wave-class large fleet tankers. These ships are able to
provide replenishment at sea. The Wave class were commissioned in 2003, Fort Victoria in 1994,
and the Fort Grange class in 1978 and 1979.

Of note, RFA Fort Victoria has in the past been reroled to carry out maritime security operations
off the Horn of Africa. Wave-class tankers have been used in a similar capacity in the Caribbean.

The 2015 SDSR sets out the purchase of three new logistics ships as replacements for RFA Fort
Austin, RFA Fort Rosalie, and RFA Fort Victoria, although details on this future capability remain
unclear. The first ship is unlikely to be commissioned until at least 2026.

Tide-class (MARS) tanker

The United Kingdom is procuring four Tide-class fleet tankers (based on BMT Defence Services'
AEGIR design). The provision of these double-hulled military afloat reach and sustainability
(MARS) tankers is a priority given that the Leaf- and Rover-class tankers have left service and a
new capability is needed in order to supply the future carrier strike groups. The first tanker was
originally expected to be accepted into service in October 2016, but this was delayed and entry into
service did not take place until late 2017. A second ship was commission in August 2018 and all
four tankers are expected to be in service by the end of 2018 (and all have been confirmed as
delivered).

Considerably larger than Rover- and Leaf-class vessels, the Tide class is boosting the RN's
capabilities for the delivery of fuel (marine gas oil and aviation kerosene), water, spare parts, and
other supplies. Specifically, the Tide class is capable of carrying up to 19,000 m3 of liquid cargo
(Class III petroleum products) and 1,300 m3 of potable water in 17 separate storage tanks (this is
four times the fuel of the old ships). They are equipped with three abeam replenishment at sea
(RAS) stations for diesel oil, aviation fuel, and fresh water. The two on the starboard side are
designed to supply the Queen Elizabeth-class aircraft carriers and a single station on the port side
enables simultaneous abeam replenishment. Each of the two RAS rigs to starboard has two 7-inch
fuel hoses, which enables refuelling to be conducted at a much greater rate than possible with the
existing Wave class. The Tide class also has a solid RAS reception point and a stern refuelling reel.
There is storage on deck for eight 20 ft ISO containers.

The ships can also host helicopters for vertical replenishment missions. Specifically, the aviation
facility is designed to support the operation (day and night) and hanger maintenance of a Merlin
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helicopter. However, the flight deck, which is large enough to receive a Chinook helicopter with
ramp down. The deck is also designed for unmanned operations and incorporates equipment for
helicopter in-flight refuelling.

The Tide-class ships will also be equipped with self-defence weapons, though the exact
configuration has yet to be released. The ships also have space for a military detachment (up to
about 46 augmentees total) and facilities to launch and operate boats for various operations.

Forward repair ship

The forward support vessel RFA Diligence was retired from service in 2016, four years ahead of its
planned out of service date, leaving the RN without a deployable operational maintenance and
repair platform. Although the service has been mulling a replacement for many years, the
acquisition of a new capability has been repeatedly deferred by budget pressures.

Combat aircraft

F-35B Lightning (Joint Strike Fighter)

As confirmed in the 2015 SDSR, the United Kingdom plans to procure a total of 138 F-35
Lightning fighter aircraft to be jointly operated by the RAF and RN (this number will be procured
over the life of the programme and not necessarily fielded at one time). The initial 48 aircraft will
be short take-off and vertical landing capable F-35Bs, but a decision on which variant to procure
beyond these has not been taken. It was originally expected the majority or possibly all of the UK's
aircraft would be F-35Bs, but it is conceivable that the cheaper F-35A might be acquired for
operation from land bases.

The original in-service date for the F-35B was 2012, but due to programme delays IOC Land was
not achieved until January 2019 for the RAF while the RN expects IOC Maritime in 2020. The
United Kingdom has received 15 aircraft as of mid-2018 with deliveries continuing. IOC Land
means the RAF has nine aircraft ready to deploy on combat operations anywhere around the world.
A fully operational squadron is expected in 2021, an operational carrier-based capability in 2023,
and delivery of the last of the first 48 aircraft in 2025.

The F-35B is replacing the RN and RAF Harrier GR.7/9 aircraft, which were removed from service
in December 2010, and the RAF's Tornado strike fighters. The first operational RAF F-35B unit is
No. 617 Squadron while the RN's F-35 unit will be designated 809 NAS (to be stood up in 2023).
Despite their separate RAF and RN identities, 617 Squadron and 809 NAS will operate as
combined units from RAF Marham, with a mix of service personnel and pilots. The 207 Squadron
is being reconstituted in 2019 as the Operational Conversion Unit. Another two frontline units are
set to be formed in the long term. The pilot pool is expected to be sustained on the basis of 58%
RAF and 42% RN personnel.

The core strength of the F-35 is its high stealth in combination with an advanced sensor package for
missions in contested airspace. The aircraft was designed to be multi-purpose across service
branches.
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The F-35s have an advanced integrated helmet-mounted display system, which receives data from
the electro-optical (EO) sensor system to provide the pilot with 360° situational awareness and all-
aspect multifunction imaging, overlaid with target and threat data information.

In order to maintain stealth, the F-35s have internal weapon bays, incorporating pneumatic weapon
suspension and release equipment. For non-stealth missions the F-35s also have six hardpoints,
which can accommodate fuel tanks or additional ordnance. The internal bay can carry a pair of
weapons in the 454 kg (1,001 lb)-class plus two AIM-120 AMRAAMs. IOC Land means the F-35s
are cleared to carry the AIM-120 AMRAAM, the MBDA AIM-132 ASRAAM, and the Raytheon
Paveway IV laser-guided bomb. IOC Maritime will add the Paveway IV fitted with the tactical
penetrator warhead.

Looking further ahead, the MBDA Meteor beyond visual-range air-to-air missile (BVRAAM) and
the Selected Precision Effects at Range Capability 3 (SPEAR 3) air-to-surface munition will be
integrated through to 2025. SPEAR 3 is a turbojet-powered, stand-off ground-attack weapon
incorporating multi-mode seeker coupled with GPS/INS navigation and datalink for mid-course
updating and is expected to possess range of about 100 km. These specifications will enable the
SPEAR 3 to be released from an aircraft regardless of its position relative to the target. The weapon
is to be capable of engaging numerous different target types, including naval vessels, though in this
role the SPEAR's expected subsonic speed and relatively small warhead would likely require a
saturating attack using multiple missiles.

Meanwhile, the United Kingdom has abandoned plans to integrate the Storm Shadow air-launched
cruise missile on the F-35B. This means that the UK Carrier Strike capability will be left without a
deep-strike weapon. In the long term, the United Kingdom plans the integration of a new long-
range deep-strike weapon projected under the still embryonic SPEAR Cap 5 programme.

The greatest possible capability gap of the UK F-35B fleet is the size, as it will probably be
insufficient to equip both planned aircraft carriers for the maximum combat strike role. In addition,
the aircraft's performance has received some criticism. In pure quantitative terms, with a maximum
speed of Mach 1.6 and a 450 n mile radius of operations, it is slower and has less range than many
legacy assets. It also has a smaller payload (especially while maintaining stealth) and less
manoeuvrability than older specialised aircraft. The F-35 was beaten in close air combat
manoeuvring training against the F-16. However, the F-35's stealth, sensors, and armament should
mean that hostile aircraft should never get close enough for such a dog fight. Indeed, the nature of
air warfare has changed enough that such quantitative measures may not accurately reflect
capability. Much will depend on how any potential adversary aircraft and anti-aircraft programmes
advance.

Logistics aircraft

Merlin (HC Mk 3/3A/4/4A)

The RN has an inventory of 25 Merlin helicopters. The majority of these are in HC Mk 3 and 3a
configuration although upgrade to Mk 4 standard has started and the first of these has been
delivered. The Merlins were transferred from the RAF in 2014 to replace the Westland Commando
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(Sea King) HC Mk4 platforms, which were retired in early 2016.

The CHF plans to operate 2 Commando Merlin squadrons (845 and 846 NAS) operating 12 and 9
helicopters respectively (4 platforms will be retained in the maintenance fleet). 846 NAS will hold
the Operational Conversion Flight and Standing Home Commitment (Maritime), while 845 NAS
will focus on deployable units of action as required. The helicopters, based at RNAS Yeovilton,
will be used for transport and utility tasks, in addition to SF support.

The Merlin can carry up to 24 combat-equipped troops, or 16 stretchers and a medical team, or 4
tonnes of cargo (2.5 tonnes as an underslung load). It can be equipped with extended range fuel
tanks and is capable of AAR (a capability the RAF never used but one the RN is keen to drawn
upon).

The HC.3/3As are being upgraded to HC.4/4A standard through the Merlin Life Sustainment
Programme (MLSP), which will keep the fleet operationally effective out to 2030. In addition to
preventing obsolescence, the MLSP will involve optimisation for operation from ships (with a
particular focus on aircraft carriers) and will also entail upgrades to the avionics, airframe, and
cockpit. The upgrades also improved the speed and power of the aircraft.

The MLSP is being conducted in two main phases. An interim capability (designated Merlin iHC.3)
was delivered between September 2015 and April 2016 in order to bridge the operational capability
gap between the retirement of the Commando in March 2016 and the arrival of the first Merlin
HC.4. The first of seven Merlin iHC.3s was handed over in to the RN October 2015 and the last in
spring 2016. This iHC.3 configuration included equipping the helicopters with a folding main rotor
head (no tail fold), a fast-rope point, modified undercarriage for deck operations, and new deck
mooring points. Delivery of the first HC.4 variant came in May 2018. IOC is slated for 2020 and
FOC is expected in 2023.

C4ISR aircraft

Airborne surveillance and control

The RN in September 2018 retired its Sea King AEW Mk 7 helicopters, which had been fulfilling
the C4ISR airborne early warning requirement (Airborne Surveillance and Control [ASAC]). The
Merlin HM Mk 2 is set to take over the ASAC role through the fitting of the Crowsnest system.
The RN is procuring 10 ro-ro Crowsnest kits, with all 30 Merlin HM.2 helicopters receiving 'fit-to-
receive' modifications to enable the rapid installation of the ASAC mission package. The
Crowsnest capability is scheduled to achieve an in-service date in the third quarter of 2019. IOC is
planned by mid-2020 in order to support carrier strike IOC. FOC is to follow in early 2022.

ScanEagle unmanned air system

In 2012 the RN issued an urgent operational request for a maritime unmanned air system (UAS) to
provide persistent intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) and overwatch. In June
2013, Boeing Defence UK was contracted to deliver a contractor-owned/contractor-operated
capability using the ScanEagle UAS. This contract ran to March 2015 and was subsequently
extended into 2017. The ScanEagle flights operated from Type 23 frigates. The ScanEagle left RN
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service in November 2017, leaving the RN without a UAS and opening up a gap in persistent ISR
capability.

As well as using the UAS in primary ISR and overwatch roles, the RN also conducted tactical
development to explore the utility of ScanEagle for other tasks such as covert surveillance, ASW,
naval gunfire support spotting, and support to Harpoon missile surface engagements.

Maritime aircraft

Merlin (HM Mk 2)

The RN originally procured 44 Merlin HM Mk 1 helicopters, with these entering service from 1998
to 2002. The RN has converted 30 of these to Merlin HM Mk 2 standard (with the rest of the
aircraft removed from service, although eight Mk 1s remain in the sustainment fleet). Upgrades,
which fall under the Merlin Capability Sustainment Programme (MCSP), started in 2010 and the
Mk 2 attained IOC in 2014. As of September 2015, 24 aircraft had completed the upgrade, enabling
the RN to declare FOC (which required 21 helicopters to be upgraded). The final upgraded
helicopter was delivered in July 2016. The MCSP allows the aircraft to avoid obsolescence until its
planned 2030 out-of-service date.

The Merlins are primarily ASW helicopters, tasked secondarily in anti-ship roles, and can carry
Stingray torpedoes and/or Mk11 depth charges. In addition, the helicopters can serve in a variety of
other roles including SAR, casualty evacuation, vertical replenishment (including medium-lift
underslung loads), and troop transport.

The capabilities in the Blue Kestrel radar and sonar system give the Merlin Mk 2 the ability to find
and track 40 times the number of surface and subsurface targets compared with its predecessor. It
also enables improved detection in shallow littoral waters and against slow targets. In addition, the
Merlin Mk 2 is fitted with anti-submarine technology originally planned for Nimrod MRA4.
Indeed, the Merlin Mk 2 is the UK's sole airframe equipped to detect submarines (using sonobuoys
and dipping sonar) until the P-8A enters service with the RAF. 

Other upgrades include the addition of a dedicated heavy machine gun (HMG) in a pintle-type door
mount and enhanced fast-roping facilities for RM boarding teams. Furthermore, the incorporation
of helicopter electro-actuation technology enables ship operations in more adverse weather than
was previously possible, and the improved handling gives the helicopter increased agility and
improved terrain-following for combat missions.

Of note, concerns have been raised that the decision to upgrade only 30 Merlin Mk 1 helicopters
will allow ASW support to be provided to only one naval task force unless training assets are used.

Wildcat HMA Mk 2 (AW159 Lynx Wildcat)

The RN has 28 Wildcat HMA Mk 2 helicopters, the last of which was delivered in October 2016.
The Wildcat replaced the legacy Lynx Mk 8, which was retired at the end of March 2017. There is
a high degree of commonality between the RN Wildcat HMA.2 and British Army Wildcat AH. Mk
1 variants, and they will be operated as a common pool of aircraft out of RNAS Yeovilton.
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As a Lynx replacement, the Wildcat meets the RN's Surface Combatant Maritime Rotorcraft
requirement and is embarked on a range of RN vessels. The Wildcat is able to undertake airborne
over-the-horizon offensive and defensive surface and subsurface warfare, surface surveillance, and
SAR. These tasks can be done to support amphibious operations, provide force protection, support
boarding parties, and contribute to maritime counter-terrorism (MCT) operations.

The Wildcat engine has 36% more power than the engines on current RN Lynx helicopters and
improved single-engine and hot-and-high performance yet has similar fuel consumption. They are
also able to carry a payload 50% greater than current Lynx helicopters. In addition, the Wildcat is
be capable of deployment from smaller vessels than old RN Lynxes.

The Wildcats' primary air-to-surface weapon will be the joint Anglo-French Future Air-To-Surface
Guided Weapon (FASGW). The FASGW has two variants: the Thales Lightweight Multirole
Missile (LMM), FASGW Light (L) (also called Martlet); and MBDA ANL, FASGW Heavy (H)
(also called Sea Venom). FASGW(L) is designed to counter small boat and fast inshore attack craft
threats. The Wildcat can carry four five-round launchers for this variant. FASGW(H) is for use
against larger targets up to corvette size. A total of four of these can be carried. Alternatively, it
will be able to carry a mixed load of two five-round LMM launchers (inboard) and two Sea Venom
missiles (outboard) for mission flexibility. The missiles can also be used against 'soft' coastal land
targets.

Due to two-year delay in receiving a commitment for development funding from the French, which
was resolved only in early 2014, the FASGW is not expected to deliver an operational weapon until
late 2020 instead of January 2018 as originally planned. With the Sea Skua retired in 2017, this
means that the Wildcat will lack an attack missile capability for up to five years, resulting in a
significant gap in its littoral ASuW capability and thus in several RN mission scenarios.

Meanwhile, the Wildcat has entered service cleared to carry the Stingray Mod 1 lightweight
torpedo and a door-mounted HMG.

Lastly, the large sliding doors and large cabin enable the Wildcat to also serve in freight or troop
transport roles. The cabin can fit up to seven armed troops or paratroops, or, in the medical
evacuation role, six stretchers, and a medical attendant.

Surface warfare capability gap

The Wildcat helicopter has entered RN service without an anti-surface guided weapons, leaving a
'hard kill' capability gap between the retirement of Lynx/Sea Skua and the arrival of Sea
Venom/ANL and Martlet to meet the respective FASGW(H) and FASGW(L) requirements,
expected about October 2020. The ship-launched Harpoon partially fills this capability gap, as it is
supposed to stay in service until 2023.

Future maritime patrol aircraft

The RN has a vested interest in the planned procurement of nine P-8 Poseidon MPA, although it
will be operated by the RAF.
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Equipment in service

Submarines

Class Manufacturer Role Original
total

In
service

Commissioned

Vanguard Vickers Shipbuilding &
Engineering

Strategic
missile

4 4 1993

Trafalgar Vickers Shipbuilding &
Engineering

Attack 7 31 1983

Astute BAE Systems
Submarine Solutions

Attack 3 32 2010

1. The remaining vessels in the class will pay off by 2022.
2. Additional boats will follow in 2018 (Audacious), 2020 (Anson), 2022 (Agamemnon), and

2024 (Ajax).

Surface fleet

Class Manufacture
r

Role Origina
l total

In
servic
e

Commissione
d

Queen
Elizabet
h

BAE Systems
Surface
Ships/Babcoc
k International

Aircraft carrier 2 11 2017

Daring
(Type
45)

BAE Systems
Surface Ships

Destroyer 6 6 2009

Duke
(Type
23)

Various Frigate 16 13 1991

Sandown Vosper
Thornycroft

Minehunter 12 7 1993

Hunt Vosper
Thornycroft

Minehunter 13 6 1980

Albion BAE Systems Amphibious assault ship 2 22 2003
Protecto
r

Havyard
Leirvik AS

Patrol ship - Antarctic 1 1 2011

Scimitar n/a Patrol vessel 2 23 2003
Modified
River

VT
Shipbuilding

Offshore patrol vessel 1 14 2006

River Vosper
Thornycroft

Offshore patrol vessel 4 25 2003

Archer Various Fast patrol boats - training 23 146 1985
Archer Watercraft Fast patrol boats - force 2 27 1998
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(P2000) and Vosper
Thornycroft

protection

Scott Appledore
Shipbuilders

Survey ship (ocean) 1 1 1997

Gleaner Emsworth
Shipyard

Survey motor launch
(coastal)

1 1 1983

Echo Appledore Survey ship -
hydrographic/oceanographi
c (coastal)

2 2 2003

1. Not yet capable of operations.
2. One ship is in extended readiness, although it remains technically in service.
3. Gibraltar Patrol Boat Squadron.
4. Falkland Islands Protection Vessel.
5. Fishery Protection Squadron.
6. University Royal Naval Unit.
7. Faslane Patrol Boat Squadron.

Amphibious forces

Class Manufacturer Role Original
total

In
service

Commissioned

Griffon
2400
TD(M)

Griffon Hovercraft 4 4 2011

BvS 10
(Viking)

BAE Systems Armoured
personnel
carrier

166 991 2003

Rigid
Raiding
Craft
(RRC)

n/a Amphibious
and riverine
craft

36 362 1996

Offshore
Raiding
Craft

Holyhead Marine Offshore
raiding craft

393 39 2005

Fast
Intercept
Craft

VT Halmatic Fast
intercept
craft

4 4 2006

LCVP
Mk 5B

Vosper
Thornycroft/FBM
Babcock Marine

Landing
craft -
vehicle,
personnel

23 16 1996

LCU
MK 10

Ailsa Troon
Yard/BAE
Systems Marine

Landing
craft - utility

10 10 1999

1. The majority of BvS 10 (Viking) armoured personnel carriers in use with the UK military are
owned by the RM, although they were operated by the RM and British Army in Afghanistan.
The army directly owns additional vehicles. The number listed here is for the Viking front
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car. The holdings of the rear segment include 91 troop carrier vehicles (6 with ambulance
modification), 34 command vehicles (2 with ambulance modification), and 14 repair and
recovery vehicles.

2. Used by the army.
3. Includes six in-service aft-console variants. The remainder are new mid-console variants that

first entered service in 2009.

Auxiliaries

Class Manufacturer Role Original
total

In
service

Commissioned

Tide Daewoo
Shipbuilding and
Marine Engineering
Co. Ltd

Fleet
replenishment

4 2 2017

Fort
Victoria

Various Fleet
replenishment

2 1 1993

Fort
Rosalie
(ex-
Grange)1

Scott-Lithgow Fleet
replenishment

2 2 1978

Argus CNR Breda Casualty receiving
facility/aviation
training

1 1 1988

Bay Swan Hunter
(Tyneside)
Ltd/BAE Systems
Govan

Landing ships
dock

4 3 2006

Wave BAE Systems Large fleet tanker 2 2 2003
Point Various Roll-on/roll-off

vessel
6 42 2002

1. Entire class renamed.
2. Procured under a private finance initiative until 2024.

Unmanned underwater vehicles

Type Manufacturer Role Original
total

In
service

First
delivery

REMUS
100

Hydroid Mine countermeasures -
very shallow water

12 12 2006

REMUS
600

Hydroid Mine countermeasures -
reconnaissance

4 4 2010

Naval aviation

Syste
m

Famil
y

Typ
e

Manne
d-

Role
general

Role
spec

Total
delive

In
servi

Year
of

Notes
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name name unman
ned

ific red ce initi
al
deliv
ery

King
Air
350E
R

King
Air
350

Fixe
d-
win
g

Manne
d

4 4 2011 These
aircraft
operate
under
availabil
ity
contracts
.

ScanE
agle

ScanE
agle

Fixe
d-
win
g

Unman
ned

C4ISTAR unkno
wn

unkn
own

2014 There
are three
'flights'
but this
involves
an
unknow
n
number
of
UAVs.
The
UAVs
are
contract
or-
owned
and
currently
being
evaluate
d by RN,
although
it is
deployed
on real
world
missions
.

Hawk
T. Mk
1A

Hawk Fixe
d-
win
g

Manne
d

Training Trai
ner

15 14 1994

G
115E

G 115 Fixe
d-
win
g

Manne
d

Training Trai
ner

5 5 2004
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Merlin
HM.
Mk 2

AW10
1

Rota
ry-
win
g

Manne
d

30 30 2014 There
are
another
eight
Merlin
HM Mk
1 aircraft
in the
sustainm
ent fleet
but the
future of
these is
unclear.
It is
likely
they are
to be
mothball
ed and
used for
spares.

Wildc
at
HMA.
Mk 2

AW15
9
Lynx
Wildc
at

Rota
ry-
win
g

Manne
d

Combat/off
ensive

Atta
ck

28 28 2014

Merlin
HC.
Mk
3A

AW10
1

Rota
ry-
win
g

Manne
d

Logistics/su
pport

Utili
ty

6 6 2007 Being
converte
d to
HC.4A
standard
s
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Executive overview

Summary

The UK is Europe's largest defence market (despite austerity-driven spending cuts in recent years),
and arguably one of the most open to foreign entrants. The country's defence industrial base,
meanwhile, boasts world-class capabilities across most domains and is a major force in global
export markets.

The UK passed through a prolonged period of fiscal austerity from 2008 that was triggered by the
global financial crisis. The economy had stabilised and returned to modest growth from 2014.

The UK is a member of NATO and the European Union (EU), although a decision to leave the EU
was taken in June 2016. The UK's Conservative government - which secured a majority in the
general election of May 2015 - held an 'in-out' referendum on EU membership on 23 June 2016
which led to a narrow majority (52% to 48%) in favour of leaving the bloc.

The UK called an early general election for June 2017 in an effort by the Conservative government
to secure a larger parliamentary majority ahead of exit negotiations with the EU. The result,
however, was a hung parliament.
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Negotiations to exit the EU commenced in late June 2017; three months after official notification of
the UK's intention to leave the EU had been provided under Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty. The
UK will formally leave the EU in March 2019.

Defence investment

The UK has the largest defence budget in the EU at GBP42.7 billion (USD58.4 billion) as of 2018;
a figure equivalent to 2.1% of GDP.

Military investment suffered as a result of austerity measures introduced as a result of the global
economic crisis from 2009. Spending subsequently stabilised and real growth has been apparent
during the latter half of this decade.

The UK outlined in the Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR) of 2015 investment of
GBP178 billion on equipment procurement and support for the decade to 2025, underpinned by a
commitment to maintain defence spending at 2% of GDP.

Defence procurement

UK defence procurement policies and procedures have been subject to a prolonged period of
reform and refinement in order to simplify processes; improve accountability; and to increase
efficiency.

UK defence procurement practices are shaped by the Acquisition System Operating Model (ASOP)
that has been in place since April 2015.

Defence market

A major strategic review (the Strategic Defence and Security Review or SDSR) was undertaken in
2010, the consequences of which led to major changes in the armed forces. It also laid the
foundation for the publication of a an inaugural 10-year rolling equipment plan in 2012, which
outlines the UK's priority goals for military acquisition.

The most recent iteration brought the plan to 2027 and was published in January 2018. The
Equipment Plan consists of both procurement and support costs which, for the period 2017 - 2027
covers a budget of GBP180 billion.

The most recent SDSR was published in November 2015. It pledged additional equipment funding;
a new force structure; and underpinned existing uniformed personnel numbers (see later in this
report).

A revision of the SDSR - the Modernising Defence Programme (MDP) - was taking place in 2018
in parallel with a review of the 2015 National Security Strategy. The National Security Capability
Review was published in March 2018 while the MDP report was published in December 2018.

The market is open to foreign suppliers, with just a few areas of capability earmarked as 'Sovereign
Capability' and reserved for UK companies.
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Defence procurement is transparent and subject to civilian oversight from the government,
Parliament and independent bodies such as the National Audit Office. However, almost half of the
ministry of Defence's contracts are awarded on a non-competitive (sole-source) basis and in 2014
the government introduced a new body (the sole-source regulations office SSRO) to ensure it was
getting value for money (see section: Major Procurement Programmes).

The UK's Defence Equipment and Support (DE&S - the national military procurement body) has
also been undergoing a period of major change having been converted into a commercially
supported 'bespoke central government trading entity' in 2014 in an attempt to improve the efficacy
of the equipment procurement process.

Defence industry

The UK defence industries directly employ around 142,000 people and support a further 110,000
jobs. The sector has a combined turnover of around GBP23 billion with exports accounting for
around a quarter of this figure (source: Industry for Defence and a Prosperous Britain, December
2017).

The UK has a wide and deep range of defence industrial capabilities, which encompasses both
indigenous world-leaders such as BAE Systems and Rolls-Royce and the extensive capabilities of
foreign-owned organisations such as Thales and Leonardo (formerly Finmeccanica), which have a
significant presence in the UK.

The UK is a world leader in aerospace technology, and military shipbuilding expertise is extensive
with indigenous production capacity for major surface combatants up to aircraft carriers as well as
for nuclear submarines.

Land systems capabilities are notable too, although the UK does not have a significant, UK-owned
and based armour capability.

UK: Market Potential Index (MPI)
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Note: 1 = high risk/low appeal. 5 = very low risk/very high appeal.
Source: Jane's Market Potential Index. Full methodology available on request.

National defence companies

Please note that market leaders are covered in more detail in later sections of this report.

Accuracy International

Summary: Accuracy International is a UK-based company specialising in the development and
manufacturer of sniper rifles, primarily for UK Armed Forces.

Ownership: Privately owned - acquired by management team in 2005

Web: www.accuracyinternational.com

ADWS Global

Summary: ADWS Global is a UK Company which produces remote weapon systems for
integration on combat and security armoured vehicles.
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Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.adwsglobal.com

AEI Systems

Summary: AEI Systems Ltd (AEIS) is a UK company specialising in small to medium calibre
weapon systems and supply of military aircraft structures and components. AEIS is a manufacturer
and supplier of military aircraft spares, weapon systems, ring/pintle/pedestal mountings, cupolas,
hatches and doors.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: aei-systems.com

Aero Stanrew (TT Electronics)

Summary: Aero Stanrew is a UK-based company specialising in the design and manufacture of
electromagnetic components and electronic systems for the aerospace, subsea, defence, space
markets. Specifically the company produces power transformers, current transformers, filters,
solenoids, electronic and electromechanical units, and test equipment and test simulators.

Ownership: Privately owned. Acquired by TT Electronics in 2015.

Web: www.ttelectronics.com/aero-stanrew

Aeromet International

Summary: Aeromet International is a UK-based producer of aluminium and magnesium castings
for the aerospace and defence industries at three facilities. Aeromet's Worcester facility is the only
Boeing approved investment foundry in Europe. Annual turnover is around GBP20 million.

Ownership: Private Capital.

Web: www.aeromet.co.uk

Aeronautical & General Instruments

Summary: UK-based company manufacturing instruments and systems for defence and civil
markets.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: www.agiltd.co.uk

Aeropair

Capabilities: Aeropair manufacture a range of composite, plastic and metallic electrical and
mechanical products for civil and military programmes.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: www.aeropair.co.uk

AgustaWestland (Leonardo Helicopters)

Summary: AgustaWestland (now Leonardo Helicopters) is a subsidiary of Italian company
Finmeccanica (Leonardo from 2016) specialising in the development and manufacture of civil and
military helicopters. The AW159 is produced at the companies Yeovil facility. It should be noted
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that parent company Finmeccanica was reorganising its business interests in 2016 to present itself
as a single company (rather than a holding company above ventures such as Selex and
AgustaWestland).

Ownership: Subsidiary of Finmeccanica (Leonardo).

Web: www.uk.leonardocompany.com/uk-activities/helicopters

Aish Technologies

Summary: Aish Technologies specialises in rugged electronics packaging, display systems, low
signature cathodic protection and subcontract manufacturing. Customers include BAE Systems,
Thales, Lockheed Martin, and Babcock.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.aishtechnologies.com

Antares TDC

Summary: Antares TDC designs, manufactures, supplies and supports auxiliary electrical power,
control and data systems on-board vehicles and in off-grid installations.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.antares.co.uk

APPH

Summary: APPH is a specialises in the design, qualification and manufacture of landing gear and
associated hydraulic systems.

Ownership: Subsidiary of Heroux-Devtek

Web: apph.com

Armstrong Precision Components (Bollhoff Armstrong)

Summary: Armstrong Precision Components is a UK-based manufacturer of wire-thread inserts
and associated fastenings for the military, aerospace and automotive market employing around 40
people.

Ownership: Acquired by Bollhoff of the US in 2010.

Web: www.bollhoff-armstrong.co.uk/en/uk-bal.php

Atlas Elektronik UK

Summary: Atlas Elektronik UK is a subsidiary of Atlas Elektronik and is a provider of science and
technology solutions to the UK Ministry of Defence and the Royal Navy spanning concept, design
and development, manufacture and support activities principally in the maritime domain.

Ownership: Subsidiary of Atlas Elektronik (owned by Thysenkrupp).

Web: www.uk.atlas-elektronik.com/company-info-uk

IrvingGQ (formerly Airborne Systems Ltd)

Summary: Airborne Systems design and manufacture parachutes and related products for the
defence and search and rescue sectors. Products include ram air parachute, assault troop parachute
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systems, precision aerial delivery systems, and helicopter support equipment for troop insertion and
search and rescue.

Ownership: Subsidiary of TransDigm from 2013.

Web: www.airbornesystems.co.uk

Airbus UK

Summary: Airbus UK is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Airbus Group, one of the largest global
aerospace and defence companies. Airbus employs 17,000 personnel in the UK and has a UK
turnover of close to GBP2.5 billion. Airbus designs and builds its aircraft wings in the UK and is a
key supplier to the Ministry of Defence. Airbus Defence and Space is the UK's largest space
company, while Airbus Helicopters controls around 20% of the UKs military helicopter market.

Ownership: Subsidiary of Airbus Group.

Web: www.aircraft.airbus.com/company/worldwide-presence/airbus-in-uk

Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE)

Summary: AWE began operations on 1 April 2000 as a joint venture between BNFL, US defence
aerospace and electronics group Lockheed Martin and UK defence outsourcing company Serco. Its
purpose was to operate and manage the Aldermaston and Burghfield atomic weapons sites in
Berkshire, in partnership with the UK Ministry of Defence (MoD), under a 25-year contract.
AWEML provides the warheads for Trident, the UK's nuclear deterrent.

Ownership: Government owned contractor (Jacob Engineering Group, Lockheed Martin
Corporation, Serco Group) operated (GOCO).

Web: www.awe.co.uk

Aveillant

Summary: A developer of radar technologies; specifically software-defined holographic radar
technologies. Products include the Gamekeeper 16U counter-UAS system.

Ownership: Acquired by Thales in November 2017.

Web: www.aveillant.com

Avon Rubber

Summary: An engineering group that specialises in the production and development of chemical,
biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN) filtration and respiratory protection systems. In 2015 it
acquired the Argus thermal imaging camera business of E2V Technologies Plc to add an infrared
imaging capability to its portfolio of respirator products.

Ownership: Market listed (London Stock Exchange).

Web: www.avon-rubber.com

Axis Electronics

Summary: Axis Electronics designs and manufactures defence and aerospace electronic products.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.axis-electronics.com
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Babcock International Group

Summary: Babcock International Group is a multinational engineered systems and services group,
headquartered in the UK. It has a strong interest in the UK defence market, chiefly in naval
systems.

Ownership: London Stock Exchange listed.

Web: www.babcockinternational.com/UK

BAE Systems

Summary: BAE Systems is a major global defence prime contractor in the spheres of air, land and
naval platforms and related systems. Dominates the UK naval and tactical air sectors and is a major
provider of support and services.

Ownership: London Stock Exchange listed.

Web: www.baesystems.com/en/home

Barden Corporation

Summary: The Barden Corporation specialises in the design and manufacture of precision ball
bearings for the aerospace and defence sectors.

Ownership: Subsidiary of Schaeffler Group

Web: www.bardenbearings.co.uk

Barnbrook Systems

Summary: Barnbrook Systems is a UK-based company specialising in the design and manufacture
of switching devices, actuators, circuit breakers, solenoids, and pressure transducers for the
aerospace sector.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.barnbrooksystems.co.uk

BI Engineering

Summary: Electronics. BI Engineering specialises in the design, development, manufacture,
refurbishment and supply of systems, components and spares in support of armoured and soft
skinned military vehicle fleets and for defence applications including sheet metal fabrication in
ferrous, non-ferrous and armoured materials.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: biengineering.co.uk

Blighter Surveillance Systems

Summary: Blighter Surveillance Systems is a UK-based company specialising electronic-scanning
radar and sensor systems. A major product of the company is the Anti-UAV Defence System
(AUDS). Developed with Chess Dynamics and Enterprise Control Systems, AUDS uses an
electronic scanning radar to detect unmanned air systems up to 10 km away, track them using
infrared and daylight cameras and disrupt flight by blocking radio signals controlling the aircraft
and permitting the operator to either take control of the system or issue a 'return home' signal.
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Ownership: Part of the privately-owned Plextek Group; a holding company that is also behind
wireless technologies venture Telensa and broadband venture Pale Blue.

Web: www.blighter.com

BMT Defence Services

Summary: BMT Defence Services specialises in naval platform design and through-life support
for surface warships, submarines and auxiliaries design, and provides acquisition support in the
land domain. It employs around 300 naval architects, marine engineers, engineering consultants
and support staff.

Ownership: Subsidiary of BMT Group.

Web: www.bmtdsl.co.uk

Boeing Defence UK

Summary: Boeing Defence UK is a subsidiary of US-based Boeing Company. Boeing Defence
UK provides support to the UK's large fleet of Chinook heavy lift helicopters, which has been
expanded significantly over recent years in support of operations in Afghanistan and co-operates
with AgustaWestland (Leonardo Helicopters) to provide support to the Apache fleet. The company
also provides support to the RAF's Boeing C-17 transport aircraft fleet and supports C4ISR,
training and logistics capabilities through a number of programmes. The business unit of Boeing
Defense, Space & Security, Boeing Defence UK (BDUK) has more than 1,200 employees at 23
locations in the United Kingdom supporting Ministry of Defence and US military programmes.

Ownership: Subsidiary of the Boeing Company.

Web: www.boeing.co.uk/products-services/boeing-defence-uk/about-us/about-boeing-defence-in-
the-uk.page

Briggs Defence

Summary: Briggs is a provider of material handling equipment to the UK MoD and a provider of
engineering services. It participated in the UK defence sector through its Defence Logistics Support
unit until this was renamed Briggs Defence in June 2016.

Ownership: Part of Briggs Equipment UK

Web: www.briggsequipment.co.uk/about-us/briggs-defence

Britannia 2000 (in liquidation)

Summary: C4ISR. Britannia 2000 is a UK company specialising in the development and
manufacture of specialist ISTAR and communications systems. The company was established in
1997 and employed 20 people.

Ownership: Privately owned. Britannia 2000 went into administration in July 2017. Order delays
were blamed. Administrators were unable to sell the company as a going concern. Liquidation
proceedings commenced in July 2018.

Web: www.britannia2000.co.uk

Britten Norman
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Summary: Britten-Norman is an aerospace manufacturer that produces the BN2 series of Islander,
Trislander and Defender aircraft producing over 1,250 aircraft and providing support for the
aircraft. The company also specialises in the integration, installation, test and trials of mission
equipment. The company's Islander AL1 and Defender AL2/T3 aircraft are employed by the UK
Army Air Corps.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.britten-norman.com

Cambridge Pixel

Summary: Cambridge Pixel is a UK-based company which provides sensor acquisition,
processing, tracking and display solutions for applications in military naval command-and-control.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.cambridgepixel.com

Cammell Laird

Summary: A provider of ship repair, conversion and repair services. Although primarily exposed
to commercial markets, Cammell Laird has moved into military domains through the provision of
refit and repair activities relating to UK Royal Fleet Auxiliary vessels in particular.

Ownership: Privately owned. UK ports group Peel Ports has a majority stake.

Web: www.clbh.co.uk

Claresys

Summary: Claresys develops and supplies lenses for incorporation into surveillance and vision
systems.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.claresys.com

Cohort

Summary: Cohort is UK-based company operating in defence and related markets in areas such as
advanced electronic and surveillance technology and technical advice and services. In 2018
revenue stood at GBP111.8 million, gross profit at GBP39.4 million, and operating profit at
GBP9.9 million.

Ownership: Publicly listed company.

Web: www.cohortplc.com/home

Concurrent Technologies

Summary: Concurrent Technologies is UK-based company operating in defence and related
markets providing single board computers.

Ownership: Publicly listed company.

Web: www.gocct.com

Cook Defence Systems
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Summary: Cook Defence Systems is UK-based company specialising in the development and
manufacture of track and running gear for armoured vehicles.

Ownership: Subsidiary of William Cook.

Web: www.cookdefencesystems.co.uk

Cooneen Defence

Summary: Cooneen Defence is UK-based company specialising in the development and
manufacture of military clothing.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: cooneengroup.com/cooneen-defence

Castle Precision Engineering

Summary: Castle Precision is a UK-based supplier of machining for the aerospace and defence
sectors employing around 160 personnel.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.castleprecision.com

Chemring Group

Summary: Chemring Group is a UK-based specialist manufacturer of decoy countermeasures and
energetic materials for the global defence, security, and safety markets.

Ownership: Publicly listed company.

Web: www.chemring.co.uk

Cobham

Summary: Cobham designs and manufactures equipment, specialised systems and components
supplied to the aerospace, defence, homeland security, search and rescue and communications
markets, and operates, modifies and maintains aircraft for military training, special mission flight
operations and outsourced freight and passenger services.

Ownership: Publicly listed company.

Web: www.cobham.com

Chess Dynamics

Summary: Chess Dynamics is an electro-optical systems specialist. Its product portfolio includes
the Sea Eagle family of electro-optical surveillance and fire control systems for naval applications
and the Hawkeye vehicle-mounted EU surveillance and fire control systems and fixed position
surveillance systems. With Blighter Surveillance Systems and Enterprise Control Systems it also
developed the Anti-UAV Defence System (AUDS) counter-unmanned aircraft system. AUDS uses
an electronic scanning radar to detect unmanned air systems up to 10 km away, track them using
infrared and daylight cameras and disrupt flight by blocking radio signals controlling the aircraft
and permitting the operator to either take control of the system or issue a 'return home' signal.

Ownership: Privately owned.
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Web: www.chess-dynamics.com

Chronos Technology

Summary: Chronos Technology is a provider of GPS jamming and interference detection and
location products and solutions in military and civilian applications.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.chronos.co.uk/index.php/en

David Brown Santasalo

Summary: David Brown is a UK company specialising in the production of gear systems for a
range of land and marine applications including the UK's Challenger 2 MBT and the Astute-class
submarines.

Ownership: Owned by Clyde Blowers Capital. David Brown and Santasalo merged in 2016.

Web: dbsantasalo.com

Denis Ferranti Group

Summary:Denis Ferranti Group is a family owned, engineering business working across various
sectors, including defence, electronics and telecoms. The company specialises in the manufacture
of electronic/electromechanical items and integrated systems.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.dferrantigroup.com

Denroy Plastics

Summary: Denroy Plastics provides injection moulding services and associated assemblies to the
aerospace and defence industries.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.denroy.com

Denchi Systems

Summary: Batteries. Denchi Systems is a UK company specialising in the production of batteries
for military radios, vision systems, manned and unmanned military vehicles.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: www.denchipower.com

Drumgrange

Summary: Drumgrange specialises in the development, integration and through-life support of
military systems in the areas of underwater systems, communications and information systems,
VLF communications, Navigation and precise timing systems, training and simulation, security
systems and RF products.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.drumgrange.com
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Dunlop Aircraft Tyres

Summary: A producer of tyres for military and civilian aircraft.

Ownership: Acquired by Liberty Hall Capital partners in June 2017.

Web: www.dunlopaircrafttyres.co.uk

e2v

Summary: e2v is a UK-based company specialising in RF power solutions in areas such as
defence electronic countermeasures, radar systems, and missile control safety and arming devices.

Ownership: e2v was acquired by Teledyne in December 2016.

Web: www.e2v.com

Enterprise Control Systems

Summary: Cohort is UK-based company operating in defence and related markets in areas such as
advanced electronic and surveillance technology and technical advice and services. In 2018
revenue stood at GBP111.8 million, gross profit at GBP39.4 million, and operating profit at
GBP9.9million.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.enterprisecontrol.co.uk

EPC UK

Summary: EPC-UK specialises in the manufacture, handling, storage and transportation of
explosives.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.epc-groupe.co.uk

Eskan

Summary: A manufacturer of surveillance and counter-surveillance equipment.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: eskan.com

E-T-A Circuit Breakers

Summary: The E-T-A group manufactures circuit breakers for component, equipment and systems
protection for aircraft, military vehicles, and other defence systems in addition to the commercial
sector.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.e-t-a.co.uk/home

Exelis Defence Ltd (now Harris Defence)

Summary: Exelis Defence Limited is a wholly owned, UK-based subsidiary of US based Harris
Corporation. Exelis was acquired by Harris Corporation in 2015 and Harris Corporation was
merging with L3 as of late 2018. In the UK Exelis Defence is the supplier of VHF and UHF radios
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and associated networking capability for BOWMAN, the UK MoD's tactical command and control
system.

Ownership: Subsidiary of Harris Corporation.

Web: www.harris.com

Exsel Dytecna

Summary: Exsel Dytecna is a UK-based provider of design and build, certification and installation
of electro-mechanical, electronic and communication systems into mobile platforms, container-
based solutions, and training simulators to defence and commercial organisations.

Ownership: Owned by Dynasystems.

Web: www.dytecna.co.uk

Ferranti Technologies

Summary: Ferranti Technologies supplies electronic products such as avionics and mission
systems with products including helmet mounted systems, avionics, guided weapons and training
and simulation.

Ownership: Acquired by Elbit Systems in 2007

Web: www.ferranti-technologies.co.uk

Forward Composites

Summary: Forward Composites is a UK-based composite structures company supplying
companies such as Agusta Westland, Airbus, BAE Systems, Cobham, General Dynamics, MBDA,
Meggitt, Qinetiq, Rolls Royce, Sikorsky, and Thales.

Ownership: Private Company.

Web: www.forwardcomposites.com

Fibracon

Summary: Fibracon specialise in the manufacture of machined plastic components and assemblies
employing over 90 people across three UK sites.

Ownership: Privately owned. Acquired by Roechling of Germany in 2014.

Web: www.roechling.com/uk/industrial/contact/locations-industrial/high-peak-derbyshire-
roechling-fibracon-ltd/company

Goodwin Steel Castings

Summary: Goodwin Steel Castings is a UK-based manufacturer supplying machined steel castings
and nickel alloy castings.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: www.goodwinsteelcastings.com/en

General Dynamics UK

Summary: General Dynamics UK is a subsidiary of US based company General Dynamics, an
aerospace and defence company that offers a wide portfolio of products and services in business
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aviation; combat vehicles, weapons systems and munitions; and military and commercial
shipbuilding. General Dynamics UK acts as a prime contractor and systems integrator for the UK
MoD with a focus upon provision of C4I capabilities, armoured fighting vehicle (AFV) technology,
avionics systems and deployable infrastructure. The UK arm of General Dynamics has two main
businesses: Land Systems and Defence Solutions.

Ownership: General Dynamics (NYSE listed)

Web: www.generaldynamics.uk.com

GKN Aerospace

Summary: GKN is a global engineering company serving the aerospace markets. The company is
a key producer of aero-engines and aero-engine components plus aerostructures for use in the
commercial and military markets.

Ownership: GKN was acquired by Melrose Industries of the UK in 2018.

Web: www.gkn.com

Gardner Aerospace

Summary: Gardner Aerospace is a supplier of manufactured detailed parts and assemblies, to the
aerospace industry. It acquired Northern Aerospace (a supplied of precision engineered components
to aerospace industries) in July 2018.

Ownership: Acquired by Ligeance Investments from Better Capital in June 2017.

Web: www.gardner-aerospace.com

Glenair UK

Summary: Glenair is a supplier of connectors, backshells, conduit, braiding, harness accessories,
heatshrink boots and tooling for military, aerospace and harsh environment applications.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.glenair.co.uk

Greene Tweed & Co

Summary: Greene Tweed & Co Limited is a provider of seals and thermoplastics.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.gtweed.com

Hexcel Composites Ltd

Summary: Hexcel provides advanced composites used in commercial aerospace, space and
defence and industrial applications. Hexcel Composites Ltd is a UK subsidiary of the NYSE-listed
Hexcel group. It operates from two sites in the UK (Cambridgeshire and Leicestershire).

Ownership: NYSE listed.

Web: www.hexcel.com

Hadleigh Castings
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Summary: Hadleigh Castings is a UK-based manufacturer supplying machined aluminium
castings serving the aerospace and defence industries.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: www.hadleighcastings.com

Hale Hamilton

Summary: Hale Hamilton, is a company within the aerospace and defence group of Circor
International, specialising in the design, development, manufacture, supply and support of high
performance valves and valve systems.

Ownership: Subsidiary of Circor International.

Web: www.halehamilton.com

Harris Corporation UK

Summary: Harris in the UK is the EMEA headquarters of Harris Corporation specialising in
tactical communications for the defence sector . The UK arm is an exporter of secure tactical radio
systems to allied forces in Europe, Central Asia, Africa and the Middle East. Harris UK site
provides manufacturing, product support, engineering and development, sales and sales support.

Ownership: Subsidiary of Harris Corporation.

Web: www.harris.com

Himag Planar

Summary: Hadleigh Castings is a UK-based company specialising in the design and manufacture
of planar transformers.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: www.himag.co.uk

Holyhead Marine

Summary: Holyhead Marine is a UK-based company specialising in the new-build, refit and repair
of aluminium, steel and GRP boats up to and including 24 m or 100 tonne displacement.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: www.holyheadmarine.co.uk

Horsebridge Defence and Security

Summary: Horsebridge Defence and Security develops and integrates high capacity ground
communication network systems under the Kestrel II brand. The company's equipment was
selected for use in Afghanistan by the UK MoD for improving communication systems between
deployed sites.

Ownership: Acquired by US satellite communications group Viasat in June 2018.

Web: www.horsebridgedefence.com

Horstman Defence Systems
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Summary: Horstman Defence Systems is a UK-based company specialising in the design and
manufacture of military vehicle suspension systems. The company is a supplier to BAE Systems,
General Dynamics, L3 Technologies and Patria.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: www.horstman.co.uk

Hydro Group

Summary: Hydro Group plc specialise in the design and manufacture of subsea and defence
environment electrical and optical connectors, penetrators, cable assemblies and terminations.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: www.hydrogroupplc.com

Inmarsat

Summary: Inmarsat is a UK-based company providing global satellite communication services to
both the government and private sector.

Ownership: Publicly listed company.

Web: www.inmarsat.com

JJ Churchill

Summary:JJ Churchill is a manufacturer of precision-engineered components and assemblies for
aerospace, power generation, defence, nuclear and diesel engines. Specifically the company
produces machined components and assemblies for missiles and aero-engines.

Ownership: Subsidiary of Circor International.

Web: www.jjchurchill.com

J & D Wilkie

Summary: J & D Wilkie produce specialist technical textile materials including thermal
camouflage, multispectral camouflage, heat shields, and ballistic protection fabrics.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.jdwilkie.co.uk

Jankel

Summary: Jankel carries out research and development and test and evaluation concerning
vehicles and also produces armoured SUVs and tactical patrol vehicles. Key products include the
Toyota-based Fox Long Range Patrol Vehicle which is produced for special forces applications and
the Jeep-based Pegasus patrol vehicle.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.jankel.com

James Fisher Defence (JFD)
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Summary: James Fisher Defence is a UK company specialising in the production of swimmer
delivery vehicles and submarine rescue systems.

Ownership: Subsidiary of James Fisher & Sons.

Web: www.jfdglobal.com/about

Kelvin Hughes Ltd

Summary: Kelvin Hughes Ltd is a UK-based company specialising in the design and manufacture
of maritime navigation, surveillance and security radar systems.

Ownership: Kelvin Hughes was owned by private equity group ECI Partners. German defence and
security sensor house Hensoldt (formed by KKR from former Airbus defence electronics ventures
in 2017) agreed to acquire Kelvin Hughes in June 2017. The transaction completed in September
2017.

Web: www.kelvinhughes.com

Kenard Engineering Group

Summary: Kenard Engineering Group is a UK-based company specialising in precision milling
and turning of metallic components.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: kenard.com

Leonardo Airborne and Space Systems (formerly Selex ES)

Summary: Leonardo Airborne and Space Systems (formerly Selex) is a wholly-owned subsidiary
of Italian company Finmeccanica (Leonardo). The company employs 4,700 employees in the UK
and works with a UK supply network of 1,200 companies, 900 of which are SMEs. The merged
Selex ES business unit brings together a range of civil and military solutions offered by
Finmeccanica's Defence Electronics and Security group, including radar systems and sensors,
avionics, telecommunications systems, encryption and communication security systems, electro-
optical components, tactical UAVs, space payloads, and simulators. It should be noted that parent
company Finmeccanica (now Leonardo) reorganised its business interests in 2016 to present itself
as a single company (rather than a holding company above ventures such as Selex and
AgustaWestland).

Ownership: Subsidiary of Finmeccanica (Leonardo).

Web: www.uk.leonardocompany.com/uk-activities/airborne-and-space-systems

Link Microtek

Summary: Link Microtek is a manufacturer of electronic hardware specialising in radio frequency
(RF), microwave and infrared (IR) technology for the defence, telecoms, aerospace and security
markets.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.linkmicrotek.com

Lockheed Martin UK
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Summary: Major defence prime contractor and systems integrator. Lockheed Martin UK is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of US based Lockheed Martin Corporation, one of the top five defence
contractors in the world in terms of revenues. Capabilities are broad and include (in the military
domains) aircraft; ground vehicles; missiles and guided weapons; missile defence systems; naval
systems; radar systems; sensor systems; tactical communication systems; and unmanned systems.
In the UK Lockheed Martin opened a cyber security centre in July 2017. Lockheed Martin UK
specialises in the development, integration and sustainment of advanced systems, products and
services for the UK market across a range of domains including fixed and rotary wing aircraft,
training and simulation, C4ISTAR, cyber and weapon systems. Lockheed Martin UK employs
around 3,000 people across 21 sites. The organisation is responsible for a diverse portfolio of
programmes. These include delivering the Trident strategic missile, the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter
and being part of the ASCENT team, providers of the Military Flying Training System.

Ownership: Publicly listed company.

Web: www.lockheedmartin.co.uk/uk.html

MacTaggart Scott

Summary: MacTaggart Scott is a privately owned UK company, specialising in naval mechanical
handling equipment such as aircraft lifts, helicopter handling systems, mast-raising and emergency
propulsion for submarines, towed-array handling, hydraulic power packs, motors and pumps for
ships and submarines.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.mactag.com

Magellan Aerospace (UK) Ltd

Summary: A designer and manufacturer of aeroengine and aerostructure assemblies and
components for aerospace, military and space markets, and industrial power generation.

Ownership: A subsidiary of Canada-headquartered Magellan Aerospace.

Web: magellan.aero

Manroy Engineering (FNH UK from September 2017)

Summary: A producer of small arms. It was rebranded FNH UK in 2017.

Ownership: FN Herstal of Belgium since 2014. Previously owned by Burlingham prior to being
listed on the UK AIM.

Web: www.manroy.com

Marshall Aerospace and Defence Group

Summary: Marshall of Cambridge Aerospace Ltd (previously the aircraft division of Marshall of
Cambridge Engineering Limited and informally known as Marshall Aerospace) specialises in the
modification, overhaul and repair of aircraft both civil and military, including the design and
installation of avionics modifications and outfitting. The company offers a full upgrade capability
of a main manufacturer from design, through component manufacture to installation, test flying,
certification and product support. Marshall is a Service Centre and is the UK's appointed Prime
Contractor for the RAF's C-130 fleet. Marshall Aerospace and Defence Group employs over 2000
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people and has an annual turnover exceeding GBP295 million. The wider Marshall Group of
Companies has an annual turnover of GBP1.3 billion.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: marshalladg.com

Meggitt

Summary: Aerospace components. Meggitt Plc specialises primarily in high-performance
components and subsystems for aerospace, defence and energy markets. It also applies its core
sensing and controls technologies to land- and marine-based gas turbines and the medical,
mainstream industrial, test engineering and transportation sectors.

Ownership: Publicly listed company.

Web: www.meggitt.com

Martin Baker

Summary: Martin-Baker is a manufacturer of ejection seats and related equipment. The company's
products include ejection seats; troop seats and seats for use in helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft;
restraint systems; and survival equipment.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: martin-baker.com

Moog Components Group (Moog Inc)

Summary: Moog are a supplier of motion control solutions and electronics for aerospace, military
ground vehicles as well as naval systems and submarines. Moog has six manufacturing facilities in
the UK, employing over 1,000 personnel.

Ownership: Subsidiary of Moog Corporation.

Web: www.moog.com/content/sites/global/en/about-us/components-group.html

MSI Defence Systems

Summary: MSI is a supplier of naval equipment to the UK Royal Navy and over 40 other navies,
specialising in small/medium calibre Naval Gun Systems, notably the SEAHAWK gun system.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: www.msi-dsl.com

MBDA UK

Summary: MBDA Missile Systems is a pan-European defence contractor headquartered in France
which develops and produces a full range of missile systems for land, sea, and aerial platforms. The
company was formed in 2001 following the mergers of missile manufacturers in France, Germany,
Great Britain, and Italy, including Matra Défense, BAe Dynamics, GEC-Marconi Radar and
Defence, Alenia Difesa, and EADS Aerospatiale Matra Missiles. MBDA is essentially split into
country groupings, with the principal businesses being the UK (MBDA UK), France (MBDA
France), Germany (MBDA Germany), Italy (MBDA Italia) and the US (MBDA Inc). MBDA Inc
had previously been a subsidiary of MBDA UK; MBDA Inc was restructured into a standalone
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subsidiary in May 2010. MBDA has three major shareholders - BAE Systems (37.5%), Airbus
Group (37.5%), and Leonardo (25%).

Ownership: BAE Systems (37.5%), Airbus Group (37.5%), and Leonardo (25%).

Web: www.mbda-systems.com

MEP

Summary: MEP specialises in the manufacture of complex metal and plastic parts to both the
military and commercial sectors.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.mep.co.uk

Micro Nav

Summary: A provider of simulation and training services, notably relating to air defence training.
In the commercial domains it provides air traffic control training and airport ground vehicle
training.

Ownership: Micro Nav has been part of Quadrant Group since 2012. Quadrant also includes
Quandrant Systems; Quadrant Flight Training and Quadrant Simulation Systems.

Web: www.micronav.co.uk

Millbrook

Summary: A provider of test and validation services for vehicles for defence and commercial
applications.

Ownership: Acquired from Rutland Partners and Millbrook management shareholders by Spectris
in September 2016.

Web: www.millbrook.co.uk

Molecular Products

Summary: Molecular Products specialises in the manufacture and distribution of chemical
absorbents, chemical based devices and catalysts for emergency air purification.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.molecularproducts.com

Morgan Advanced Materials Composites and Defence Systems

Summary: Morgan Advanced Materials Composites and Defence Systems operates in three
business sectors: Advanced Armour Systems, Vehicle Systems and Service, and Commercial
Composites. Specialisations include advanced composite and ceramic passive armour products
such as combat helmets, high performance body armour plate, and bomb disposal suits, as well as
support for UK protected mobility vehicles such as Mastiff, Ridgeback, and Wolfhound.

Ownership: Subsidiary of Morgan Advanced Materials.

Web: www.morgandefencesystems.com

Northrop Grumman UK
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Summary: Northrop Grumman UK is a wholly-owned subsidiary of US-based Northrop Grumman
Corporation, a major prime contractor, with a global footprint across multiple service arms and
with extensions into diverse non-military government and commercial operations. The company
specialises in aircraft, radars and electronic warfare systems, C4I systems, and information
technology systems including cyber security. In the UK the company operates from UK locations
at, Chester, Cheltenham, Coventry, Fareham, Hendon, New Malden, Peterborough and RAF
Waddington and operates in both the defence and civil security spheres.

Ownership: Subsidiary of Northrop Grumman Corporation.

Web:
www.northropgrumman.com/AboutUs/OurGlobalPresence/Europe/UnitedKingdom/Pages/default.a
spx

Northern Engineering Sheffield (NES)

Summary: NES provides seals and o-rings produced with rubber polymer materials with a primary
focus on the aerospace and defence sector.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.nes-ips.com

OTM Servo Mechanism

Summary: OTM specialises in the design and manufacture of electric actuators and gear solutions
for civil and military aircraft, defence and space sectors.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.otmservo.co.uk

Oxley

Summary: Oxley Group is a designer and manufacturer of electronic and electro-optic systems and
components for defence and aerospace markets specialising in LED lighting and night vision
solutions. Oxley customers include Boeing, Saab, Lockheed Martin and BAE Systems.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.oxleygroup.com

Pall Aerospace UK

Summary: Pall Aerospace is a manufacturer of filtration and separation equipment for the
commercial and military aircraft and specialist vehicle markets.

Ownership: Privately owned - part of the US-based Pall Aerospace group.

Web: www.pall.com

Pearson Engineering

Summary: A UK company specialising in the provision of counter-mine, counter-IED, combat
earth moving and assault bridging equipment for armoured fighting vehicles. In 2015 Pearson
acquired the assets of counter IED manufacturer MineWolf Systems of Germany and Switzerland.

Ownership: Privately owned.
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Web: www.pearson-eng.com

Parmley Technologies

Summary: Parmley Technologies specialises in the design and manufacture of printed circuit
boards and control panels for use in harsh environments.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.parmleytechnologies.co.uk

Penman Engineering

Summary: Penman supplies armoured saloon cars and SUVs, mine clearance and explosive
ordnance disposal vehicles, military trailers, and systems engineering services. It took UK land
systems developer Creation out of administration in 2011. Creation - which continued to trade
under Penman - is best known for its Zephyr and Metra 4×4 and 6×6 protected vehicles. Penman
went into administration in August 2016 and was acquired by UK commercial vehicle builder
Martin Williams (Hull) Ltd in November 2016.

Ownership: Privately owned by Martin Williams (Hull) Ltd

Web: www.penman.co.uk

Perfect Bore Manufacturing

Summary: Perfect Bore provides bores to customers such as Airbus, Rolls Royce, Messier Dowty,
GE Aviation & BAE. Specific capabilities include gun drilling, deep-hole boring, honing, super
finishing and CNC turning capabilities.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.pbm-ltd.com

Permali Gloucester

Summary: Permali Gloucester designs and manufactures composite panels, mouldings and
components for the aerospace and defence industries.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.permali.co.uk

Portsmouth Aviation

Summary: Portsmouth Aviation designs, develops and manufactures a wide range of defence
equipment such as aircraft weapon loading equipment, weapon containers, handling trolleys,
storage systems, and CBRN equipment.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: www.portav.com

Primetake

Summary: Primetake supplies pyrotechnics and ammunition for military, law enforcement and
civil applications.

Ownership: Private company.
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Web: primetake.com

Pyser-SGI Limited

Summary: Pyser-SGI manufactures night vision goggles, monoculars, cameras, weapons sights
and other optical and electro-optical products for military and law enforcement.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: www.pyseroptics.com

QinetiQ

Summary: QinetiQ is a UK-based defence and security technology company with a customer base
that includes both the UK Ministry of Defence (MoD) and the US Department of Defense (DoD).
Products and services include: defence systems research; simulation and training systems;
command-and-control systems; test and evaluation systems; communications and sensors; software
and advanced computer security systems; and robotic systems.

Ownership: Publicly listed company.

Web: www.qinetiq.com

Raytheon UK

Summary: Raytheon UK is a wholly-owned subsidiary of US based Raytheon Company.
Raytheon UK specialises in defence, national security, and other government and commercial
markets operating both internationally and in the UK. Key market sectors include technology,
training solutions, information superiority and national security. The UK arm has facilities in
England, Wales, and Scotland and exports to more than 40 countries, including the US. In the UK,
the company is a supplier to the national security, defence, government and commercial markets.
Raytheon's UK focus areas include Intelligence Reconnaissance and Surveillance, Border Security,
Network-Enabled Capabilities, Precision Effects, Mission Support and Global Training Solutions.

Ownership: Subsidiary of Raytheon.

Web: www.raytheon.co.uk

Rolls-Royce

Summary: Rolls-Royce is a major global supplier of aircraft propulsion and marine power units,
motion control and associated shipboard systems, and provides gas-turbine based systems to the
international energy (oil and gas) markets. In terms of military-related activities, Rolls-Royce is the
world's second-largest supplier of engines for defence equipment.

Ownership: Publicly listed company.

Web: www.rolls-royce.com

Righton Aerospace

Summary: Righton Aerospace is a division of Righton Ltd, specialising in the supply of both non-
ferrous and ferrous raw materials to the defence, nuclear, oil and gas and marine sectors.

Ownership: Privately owned.

Web: www.righton.co.uk/Markets/Aerospace.aspx
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Rosenberger Micro-Coax (Carlisle Interconnect Technologies)

Summary: Rosenberger Micro-Coax is a joint venture company owned by Rosenberger GMBH
and Micro-Coax specialising in the manufacture of cable assemblies for the military,
telecommunications, and automotive sectors. It was acquired by Carlisle in 2016.

Ownership: Carlisle IT

Web: www.carlisleit.com

Roxel UK

Summary: UK and France based company which designs, develops, and manufactures solid
propulsion systems for rockets and missiles, primarily for MBDA's programmes.

Ownership: Subsidiary of French company Roxel Group, a joint venture company owned by
Safran and MBDA.

Web: www.roxelgroup.com

Safran Helicopter Engines UK (formerly Turbomeca UK)

Summary: Turbomeca UK (as it was prior to a rebrand by Safran in 2016) is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Safran. Safran Helicopter Engines UK provides MRO services for more than 200
helicopter engines per year as well as make to print manufacturing services for new equipment.

Ownership: Safran.

Web: www.safran-helicopter-engines.com/company/safran-helicopter-engines-uk

SAFT

Summary: Saft is the UK subsidiary of Saft Batteries engaged in research and development,
design and manufacture of advanced battery and power solutions for the defence sector.

Ownership: A subsidiary of Saft Groupe of France which is owned by Total.

Web: www.saftbatteries.com

Smiths Detection

Summary: Smiths Group is a UK-based engineering and technologies conglomerate that is listed
on the London Stock Exchange (LSE). It operates through five business units: Smiths Detection;
Smiths Medical; John Crane and Smiths Interconnect and Flex-Tek. Defence and security interests
are housed in Smith Detection (a provider of detection systems for military and security
applications such as ports and harbours.

Ownership: Subsidiary of Smiths Group, which is a publicly listed company.

Web: www.smithsdetection.com

Serco

Summary: Serco is a large service provider supporting national and local government services
including in the defence sector. According to the company's 2016 annual report around a third of
the group's revenues are derived directly from the defence sector with the UK, US, Australia, and
the Middle East representing key markets. Related services provided by the company include base
and operational support; engineering, management and information services; and maritime services.
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Ownership: Publicly listed company.

Web: www.serco.com

Senior

Summary: Senior comprises two main operating divisions; Aerospace and Flexonics. It operates
from 31 business units located in 14 countries. Aerospace accounts for 65% of group revenues
specialising in fluid conveyance and aero-structures for commercial air transport, regional,
rotorcraft and defence sectors. Senior's customers include all major OEM airframe manufacturers
and engine manufacturers located in the EU, US, Russia, Brazil and Asia.

Ownership: Publicly listed company.

Web: www.seniorplc.com

Supacat

Summary: Supacat is a UK company specialising in the design and development military off-road
wheeled and tracked vehicles.

Ownership: Private company. Note that Supacat rebranded in 2015 as SC Group. Defence interests
retained the Supacat brand, however.

Web: supacat.com

Teledyne CML Composites

Summary: Teledyne CML Composites is a subsidiary of US company Teledyne Technologies and
manufactures composite components and assemblies for aerostructures and aircraft systems with
customers including Airbus, BAE Systems, GE Aviation, GKN Aerospace, Hawker Beechcraft,
Magellan, Spirit Aerosystems, and Senior Aerospace.

Ownership: Subsidiary of Teledyne Technologies.

Web: www.teledynecml.com

Thales UK

Summary: Major defence prime contractor and systems integrator. Thales UK is wholly-owned
subsidiary of French defence company Thales acting as a prime contractor and system integrator on
a number of significant Ministry of Defence (MoD) programmes. Thales (formerly Thomson-CSF)
is a global electronics company serving aerospace, defence and security customers around the
world. The company is involved in the design, development and implementation of high
technology electronic solutions for global communication and information requirements. The
company also undertakes design, development, manufacture and the provision of in-service
support. The company's UK business is focused on four principal areas of activity within the
defence sector: avionics, defence mission systems, land and air systems, and secure information
and communication systems. Specifically the company is heavily involved in the UK C4ISR
domain, weapons systems through UK Team CW (Complex Weapons) and simulators and training
for a range of platforms.

Ownership: Subsidiary of Thales.

Web: www.thalesgroup.com/en/countries/europe/united-kingdom
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Thomson Aerospace and Defence

Summary: Thomson Aerospace and Defence specialises in the production of ball screws and ball
splines.

Ownership: Subsidiary of Meggitt prior to its sale to Umbra Cuscinetta of Italy in March 2018.

Web: www.umbragroup.com/en/company/2053/thomson-aerospace-defense

TMD Technologies

Summary: TMD Technologies specialises in the design and manufacture of specialised
transmitters, microwave power modules, high voltage power supplies and microwave tubes for
radar, EW and communications applications.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: www.tmd.co.uk

Trackwise

Summary: Trackwise, is a UK-based manufacturer of microwave and RF printed circuit boards.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: www.trackwise.co.uk

UAV Engines

Summary: UAV engines is a UK-based company specialising in the development and production
of powerplants for small and tactical sized UAVs.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: www.uavenginesltd.co.uk

Ultra Electronics

Summary: Defence electronics. Ultra Electronics is a UK-based group of specialist businesses
designing, manufacturing and supporting electronic and electromechanical systems, subsystems
and products for defence, security and aerospace applications. Ultra is involved in fields such as
high-integrity sensing, control, communication and display systems, with an emphasis on integrated
Information Technology solutions.

Ownership: Publicly listed company.

Web: www.ultra-electronics.com

UTAS Marston (UTC Aerospace Systems)

Summary: UTAS Marston is a wholly-owned subsidiary of UTC Aerospace Systems a division of
United Technologies Corporation which manufactures heat transfer and fluids management
products for the military and commercial aerospace markets, motorsport and electronics industries.
UK-based UTAS Marston operates as an autonomous business unit within UTC Aerospace
Systems a division of United Technologies Corporation, which also includes companies such as
Pratt and Whitney and Sikorsky.

Ownership: Subsidiary of United Technologies.
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Web: www.hsmarston.co.uk

Vital Seating and Systems

Summary: Vital Seating and Systems specialises in the design and manufacture of safety critical
seats and seating systems for the defence and security market.

Ownership: Private company.

Web: vitalseatingsystems.com
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BACKGROUND 

Land and Climate

Located in the British Isles, northwest of continental Europe,

the United Kingdom (UK) is slightly larger than Uganda and

about the same size as the U.S. state of Oregon. The UK

encompasses the entire island of Great Britain (England,

Scotland, and Wales) and an area in the northeastern part of

the island of Ireland (Northern Ireland). The independent

country of Ireland makes up the rest of the island. The

Scottish Highlands are home to the country's highest peak,

Ben Nevis, which extends 4,408 feet (1,344 meters), as well

as the country’s deepest lake, Loch Morar, which is over

1,000 feet (310 meters) deep. The UK is bound by several

bodies of water, including the North Sea, the Irish Sea, and

the English Channel. Northern Ireland's coastline loses 714

acres (300 hectares) to erosion every year.

     The climate, which is moderated by Gulf Stream currents,

is temperate and wet. Weather changes are frequent. In the

winter, temperatures rarely drop much below freezing, and

summer temperatures average 60 to 70°F (15–21°C).

Humidity levels, ranging from medium to high, can make it

seem colder or warmer than temperatures indicate.

History

Foreign Invasions and the United Kingdom

The earliest signs of human presence in Britain date back to

5000 BC; the oldest remaining structures (stone monuments,

etc.) date back to 3000 BC. After reaching Britain in 55 BC

and invading it in AD 43, the Romans incorporated the area

into their empire and stayed until 410, when two Germanic

tribes—the Angles and the Saxons—drove them out.

     Vikings raided the islands in the late eighth century and

dominated Britain for two centuries. Other groups also

invaded. The last invasion was in 1066, when William of

Normandy won the Battle of Hastings. The Norman Conquest

ushered in a new period of great political and social change.

     Through acts of union, Wales (1535), Scotland (1707), and

Ireland (1801) joined England in a political union that became

known as the United Kingdom. England established itself as a

great naval power by defeating the mighty Spanish Armada in

1588. In 1689, Parliament passed the Bill of Rights, which

established a constitutional monarchy with parliamentary

limits on the king and queen.

     The Colonial Era and World Wars

The first nation to industrialize and one of the first to acquire

colonies around the globe, Britain became the most powerful

country in the world. Although Britain lost its U.S. colonies

in 1776, it subsequently acquired new lands in the

Mediterranean, North America, the Caribbean, Africa, Asia,

and Oceania. The vastness of the empire during Queen

Victoria's reign (1837–1901) was reflected in the saying “The

sun never sets on the British Empire.”

     After World War I, most British colonial expansion

stopped. During World War II, under the leadership of Prime

Minister Winston Churchill, the British withstood intense

Nazi bombings. After the war, the UK acceded to the

demands of most of its colonies for independence and formed

the Commonwealth of Nations. The majority of colonies

remained voluntarily in the Commonwealth, and some even

chose to retain Queen Elizabeth II as a nominal head of state.
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     The UK was a founding member of the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization (NATO) in 1949. It joined the precursor

to the European Union (EU) in 1973. The UK established

itself as a modern welfare state between 1945 and 1951.

     Irish Conflict

In the late 1960s, Northern Ireland entered a prolonged period

of violence known as “The Troubles.” Essentially, this was an

intensification of a longstanding conflict between Catholics in

Northern Ireland who wanted to unite with the Ireland (Irish

Republicans, or Nationalists) and Protestants who supported

the existing union with the UK (Unionists, or Loyalists). With

no peace in sight, the British government began ruling

Northern Ireland directly in 1972.

     After many failed negotiations between the two sides, the

Good Friday Agreement in 1998 brought relative calm to the

region along with the potential of a devolved power-sharing

government. In 2005, the main Republican paramilitary group

(the Irish Republican Army, or IRA) took the significant step

of declaring an end to its armed campaign. In 2007, the IRA's

political wing, Sinn Féin, and the main Unionist party, the

Democratic Unionists, agreed to share power.

     Recent Politics and Economic Problems

Under the Conservative governments of Margaret Thatcher

and John Major, the UK placed greater emphasis on the

private sector. Elections in May 1997 brought Tony Blair's

New Labour Party to power, ending 18 years of Conservative

rule. Blair's decision to enter the war in Iraq and help the

United States occupy Afghanistan was highly controversial in

the UK. These conflicts have been very unpopular and costly.

Gordon Brown took Blair's place as prime minister in 2007.

The UK is still healing from the bombings of 7 July 2005,

when suicide bombers with al-Qaeda connections attacked

three subway trains and a bus, killing over 50 people and

injuring 700.

     The 2008 global financial crisis hit the UK hard; in

January 2009, the country's economy was officially declared

to be in recession for the first time in 18 years. In 2010,

Conservative leader David Cameron became prime minister

and led a coalition (the first since World War II) with the

Liberal Democrats; his coalition implemented large-scale

public-spending cuts to reduce the deficit, but these cuts came

at considerable cost to public services. In 2015, Cameron’s

Conservative Party won a majority of seats in Parliament as

Cameron promised to give more power to local governments

in Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland. He also promised to

hold a referendum on whether the UK should stay in the

EU. In 2016, Cameron resigned and was succeeded by the

United Kingdom's second female prime minister, Theresa

May.

     Recent Events and Trends

• Manchester bombing: In May 2017, a terrorist attack hit a

concert in Manchester, killing at least 22 people and injuring

dozens more. The Islamic State (ISIS) claimed responsibility

for the suicide bombing. Prime Minister May raised the

nation's terrorism threat level from severe to critical in

response to the attack, which was the deadliest to strike the

UK since the London bombings in 2005.

• End of austerity: In October 2018, the British government

announced the end of its deficit-reduction program known as

austerity, which was enacted in 2010 in the wake of a deep

economic recession. The austerity program cut funding for

social welfare programs as well as local governments and

increased taxes on most goods and services. Although the

austerity measures helped stabilize the nation's finances,

many analysts argue that spending cuts have led to a

deteriorating quality of life for the average British citizen.

• Brexit: In January 2019, the government suffered a major

defeat when the House of Commons overwhelmingly rejected

a withdrawal agreement between the UK and the EU. The

UK's official exit from the EU, known as Brexit, is scheduled

to occur in March 2019, but contention over the impending

withdrawal has created great uncertainty about what lies

ahead. A narrow majority of British voters supported a

national referendum in 2016 to leave the EU. Supporters of

Brexit argue that membership in the EU threatens the UK's

sovereignty, while opponents of Brexit believe that leaving

the EU will badly damage the nation's economy. 

THE PEOPLE 

Population

The United Kingdom is a highly urbanized nation. Although

the population is still predominantly Caucasian (87 percent),

the UK's colonial heritage has brought many ethnicities

together, especially in cities like London, Birmingham, and

Bradford. The biggest minority populations include black (3

percent), Indian (2 percent), and Pakistani (2 percent). The

UK’s membership in the European Union (EU) has also

contributed to its diverse population; as the EU expanded to

include more countries, many immigrants from Eastern

Europe moved to the UK. However, as in other Western

European countries, the government has recently passed laws

to limit immigration.

     The majority of the UK's inhabitants live in England.

Scotland has the next largest population, followed by Wales

and Northern Ireland. London is the capital of the UK, while

the regional capitals are Edinburgh (Scotland), Cardiff

(Wales), and Belfast (Northern Ireland). More than 10 million

people live in London.

Language

English is the official language of the United Kingdom. It

often differs from the English used in the United States in

terms of spelling, pronunciation, idiom, and intonation. A

standard pronunciation—what is formally known as Received

Pronunciation—has become much less common, as people

now feel comfortable using their regional accents and

dialects, of which there are hundreds. Many Britons have

come to prefer the authenticity of a local accent.

     In addition to English, various regional languages are

spoken: Welsh (Cymraeg) in Wales, Irish Gaelic (Gaeilge) in

Northern Ireland, and Scottish Gaelic (Gàidhlig) and Scots in

Scotland. In general, these are first languages only among a

small percentage of the rural population, though a growing

number of people are choosing to learn them as second

languages. Scots, however, is spoken widely and often
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interchangeably with English in Scotland.

Religion

In the 16th century, during the reign of Henry VIII, England

split from the Roman Catholic Church to form the Church of

England (Anglican Church). The Church of England no

longer has political power, but the monarch is still officially

the head of the church. The monarch does not, however, head

the Church of Wales (an Anglican church with its own

archbishop) or the Church of Scotland (a Presbyterian

church).

     Today, Anglicans and other Christians make up the

majority of the population. About 4 percent of the United

Kingdom's population is Muslim and 1 percent is Hindu.

Other religions include Sikhism and Judaism. Many people

claim no religion, and few of those that do are regular

churchgoers.

     There is no longer a significant divide between Catholic

and Protestant in England and Wales, but relations between

the two religions remain a point of tension in Scotland and

Northern Ireland. In recent years, conflicts have also surfaced

between reformed, more liberal wings of Christian churches

and orthodox, more traditional congregations.

General Attitudes

In general, Britons value moderate behavior and emotional

reserve. They may be embarrassed by displays of emotion or

excessive enthusiasm. The British tend to be rather

self-deprecating with a somewhat cynical worldview and are

known for a wry sense of humor. They are inclined to be

suspicious of exaggerations and absolute statements.

     The dominance of the United Kingdom's traditional class

system has begun to decline in the last generation.

Nevertheless, social class can sometimes still be observed in

people's accents, manners, and homes. Social status generally

is defined by one's education and profession. However,

inherited position is still an important factor; social mobility

is somewhat limited by one's family history.

     Scottish and Welsh people exhibit a strong sense of

nationalism, their identity defined against the historically

dominant culture of England. For many, England's own

identity is less clear, and a strong sense of nationalism is often

absent from the younger generations.

Personal Appearance

The British dress much the same as people do in the United

States, and fashion is influenced by U.S. media, such as

movies and TV shows, particularly among Britons in their

teens and twenties. Among other groups, fashion trends are

more closely tied to Europe. Casual dress is the norm. Dress

for dining out is less formal than it is in the rest of Europe.

Business attire is conservative.

     In Wales, the national costume, most distinct for women,

includes a tall black hat, white blouse, checked wool skirt,

and red flannel shawl. It is worn only on ceremonial

occasions. Scottish men often wear the traditional tartan kilt

on formal occasions, particularly for weddings, graduations,

banquets, and dances.

CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES 

Greetings

A firm, but not aggressive, handshake is the most common

form of greeting, whether for formal occasions, visits, or

introductions. When people are already acquainted, they will

often use verbal greetings instead. Among friends, women

often are kissed lightly (by men and women) on one or both

cheeks, though Scots tend to be less demonstrative. Hugging

has become quite common between friends and family of

both sexes. Younger males often greet each other with

handshakes or by slapping each other’s hands.

     When passing a stranger on the street in the countryside, it

is appropriate to smile and say Hello, Good morning, Good

afternoon, or Good evening, if one establishes eye contact

with that person. Such exchanges occur infrequently in large

cities.

     Most people call friends and young people by first name

but use titles (Mr., Mrs., Dr., etc.) in formal situations, though

there is a growing trend toward using first names even in

business situations.

Gestures

The British are in general a reserved people. They do not

approve of loud or demonstrative behavior (except in very

informal gatherings). However, the younger generations are

often perceived to be far more boisterous and uninhibited than

previous generations. People respect each other's personal

space and feel uncomfortable when someone stands too close

to them during conversation. British people often wave and

shake hands, but they are slow to resort to more intimate

gestures such as squeezing an elbow or placing an arm around

another's neck. Manners are important though not followed as

strictly among the younger generation.

Visiting

Lunch or dinner is usually by invitation. Guests may bring

gifts, such as a bottle of wine, chocolates, or flowers. It is

impolite to arrive more than a few minutes late to a meal.

     Outside the home, most social interaction takes place in

pubs (public houses). People go to pubs not only for drinks

but also for meals and socializing. In rural areas, many pubs

are family friendly, but pubs in cities usually do not allow

children under 18.

Eating

The British eat in the continental style, with the fork in the

left hand and the knife in the right. Asking for and accepting

second servings is appropriate when eating at a friend’s home.

A person indicates that he or she is finished eating by placing

the fork and knife together on the plate.

     Because of changing work schedules and lifestyles, the

English tradition of tea is no longer practiced widely—in

some circles, the practice is obsolete. Office workers usually

take a 15-minute break in the late morning and then an hour

for lunch between noon and 2 p.m. Another 15-minute break

is taken around 3 p.m.

     Dinner refers to a large, cooked meal. Most people eat this
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meal in the evening, while older people eat dinner in the

middle of the day. Though the traditional British breakfast is

heavy, the trend has moved toward a lighter meal, often eaten

on the run.

     At a restaurant, diners summon a server by raising the

hand or making eye contact. At the end of the meal, the server

gives the bill to the person who requests it. A service charge

is often added to the bill, so tipping is reserved for

exceptional service. If a charge has not been added, a 10

percent tip is acceptable. When eating out, the person who

extended the invitation usually attempts to pay for the whole

meal, but friends often argue good-naturedly over who should

pay.

LIFESTYLE 

Family

Structure

British families are normally small. The traditional family

consists of a husband and wife with two or three children.

However, this pattern is changing as fewer people marry.

Today, a slight majority of children are born out of wedlock,

either because the parents were not in a long-term relationship

or because the parents have simply chosen not to marry.

Those who do marry do so later, tend to postpone parenthood,

and have fewer children. Single-parent families are common,

though not in Northern Ireland, where the divorce rate is very

low, due in part to religious influence. While reality differs

from the traditional view of family, the idea of a small,

close-knit nuclear family remains strong in today's Britons.

     Relationships with extended family vary greatly from

family to family. In the United Kingdom, it is very rare for

three generations to live in the same home, a practice that is

more common in other countries. However, in some families,

grandparents help look after children, particularly in families

with a working single parent. Other extended families get

together only for special occasions such as weddings,

christenings, and funerals.

     Parents and Children

British parents tend to assume responsibility for their

children, financially and emotionally, until the children have

attained some independence through completing university or

getting a job, typically in the late teens or early twenties. At

this point, children are generally expected to leave the family

home.

     Grown children do not view caring for their aging parents

as an absolute obligation. Although most people remain

financially independent after retirement, elderly parents who

are unable to live on their own may live with a grown child or

in a retirement home. Many Britons struggle with the decision

of how to care for aging parents. In general, there is no stigma

associated with placing one's parents in a retirement home.

     Gender Roles

The husband is regarded as the head of the home among older

couples, while younger couples are more likely to make

decisions jointly and share household tasks. Women have a

greater share of domestic responsibilities and are under more

pressure to choose how they balance career and family.

     Since women are no longer financially dependent on men

and there is little stigma associated with divorce, many people

take the view that families in the UK now tend to stay

together by choice rather than because they cannot afford to

do otherwise or because of social pressures. Legally, estates

and titles of nobility can only be passed down to male heirs in

England, though recent legislation allows the monarch's

firstborn to inherit the throne regardless of gender.

Housing

Urban

Living in apartments (flats) is common in large cities, where

space is at a premium. Rows of flats may make up entire city

blocks, or flats may be part of a converted house. Flats vary

in size, from one-room bedsits (a single room with a shared

bathroom) and studios to spacious flats with two or three

bedrooms. Bedsits may have a fridge and freezer, as well as

an oven, but some bedsits share a communal kitchen instead.

     City planning in the United Kingdom sometimes appears

haphazard. Most British towns and cities developed over

many centuries, often growing up around a medieval road or a

sea port. Consequently, the pattern of roads, lanes, and

alleyways can be complex. In the 1960s, a number of “new

towns” (suburbs for the growing population) were built; these

areas have a more organized layout.

     Suburban

Most suburban and town dwellers live in terraced (attached)

houses or in semidetached or detached houses. In towns,

terrace houses are the most prevalent because they are the

least expensive, though in Scotland tenements (four-storey

apartment blocks) are more common.

     Exteriors

Houses are most often made of brick or cement, with a

sloping, tiled roof. Some older houses are constructed of

stone, and in the countryside a few still have thatched roofs.

Houses are usually two storeys and have a yard and garage

(pronounced "GA-ridge").

     Interiors

Houses typically have two or three bedrooms, a bathroom, a

kitchen, a living room, and a loft (attic). Decorating trends

change with the times. While in the past, floral patterns and

carpeted floors were popular, present styles tend to be more

modern and minimalist, heavily influenced by Scandinavian

design. Furnishings tend to be bought for appearance rather

than durability.

     Traditionally, particularly in terraced housing, the

downstairs front room was often reserved for special

occasions and receiving guests. This tradition is almost

obsolete now.

     Ownership

The British ideal is to have a house and garden. However,

rising housing costs across the UK make it increasingly

difficult for younger people to buy homes, so more of them

are renting or staying with their parents longer.

     Young people usually start out renting a room in a shared

house or flat. When income allows or family situation

changes, they usually move into a place of their own.

     Until the 1980s, only a small minority of people owned

their homes. The majority rented from a private landlord or
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lived in public housing subsidized by the local government.

Since the 1980s, much of the stock of social housing has been

sold off, and people have been encouraged to purchase

property.

     Today, about 65 percent of Britons own the home in which

they live. The rate of home ownership has fallen considerably

in recent years. Affording a place to live is becoming

increasingly difficult for young people and low-income

families.

Dating and Marriage

Dating and Courtship

Individuals usually come to know each other in the context of

a social circle. Social circles widen as people's mobility

increases. In recent years, internet dating and social

networking have become popular ways for people to meet.

Only as a relationship progresses do people begin to date

apart from a group. Dating more than one person at a time is

not acceptable. Most people start dating in their mid-teens.

There is little expectation that these first relationships will

lead to engagement or marriage.

     Once young people reach their late teens and early

twenties, dating is seen more as an evaluation process to

determine whether a relationship has long-term prospects.

The majority of young people in the United Kingdom date a

few different people before entering into a more committed

relationship. Taking a partner home to meet the family is a

sign that a relationship is becoming serious. 

     Marriage in Society

Most couples decide to live together before or instead of

marrying. A person may legally marry at age 16, but today

most people do not get married at all—at least not until

they're much older and have been with a partner for several

years.

     Same-sex marriage has been allowed in England, Scotland,

and Wales since 2014. It is not recognized in Northern

Ireland, however. 

     Weddings

The wedding day is usually as lavish as the family can afford.

Traditionally, the bride's family paid for the wedding, but this

responsibility is now more likely to be shared between both

families and the couple themselves.

     The bride generally wears a long white dress, and the

groom wears a morning suit (a tuxedo with a top hat). Civil

weddings are as common as weddings in churches or

chapels. 

     If the couple is marrying in a religious ceremony, the legal

and religious elements generally take place at the same time

and place but are kept separate. After the religious part of the

ceremony, the vows, and the exchange of rings, the couple

goes to another room in the church to sign the register. Two

witnesses and a registrar, representing the civil authorities,

must be present.

     Receptions include an elaborate meal (for as many as two

hundred guests), often held in a hotel, followed by dancing

and speeches from the groom and the father of the bride and,

last and most eagerly awaited, from the best man. The

reception ends with the wedding cake—usually a rich

fruitcake covered in marzipan and elaborately decorated

white icing—from which the couple ceremoniously cut the

first slice.

Life Cycle

Birth

Some pregnant women hold a celebration similar to a baby

shower; friends and family give cards or presents to celebrate

the future birth. Some women, however, consider it bad luck

to celebrate during a pregnancy. The arrival of a new baby is

a cause for celebration, but it is an event marked less formally

than in the past. Celebrations surrounding a birth tend to be

informal gatherings for family and friends. Guests are often

served a high tea (a buffet of sandwiches, cakes, and pastries)

at the new parents' home. Guests usually give presents to the

new parents.

     Although church baptisms and christenings are still

popular, these rituals are no longer considered necessary by

many in this increasingly secular society. The birth or

christening of a baby is often marked by the newborn's father

and his friends getting together to drink at a pub—a

celebration sometimes called “wetting the baby's head.”

     Milestones

The transition from childhood to adulthood is generally

recognized as occurring when a young person leaves the

family home to go to university or to begin working. In recent

years, those who can afford it go traveling during a gap year

in between finishing secondary school and starting further

education. Particularly for young men, the first trip to the pub

is a significant step toward adulthood (although many youth

drink illegally as young as age 14 or 15).

     Death

Funerals are formal, somber affairs. Mourners are generally

stoic, avoiding overly emotional displays. After death, the

body is taken to a funeral home, where it stays until the day of

the funeral, when the coffin is usually driven in a hearse to

the home of the nearest relative. A slow procession of cars

then drives to the church or crematorium, where the funeral

service is held.

     Christian funerals are common, even for those who did not

consider themselves religious. Services usually include

hymns and speeches in which memories of the deceased are

shared. Secular services are usually adapted to reflect the

beliefs of the deceased through readings and songs. After the

funeral service, relatives and friends accompany the hearse to

the grave site. If the body is to be cremated, the coffin is

present at the funeral and is then left at the crematorium.

     After the funeral, it is customary to have a small reception

at a relative's home or a hotel, where guests have tea and a

light buffet. In Northern Ireland, holding an often festive

wake is common, with many families keeping the body of the

deceased in the home the night before the funeral.

     Hindus are cremated, not buried. The body is prepared at

the home of the nearest relative. Traditionally, Hindu

cremations were required to take place within 24 hours of

death. However, in the United Kingdom, this is not always

feasible, so cremations are scheduled for as soon as possible.

The ashes are generally scattered over a local river or sent to

India to be scattered on one of the sacred rivers. A 13-day

mourning period follows the cremation.
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     After a Muslim dies, the body is wrapped in a clean, white

sheet and prepared according to Islamic rites. Bodies are not

embalmed or cremated. Mourners recite certain prayers,

called salat-al-janazah, at the funeral to seek pardon for the

deceased. Only men attend the burial. Graves may be marked,

but decoration and any other construction at the grave is not

permitted. After the burial, a three-day mourning period is

observed.

Diet

A full traditional breakfast consists of bacon, sausages, baked

beans, grilled or fried tomatoes, mushrooms, eggs, and bread

fried in fat or oil. Fewer people now eat this heavy meal on a

regular basis, preferring to stick with various combinations of

cereal, toast, juice or fruit, and tea or coffee.

     Many traditional foods such as beef and potatoes have

given way to poultry and pasta dishes. Fast food has also

become more prevalent, and hamburger restaurants now rival

the traditional fish-and-chip shops in popularity. Numerous

Chinese and Indian restaurants and pizza houses provide

take-away (take-out) service. Microwave dinners can be

found in grocery stores, and common choices include fish,

chicken, pizza, pasta, and Indian dishes.

     Traditional English dishes include roast beef and Yorkshire

pudding (a batter mixture usually baked in muffin form), as

well as steak-and-kidney pie. Native to Wales are cawl (a

soup) and bara brith (currant cake). The Scottish national

dish is haggis, ground sheep entrails mixed with oats and

spices, tied in a sheep's stomach, and cooked. In Northern

Ireland, Irish stew, homemade tarts, and pasties (small meat

pies) are traditional dishes. Dessert, commonly referred to as

a sweet or pudding, is almost always served after the main

meal.

Recreation

Sports

A variety of activities are enjoyed in the United Kingdom,

where many of the world's favorite sports were developed.

Although football (soccer) may have been invented

elsewhere, English college students created the first

standardized rules for the game, which is now the most

popular sport in the UK. Most people have an allegiance to a

professional football team, and football is a common

conversation topic.

     Modern lawn tennis was first played in England, and

modern boxing rules were developed there. The Scots

invented golf in the 1500s. Rugby, the national sport of

Wales, is also enjoyed. Gaelic football is popular in Northern

Ireland and is a cross between soccer and rugby.

     Although football transcends most social divides, other

sports are more closely aligned with class. Snooker (similar to

pool), greyhound racing, and darts are considered more

working-class sports, while tennis, cricket, and golf tend to be

largely middle- and upper-class pursuits. 

     Leisure

Britons rank among the highest in the world in numbers of

hours spent watching television. Popular shows include soap

operas, reality TV shows, game shows, and hospital and

police dramas. The British soap opera Coronation Street is

the longest running soap opera in the world. Britons also

enjoy movies and televised sporting events. Young people

like playing computer games and interacting on social

networking web sites.

     Whereas watching television and going to the cinema are

popular with people of all ages and backgrounds, going to

theater performances is perceived as a middle-class activity.

Pantomimes are an exception to this rule; these lively and

humorous stage plays are based on famous stories or fables

and include audience participation. Families from all

backgrounds attend these uniquely British performances in

the months around Christmas.

     Gardening is a very popular leisure-time pursuit,

particularly for the older generations. People take great pride

in their garden's appearance and the quality of the things they

grow. In some areas, people without their own space to

garden can sign up for allotments (patches of land allocated

by local government).

     Social drinking is common, particularly in pubs. The

British pub is still a central part of leisure time.

     Vacation

People often vacation during the summer months in Spain,

Portugal, Turkey, France, and Greece. Cheap flights to

foreign destinations have caused a decline in British seaside

holidays along the English and Welsh coasts. These seaside

holidays are traditionally characterized by sunbathing on the

beach, trips to funfairs, eating fish and chips and ice cream,

and playing bingo.

The Arts

The United Kingdom has made significant and varied

contributions in the arts. William Shakespeare is the most

recognizable name from a long list of famous British authors,

including Jane Austen, Charles Dickens, George Eliot, Dylan

Thomas, Robert Burns, Seamus Heaney, J. K. Rowling, and

others.

     In the performing arts, the UK is widely recognized for its

theater. London boasts some of the world's premier theaters,

art galleries, and concert halls. Every summer, the British

enjoy BBC Proms, a series of classical music performances

held at the Royal Albert Hall. On the last night of Proms,

flags are flown and patriotic songs are sung. The event is

televised, and a parallel open-air concert takes place in Hyde

Park.

     British music has crossed a variety of time periods, styles,

and genres, with works by artists such as Henry Purcell, Sir

Edward Elgar, Benjamin Britten, and Brian Eno. Since the

Beatles in the 1960s, British rock music has maintained a

worldwide influence, with bands like Queen, Oasis, and

Coldplay. Folk music is popular and is played with the

following instruments: drums, pipes, violins, and accordions

(Northern Ireland); bagpipes, the fiddle, the clarsach (a small

harp), and the tin whistle (Scotland); and the harp (Wales).

Scottish dances (the Eightsome Reel, the Gay Gordons, Strip

the Willow, and others) are also prominent.

Holidays

The British have the fewest number of public holidays in

Europe. They include New Year's Day (1 January), Good
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Friday and Easter Monday, May Day (1 May), spring and

summer bank holidays, Christmas (25 December), and

Boxing Day (26 December).

     In Wales, Saint David's Day (which honors the patron

saint of Wales on 1 March) is popular, and in Scotland, Saint

Andrew's Day (which honors the patron saint of Scotland on

30 November) and Burns' Night (celebrating the birthday of

Scottish poet Robert Burns on 25 January) are widely

celebrated. Northern Ireland celebrates Saint Patrick's Day

(17 March), as do people elsewhere in the United Kingdom

and throughout the world, and observes the Battle of the

Boyne (12 July), a holiday that celebrates the victory of

Protestant king William of Orange over the Catholic king

James II in 1690. Large immigrant communities also

celebrate their own holidays, such as the Muslim holidays Eid

al-Fitr and Eid al-Adha and the Hindu holiday Diwali.

     Christmas

One of the most important holidays in the UK is Christmas.

Homes are decorated with holly, mistletoe, and Christmas

trees a week or so before Christmas. The whole country

virtually shuts down from Christmas Eve until 2 January.

People send out greetings cards and exchange gifts.

     On Christmas Eve, Father Christmas brings presents after

children are asleep. Father Christmas is almost identical to the

U.S. American Santa Claus.

     Traditionally, a turkey dinner was eaten on Christmas Day,

though today it's common to serve other meats or fish. The

table is decorated with crackers (tubes of brightly colored

paper with a gunpowder strip inside that snaps when the tube

is pulled apart). Each cracker contains a paper hat, a small

gift, and a joke, which people read aloud over dinner. For

dessert, most families have Christmas pudding, a rich, solid

fruit pudding. A sprig of holly is stuck into the pudding,

which is then topped with brandy and set on fire.

     Guy Fawkes' Night

Guy Fawkes' Night, or Bonfire Night, is celebrated on 5

November. The holiday commemorates the failure of a 1605

plot to blow up the Houses of Parliament and the subsequent

execution of the plot's ringleader, Guy Fawkes. It is often

unclear whether the day celebrates the plot's failure or the

revolutionary sentiment behind the plot's formation. While

many who celebrate Guy Fawkes' Night are not fully aware of

its origins, it is a festive and widely celebrated event.

     On the night of 5 November, bonfires are built in

backyards and public parks. Fireworks are lit after dark.

Effigies of Guy Fawkes are made and later burned on the

bonfires. Traditionally, children took the effigies door to

door, asking for “a penny for the Guy.”

     English Celebrations

Boxing Day is named for the tradition of giving small boxed

gifts to servants and tradesmen. Held on 26 December, it is

now a day for visiting friends and family (or recovering from

the excesses of Christmas Day). Saint George's Day (23

April) honors the patron saint of England. Other English

holidays that are celebrated but not treated as days off from

work include the Queen's Birthday (second Saturday in June)

and Remembrance Day (the closest Sunday to 11 November),

which celebrates the end of World War I.

     Additional Holidays

Although the UK is a traditionally Christian country, the

diverse population and freedom of religion mean that many

holidays from around the world are observed. The two largest

Muslim holidays are Eid al-Fitr (celebrating the end of the

holy month of Ramadan) and Eid al-Adha (celebrating the

prophet Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice his son). Britons

from India celebrate Diwali, the Festival of Lights, which

honors the triumph of light over darkness.

SOCIETY 

Government

The United Kingdom has no written constitution. The

constitutional arrangements are the result of legislation,

common law, and precedent. Today, the monarch, Queen

Elizabeth II, is head of state but has no real political power.

     The House of Commons is the main legislative body. It

has 650 members elected by popular vote to five-year terms.

Parliament's upper chamber, the House of Lords, has several

hundred members. Members of the House of Lords are not

directly elected. Most are appointed, while others are elected

internally or are leaders of the Church of England. The

number of members varies because some members are

appointed as life peers, meaning they serve until their death.

The chamber's chief legislative role is to send problematic

legislation back to the House of Commons for a second look.

     After an election, the party with the most members of

Parliament (MPs) forms the government. That party's leader

becomes the prime minister (who is officially appointed by

the Queen). The prime minister and cabinet govern as the

executive body. Elections take place at least every five years

but can be called by the prime minister at any time before

that. There are no limits to the number of terms the prime

minister can serve. The voting age is 18.

     In 1999, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland set up their

own governments with limited powers over issues such as

health and education. The Northern Ireland Assembly was

reopened in 2006 after a four-year suspension.

Economy

Public debt and the nation's impending withdrawal from the

European Union (EU) pose major challenges for the United

Kingdom's economy. Nevertheless, the UK remains a global

economic power with one of the largest economies in Europe.

The country serves as a global financial center and lead

trading power. Most Britons enjoy a good standard of living,

although there is a fairly large gap between the middle and

working classes. Unemployment is lower than in many of the

UK’s neighbors, though inflation is slightly higher than

average.

     The UK does most of its trading within the EU. Natural

resources include oil, natural gas, iron ore, and salt. Crude oil

(from the North Sea), manufactured goods, and consumer

items make up major exports. The service sector is now more

dominant than manufacturing, and London is one of the

world's most important financial centers. Agriculture employs

less than 2 percent of the labor force but provides much of the

UK's food needs because it is highly mechanized and
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efficient. The UK uses the pound sterling (GBP), usually just

called the pound, as its currency.

Transportation and Communications

Outside of cities, travel by road is the most favored method of

transportation. The British drive on the left side of the road,

and a car's steering wheel is on the right side of the car. Most

families have at least one car, especially rural residents, who

don't have easy access to public transportation. Taxis are

common in the cities. Public transportation is well developed

in most urban areas. London's subway is called the Tube or

the Underground. Buses and trains service major cities.

Domestic and international air travel is well developed.

London's Heathrow Airport is one of the busiest in the world.

The Channel Tunnel (or Chunnel) connects England and

France by rail under the English Channel. The tunnel offers a

three-hour ride between London and Paris (about 35 minutes

in the actual tunnel) for passengers, freight, and private cars.

     Telecommunications are advanced, with fiber optic cable

links and satellite systems. Nearly all British homes have

televisions and telephones. Most phone calls, including local

calls, are billed according to the length of the call. Cellular

phones greatly outnumber traditional landlines. Many homes

have broadband internet. Freedom of the press is guaranteed

by law and is generally respected, though incitement of

religious hatred or violence is considered a criminal act. The

British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) is a publicly funded

and government-regulated multimedia provider. Daily

newspapers are available throughout the nation. A 2012

inquiry into the culture, practice, and ethics of the press called

for new measures to regulate the press, including a new

independent regulatory body with legislative support.

Education

Structure and Access

A large portion of British tax revenues go toward education.

Education is free and compulsory beginning at age 5 and

continuing until age 18.

     A grade level is called a form or, more commonly, a year.

Most children attend at least two different types of schools: a

primary school (from ages 4 or 5 to 12) and a secondary

school (starting at age 12). As an alternative to primary

school, many children attend an infants’ school (ages 4 to 7)

and then a junior school (7 to 11 or 12). Public schools are

called state schools, and private schools may be called

independent schools or public schools.

     At age 16, students take an exam to earn the General

Certificate of Secondary Education. In Northern Ireland,

performance on a difficult government-sponsored exam at age

11 largely determines whether students will begin preparing

for university or for a profession or trade. Scotland has a

single set of national exams (called Highers) at the end of

secondary education that play a role in university entrance.

     School Life

Most instruction is given in English, but Wales, Scotland, and

Northern Ireland also offer it in Welsh, Gaelic, and Irish,

respectively. Many schools receive special funding in order to

develop an area of specialty, such as music or technology.

Students may apply to go to certain schools in whose

specialty they are particularly interested. The Scottish school

curriculum tends to focus on a broad education, rather than

specializing in a particular subject. Most schools require

uniforms, which are often navy blue or gray.

     Higher Education

At 18, students may take the General Certificate of Education

(or A-levels), which is used as an entrance exam by the United

Kingdom's universities and colleges. In addition to more than

80 universities and various professional schools, the UK has

an Open University, which offers correspondence and

broadcast courses.

Health

The United Kingdom's National Health Service (NHS)

provides free medical treatment and many other social

services funded by the central government. Individuals only

pay for prescriptions and some dental services. Though the

increasing cost of financing the NHS is in some ways a

burden for the country, high-quality care and facilities are

available and most Britons feel a certain pride in the NHS.

Private care is also available, and some people now have

private insurance to avoid long waits for surgical treatment

covered by the NHS.

AT A GLANCE 

Contact Information

The British Embassy, 3100 Massachusetts Avenue NW,

Washington, DC 20008; phone (202) 588-6500; web site

http://ukinusa.fco.gov.uk. Visit Britain, phone (800)

462-2748; web site www.visitbritain.com.

Country and Development Data

Capital London

Population 65,105,246 (rank=22)

Area (sq. mi.) 94,058 (rank=78)

Area (sq. km.) 243,610

Human Development Index 16 of 188 countries

Gender Inequality Index 28 of 188 countries

GDP (PPP) per capita $43,600

Adult Literacy 99%

Infant Mortality 4 per 1,000 births

Life Expectancy 79 (male); 83 (female)

Currency Pound sterling
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BACKGROUND 

Land and Climate

Slightly smaller in area than Guatemala or the U.S. state of

Kentucky, Iceland is the second largest island in Europe. The

land is rugged, has diverse scenery, and is about 80 percent

uninhabited. This “land of fire and ice” is a volcanic island

and one of the most active volcanic countries in the world,

averaging one eruption every five years. The most famous

volcano in Iceland, Mount Hekla, has major eruptions every

forty or fifty years, with smaller eruptions in between. In

March and April 2010, a volcano under the glacier

Eyjafjallajökull erupted, creating a cloud of volcanic ash that

caused months of disruption for European travelers. In 2013,

the European Union began a project to monitor Iceland's

many volcanoes in hopes of managing such travel

complications in the future.

     Mild earthquakes are also common. Iceland has more hot

springs than any other country in the world; in fact, geyser is

an Icelandic word meaning “eruption.” Large parts of

Iceland’s interior are uninhabitable, but this region is a

popular place for many outdoor activities. It has beautiful

features, including mountains, lakes, volcanoes, and even

deserts. More than 10 percent of the country is covered with

glaciers; the largest one, Vatnajökull, has an area of about

3,100 square miles (8,100 square kilometers) and is about

1,300 feet (400 meters) thick, on average.

     Despite the country's northerly location, the climate is

much milder than one would expect. The warm Gulf Stream

nearly encircles the island. The average temperature in July is

51°F (11°C); the January average in Reykjavík is 30°F

(-1°C). However, polar winds can make the weather bitterly

cold at any time of year. There are two or three months of

extremely long days in the summer, while during the winter

(mid-November to January) there may only be four or five

hours of daylight (from about 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.).

History

Settlement

The first permanent settlers in Iceland were Celtic and

Norwegian peoples. Iceland claims the Norwegian Ingólfur

Arnarson as the first settler in 874; he founded Reykjavík,

which eventually became the capital. In 930, Icelanders

created the Althingi, their national assembly, but they had no

central government or monarchy. The Althingi established

laws and also served as a court. Christianity was adopted by

the Althingi in the year 1000, the same year that Viking

explorer Leifur Eiríksson is said to have discovered America,

landing at Newfoundland. In 1262, in the wake of a civil war

between ruling chieftains, Iceland became subject to the

Norwegian kingdom. Despite the new ruler, Iceland remained

fairly autonomous.

     Danish Rule

In 1380, both Iceland and Norway came under Danish rule. In

the 1530s, Denmark's attempt to impose Lutheranism on

Iceland met with stiff opposition. The Lutheran Church was

not established until Danish authorities beheaded Iceland's

last Catholic bishop, Jón Arason, and two of his illegitimate

sons in 1550. Although modern Iceland is Lutheran, Arason is

still considered a national hero for his resistance to the Danes.

     In the mid-1600s, the Danish monarchy established a trade
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monopoly with Iceland, which became little more than a

Danish colony and trading post. Accordingly, the 17th and

18th centuries are now considered a dark period in Iceland's

history, a time when the country lost its self-government and

free trade. This period had a profound influence on later

political developments and is one reason why Icelanders are

very proud of their nationality. It is also why Iceland is

usually among the first nations to recognize new countries,

such as Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania in 1991 and

Montenegro in 2006.

     The 1700s brought famine, natural disasters, and economic

troubles to Iceland. By the end of the century, after several

plagues and an enormous volcanic eruption, the population

was reduced to fewer than forty thousand. An independence

movement began in the mid-1800s, when the people

experienced a revival of national literature and history.

Romantic nationalism grew as interest in the old sagas and

other medieval literature surged, and Icelanders took great

pride in their history and language. As Denmark's monarchy

became subject to a constitutional democracy, Iceland was

given a chance to regain home rule. The country was granted

a constitution in 1874; however, it still remained accountable

to Denmark.

     Independence

In 1918, Iceland became autonomous but agreed to share

control over defense and foreign affairs with Denmark for the

next 25 years. Iceland's ties with Denmark were broken

during World War II, when Denmark was occupied by

Germany in April 1940. Only a month later, British forces

invaded Iceland. The occupation was not strongly opposed

and tensions were minimal. In June 1944, a national

referendum was held, and an overwhelming majority voted to

become the Republic of Iceland. Soon, a new constitution was

adopted.

     In the years following World War II, Iceland received

generous support from the Marshall Plan, a U.S. American

program to help rebuild Europe and modernize industry. This

financial support was crucial in developing local industries.

Iceland also went on to develop a stable political system.

Cooperation between political parties has always been close

because most governments have been coalitions between two

or three parties, with no single party dominating the Althingi.

     Economic Crisis

Beginning in the late 1990s, Iceland enjoyed robust economic

growth. However, Iceland's prosperous economy, while still

based largely on fishing, shifted to rely heavily on banking as

well and took a serious blow in the global financial crisis of

2008. Iceland's three largest banks collapsed, and Iceland's

economy went into a deep recession. Loans from the

International Monetary Fund, drastic cuts to government

spending, and an expansion of its export market helped put

Iceland on a path to economic recovery. By 2015, Iceland's

economy had fully recuperated from the economic crisis.

     Relations with Europe

Iceland enjoys close ties with Europe and applied for

membership in the European Union (EU) in 2009. However,

Iceland's path to EU membership was initially hindered by

disputes over Iceland's responsibility regarding the 2008

collapse of its banking sector. Since then, support for EU

membership among Icelanders has decreased, and in 2013 the

government put an indefinite hold on the issue of accession

and  in 2015 withdrew its bid for EU membership.

     Fishing rights and other economic consequences of joining

the EU are major concerns of Icelanders opposed to EU

membership. Environmental issues hindering

European-Icelandic relations include the country's whaling

industry, which resumed commercial hunting in 2006, and the

amount of fishing Iceland does in the Atlantic Ocean. The EU

and some non-European countries have threatened to impose

sanctions against Iceland if it continues to ignore suggested

fishing quotas, and the issue remains contentious.

     Recent Events and Trends

• New prime minister: In November 2017, Katrín

Jakobsdóttir, the leader of the left-wing Left-Green

Movement, became Iceland's new prime minister after

forming a governing coalition in Iceland's legislature with the

center-right Independence and Progressive parties. The new

coalition formed after October 2017 parliamentary elections

failed to produce a clear winner. Jakobsdóttir, who vowed to

invest in public services, curb climate change, and improve

gender equality, is Iceland's fourth prime minister in two

years. In recent years, Iceland has experienced a series of

political scandals, which have resulted in political instability.

• Equal pay for women: In January 2018, Iceland became

the first country in the world to make it illegal to pay men

more than women for doing the same job. Under the new law,

employers with more than 25 employees will be fined unless

they prove to the government that they pay men and women

equally. Iceland has long been a world leader in promoting

gender equality.

THE PEOPLE 

Population

Roughly two-thirds of the population (200,000 people) reside

in the metropolitan area of Iceland's capital, Reykjavík.

Kópavogur (33,000) and Hafnarfjörður (28,000), both near

Reykjavík, are the next largest towns. Urban sites are situated

along the coast, with only a few settlements inland. The

central part of the country is uninhabited.

     Since the first half of the 20th century, urban education

and employment opportunities have led to rural depopulation.

Since most higher education institutions, including the largest

universities, are located in Reykjavík, students usually move

to the capital to study. After graduation, young people often

cannot find suitable employment in their hometowns. The

result is an expanding capital city with increasing property

and rental costs, contrasted with a shrinking population in

towns elsewhere (many of which used to be bigger than

Reykjavík just a century ago). Another result of this trend is

that more and more families are dispersed across the country.

     Icelanders are descendants of the Norwegian and Celtic

peoples who settled in the 9th and 10th centuries. For much of

Iceland’s history, the population was small and homogeneous.

In recent years, however, immigration has increased. The

majority of migrants come to Iceland to look for work, and

most come from other European countries.
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Language

The official language is Icelandic. Foreign language

instruction begins in the first grade and continues through

junior college and vocational school. Students are taught

English and then Danish. Those who continue school after

age 16 receive further instruction in an additional language.

Other Nordic languages and German are also widely spoken.

     During the Viking era (8th–10th centuries), all Nordic

peoples shared a common language, called Old Norse. Later,

separate tongues evolved in the areas of present-day Norway,

Sweden, and Denmark. Iceland retained the old language,

which changed far less than other Nordic languages through

the centuries. (In fact, modern Icelandic is more similar to

ancient Norwegian than it is to present-day Norwegian.) As a

result, Icelanders can read medieval Icelandic sagas from the

Age of Sagas (1200–1400) with relatively little difficulty. The

sagas cover centuries of Scandinavian and British history.

Through them, the lives and exploits of the Vikings and their

descendants are known to the world today.

Religion

The state church, the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Iceland,

is traditionally important in Icelandic culture. The bulk of the

population (70 percent) belongs to the state church, in part

because infants of Lutheran mothers are automatically

enrolled as church members upon birth (although they can

officially opt out later on). Despite the existence of a

state-sponsored church, religious freedom is fully guaranteed,

and other Protestants (7 percent), Roman Catholics (4

percent), and other religions have congregations in Iceland.

About 6 percent of the population has no religious affiliation.

     Attendance at the state church is sporadic; people usually

go to baptisms, confirmations, weddings, funerals, and

Christmas Mass. But while religion is not a public matter,

many Icelanders are privately religious and may have a strong

belief in spiritual and supernatural things.

General Attitudes

Icelanders are generally proud of their advanced society,

which is egalitarian and highly literate. People's abilities are

more important than their stations in life, though seeking new

challenges and higher wages is increasingly valued. In

general, the people are individualistic, independent, and

open-minded. They are friendly and genuine but tend to be

reserved. There is little crime and very little pollution in the

country. Cleanliness is highly valued. Most areas are heated

almost entirely by geothermal energy produced naturally by

hot springs. A source of pride for Icelanders, geothermal

springs provide the country with renewable, clean energy.

     In general, Icelanders have a strong work ethic; the

country's workweek is one of the longest in Europe. The long

working hours help compensate for what are low wages

relative to the rest of Western Europe. Many Icelanders

believe self-respect and well-being are tied to productivity.

History, literature, and language are highly valued in

Icelandic culture. Iceland publishes more books per capita

than any country in the world. Whereas many languages will

adopt or adapt foreign words (often English) into their

language to describe a new addition, Icelanders want to keep

their language as pure as possible. In fact, an official

committee exists for the sole purpose of creating new

Icelandic words for terms such as telephone or computer,

when necessary. Doing well in school and finishing one's

education are societal priorities.

Personal Appearance

Icelanders tend to dress well, especially when attending

theaters and fine restaurants. Because the climate is generally

cool, warm clothing is necessary during much of the year.

Iceland is known for its woolens, especially sweaters.

Dressing neatly in public is important, and most people spend

a lot of money on clothing. Fashions from Europe and the

United States are popular, particularly among young

Icelanders, who like to wear trendy clothing.

CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES 

Greetings

A handshake is the most common way to greet someone,

along with saying Sœll (to a man) or Sœl (to a woman). The

phrase roughly means “Happy” or “Glad.” A more casual

greeting for friends and relatives is Halló (Hello) or Hœ (Hi).

One says Góðan daginn (Good day) when greeting a stranger.

Traditionally, people said good-bye by saying Bless (“be

blessed”) or Bless bless. In recent years, the English term

“bye-bye” (pronounced with a specifically Icelandic accent)

has become more common.

     Strangers are often greeted, and not doing so is not

considered impolite. Icelanders are properly and officially

called by their first names (and sometimes nicknames); last

names are rarely used. This is true even for doctors, teachers,

and politicians. A first name is used after a person's title as

well. A woman does not change her name at marriage. A

woman's last name is formed by the possessive form of her

father's first name, followed by dóttir, meaning daughter. A

man's last name is the possessive of his father's first name,

followed by son. Names in a phone book or directory are

alphabetized by the first given name, but it is necessary to

know the last name too.

Gestures

Body language traditionally has not been important to

communication in Iceland. Consequently, few hand

expressions are used during conversation. Icelanders do not

normally eat on the street, with the exception of foods such as

ice cream and hot dogs. Smoking is prohibited in public

buildings.

Visiting

Traditionally, Icelanders are rather casual about visiting; they

commonly drop in on people unannounced or call just before

visiting. Truly formal invitations are rare. Hosts are expected

to invite even unexpected visitors into the home. Hosts may

offer a cup of coffee. Icelanders customarily take off their

shoes before entering a home, where most visiting occurs.

Not doing so is considered rude. Although dinner guests are
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not expected to bring a gift to the hosts, flowers or candy are

appropriate. Icelanders do not typically introduce their guests

to everyone. After a meal, or even refreshments, guests are

careful to express their appreciation to the hosts.

Eating

Breakfast is usually a light meal and includes cereal or toast

with tea or coffee. Icelanders typically eat lunch around noon

and dinner between 7 and 8 p.m. People eat in the continental

style, with the fork in the left hand and the knife in the right.

Dinner is usually the only meal that the whole family shares.

     Most Icelanders do not dine out often, preferring to go to

restaurants only on special occasions or evenings when food

is followed by a movie, play, or other activity. At restaurants,

service charges and tax are included in the bill. Tipping is

acceptable but not required. Today, food servers are part of

unions, and their salary is based on collective agreement.

Before the mid-1970s, going out was not popular. Since the

1970s, however, restaurants have increased dramatically in

number, and waiting tables, once considered a demeaning job,

has become fully respectable. The increase in restaurants has

also led to a wider variety of foods available in the country. In

Reykjavík, coffeehouses and restaurants serve dishes from all

over the world.

LIFESTYLE 

Family

Structure

Family ties are strong, and families tend to be larger than

elsewhere in Scandinavia. Across Iceland, the average family

tends to have two or three children living with one or two

parents. Many families also include half-siblings and

step-siblings, and there are sometimes large age gaps between

siblings. Extended families do not typically live together, and

despite strong family ties, many Icelandic families are spread

across the country and even across the world.

     Though people are individualistic, family members rely

heavily on each other. Most relatives, including grandparents,

uncles, aunts, and cousins, stay in regular contact with each

other. Because the country is small, personal ties are

important and family relations play a key role. When meeting

someone for the first time, people ask where the person

comes from in an attempt to find a common acquaintance and

place that person on a familial or professional level. Family

history is a passion for many people, facilitated by the

language having changed so little in the last thousand years.

     Parents and Children

Icelanders believe that raising a child should not disadvantage

families economically, which is why their social welfare

system makes services like preschool available to everyone at

very little cost. Extended family members babysit frequently;

if a couple wants take a weekend trip to Reykjavík or an

overseas vacation, they may ask their parents to watch their

children for the duration of the trip.

     Children are expected to do well in school and be involved

in hobbies, such as sports and music. In the past, it was

popular to send children ages 8 to 16 to a farm owned by a

relative (uncle, aunt, grandparent, etc.) during the summer

months while school was out. Today, kids are often sent to

camps and summer programs run by sports clubs, religious

groups, or other organizations.

     Young adults usually live with their parents until they are

about 20 to 25 years old. They may move out of their parents’

home when they leave for college, move in with a partner or

spouse, or simply wish to be more independent.

     Older Icelanders tend to live in their own homes for as

long as possible. Eventually, they move into apartments for

the elderly or nursing homes. It is not common for parents to

move in with their adult children.

     Gender Roles

Family patterns are changing in Iceland because women are

now a major part of the workforce, a pattern facilitated by

universal daycare provisions for preschool-age children.

Around 70 percent of women have jobs outside the home.

However, men tend to work longer hours, and a gender pay

gap still exists. Women account for nearly 45 percent of the

total labor force. Both mothers and fathers share

responsibility for household chores, from doing the dishes to

painting the house. Women are usually responsible for the

majority of parenting duties.

     New parents, both mothers and fathers, each have the right

to three months’ paid parental leave, with another three

months to share between them as they see fit. In addition,

parents may take unpaid parental leave if they wish. Because

of these parental leave policies, most parents do not need to

sacrifice a career in order to care for their children until they

are old enough for day care.

     Iceland prides itself on gender equality, and it is regularly

ranked as one of the most equitable countries in the world.

Today, women can be found in nearly every profession,

including heavy industry, shipping, fishing, and other

traditionally male-dominated industries. Women are also

employed in executive positions as university presidents,

bishops, and theater directors, to name a few.

     Compared to the rest of the world, Icelandic women are

particularly well-represented in politics. In June 1980,

Icelanders selected Vigdís Finnbogadóttir as president—the

world's first freely elected female head of state. In 1983, an

all-female political party won several seats in parliament, and

at times the cabinet has had a majority of women. In 2009,

Iceland elected its first female prime minister, social

democrat Jóhanna Sigurðardóttir. Women hold fewer

parliament seats today, but women's issues are addressed

more readily than before. In 2010, the government introduced

a gender quota requiring at least 40 percent of a business’s

leadership to be female. Topics such as domestic violence,

sexual abuse, wage discrimination, and other issues

concerning gender equality are still prominent in public

discourse and politics.

Housing

Urban and Rural

Apartments are far more common than houses in cities.

Houses and apartments are smallest and most expensive in the

urban areas of Reykjavík and Akureyri. Large houses are

more often found in the regions outside of Reykjavík. In rural
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areas, farmhouses are the most popular type of housing. Due

to growing educational and employment opportunities in

Reykjavík, the capital is growing while rural areas have

become less populated in recent decades.

     Exteriors

Traditionally, Icelandic houses were made of rocks and grass

turf joined by layers of clay-like mud. Later, houses were

built from imported timber and reinforced with corrugated

metal. It was not until the 20th century that concrete was

introduced as a building material. Today, most houses are

made from concrete, but a variety of architectural styles are

employed. The exteriors of older timber houses are painted in

a variety of bright colors.

     Gardening is a relatively recent phenomenon in Iceland,

and many lawns get little more than the occasional mowing a

few times a year. But recently, Icelanders have begun

growing a wider variety of plants in their yards and gardens,

such as sunflowers, roses, and sweet peas. Yards are also a

perfect place to barbecue, which is something of a national

pastime in Iceland.

     Interiors

Icelanders spend a lot of time indoors during the long winters,

so homes are usually warm and well cared for. Since

Icelanders take great pride in their homes, beautification of

the home is a lifetime pursuit that can bring much prestige.

The most attention goes to furnishing and decorating the

living room so that it will be as inviting to guests as possible.

Older Icelanders tend to have homes crowded with

ornaments, furniture, and decorations. Younger generations,

on the other hand, usually follow a minimalist Scandinavian

style. Some young people prefer modern styles, while others

like antiques.

     Nearly all Icelandic homes have a washing machine, and

most have a dryer and dishwasher. It is unusual for a home

not to have at least one television. Computers, stereos,

televisions, and other electronics are common in Icelandic

households.

     Most people prefer to have a spare bedroom for guests. It

is common for a living room and dining room to be in the

same open space; sometimes the kitchen is part of the open

space as well.

     Economic Circumstance

Upper- and some middle-class people live in single-family

houses or in small apartment buildings. Members of the

working class usually live in larger apartment buildings,

sometimes consisting of 50 units. Individual apartments may

have between two and five bedrooms, depending on a

family's size and wealth. The elderly increasingly live on their

own in small apartments located in retirement communities.

     Ownership

The majority of Icelandic families own their own homes.

Although home ownership is common, obtaining a mortgage

became much harder after the 2008 financial crisis. The rental

market is very competitive with high demand and high prices.

Dating and Marriage

Dating and Courtship

Young people usually begin dating around age 15 or 16,

although paired-off activities, such as two people eating out,

are usually reserved for couples who are in a relationship.

Parties, coffeehouses, and dance clubs are among the most

popular destinations for dates. Young people usually meet at

parties or at a bar, though schools and workplaces are also

common settings for meeting people. Some people meet

through mutual friends.

     Marriage in Society

The government recognizes common-law marriage, so many

couples choose to live together without formal marriage.

Some choose to marry at a later date, but they may have a few

children by then. The average age of a first marriage is in the

early thirties. Iceland legalized same-sex marriage in 2010.

One of the first same-sex marriages performed included the

prime minister at the time and her partner.

     Divorce is common, in part because society generally

believes it is better for spouses to separate than to subject

their children and each other to fighting at home. Between

one-quarter and one-third of all marriages end in divorce.

     Weddings

Weddings are not frequent occurrences in Iceland, in part

because many people live together in common-law marriages

without formally marrying. In general, weddings are similar

to those in other Western countries, and they can be large,

expensive affairs that include serving lunch or dinner.

Weddings take place in churches or other public buildings

and are usually followed by a reception with food, drink, and

entertainment. Guests stay at the wedding party for a long

time, eating, talking, and perhaps dancing. The newlyweds

usually go abroad for their honeymoon.

Life Cycle

Birth

Pregnancies are celebrated with much joy, perhaps due to

Iceland's small population and Icelanders' many close family

connections. Iceland generally has excellent medical care, and

although most women give birth in hospitals, they are

assigned their own midwife to attend the birth and make

home visits before and after the baby’s arrival. Shortly after

birth, there is a baptism or name-giving ceremony followed

by a baby shower, when relatives and friends of the parents

bring gifts for the baby. It is common practice for couples not

to let anyone (not even their parents) know what their baby

will be called until the child’s official naming ceremony.

     Milestones

Most Icelandic children are confirmed into the state church

the year they turn 14. Most people view confirmation as an

important milestone, and in financial terms, the gifts received

are usually equivalent to several birthdays rolled into one.

This tradition continues despite the fact that Iceland is not a

religious country and most people do not go to church.

However, an increasing number of teenagers choose to

participate in a civic or non-religious ceremony instead. After

the ceremony (whether religious or civic), families hold large

parties for the confirmed youth.

     Autonomy is highly valued by teenagers, so they are

granted increasing independence as they get older. The legal

age of adulthood is 18. A person can get a driver’s license at

17, vote and buy tobacco at 18, and buy alcohol at age 20.

Almost all youth continue their education until at least age 20,
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when they graduate from upper secondary school (also known

as technical school or junior college). This school graduation

and the alcohol age limit make 20 the social age of adulthood.

It is legally possible, though rare, to live alone starting at age

16.

     Most young people graduate with at least an undergraduate

college degree and spend their twenties forming families and

acquiring a desirable position in the community. During their

thirties and forties, people try to raise their standard of living.

After that, they devote more time to themselves, their

children, and grandchildren. Most people retire in their

mid-sixties and have even more time for recreation.

     Death

Funerals usually take place within a week or 10 days of the

death. A few days before the funeral, a tradition called

kistulagning (literally “laying the corpse in the coffin”) is

held for the deceased’s close relatives. Funerals are often

attended by hundreds of people. Traditionally, all attendees

are invited to a reception following the funeral.

     Everyone who dies in Iceland gets an obituary in a

national newspaper. One such newspaper, Morgunblaðið, is

often read solely for the obituaries, which are a cultural

institution. Burial is traditional, but cremation has become

more common in recent years. In rural areas, cemeteries are

usually located next to churches, but in urban areas this is

much less common. Regardless of location, graves are lit up

at Christmastime with electric lights or lanterns with candles.

The lights, which are sometimes shaped like crosses, are a

way of remembering loved ones at the darkest time of year.

Diet

The basics of the Icelandic diet include fish, lamb, and dairy

products. Fresh fish is plentiful and includes such varieties as

cod, haddock, halibut, plaice (a type of flounder), herring,

salmon, and trout. Popular dishes are hangikjöt (smoked

mutton) and skyr (similar to yogurt). Potatoes (usually boiled)

are served with most meals. Hangikjöt is the traditional meal

on Christmas Day.

     For many years, greenhouses heated with geothermal

water have made it possible for Iceland to meet its need for

tomatoes, peppers, cucumbers, and other produce. However, a

wide range of fruits and vegetables, as well as wheat and

corn, are imported year-round. Water is clean and safe to

drink throughout the country.

Recreation

Sports

Children play a variety of indoor and outdoor sports at school,

and many are members of extracurricular sports clubs.

Icelanders love soccer, and many enjoy watching the English

Premier League. Iceland’s own soccer league is the only

European league to play during the summer rather than

winter. This schedule difference has allowed it to attract more

competitive foreign players than its size would otherwise

warrant. Icelanders also are passionate about handball, and

the men’s national team is one of the best in the world. The

basketball league is also well supported. Skiing and golf are

other popular sports.

     Outdoor activities are favorite pastimes in Iceland. Popular

winter activities include skiing (both downhill and

cross-country), snowboarding, and snowmobiling. Tourists

enjoy snowmobiling on the glaciers year-round, while natives

go snowmobiling in the winter near towns and in lowland

areas. Depending on the terrain, four-wheeling (using

vehicles similar to ATVs) and exploring in “super jeeps”

(four-wheel drive vehicles with large tires) are also popular.

Many people enjoy riding the small horses unique to Iceland.

The official national sport is an ancient form of wrestling

called glíma. It is experiencing something of a comeback;

everyone knows of it and most towns have a club.

Bodybuilding, strongman competitions, and powerlifting are

unusually popular in Iceland, and the country is heavily

represented at the World’s Strongest Man competition.

     Leisure

Icelandic towns like to host festivals, and events such as film

festivals, music festivals, and skiing festivals are held

year-round. Many Icelanders enjoy going to the movies, and

films have an interval in the middle for people to buy more

popcorn. Films are usually shown in their original language

with Icelandic subtitles, except children’s films, which are

often dubbed. Professional and amateur theater performances

are also popular.

     Coffee is the lifeblood of Iceland. It is often free at shops,

banks, and swimming pools. People often drop in

unannounced for coffee at friends’ and family’s homes.

Meeting friends at cafés is also very popular.

     The winter darkness and summer light strongly shape how

people spend their free time. Winters are spent indoors, and

games like bridge and chess are popular. In summer,

Icelanders love to barbecue. According to one Icelandic

saying, if it is not snowing, someone will be outside flipping

burgers. People try to enjoy the summer as much as possible.

Camping and hiking are both popular, and there are many

large, established campgrounds available. Some also camp in

more private areas. Others stay in summer cabins. Iceland is

known as a bird-watcher's paradise.

     Vacation

Families like to travel together, and vacations at home and

abroad are commonplace. Not everyone can afford two weeks

in a warmer location for their whole family, but most people

have at least been overseas, most often to Denmark.

     A holiday called Verslunarmannahelgi celebrates

merchants and is observed on the first Monday in August.

This three-day weekend is popular for camping and travel.

Cities practically empty as people go to festivals in smaller

towns or head to the countryside, including the interior, to

camp.

The Arts

Iceland's rich cultural life is characterized by several excellent

theater groups, including the National Theatre, as well as the

Iceland Symphony Orchestra and the Icelandic Ballet

Company. These groups often perform works by Icelandic

composers, playwrights, and choreographers. Government

support of cinematic arts has encouraged their success as

well. Museums exhibit both modern and folk arts. Annual

festivals call attention to traditional arts such as weaving,

woodcarving, and silversmithing. Poetry, fiction, and
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playwriting are very popular. Nobel Prize recipient Halldór

Laxness is one of the best-known Icelandic writers. Another

well-known writer is Arnaldur Indriðason, whose

contemporary crime fiction novels have become bestsellers

worldwide. Pop singer Björk, born in Reykjavík, has also

achieved international success, as has the post-rock group

Sigur Rós.

Holidays

Public holidays include New Year's Day (1 January), Easter

(including Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, Easter Sunday,

and Easter Monday), First Day of Summer (usually the third

Thursday in April), Labor Day (1 May), Ascension Day,

Whitsunday and Whitmonday, National Independence Day

(17 June), Merchants Holiday (first Monday in August), and

Christmas (24–26 December).

     Iceland also has several unofficial holidays that do not

include time off work or school but are nonetheless

celebrated. These holidays include Men’s Day (the Friday

between 19 and 25 January, also called Husbands’ Day);

Þorrablót (the midwinter feasting month which starts on

Husbands’ Day and ends on Women’s Day); Women’s Day

(the Sunday between 18 and 24 February, also called Wives’

Day); Cream Bun Day (Bolludagur), Bursting Day, and Ash

Day (the Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday at the start of

Lent); Sjómannadagurinn, or Seamen’s Weekend (first

weekend in June); and the First Day of Winter (third Saturday

in October). Despite the fact that Evangelical Lutheranism is

the official religion of Iceland, many pagan and Catholic

traditions continue.

     Norse Holidays

The old Norse calendar is still partially in use, and it dictates

when Men’s Day, Þorrablót, and Women’s Day fall. On

Men’s Day, women celebrate their husbands and boyfriends

by giving them flowers or taking them out for dinner. The

holiday falls on the first day of Þorri, the fourth winter month

stretching from mid-January to mid-February. During this

month, people hold Þorrablót, or mid-winter feasts with

traditional foods such as dried fish, fermented shark meat, and

liver pudding. Even Icelanders who do not enjoy the food

usually attend the feasts to enjoy the social atmosphere.

Women’s Day is celebrated the day after Þorri ends. Similar

to Valentine’s Day, Women’s Day is celebrated by men

giving flowers and presents to their wives and girlfriends.

     The old Norse calendar also determines the First Day of

Summer, which is a public holiday celebrated with parades

and sporting events. The Norse calendar recognizes only two

seasons: summer and winter. In some years, the first day of

summer is icy, cold, and wintry. However, warmer weather

often begins within about a week of the holiday. Many people

leave a saucer of water outside on the last night of winter; if it

is frozen when they wake up, it means winter and summer

have “frozen together.” According to superstition, this means

the upcoming summer will be especially fine.

     Lent

Icelanders celebrate the Monday before Lent as a holiday

called Cream Bun Day (Bolludagur). On this day, people eat

lots of cream puffs, usually accompanied by coffee and chats

with friends. It is one of the most profitable days of the year

for bakeries.

     The next day is called Bursting Day (known in other

countries as Shrove Tuesday or Mardi Gras), and its name

comes from the tradition of eating until one felt like bursting

before beginning the Lenten fast the next day. Most people

still eat the traditional dish of split pea and salted lamb stew

on this day.

     The following day is Ash Wednesday; this holiday has

become somewhat similar to Halloween in recent years. Kids

dress in lavish costumes, and they spend the day going to

shops, offices, cafés, and other businesses singing

well-rehearsed songs for candy.

     Christmas

Icelanders have many unique ways of celebrating Christmas.

In December, almost every house is decorated with lights to

brighten up the darkness outside. Icelanders enjoy attending

musical concerts, and large Christmas feasts, followed by

dancing, are also popular. These feasts are usually held at

restaurants or hotels. Although individuals can purchase

tickets to attend, most companies pay for their employees’

tickets. Smaller feasts, without as much formal entertainment,

are often attended by couples, families, and tourists.

     Christmas Eve is the most sacred and important time of the

Christmas season. It is the evening for exchanging gifts and

celebrating the birth of Christ. Festivities begin around 6 p.m.

People exchange all sorts of gifts, but books are popular to

give to virtually everyone. Christmas Day is a more relaxed

holiday. Icelanders enjoy a large family meal and visit friends

and family. The 26th (Boxing Day) is also spent relaxing with

family and friends or enjoying some form of recreation.

     New Year’s Eve

New Year's Eve is extremely popular. People celebrate with

many parties, bonfires, and fireworks shows that light up the

dark winter nights and create excitement throughout the

country. In recent years, New Year’s Eve has attracted tourists

from around the world.

SOCIETY 

Government

Structure

Iceland is a constitutional republic that is divided into 8

regions and 24 magisterial jurisdictions. A president is head

of state and serves a four-year term, although there is no term

limit. The prime minister, who is usually the leader of the

majority party or coalition, leads the government. Iceland's

legislative body, called the Althingi, is one of the world's

oldest parliaments. It has 63 seats, which are currently shared

by six parties. Members are elected to four-year terms by

proportional representation. The judiciary is comprised of the

Supreme Court, district courts, and various special courts.

     Political Landscape

Iceland has several political parties, but the largest include the

center-left Social Democratic Alliance and the center-right

Independence Party. Although there are no legally required

gender quotas, many parties have their own quotas to ensure

that women are a major, if not equal, part of the party.

     Dominant political issues include the protection of the
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environment and the country’s relationship with the European

Union (EU). Iceland has been a member of the European

Economic Area (EEA) and an EU affiliate since 1993, but it

is not a member of the EU. It also is part of the Schengen

Area, allowing its citizens to travel freely to many European

countries without a passport. Issues affecting women, such as

sexual violence and equal pay, are also the topic of major

political debates.

     Government and the People

Although bribery and other forms of blatant corruption are

rare in Iceland, many people criticize the government for

granting political favors to relatives and friends. In the wake

of the 2008 financial crisis, a handful of politicians resigned

or were fired, and many came under intense scrutiny for

misusing public funds. In 2016, Prime Minister Gunnlaugsson

stepped down following revelations about his offshore wealth

and his wife's part-ownership of a company that was thought

to place him in a conflict of interest; Gunnlaugsson had

formerly been part-owner of the company.

     The government guarantees freedom of the press. The

voting age is 18, and voter turnout in parliamentary elections

is often over 80 percent. Iceland does not have an army of its

own but is a member of the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization (NATO).

Economy

The country's most abundant natural resource is fish.

Historically, fishing has been the most important export

industry, accounting for about 40 percent of all export

earnings. In recent years, tourism has grown and become

another important industry. Other industries include

processing aluminum and iron ore, publishing, making

cement, and mining diatomite.

     About 5 percent of the workforce is employed in fishing or

fish processing. Agriculture (including raising livestock)

employs another 5 percent of the workforce. Only 1 percent

of the land is suitable for cultivating crops. There are many

pastures and meadows used for livestock grazing. Sheep and

wool are important commodities.

     In recent years, Iceland's affluence had allowed it to

become a major overseas investor. The country's economy

therefore suffered severely as a result of the global financial

crisis of 2008. After nationalizing Iceland's three main banks,

the government requested and received a US$2.1 billion loan

from the International Monetary Fund (as well as loans from

other Scandinavian countries and Poland) to ward off

economic collapse.

     Industrially, Iceland has great potential for geothermal and

hydroelectric power and is developing ways to exploit these

renewable resources as a means of economic recovery.

Aluminum smelting has become a profitable industry.

However, many Icelanders object to this industry because of

environmental concerns about pollution. Some factories are

able to use geothermal energy for power.

     Major trading partners include countries of the European

Union and the United States. Most Icelanders earn a good

income and enjoy relative prosperity. While inflation and

unemployment rose sharply following the 2008 financial

crisis, these rates gradually returned to moderate levels in the

years following the crisis. The currency is the króna (ISK), or

plural krónur.

Transportation and Communications

Iceland has one of the highest percentages of car ownership in

Europe. Most Icelandic families have at least one car. When

teenagers turn 17, they can get a driver's license, and they

often purchase a car soon thereafter.

     Public transportation is available in Reykjavík and most of

the larger towns. A national bus system also runs, but since

car ownership is so common, longer-distance buses may run

only once a day. People usually use taxis after going out or

drinking on weekends. School buses operate in the capital and

in rural areas. Iceland does not have a railroad. Some roads

outside the capital are not paved, but most main roads are

kept passable year-round. However, in the winter, most

highland roads are only passable for four-wheel-drive

vehicles, if at all.

     The communications system is modern and efficient.

Iceland has one of the highest per capita rates of cellular

phone use in Europe. Nearly all Icelanders are proficient with

computers, internet, and e-mail.

Education

Structure

Icelanders deeply value education: the people pride

themselves on universal literacy, almost-free university study,

the very high proportion of women in higher education, and

lifelong learning.

     The Icelandic school system has four divisions: preschool

(leikskóli), ages 1–6; primary school (grunnskóli), ages 6–16;

junior college (gymnasium, or menntaskóli) and vocational

school (tækniskóli), ages 16–20; and university (háskóli), age

20 or older. School is compulsory between the ages of 6 and

16. In addition, almost every child attends preschool before

the age of 6 (usually starting at 18 months old).

     Every child must know how to swim to graduate from

elementary school. The vast majority of 16-year-olds choose

to continue academic and/or vocational training. Most schools

in Iceland are state owned, although private schools do exist

at every age level.

     Access

Education is regarded as a human right in Iceland, and people

believe it should be free or at least affordable. Schools at

every level are free to attend, but at the start of each year,

parents spend a significant amount on books, school supplies,

and other materials. Schoolbooks are extremely expensive.

Public universities charge only a nominal administration fee

each year, while private universities charge tuition.

     School Life

Leikskóli, which are similar to daycare centers or preschools,

operate from 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Children usually attend for

only part of the day, depending on their parents’ schedules.

Schools for older students begin at 8 a.m. and end at 2:30

p.m., with some breaks.

     The education system is generally well funded and

successful, but some feel that standards are slipping because

students are not pushed very hard and are not assigned

enough homework. Others relish the creative and supportive
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environment of an Icelandic school.

     In general, the relationship between students and teachers

is relaxed and friendly compared to many countries. Teachers

(like everyone else in the country) are addressed by their first

names, and students have a large degree of freedom,

including the choice to leave school during lunchtime. Some

argue that the loose approach to student discipline has led to a

serious bullying problem, and this issue has recently played a

major role in national debates and political campaigns.

     Schools regularly hold social events for their students,

including sporting events and dances. Menntaskóli and

tækniskóli (academic or technical schools) and háskóli

(universities) often host concerts featuring well-known bands.

Often, college students go on a group trip abroad (usually

somewhere warm and sunny) at the end of their final exams.

     Higher Education

Iceland is home to seven universities, with the University of

Iceland being the largest. Private universities that charge

tuition do exist, but due to student loan programs, these

universities are still accessible to almost everyone. Wealthy

students are just as likely to study at the free state universities

because they offer different subjects than private universities.

Although there is some overlap, private universities offer

courses in business, technology, and computer skills, while

state universities offer more traditional courses such as

foreign languages, science, political science, and literature.

Studying abroad is popular, although this practice is more

common among wealthier students. Many people go abroad

for advanced degrees.

     Children of immigrants are less likely to continue on to

college and university, but the gap is narrowing as a new

generation of educators works to help these students thrive.

Health

Icelanders enjoy good health; they have one of the highest

life expectancy rates in the world. All legal residents

(regardless of nationality) have compulsory health coverage

through a national system, which is funded largely by a

government tax. Both general and specialized care are

covered in this system, including mental health, home help,

and long-term care; prescriptions are also covered. There are

18 public hospitals throughout the country, in addition to

numerous clinics. Iceland's two main hospitals are located in

Reykjavík and Akureyri. Dental care for adults is partially

paid for by the government, and schoolchildren receive free

care.

AT A GLANCE 

Contact Information

Embassy of the Republic of Iceland, House of Sweden, 2900

K Street NW #509, Washington DC 20007; phone (202)

265-6653; web site www.iceland.is/us. Visit Iceland, web site

www.visiticeland.com.
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Area (sq. km.) 103,000
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